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Preface – About this book
�سم هللا والحمد � والصالة والسالم ع� رسول هللا وع� آله وصحبه وَمن واالە

Alhamdulillaah, in this new age of learning made easy by ever-evolving technology, we find many works written on
simplifying the understanding of Tajweed in the English language. This work is a humble endeavor to provide a
comprehensive understanding of all concepts necessary to correctly read the Qur'aan with Tajweed as per the rules of
Hafs 'an 'Aasim in the way of Shaatibiyyah.

The intent is not to re-invent the wheel but to provide the English reader insights and benefits from the meticulous works of
our esteemed scholars, available in the Arabic language. One of our finest contemporary scholars in the field of Tajweed,

Shaykh Dr. Ayman Rushdie Suwayd, in his book on Tajweed المصور) التج��د At-Tajweed Al-Musawwar), has exhaustively

elucidated all aspects of Tajweed. Also, in his popular video series ( القرآنلتالوةاإلتقان Al-Itqaan li-Tilaawatil Qur'aan), the

Shaykh explains, verse by verse, the renowned book ( المقدمةمنظومة Manzoomah Al-Muqaddimah) of the great Islamic
scholar Imaam Ibn Al-Jazari (may Allaah have mercy on him) that expound aspects of Tajweed in beautiful poetic form.

This eBook is structured based on the topics covered in At-Tajweed Al-Musawwar with benefits derived from the video
lecture series Al-Itqaan li-Tilaawatil Qur'aan of Shaykh Ayman Rushdie Suwayd. Any corrections, suggestions, comments,
feedback are welcome and can be sent to askcqc@gmail.com.
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Preface – About Center for Qur’aan Classes (CQC)
In the year 2014, Sister Manaal Dawood Khan, Sister Juwairia Dawood Khan and Brother Shadab Ajaz Siddiqui
launched CQC as a non-profit initiative under Al-Falah Charitable Trust (Registration No. E-5410) with the intention of
imparting knowledge of Qur’aan sciences, most importantly the correct recitation of the Qur’aan. In the same year we
launched our first online Beginner’s batch in partnership with WizIQ. The various sections of this book have already
been in use as study notes by our teachers at CQC (Center for Qur’aan Classes – www.cqc.co.in) for our online
Tajweed teaching programs since past few years. It has been compiled in a book form to make its benefits reach a
wider audience among students and teachers bi-idhnillaah.

We have uploaded video lectures on YouTube to explain some of the chapters (e.g. Makhaarij & Sifaat) which require
one to understand the flow of sound. The ideal method to use the book would be to review the content along with their
accompanying videos. Once the concepts have been understood, the student must then recite the examples and verses
from the Qur’aan to a proficient teacher who can correct mistakes (if any).

The science of Tajweed requires for the students to first listen to a proficient teacher and understand how to recite.
He/she should then try to reproduce it in front of the teacher, to be corrected wherever required. The knowledge of
Tajweed benefits only when developed as a skill. And the skill itself is developed only after practicing it and having any
mistakes in recitation, be corrected by a proficient teacher.www.cqc.co.in askcqc@gmail.com6
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Preface – The core team
The core team of CQC, which comprises of Sr. Juwairia, Sr. Manaal, and Br. Shadab, are former students of Knowledge 

International University. Sr. Manaal and Br. Shadab completed their graduation in Islamic Studies (BAIS – Bachelor of 

Arts in Islamic Studies) from KIU. All three are Engineering graduates from India. 

While at KIU, we learnt the science of Tajweed and the detailed rules for reciting the Qur’aan. In the year 2013, one of 

the teachers at KIU, Ustaadhah Samar Al-Mawy, conducted a 10-day workshop on Qaa’idah Nooraaniyah for ladies. 

Sr. Juwairia and Sr. Manaal excelled in the course and launched a children’s batch on Tajweed in the 

same year. Alhamdulillaah the response was overwhelming and in the next year CQC was launched – an online 

institute devoted to the study of Qur’aan sciences starting from Tajweed and moving on to Arabic studies inShaaAllaah. 

The team has completed various certification courses related to the science of Tajweed and Arabic: in Qaa’idah 

Nooraniyah from Markaz Al-Furqan Jeddah, in recitation in the Tareeqah of Shaatibiyyah, in recitation in the Riwaayah 

of Shu’bah ‘an ‘Aasim, in Arabic Grammar (Nahw) and Morphology (Sarf) from ShariahProgram – to name a few. The 

team is actively pursuing Hifdh of the Qur’aan along with Tafseer studies. May Allaah give the team the tawfeeq to

complete additional beneficial works on Arabic Grammar/Morphology and other sciences related to the Qur’aan – آمین
www.cqc.co.in askcqc@gmail.com7
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 Our certificate course teachers to whom we recited the Qur’aan. They not only helped us to learn the most commonly 

committed mistakes but also helped in understanding the nuances of recitation: Shaykh Muhammad Shawqy Al-

Jammal & Ustaadhah Dina Al-Faarooq.

 Teachers from Marjan Programs (www.marjanprograms.com) for meticulously reviewing the content of this book and 
providing valuable suggestions.

 Our families for patiently bearing with us throughout this journey.
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VOLUME 1
Understand the meaning and importance of Tajweed, how to correctly recite each letter of 

the Arabic language, and the relationship between the sciences of Tajweed and Qiraa’aat

Part 1 – Introduction to Tajweed

Part 2 – Articulation of Letters

Part 3 – Characteristics of Letters

Part 4 – Introduction to Qiraa’aat



PART 1 - INTRODUCTION TO 
TAJWEED

1. Importance of Tajweed

2. Overview of Tajweed

3. Etiquettes of recitation

Understand the meaning and importance of Tajweed, and an overview of the 

etiquettes of recitation



IMPORTANCE OF 
TAJWEED
Why should one spend time and effort in learning to recite the 
Qur’aan in Arabic

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/8rUyHJIjAPI

https://youtu.be/8rUyHJIjAPI


Content Layout

 The definition of the Qur’aan.

 The literary style of the Qur’aan.

 The Qur’aan and its relationship with Salaah.

 Our responsibility towards the Qur’aan.

 The reward of those who learn to recite the Qur’aan and teach it.
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The definition of the Qur’aan
 The Qur’aan was revealed in the Arabic language: 

 [Qur’aan Surah #39 Az-Zumar: 27-28] – “And We have certainly presented for the people in this

Qur‘aan from every [kind of] example – that they might remember. [It is] an Arabic Qur‘aan, without any

deviation that they might become righteous.” [Saheeh International]

 The technical definition of the Qur’aan as explained by the scholars of Islam – It is the Arabic speech of
Allaah that was revealed to the Prophet Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص both in word and in meaning. It is collected
between the two covers of the Mus-haf, was narrated in Mutawaatir chains, and is a challenge to
humankind.

 Based on the above definition, translations of the Qur’aan are just interpretations of the meanings of
the Qur’aan but not Qur’aan per se.
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The literary style of the Qur’aan
 The Quraysh were dumbfounded by the style of the Qur'aan even though it was in their own language 

which they understood so well. They used to secretly listen to the Prophet's(ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) recitation of the Qur'aan 

while he prayed during the night. Many of those who accepted Islam initially were simply awestruck by 

the language of the Qur'aan, its literary style and eloquence are unmatched and of a miraculous nature.

 By restricting ourselves just to the translation without spending time and effort in learning the correct 

recitation and understanding of the Arabic language we are depriving ourselves from being touched by 

the Qur’aan. Reading and comprehending the Qur’aan in its own language will inShaaAllaah have a much 

lasting impact on our Eemaan and Taqwa.

 [Qur’aan Surah #39 Az-Zumar: 23] – “Allaah has sent down the best statement: a consistent Book wherein is 

reiteration. The skins shiver therefrom of those who fear their Lord; then their skins and their hearts relax at the 

remembrance [i.e., mention] of Allaah. That is the guidance of Allaah by which He guides whom He 

wills...” [Saheeh International]
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The Qur’aan and its relationship with Salaah

15

 Salaah is one of the most important pillars of Islam.

 The Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said: “The first thing concerning which a person will be brought to account will

be the Salah, and the first thing concerning which scores will be settled among the people,

will be bloodshed.” Sunan An-Nasaa’i, Vol. 7, Pg. 83, Hadith 3991, authenticated by Shaykh Albaani.

 The recitation of the Qur'aan during Qiyaam is one of the pillars of Salaah.

 How can our Salaah be complete/correct without our Qiraa’ah (recitation of the Qur’aan)

being correct?

askcqc@gmail.comwww.cqc.co.in



Our responsibility towards the Qur’aan

 Zayd ibn Thaabit , one of the scribes of the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said: “I used to write the revelation from the

Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص while he would dictate it to me. When I was done with writing, he would say – read, so I

used to read what I wrote and if there would be any mistake in it, he would correct it . And then I used

to take it to the people.” Tabaraani, Vol. 5, pg. 142, Hadith 4888 through a chain of upright people.

 The Mus-haf that we have today so nicely printed in beautiful covers is the result of the hard work of

the righteous companions and Salaf (early generations of Muslims). Pen and paper was not easily

available and they used to painstakingly record the Qur’aan on bones/stones, whatever material they

could find. The Qur’aan was preserved by them through much effort and great pains.

 Are we taking sufficient care to even recite the Qur’aan properly? Is it not our responsibility to take

time out of our busy lives to learn how to read, understand and apply the message of our Creator?

askcqc@gmail.comwww.cqc.co.in 16



The reward of those who learn to recite the Qur’aan and teach it

 Muhammad bin Ka'b Al-Qurazi narrated: “I heard 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud saying: ‘The Messenger of

Allaah ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said: “[Whoever recites a letter] from Allaah's Book, then he receives the reward from it,

and the reward of ten the like of it. I do not say that Alif Laam Meem is a letter, but Alif is a letter,

Laam is a letter and Meem is a letter.”” Sunan Tirmidhi, Vol 5, Pg 175, Hadith 2910, authenticated by Shaykh Albaani.

 ‘Aishah (may Allaah be pleased with her) reported: “The Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said, ‘The one who is

proficient in the recitation of the Qur‘aan will be with the honorable and obedient scribes (angels)

and he who recites the Qur‘aan and finds it difficult to recite, doing his best to recite it in the best

way possible, will have a double reward.’” Saheeh Muslim, Vol. 1, Pg. 549, Hadith 798.

 Narrated ‘Uthman : “The Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said, ‘The best among you (Muslims) are those who learn

the Qur‘aan and teach it.’” Saheeh Bukhaari, Vol. 6, Pg. 192, Hadith 5027.

askcqc@gmail.comwww.cqc.co.in 17



Summary

 We understood the exalted state of the Qur’aan – it is not the speech/thoughts/ideas of any man

but the exalted speech of Allaah.

 We are the carriers of the speech of Allaah and we need to take care that we recite it as it was

revealed to the Prophet .ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص

 We must ensure that we pass on this knowledge to the generations that will come after us and

maintain the legacy of our pious predecessors.
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TAJWEED – AN 
OVERVIEW

Definition, ruling and our approach towards studying Tajweed

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/ZuKmxQaW2ik

https://youtu.be/ZuKmxQaW2ik


Content Layout

 The definition of Tajweed.

 Sub-components within the science of Tajweed.

 Al-Lahn – Mistakes made when reciting the Qur’aan.

 Ruling on Tajweed.

 Our approach towards the study of Tajweed.
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The definition of Tajweed

 Linguistic definition of Tajweed –

 ‘To beautify’ – it comes from the root word د�ْ َتْج�� which is the verbal noun from the pattern

دَ ) َجوَّ - دُ  (ُ�َجوِّ

 Applied meaning in Islam –

 The science by which the correct recitation of the Arabic letters is understood and that is

by knowing the Makhaarij / Articulation points of the individual letters, their Sifaat which

include their intrinsic characteristics ( فات ةالصِّ اِت�َّ
َّ

الذ ) and incidental characteristics

ة) َعَرِض�َّ
�
فات ال .and the rules associated to them (الصِّ
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Sub-components within the science of Tajweed

 Articulation points (Makhaarij) used for the pronunciation of individual Arabic letters like Baa,

Meem, Qaaf, Kaaf, etc.

 Sifaat Dhaatiyyah or Intrinsic characteristics ( فات ةالصِّ اِت�َّ
َّ

الذ ) like Isti’laa, Qalqalah etc.

 Sifaat ‘Aradiyyaah or Incidental characteristics ( فات ةالصِّ َعَرِض�َّ
�
ال ) – characteristics that arise

upon the letters based on certain conditions/incidents that occur upon them. Examples:

 reciting ْمس َو الشَّ (as wash-Shams) vs reciting َقَمر
�
َو ال (as wal-Qamar).

 reciting َمن
َ
ْعَملف َّ� (by only retaining a nasal sound while reciting the Yaa) vs reciting  َْمن

َ
َعِملَ ف (by 

reciting the Noon completely).
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Al-Lahn – Mistakes made when reciting the Qur’aan

 Al-Lahn: 

 Linguistic meaning of ْحن
�
الل – Deviation from accuracy.

 Applied meaning of ْحن
�
الل – Mistakes in recitation of the Qur’aan. 

 There are two broad types of mistakes one can make during recitation:

 Lahn Jalee (clear/apparent mistake)

 Lahn Khafee (hidden mistake)
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Al-Lahn Al-Jalee

 Lahn Jalee (clear or apparent mistake) – It is a mistake in uttering a word/letter such

that it destroys the meaning or violates I’raab (vowel declinations that govern

grammatical states).

 Examples: 

www.cqc.co.in askcqc@gmail.com24

َعۡمَت 
ۡ
ن
�
ۡيهِ عَ أ

�
َعۡمُت ۡم ل

ۡ
ن
�
يۡ أ

�
ِهۡم َعل

Incorrectly recited as
1:7

7:86 َ
َّ ��
�
�

َ
ۡم ف Incorrectly recited asڪ�

Incorrectly recited as

Incorrectly recited as

 َ َّ�
�
�

َ
ۡم ف ڪ�

ۡحمَ 1:1 ِح�ِم ِ�ۡسِم ٱِ� ٱلرَّ ۡحمَ ِ�ۡسِم ٰ�ن� ٱلرَّ ِح�ِم ٰ�َن ٱُ� ٱلرَّ ٱلرَّ

َعَ�ٰٓ َعَ�ٰٓ 20:121



Al-Lahn Al-Khafee

 Lahn Khafee (hidden mistake) – It is a mistake in recitation which fails to satisfy the
perfection of the characteristics of letters (intrinsic/incidental) without violating its
meaning or grammatical states.

 The leaving of elongation of the Madd Muttasil for example:

 Making Izhaar (clear recitation) of Noon instead of Ikhfaa (retaining the nasalization as 
we will soon see):

www.cqc.co.in askcqc@gmail.com25

عَ ُسٓوءَ 
�
اِب ٱل

َ
2:49ذ

نُفِس 
�
ۡم أ

�
3:165ك



Ruling on Tajweed – Makhaarij
 The study of Makhaarij – It is necessary to learn and apply the proper articulation of letters

and its violation is prohibited, especially if it leads to a letter sounding like another letter
(Lahn Jalee). Not reciting the letters from their proper Makhraj can distort the meaning of a
verse of the Qur’aan.

 Examples: Reciting the ق as a ك or reciting the ع as a ء can lead to serious distortions 

as shown below:

www.cqc.co.in askcqc@gmail.com26

(Heart)(Dog)

(Say)(Eat)

(Knowledgeable)(Painful)



Ruling on Tajweed – Sifaat
 The study of Sifaat – the mistakes in Sifaat can be of two types: 

 Those mistakes in Sifaat that convert a letter into a different letter

 Those mistakes in Sifaat that affect the beautification of recitation

 Mistakes in Sifaat that can take the letter out of its valid limit/scope or convert it into a different 
letter (Lahn Jalee) are not permitted. It is necessary to learn and apply such characteristics. 

 Examples: Not applying the Tarqeeq of س or the Tafkheem of ط. The violation of such Sifaat
is prohibited since the letter gets converted to another letter, distorting the word meanings:

www.cqc.co.in askcqc@gmail.com27

َعَ�ٰٓ َعَ�ٰٓ 
س without Tarqeeq sounds like ص

68:32

2:229 
�
ل طٰ�قُ ٱلطَّ without Tafkheem sounds like ت

�ٰ ٱلتَّ 
�
قُ ل

(Perhaps)(Disobeyed)

(Divorce)(Appropriateness)



Ruling on Tajweed – Sifaat
 There are some Sifaat which add to the beautification of recitation. Violation of these do not

distort or alter the meanings of the verse (Lahn Khafee) but add to the beauty of the recitation

with which the Qur’aan was revealed to the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص and the same was transmitted to us

through the generations.

 Example: Mistakes in Sifaat such as doing Tarqeeq of ر having Fathah/Dammah instead of

Tafkheem does not change the letter to another letter (Lahn Khafee). Similarly, mistakes like not

completely establishing Sifaat like Tafashshee or Hams, that do not alter meanings, would fall

under Lahn Khafee.

 The ruling for the above differs based on the proficiency level of the reciter –

 Person taking formal Ijaazah to teach Qur’aan or become an Imaam who leads salaah

 Person not thoroughly proficient in all rules of recitation 
www.cqc.co.in askcqc@gmail.com28



Ruling on Tajweed – Summary 

 For a person taking formal Ijaazah it is obligatory to apply all the Sifaat. Violation of any 
Lahn (Jalee or Khafee) is prohibited for a student reciting to a teacher in order to acquire 
Ijaazah since it is a huge responsibility and an amaanah.

 As for those who are non-proficient in the detailed rules of Tajweed, they are still expected 
to recite the Qur’aan without altering letters or grammatical states (Lahn Jalee). But if they 
make minor mistakes (Lahn Khafee), then it would be said that their recitation was not 
perfect and it is hoped that there is no sin upon them. As Muslims, we are expected to 
recite the Qur’aan to the best of our ability and constantly strive to perfect our recitation.

 Hence, learning the foundations of Tajweed that will help to safeguard against serious 
errors in reciting the Qur’aan, is necessary for all Muslims while learning the detailed 
rulings is Fard Kifaayah (communal obligation).
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Our approach towards the study of Tajweed

 Learning Tajweed is not just about knowing and memorizing all the rules. One must be

able to put it into regular practice. And this comes by practicing in front of a proficient

teacher who can identify and correct mistakes.
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ETIQUETTES OF 
RECITATION

Spiritual etiquettes, physical purity and starting with Ta’awwudh
and Basmalah

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/Dvtr0NgkZNs

https://youtu.be/Dvtr0NgkZNs


Content Layout

 Spiritual etiquettes to be kept in mind before reciting the Qur’aan.

 Aspects related to physical purity – Wudoo’ and Ghusl.

 Ta’awwudh – definition and explanation.

 Basmalah – definition and explanation.

 Aspects related to reciting the Ta’awwudh & Basmalah.

 Observe all the rules of Tajweed for Ta’awwudh & Basmalah.
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Spiritual etiquettes – cleanliness of the heart
 Ikhlaas ِإخالص) – purity of intention to please Allaah alone) and Ittibaa’ (باع ِاتِّ – compliance to the Sunnah)

 The opening hadeeth in Saheeh Bukhari narrated by 'Umar bin Al-Khattaab : “I heard Allah's Messenger
(ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) saying, “The reward of deeds depends upon the intentions and every person will get the reward
according to what he has intended. So whoever emigrated for worldly benefits or for a woman to marry, his
emigration was for what he emigrated for...” Saheeh Bukhari, Book 1, Hadith 1.

 The hadeeth regarding the first few men whose case will be decided on the Day Of Judgment. The second
of them, a man who acquired knowledge and recited the Qur’aan: “...Then will be brought forward a man
who acquired knowledge and imparted it (to others) and recited the Qur'aan. He will be brought And Allaah
will make him recount His blessings and he will recount them (and admit having enjoyed them in his
lifetime). Then will Allaah ask: What did you do (to requite these blessings)? He will say: I acquired
knowledge and disseminated it and recited the Qur'aan seeking Thy pleasure. Allaah will say: You have
told a lie. You acquired knowledge so that you might be called" a scholar," and you recited the Qur'aan so
that it might be said:" He is a Qari" and such has been said. Then orders will be passed against him and he
shall be dragged with his face downward and cast into the Fire...” Saheeh Muslim, Book 33, Hadith 218.
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Spiritual etiquettes – cleanliness of the heart

 Sabr ( ْ َص�ب – patience in all circumstance) and Tawakkul ل)
�
َتَو� – trust in Allaah)

 [Qur’aan Surah Az-Zumar 39:10] – “…Indeed, those who are patient will be given their

reward without account.” [Saheeh International]

 [Qur’aan Surah Al-Ahzaab 33:3] – “And put your trust in Allaah, and enough is Allaah as a

disposer of all affairs.” [Saheeh International]

 [Qur’aan Surah At-Talaaq 65:5] – “…And whoever fears Allaah - He will remove for him his

misdeeds and make great for him his reward.” [Saheeh International]

 The hadeeth: “The believer is not afflicted by the prick of a thorn or what is worse (or

greater) than that, except that by it Allaah raises him in rank and removes sin from him.”
Jaami’ Tirmidhi, Vol. 2, Book 5, Hadith 965
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Physical purity – cleanliness of the body

 We should be in a state of Wudoo' before touching the Mus-haf:

[Qur’aan Surah Al-Waaqi’ah 56:79] – “None touch it except the purified.” [Saheeh International]

 We should not recite the Qur’aan in the state of Janaabah: 

Fataawa Shaykh Ibn Baaz, 10/150: “The point is that the one who is Junub (major impurity) 

should not recite Qur’aan either from the Mus-haf or from memory, until he has taken a bath 

(ghusl). But the one who has broken his wudoo’ and is impure in the sense of minor impurity 

may recite Qur’aan from memory but he should not touch the Mus-haf.” 

(https://islamqa.info/en/10672)
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Physical purity – cleanliness of the body

 Women’s issues related to menstruation and post natal bleeding:

Majmoo‘ Fataawa Ibn Baaz, 6/360: “It is permissible for the woman who is menstruating or in

Nifaas to recite Qur’aan from memory, because these conditions last for a long time, and

drawing an analogy between them and the case of one who is Junub is incorrect. Based on

that, there is nothing wrong with a female student reciting Qur’aan, or a teacher doing so for an

exam or otherwise, if it is done from memory and not from the Mus-haf. But if one of them

needs to read from the Mus-haf, there is nothing wrong with that on condition that it be done

with a barrier.” (https://islamqa.info/en/152742)
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Ta’awwudh – definition and explanation
 Linguistic meaning –

 ‘To seek refuge’. It comes from the root word ذ َعوُّ
َ
ت which is the verbal noun from the pattern ( 

َ
ذ َعوَّ

َ
ت -  

ُ
ذ (َيَتَعوَّ

 Applied meaning in Islam –

 The saying of “I seek refuge in Allaah from the accursed Shaitaan”:

 This is also called Isti’aadhah ة)
َ
(ِاسِتعاذ

 The one intending to recite any part from the Qur’aan, must begin first with the Ta’awwudh:

[Qur’aan Surah An-Nahl 16:98] – “So when you recite the Qur'aan, [first] seek refuge in Allaah from the 

Satan, the one expelled [from His mercy].” [Saheeh International]
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ِج�ِم  ْ�َطاِن الرَّ ِ ِمَن الشَّ
 ِبا��

ُ
ُعوذ

�
أ



Basmalah – definition and explanation

 It is the saying of the below Arabic phrase:

 Whenever one intends to recite the Qur’aan from the beginning of a Surah, one must 

recite the Basmalah and then begin reciting the Surah.

 Surah At-Tawbah (Surah #9) is the only exceptional Surah in the whole of Qur’aan –

one should not recite the Basmalah at the beginning of it.
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Starting to recite the Qur’aan with Ta’awwudh and Basmalah
 When one starts to recite the Qur’aan form the beginning of a Surah, all of the below 

scenarios are acceptable:

 Discontinuity between each of the three: Ta’awwudh*Basmalah*Beginning of Surah.

 Continuity between each of the three: Ta’awwudh-Basmalah-Beginning of Surah.

 Discontinuity between Ta’awwudh*Basmalah, continuity between Basmalah-Beginning of Surah.

 Continuity between Ta’awwudh-Basmalah, discontinuity between Basmalah-Surah.
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When beginning to 
recite the Qur’aan from 
a verse within a Surah, 
we must begin with the 
Ta’awwudh and we can 

then start reciting 
directly from that verse. 
Reciting the Basmalah
is optional in this case.



Continuing to recite from one Surah to the next
 Discontinuity between each of the three: End of Previous Surah*Basmalah*Beginning of Next Surah.

 Continuity between each of the three: End of Previous Surah-Basmalah-Beginning of Next Surah.

 Discontinuity between: End of Previous Surah*Basmalah, Continuity between: Basmalah-Beginning 

of Next Surah.

 The fourth scenario is unacceptable – Continuity between: End of Previous Surah-Basmalah, 

Discontinuity between: Basmalah*Beginning of Next Surah.
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Observe all the rules of Tajweed for Ta’awwudh & Basmalah

 While doing Wasl (continuing to recite) between (End of Previous Surah)-Basmalah-(Beginning 

of Next Surah) or while doing Wasl between the Ta’awwudh-Basmalah-Beginning of Surah, it is 

important to observe all the Tajweed rules and grammatical states (I’raab) of words & structures.

 Example 1: The last م of Ta’awwudh will get a Kasrah and the last م of Basmalah will get a Kasrah

which will directly connect to the ق in  
�
َرأ

ۡ
ٱق since the hamzatul wasl (ٱ) will get dropped:

 Example 2: The Dammatayn of د in  َحٌد
�
أ connects to the ب of Basmalah and converts to a م due to the 

Iqlaab rule. The last م of Basmalah gets a Kasrah (details of rules are coming soon inShaaAllaah):
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ِ ِمَن 
 ِبا��

ُ
ُعوذ

�
ِج�أ ۡ�َطاِن الرَّ ِح�ِم الشَّ ۡحَمٰ�ن� ٱلرَّ َق ٱِم ِ�ۡسِم ٱِ� ٱلرَّ

�
ِذى َخل

�
َك ٱل  ِبٱۡسِم َر�ِّ

�
َرأ

ۡ
ق

َح 
�
ا أ ُفو�

�
ۥ ك ُه

�
ن ل

�
ْم َ��

�
 َول

ۢ
ِق ٌد

�
َفل

�
 ِبَربِّ ٱل

ُ
ُعوذ

�
ۡل أ

ُ
ق ِح� ۡحَمٰ�ن� ٱلرَّ ِم ِ�ۡسِم ٱِ� ٱلرَّ



What’s next

 The Arabic alphabet.

 Vowels in the Arabic language.

 How sounds emanate.

 Introduction to Makhaarij.
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جزاكم هللا خیرا

End of Part 1
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PART 2 - ARTICULATION OF 
LETTERS

1. Introduction to Makhaarij

2. Al-Jauf letters: (یَّة يا و  (َمّدِ

3. Al-Halq (throat) letters:  خء ه ع ح غ

4. Al-Lisaan (tongue) letters:ق ك ج ش ي

5. Al-Lisaan (tongue) letters: ض ل

6. Al-Lisaan (tongue) letters:  تر ط د ن

7. Al-Lisaan (tongue) letters:  ثص ز س ظ ذ

8. Ash-Shafataan (lips) and Al-Khayshoom

(nasal passage) letters: ف و ب م

9. Summary of all the Articulation Points

Understand the articulation point (makhraj) of each letter of the Arabic language and 

also identify the various forms that each letter appears in the Qur’aanic script



INTRODUCTION TO 
MAKHAARIJ

The Arabic alphabet and the main articulation points for the 
Arabic letters

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/KNl4NNDqtwE

https://youtu.be/KNl4NNDqtwE


Content Layout

 The Arabic alphabet.

 Vowels in the Arabic language.

 How sounds emanate.

 The main articulation points. 
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The Arabic alphabet
 Arabic Alphabet (only consonants):

ا ب ت ث ج ح خ د ذ ر ز س ش ص ض ط ظ ع غ ف ق ك ل م ن و ه ء  ي

 English Alphabet  (includes consonants and vowels):

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

 Arabic is read from right to left while English is read from left to right.

 No upper case/lower case in Arabic.

 Classical texts completely lack punctuation marks.
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Vowels in arabic

 Fathah corresponds to the ‘a’ sound in bat. This is called Zabar in the Urdu language.

 Dammah corresponds to the ‘u’ sound in put. This is called Paish in the Urdu language.

 Kasrah corresponds to the ‘i’ sound in pit. This is called Zair in the Urdu language.
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The Sukoon sign
 The Sukoon sign (    ) on top of a letter indicates absence of any harakah on that letter and the 

letter itself is called a Saakin letter. It is also referred to as Jazm (َجْزم)

 The sign itself originates from the head of the letter Khaa :without its dot as shown below (خ)

 Khafeef  ,means to be light (not heavy in recitation). When reciting a letter with a vowel (َخف�ف)

more effort is required since one needs to recite the letter and also the vowel, as compared to 

when reciting with Sukoon since only the letter needs to be recited.

 Examples:
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َخف�ف

112:3



The letter Alif and the Madd letters

 All the Arabic letters (with the exception of Alif) can carry either of the three vowels (Fathah /

Kasrah / Dammah) or they can carry the Sukoon sign.

 Alif is the only letter that does not directly carry any vowel nor the Sukoon sign. It generally

occurs as a Madd letter (considered Saakin but without the Sukoon sign) just like the Waaw

Madd and the Yaa Madd.

 Alif can occur as a carrier/chair for the letter Hamzah (and Hamzah can then carry vowels or

Sukoon). Alif can also carry other signs which we will learn about later inShaaAllaah. Few

examples below:
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How sounds emanate generally

 Sound can generally be produced in any of the following ways:
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 Collision (or coming together) of two
separate bodies.

 Separating two bodies which were

originally joined/connected.

 Oscillation or vibration of a body.

 The rubbing of one hard surface
against another.



How sounds emanate from the mouth
 A sound which is dependent upon an approximate 

articulation – not relying on any specific area of the 
mouth/throat for its articulation. Example of Alif Madd
shown below:
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Approximate Makhraj for Alif Madd Actual/Specific Makhraj for Daal (د)

 A sound which is dependent upon an actual articulation 
point – a specific area of the mouth/throat being used 
for its articulation. Example of letter Daal shown below:



Lips
Ash-Shafataan

The main articulation points

 We will study the Makhaarij (articulation points) of all the Arabic letters by grouping them into 

5 major points:
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Nasal Cavity
Al-Khayshoom

Oral Cavity
Al-Jawf

Tongue
Al-Lisaan

Throat
Al-Halq



LETTERS FROM AL-
JAUF

How to recite the letters which use the empty space of the mouth 
and throat: ة) َّ� ا و ي (َمدِّ

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/PsLVPWB8vpU

https://youtu.be/PsLVPWB8vpU


Content Layout

 Meaning of Jauf.

 What are the letters that are emitted from the Jauf area.

 How to recite each of the Madd letters.

 Few Important points in relation to the recitation of the Madd letters.

 Introduction of some important characteristics of the Madd letters.
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Parts involved in emitting sounds
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Nasal Passage

Top Palate

Lips

Teeth

Tongue
Throat

Empty part of 
the  throat and 

mouth



The Jauf الَجوف) – the hollow)

 The Jauf includes:

 Hollow of the mouth (in green).

 Hollow of the throat (in blue).

 It is an approximate articulation (not a specific area).

 Letters emanating from the Jauf:

 Alif Madd ( لِ 
�
ف َمّد أ ).

 Waaw Madd ( ّد مَ َواو ).

 Yaa Madd ( َمّد َ�ا ).

 Madd literally means lengthening/elongation.
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Refer Slide# 53 where we 
explained how certain 

sounds have approximate 
articulation - they do not 

rely on any specific area of 
the mouth/throat for their 

articulation.



Alif Madd ( ِلف 
�
َمّد أ – (َ◌ا

 How to recite the Alif Madd:

 Sound runs from the vocal cords and exits 

from the mouth.

 Opening of the mouth.

 Tongue is in a state of rest.

 Saakin Alif preceded by a Fathah .(َ◌ا)

 Does not have a Sukoon sign over it.

 Examples:
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Alif Madd – important points

 Non-connecting letter (does not connect to the letter after it, can connect to the letter before it).

 Different forms of Alif:
 Laam Alif joined (appears different as compared to other letters).

 Alif Sagheerah ة( َ ِلف َصغ�ي
�
)أ / Dagger Alif ة) َّ� ِلف َخنَج��

�
.(أ

 Alif Madd vs Hamzah (using Alif as a chair).

 Alif Madd is assumed in Lafzu-Jalaalah ( ).

 Alif Madd, in recitation, is nothing but a prolonged Fathah.

 Fathatain can change to Alif Madd in recitation.

 Mostly in Tarqeeq (light) but can occur with Tafkheem (heaviness).

 There are different types of Alif Madd with varying levels of elongation.

 It is dropped due to joining between two Saakin letters.
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Many of the points mentioned 
below will be covered in great 
details in the Chapter of Madd



 How to recite the Waaw Madd:

 Sound runs from the vocal cords and exits 
from the mouth.

 Opening of the mouth is accompanied by 
the circling of the lips.

 Back part of the tongue is pulled upwards.

 Saakin Waaw preceded by a 

Dammah .(ُ◌و)

 Does not have Sukoon sign over it.

 Examples:

Waaw Madd ( َمّد َواو – (ُ◌و
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Waaw Madd – important points

 Non-connecting letter (does not connect to the letter after it, can connect to the letter before it).

 Different forms of Waaw Madd (Waaw Sagheerah):

 There are different types of Waaw Madd with varying levels of elongation:

 Raising of the back part of the tongue vs Tafkheem (details covered in Chapter of Sifaat)

 Waaw Madd, in recitation, is nothing but a prolonged Dammah.

 Waaw Mutaharrik (having a vowel) vs Waaw Madd (Saakin):

 Waaw Madd vs Waaw Leen and Madd Leen:

 It is dropped due to joining between two Saakin letters:
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Many of the points mentioned 
below will be covered in great 
details in the Chapter of Madd



Yaa Madd َ�ا َمّد ) – يِ◌  )

 How to recite the Yaa Madd:

 Sound runs from the vocal cords and exits 

from the mouth.

 Opening of the mouth.

 Middle part of the tongue is pulled upwards.

 Saakin Yaa preceded by a Kasrah .(ِ◌ي)

 Does not have Sukoon sign over it.

 Examples:
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Yaa Madd – important points

 Different forms of Yaa Madd (Yaa Sagheerah):

 There are different types of Yaa Madd with varying levels 

of elongation:

 Yaa Madd is nothing but a prolonged Kasrah in recitation. 

 Yaa Madd (Saakin) vs Yaa Mutaharrik (having a vowel):

 Yaa Madd vs Yaa Leen and Madd Leen:

 It is dropped due to joining between two Saakin letters:
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Many of the points mentioned 
below will be covered in great 
details in the Chapter of Madd



Further study
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 Video Explanation of this chapter by Br Shadab: https://youtu.be/PsLVPWB8vpU

 Arabic video lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن –
https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122697/

 How to recite Alif Madd (demonstrated at 15:31).

 How to recite Waaw Madd(demonstrated at 17:51 & 20:09).

 How to recite Yaa Madd(demonstrated at 20:50).
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LETTERS FROM AL-
HALQ

How to recite the letters that emanate from the different parts of the 
throat: ء ه ع ح غ خ
Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/KO4R0_RUsN8

https://youtu.be/KO4R0_RUsN8


Content Layout

 Meaning of Al-Halq.

 Different parts of Al-Halq (throat).

 The letters recited from each part of the throat.

 Some important points related to those letters.
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Al-Halq ق)
�
الَحل – the throat)

 The Halq (throat) is the overall Makhraj

for 6 letters as seen in the table below:

 There are three makhraj points:

 Deepest part of the throat (vocal cords).

 Middle part of the throat.

 Closest part of the throat (to the mouth).
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Region of the throat 
closest to the mouth

Region of the middle 
part of the throat

Region of the 
deepest part of the 

throat
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Deepest part of the throat (ق
�
الَحل  �َ

ْ
ق
�
(أ

 Two letters emit from the direct vibration of the vocal cords: Hamzah and haa (ء) .(ه)

 Hamzah :(ء)

 Closing of vocal cords (glottal stop) when Saakin.

 Opening of the vocal cords when Mutaharrik (vowelled).

 Examples:
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Vocal cords closed 
when Hamzah is 

recited with a 
Sukoon.

Vocal cords opened 
when Hamzah is 

recited with a 
Harakah. 68



Hamzah – (ء) important points
 Types of Hamzahs:

 Hamzatul-Wasl ( الَوْصلَهْمَزةُ  )

 Hamzatul-Qat’ ( الَقْطعَهْمَزةُ  )

 Different forms of Hamzah (the standalone form vs taking a chair): 

 The standalone form of Hamza does not connect to the letter after it nor to the letter before it. But 
when it takes a chair then the chair itself can be a connecting/non-connecting letter.

 Important characteristics of Hamzah: 

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr).

 Imprisonment of sound (Shiddah).

 Always light (Tarqeeq).

 Joining between consecutively occurring Hamzahs – Tas-heel/Ibdaal.
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat and 

subsequent chapters 

Hamzah standalone

Hamzah on a chair



haa (ه) - Makhraj

 haa :(ه)

 Partial opening of the vocal cords.

 Examples:
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Vocal cords partially 
opened when reciting haa

(ه)



haa – (ه) important points

 Different forms of haa :(ه)

 Taa of femininity (ة) is recited as a haa

:when stopping at it ,(ه)

 Important characteristics of haa :(ه)

 Running of breath (Hams).

 Running of sound (Rakhaawah).

 Always light (Tarqeeq).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat and 

subsequent chapters 



Middle part of the throat ق)
�
الَحل (َوَسُط 

 Two letters emit from the area around the 

epiglottis: ‘Ayn and Haa (ع) .(ح)

 ‘Ayn :(ع)

 Epiglottis is pushed back against the wall of the throat.

 Narrow passage is left for some sound to escape.

 Examples:
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‘Ayn – (ع) important points

 Different forms of ‘Ayn (ع): 

 Important characteristics of ‘Ayn (ع): 

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr).

 Partial flow of sound (Bayniyyah).

 Always light (Tarqeeq).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat and 

subsequent chapters 



Haa (ح) - makhraj

 Haa :(ح)

 Epiglottis is pushed back against the wall of the 

throat.

 Narrow passage is left for the sound to escape.

 The pushing back is less than compared to ‘Ayn.

 Haa is easier to pronounce than ‘Ayn.

 Examples:
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Haa – (ح) important points

 Different forms of Haa  :(ح)

 Important characteristics of Haa  :(ح)

 Running of breath (Hams).

 Running of sound (Rakhaawah).

 Always light (Tarqeeq).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat and 

subsequent chapters 



 Two letters emit from the top part of the throat: Ghayn and Khaa (غ) .(خ)

Closest part of the throat ق)
�
الَحل  

ْدىنَ
�
(أ

 Ghayn :(غ)

 The root/base of the tongue is pulled back until it 

reaches the fleshy soft part of the top palate (topmost 

part of the throat).

 Narrow passage is left for the sound to escape 

(articulation point doesn’t close off completely).

 Accompanied with Tafkheem (heaviness) of the tongue.

 Examples: 
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Ghayn – (غ) important points

 Different forms of Ghayn  :(غ)

 Important characteristics of Ghayn  :(غ)

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr)

 Running of sound (Rakhaawah)

 Always heavy (Tafkheem)
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat and 

subsequent chapters 



Khaa (خ) - makhraj

 Khaa :(خ)

 The Makhraj of Khaa is slightly higher than makhraj of Ghayn. 

 The root/base of the tongue pulled back until it reaches the 

fleshy soft part of the top palate (topmost part of the throat).

 Narrow passage is left for the sound and breath to escape 

(articulation point doesn’t close off completely).

 Accompanied with Tafkheem (heaviness) of the tongue.

 Avoid snorting/snoring resulting from applying too much 

pressure.

 Examples:
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Khaa – (خ) important points

 Different forms of Khaa  :(خ)

 Important characteristics of Khaa  :(خ)

 Running of breath (Hams).

 Running of sound (Rakhaawah).

 Always heavy (Tafkheem).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat and 

subsequent chapters 



Further study
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 Video Explanation of this chapter by Br Shadab: https://youtu.be/KO4R0_RUsN8

 Arabic video lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن –
https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122697/

 How to recite Hamzah (demonstrated at 31:20).

 How to recite haa (demonstrated at 31:54).

 Arabic video lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن –
https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122699

 How to recite ‘Ayn (demonstrated at 7:59).

 How to recite Haa (demonstrated at 8:36).

 How to recite ‘Ghayn (demonstrated at 10:39).

 How to recite Khaa (demonstrated at 11:16).
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LETTERS FROM THE 
BACK AND MIDDLE PART 
OF AL-LISAAN (TONGUE)

Study the articulation points related to the back and middle part 
of the tongue and learn the manner of reciting the letters:  ق ك ج
ش ي
Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/0TlUqyyFGhE

https://youtu.be/0TlUqyyFGhE


Content Layout

 Parts of the tongue used for reciting letters.

 Parts of the palate used for reciting the tongue letters.

 Makhraj of Qaaf and Kaaf (ق) .and important points related to them (ك)

 Makhraj of Jeem (ش) Sheen ,(ج) and Yaa .and important points related to them (ي)
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Parts involved in emitting sounds
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Nasal Passage

Top Palate

Lips

Teeth

Tongue
Throat

Empty part of 
the  throat and 

mouth



Parts of the tongue
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Root of the tongue 
(Jadhru Al-lisaan)

Deep part of the 
tongue (Aqsa Al-

lisaan)

Middle part of the 
tongue (Wasatu Al-

lisaan)

Tip of the tongue 
(Tarafu Al-lisaan)

Head of the tongue 
(Tarafu Al-lisaan)

Deepest 
edge/side

Edge of the 
tongue 

(applies to 
both sides)

Edge 
closest to 
the mouth

Front / 
terminating 

edge



Parts of the upper palate
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Gums/roots 
of teeth

Front portion 
of hard 
palate

Hard palate

Soft part of the 
fleshy top palate

Uvula



The deepest part of the tongue

 Consists of two articulation points when the deepest part of the tongue touches different points of 

the back part of the top palate.

 The letters are close to each other from Makhraj point of view but vary greatly in their Sifaat:

 Qaaf (Makhraj) – Deepest part of tongue touching the soft fleshy part of the palate.

 Kaaf (Makhraj) – Deepest part of tongue touching the hard palate just before the soft fleshy part.

 Qaaf (Sifaat) – Jahr, Shiddah, Tafkheem, Qalqalah.

 Kaaf (Sifaat) – Hams, Shiddah, Tarqeeq.
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Qaaf – (ق) how to recite

 Qaaf :(ق)

 Deepest part of the tongue is pulled back till it touches 

the soft fleshy area at the back part of the top palate.

 Passage is blocked not allowing sound/breath to pass.

 Accompanied with heaviness of the tongue.

 When it has a Sukoon, the tongue immediately 

separates from the palate after articulating, giving it a 

bouncing effect.

 Examples:
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Qaaf – (ق) important points

 Different forms of Qaaf  :(ق)

 Important characteristics of Qaaf  :(ق)

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr).

 Imprisonment of sound (Shiddah).

 Always heavy (Tafkheem).

 Qalqalah on sukoon (separation of the tongue 

from the top palate).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat and 

subsequent chapters 



Kaaf – (ك) how to recite

 Kaaf :(ك)

 Deepest part of the tongue is raised till it touches the 

hard area of the top palate.

 Passage is blocked not allowing sound/breath to pass 

at the time of articulation.

 Release the breath slightly after articulating the Kaaf.

 Examples:
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Kaaf – (ك) important points

 Different forms of Kaaf  :(ك)

 Important characteristics of Kaaf  :(ك)

 Running of breath immediately after 

articulation (Hams).

 Imprisonment of sound when tongue 

touches the hard palate (Shiddah).

 Always recited light (Tarqeeq).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat and 

subsequent chapters 



Middle part of the tongue - Jeem Non-Madd Yaa ,(ش) Sheen ,(ج)   (ى)

 Consists of a single articulation point when the middle part of the tongue is raised towards the 

middle part of the top hard palate.

 Three letters emanating from the same articulation point but having largely varying characteristics: 

 Jeem (Sifaat) – Jahr, Shiddah, Tarqeeq, Qalqalah.

 Sheen (Sifaat) – Hams, Rakhaawah, Tarqeeq, Tafashhee.

 The non-Madd Yaa (Sifaat) – Jahr, Rakhaawah, Tarqeeq, Leen.
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Jeem – (ج) how to recite

 Jeem :(ج)

 Middle part of the tongue is raised to touch the 

middle part of the top hard palate.

 Passage is blocked not allowing sound/breath to 

pass.

 Separation of the tongue from the palate when 

recited with a Sukoon.

 Examples:
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Jeem – (ج) important points

 Different forms of Jeem  :(ج)

 Important characteristics of Jeem  :(ج)

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr).

 Imprisonment of sound (Shiddah).

 Always light (Tarqeeq).

 Qalqalah on sukoon (separation of the 

tongue from the top palate).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat and 

subsequent chapters 



Sheen (ش) – how to recite

 Sheen (ش):

 Middle part of the tongue is raised towards the 

middle part of the top hard palate.

 Passage is not blocked but the sound/breath is 

allowed to pass.

 Sound spreads within the mouth.

 Examples:
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Sheen (ش) – important points

 Different forms of Sheen (ش): 

 Important characteristics of Sheen (ش): 

 Running of breath (Hams).

 Running of sound (Rakhaawah).

 Always light (Tarqeeq).

 Tafashshee (sound spreads within the 

mouth).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat and 

subsequent chapters 



Non-Madd Yaa – (ى) how to recite

 Non-Madd Yaa – (ى) Yaa Leen or Yaa Mutaharrik

 Middle part of the tongue is raised till it reaches the middle
part of the top hard palate.

 Passage is not blocked and a narrow but clear opening is
left for the sound to flow.

 Yaa Leen has a Sukoon sign but Yaa Madd doesn’t
(applicable for the Madani Mus-haf – more details later).

 Examples (Yaa Mutaharrik):

 Examples (Yaa Leen):
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Non-Madd Yaa – (ى) important points

 Different forms of Yaa  :(ى)

 Important characteristics of Non-Madd Yaa  :(ى)

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr).

 Running of sound (Rakhaawah).

 Always light (Tarqeeq).

 The Yaa Leen should not be recited with

exaggerated pressure but with ease (Leen).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat and 

subsequent chapters 



Further study

askcqc@gmail.comwww.cqc.co.in

 Video Explanation of this chapter by Br Shadab: https://youtu.be/0TlUqyyFGhE

 Arabic video lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن –
https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122699

 How to recite Qaaf (demonstrated at 12:59).

 How to recite Kaaf (demonstrated at 14:19).

 How to recite Jeem (demonstrated at 15:39).

 How to recite Sheen (demonstrated at 16:41).

 How to recite Non-Madd Yaa (demonstrated at 18:05).
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LETTERS FROM THE 
EDGE OF THE 
TONGUE

Study the makhraj points related to the edge of the tongue and 
learn to articulate the letters: ض ل
Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/eZEsKf-0tmY

https://youtu.be/eZEsKf-0tmY


Content Layout

 Revisit the parts of the tongue and top palate used for reciting the letters of Al-Lisaan.

 Study the structure and naming of the teeth.

 Makhraj of Daad .and important points related to them (ل) and Laam (ض)
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Parts involved in emitting sounds
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Top Palate

Lips

Teeth

Tongue
Throat

Empty part of 
the  throat and 

mouth

Nasal Passage



Parts of the tongue
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Root of the tongue 
(Jadhru Al-lisaan)

Deep part of the 
tongue (Aqsa Al-

lisaan)

Tip of the tongue 
(Tarafu Al-lisaan)

Head of the tongue 
(Tarafu Al-lisaan)

Deepest 
edge/side

Edge of the 
tongue 

(applies to 
both sides)

Edge 
closest to 
the mouth

Front / 
terminating 

edge

Middle part of the 
tongue (Wasatu Al-

lisaan)



Parts of the upper palate
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Gums/roots 
of teeth

Front portion 
of hard 
palate

Hard palate

Soft part of the 
fleshy top palate

Uvula

Central 
Incisors

Lateral 
Incisors

Canines

First 
Premolars

Second 
Premolars 
and Two 
Molars

Wisdom 
teeth



The edge of the tongue – two Makhaarij for two letters: ض and ل

1) Daad – (ض) Articulated from one or both sides/edges (posterior 2/3rd) of the tongue and from 

the inner surface of the upper molars:
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Region of mutual contact 
(without pressing)

Region of 
leaning and 

pressing

Near part of 
the edge

Deep part of 
the edge



Daad – (ض) how to recite
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Area where the tongue leans exerting pressure

Area where the tongue comes into contact without exerting pressure

 Daad :(ض)

 The edge (one or preferably both) of the 2/3rd posterior part of the 
tongue with what lies adjacent to it from the inside of the upper molars.

 The entire outer edge of the tongue forms a seal not leaving any 
chance for the sound or breath to pass through it.

 Unique sifah of Istitaalah  caused by the pushing forward of (اسِتطالة)

the tongue and lengthening of the Makhraj and running of the sound.

 The tongue is made into a concave causing the sound to be 
compressed between it and the roof of the mouth.

 Examples:



Daad – (ض) important points

 Different forms of Daad  :(ض)

 No other language has a letter pronounced like
the ض. It requires extensive practice to master it.

 Important characteristics of Daad  :(ض)

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr).

 Running of sound (Rakhaawah).

 Istitaalah (lengthening of the sound due to the
pushing forward of the tongue).

 Always heavy (Tafkheem).

 Sound is compressed between the tongue and the
roof of the mouth (Itbaaq).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat and 

subsequent chapters 

Arabic is also called Language of the Daad  الضاد)
ُ
َغة

�
(ل



Laam (ل) – Makhraj

2) Laam (ل) – It comes from the front 1/3rd edge of the tongue until the sides end at the tip along 

with what lies opposite to it from the upper palate (gums of the front teeth).
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Terminating edge

Closest edge

The area from the closest edge to 
the terminating edge touches the 

area opposite to it of the front palate



 Laam (ل):

 The front edge of the tongue making contact with the 

highlighted yellow area of the gums of the front teeth.

 There is a slight running of the sound due to partial 

blocking whereas there is no running of the breath. 

 Results in Inhiraaf  of the sound or causes the (انِحراف)

sound to take a detour.

 Examples:

Laam (ل) – how to recite
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Laam (ل) – important points

 Different forms of Laam  :(ل)

 Very common for Saakin Laam to be dropped 
in recitation due to merging or Idghaam.

 Important characteristics of Laam  :(ل)

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr).

 Slight running of sound (Bayniyyah).

 Sound takes a detour around the tongue (Inhiraaf).

 Mostly recited with Tarqeeq (light) but in rare cases 
recited with Tafkheem (heavy). Example:
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat and 

subsequent chapters 

This Laam is recited with 

heaviness, while all others are light



Further study

 Video Explanation of this chapter by Br Shadab: https://youtu.be/eZEsKf-0tmY

 Arabic video lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن –
https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122699

 How to recite Daad (demonstrated at 21:25 and 26:50).

 Arabic video lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن –
https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122701/

 How to recite Laam (demonstrated at 10:42).
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LETTERS FROM THE 
TIP OF THE TONGUE

Study the Makhraj points related to the tip of the tongue and 
learn to articulate the letters:  ن ر ط د ت
Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/SqRidZ_N8Ko

https://youtu.be/SqRidZ_N8Ko


Content Layout

 Understand the Makhraj points in relation to the tip of the tongue.

 Learn how to recite the letters Noon (ن), Raa Taa ,(ر) Daal ,(ط) taa ,(د) .(ت)
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Parts of the tongue
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Root of the tongue 
(Jadhru Al-lisaan)

Deep part of the 
tongue (Aqsa Al-

lisaan)

Tip of the tongue 
(Tarafu Al-lisaan)

Head of the tongue 
(Tarafu Al-lisaan)

Deepest 
edge/side

Edge of the 
tongue 

(applies to 
both sides)

Edge 
closest to 
the mouth

Front / 
terminating 

edge

Middle part of the 
tongue (Wasatu Al-

lisaan)



Noon (ن) – how to recite

 Noon (ن): it has two components –

1. The tip of the tongue touching that which is opposite to it from the 

gums just under the Makhraj of Laam (ل) – this is one half of the 
Makhraj called the Lisaani component.

2. Nasalization from the Khayshum or the nasal passage – this is the 
other half of the Makhraj called Ghunnah. This nasalization component 
causes the sound of Noon to run slightly even though the breath is 
imprisoned.

 A Mutaharrik (vowelled) Noon cannot be correctly recited without 
both the above components accompanying each other. 

 However in case of a Saakin Noon, it is possible for the Lisaani
component to be dropped/merged, retaining only the Ghunnah.

 Examples:
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Detailed rules of merging 
(Idghaam, Ikhfaa etc.) will be 

covered in later chapters.



Noon (ن) – important points

 Different forms of Noon (ن): 

 Tanween is nothing but a Noon Saakin in recitation.

 Tanween & Noon Saakin have certain rules:

 Can get completely dropped due to merging (Idghaam).

 Lisaani component of Noon can drop / merge into another 
letter, while its nasalization is retained/extended (Ikhfaa).

 Can sometimes change to a Meem in recitation (Iqlaab).

 Important characteristics of Noon (ن): 

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr).

 Slight running of the nasalization sound (Bayniyyah).

 The Lisaani component of Noon is always in Tarqeeq (light).

 Ghunnah can be heavy or light based on rules. askcqc@gmail.comwww.cqc.co.in 115

These concepts will be covered 
in detail in the chapter on Sifaat

and Rules of Noon Saakin



Raa – (ر) how to recite

 Raa :(ر)

 The front tip of the tongue strikes the gum line of the top two 
incisors opposite to the tip (very close to the Makhraj of Noon). 

 The point of articulation does not block the sound completely but 
a small opening remains in the middle. 

 From this open space, a portion of the sound runs slightly 
(Bayniyyah).

 This passing of the sound from the small gap (Inhiraaf) also 
causes the tongue to vibrate slightly (Tikraar) but not excessively.

 Can be recited in Tafkheem or Tarqeeq based on conditions/rules. 

 Examples:
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Raa – (ر) important points

 Different forms of Raa :(ر)

 It is a non-connecting letter (does not connect to 
the letter after it, can connect to the letter before it).

 Important characteristics of Raa  :(ر)

 Slight running of sound (Bayniyyah) when it passes through 
the gap between the tongue and the gum line (Inhiraaf).

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr).

 Can be recited in Tafkheem or Tarqeeq based on 
conditions/rules.

 Slight vibration of the tongue (Tikraar).
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The gap between the tip of 
the tongue and the gums 
through which part of the 

sound of Raa passes through 
while articulating it. Without 
this gap, the Makhraj would 

be completely blocked 
resulting in excessive 

vibrations of the tongue 
giving rise to multiple Raas.

These concepts will be covered 
in detail in the chapter on Sifaat



Three letters share the same Makhraj – Taa Daal ,(ط) taa ,(د) (ت)
 The three letters share a single articulation point when the tip of the tongue is raised to touch the

roots/gums of the front top two incisors.

 Even though they share the same articulation point, they differ in their characteristics:

 Taa - (ط) Imprisonment of breath (Jahr) and sound (Shiddah), always Tafkheem (along with Itbaaq), Qalqalah.

 Daal (د) - Imprisonment of breath (Jahr) and sound, (Shiddah), always Tarqeeq, Qalqalah.

 taa (ت) - Running of breath (Hams), imprisonment of sound (Shiddah), always Tarqeeq, no Qalqalah.
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Taa – (ط) how to recite

 Taa :(ط)

 The front tip of the tongue strikes the roots/gums of the front 

top two incisors.

 Sound and breath, both are imprisoned at the point of contact.

 When it has a Sukoon the tongue immediately separates from 

the palate after articulating giving it a bouncing effect 

(Qalqalah).

 The tongue is made into the shape of a concave causing the 

sound to be compressed within it and the roof of the mouth.

 Examples:
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Taa – (ط) important points

 Different forms of Taa :(ط)

 Heaviest letter of the Arabic language.

 Important characteristics of Taa  :(ط)

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr).

 Imprisonment of sound (Shiddah).

 Always heavy (Tafkheem) .

 Sound is compressed between the tongue and 
the roof of the mouth (Itbaaq).

 Qalqalah on Sukoon (separation of the tongue 
from the top palate).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat



Daal – (د) how to recite

 Daal (د)

 The front tip of the tongue strikes the roots/gums of the 

front top two incisors.

 Sound and breath are imprisoned at the time of articulation.

 When it has a Sukoon, the tongue immediately separates 

from the palate after articulating giving it a bouncing effect 

(Qalqalah).

 Always recited light.

 Examples:
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Daal – (د) important points

 Different forms of Daal  :(د)

 It is a non-connecting letter (does not connect to 
the letter after it, can connect to the letter before it).

 Important characteristics of Daal  :(د)

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr).

 Imprisonment of sound (Shiddah).

 Always light (Tarqeeq).

 Qalqalah (separation of the tongue from the top palate) 
when Saakin.
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat



taa – (ت) how to recite

 taa :(ت)

 The front tip of the tongue strikes the roots/gums of the 

front top two incisors.

 Sound is imprisoned at the time of articulation (Shiddah), 

along with the breath.

 But the breath is released slightly immediately after 

articulation (Hams).

 Always light (Tarqeeq).

 Examples:
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taa – (ت) important points

 Different forms of taa  :(ت)

 Taa of feminity is recited as a haa (ة)  ,(ه)

when stopping at it.

 Important characteristics of taa  :(ت)

 Running of breath immediately after 

articulation (Hams)

 Imprisonment of sound (Shiddah)

 Always light (Tarqeeq)
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat



Further study

 Video Explanation of this chapter by Br Shadab: https://youtu.be/SqRidZ_N8Ko

 Arabic video lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن –
https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122701

 How to recite Noon (demonstrated at 18:35).

 How to recite Raa (demonstrated at 19:50).

 Arabic video lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن –

https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122703

 How to recite Taa (demonstrated at 3:10).

 How to recite Daal and taa (demonstrated at 4:05).
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REMAINING LETTERS 
FROM THE TIP OF 
THE TONGUE
Continue with the study of the makhraj points related to the tip of 
the tongue and learn to articulate the letters: ص ز س ظ ذ ث
Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/SmUHVNyuZC8

https://youtu.be/SmUHVNyuZC8


Content Layout

 Revisit the Makhraj chart for the tongue letters.

 Understand the Makhraj points in relation to the remaining letters emanating from the

tip of the tongue.

 Learn how to recite the letters Saad ,(ص) Zaa ,(ز) Seen ,(س) THaa ,(ظ) Dhaal ,(ذ)

Thaa .(ث)
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Parts of the tongue
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Root of the tongue 
(Jadhru Al-lisaan)

Deep part of the 
tongue (Aqsa Al-

lisaan)

Tip of the tongue 
(Tarafu Al-lisaan)

Head of the tongue 
(Tarafu Al-lisaan)

Deepest 
edge/side

Edge of the 
tongue 

(applies to 
both sides)

Edge 
closest to 
the mouth

Front / 
terminating 

edge

Middle part of the 
tongue (Wasatu Al-

lisaan)



Three letters share the same Makhraj – Saad Zaa ,(ص) (س) Seen ,(ز)
 These three letters share a single articulation point and are emitted from between the tip of the tongue

and the plates of the two top incisors at a point just above the two lower incisors.

 Their characteristics:

 Saad (ص) - Running of breath (Hams) and sound (Rakhaawah), always Tafkheem, Itbaaq, Safeer.

 Zaa (ز) - Imprisonment of breath (Jahr), Running of sound,(Rakhaawah), always Tarqeeq, Safeer.

 Seen (س) - Running of breath (Hams) and sound (Rakhaawah), always Tarqeeq, Safeer.

 Common characteristics of Rakhaawah and Safeer are due to sound escaping from a narrow passage
between the tip of the tongue and the plates of the teeth leading to sharpness like a whistling sound.
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Saad – (ص) how to recite

 Saad  :(ص)

 The sound emanates when the tip of the tongue is brought 
close to the inner surface/plate of the two upper incisors at 
a point just above the two lower incisors.

 The sound and breath continue to run. 

 The sound has a very narrow path to escape from between 
the tongue and the plates of the incisors, thereby giving rise 
to an acute sharpness (whistling sound).

 The tongue is made into a concave causing the sound to be 
compressed between it and the roof of the mouth.

 Examples:
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Saad – (ص) important points

 Different forms of Saad  :(ص)

 Important characteristics of Saad  :(ص)

 Running of breath (Hams).

 Running of sound (Rakhaawah).

 Always heavy (Tafkheem).

 Sound is compressed between the tongue 
and roof of the mouth (Itbaaq).

 Sound has a narrow passage to pass 
through, giving rise to an acute sharpness or 
whistling sound (Safeer).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat



Zaa – (ز) how to recite

 Zaa :(ز)

 The sound emanates when the tip of the tongue is 
brought close to the inner surface/plate of the two front 
upper incisors at a point just above the two front lower 
incisors.

 The breath doesn’t run but the sound continues to run 

 Since the sound has a very narrow path to escape from 
between the tongue and the plates of the incisors it gives 
rise to an acute sharpness (whistling sound).

 Always in Tarqeeq (light).

 Examples:
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Zaa – (ز) important points

 Different forms of Zaa  :(ز)

 It is a non-connecting letter (does not connect to 

the letter after it, can connect to the letter before it).

 Important characteristics of Zaa  :(ز)

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr).

 Running of sound (Rakhaawah).

 Always light (Tarqeeq).

 Sound has a narrow passage to pass through, giving rise to 

an acute sharpness or whistling sound (Safeer).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat



Seen (س) – how to recite
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 Seen (س): 

 The sound emanates when the tip of the tongue is brought 
close to the inner surface/plate of the two upper incisors at 
a point just above the two lower incisors.

 The sound and breath continue to run. 

 Since the sound has a very narrow path to escape from 
between the tongue and the plates of the incisors giving rise 
to an acute sharpness (whistling sound).

 The only aspect which differentiates the ص from the س is 

that Seen is a light letter whereas the concaving of the 
tongue for Saad makes it very heavy in articulation.

 Examples:



Seen (س) – important points

 Different forms of Seen (س): 

 Important characteristics of Seen (س): 

 Running of breath (Hams)

 Running of sound (Rakhaawah)

 Always light (Tarqeeq)

 Sound has a narrow passage to pass 

through, giving rise to an acute sharpness 

or whistling sound (Safeer)
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat



Three letters share the same Makhraj – Thaa Dhaal ,(ظ) Thaa ,(ذ) (ث)

 These three letters share a single articulation point and are emitted by sticking the tip of the 

tongue outside the mouth and letting it touch the bottom edges of the top two incisors.

 Their characteristics:

 Thaa - (ظ) Imprisonment of breath (Jahr), Running of sound (Rakhaawah), always Tafkheem, Itbaaq.

 Dhaal - (ذ) Imprisonment of breath (Jahr), Running of sound,(Rakhaawah), always Tarqeeq.

 Thaa - (ث) Running of breath (Hams) and sound (Rakhaawah), always Tarqeeq.
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Thaa(ظ) – how to recite

 Thaa :(ظ)

 The front tip of the tongue touches the bottom edges 

of the top two incisors.

 It is accompanied by raising the back part of the 

tongue (Tafkheem).

 The sound continues to run (Rakhaawah) while being 

compressed between the tongue and the roof of the 

mouth (Itbaaq).

 Examples:
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Thaa – (ظ) important points

 Different forms of Thaa  :(ظ)

 Important characteristics of Thaa  :(ظ)

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr).

 Running of sound (Rakhaawah).

 Always heavy (Tafkheem).

 Sound is compressed between the tongue 

and the roof of the mouth (Itbaaq).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat



Dhaal – (ذ) how to recite

 Dhaal (ذ)

 The front tip of the tongue touches the bottom edges of 

the top two incisors.

 Recited just like the letter ظ but the difference being 

that ذ is always light while ظ is always heavy.

 Sound continues to run while breath is imprisoned. Also 

there is no compression of the sound within the mouth 

as in case of ظ.

 Examples:
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Dhaal – (ذ) important points

 Different forms of Dhaal  :(ذ)

 It is a non-connecting letter (does not connect to 

the letter after it, can connect to the letter before it). 

 Important characteristics of Dhaal  :(ذ)

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr).

 Running of sound (Rakhaawah).

 Always light (Tarqeeq).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat



Thaa – (ث) how to recite

 Thaa (ث)

 The front tip of the tongue touches the bottom edges of 

the top two incisors.

 Sound continues to run but there is no compression of 

the sound within the mouth as in case of ظ.

 The ث is different from both ظ and ذ in that the breath 

continues to run in case of ث which does not happen in 

case of the other two letters. 

 Examples:
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Thaa – (ث) important points

 Different forms of Thaa  :(ث)

 Important characteristics of Thaa  :(ث)

 Running of breath (Hams).

 Running of sound (Rakhaawah).

 Always light (Tarqeeq).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat



Further study

 Video Explanation of this chapter by Br Shadab: https://youtu.be/SmUHVNyuZC8

 Arabic video lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن –
https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122703

 How to recite Saad (demonstrated at 11:15).

 How to recite Seen, Zaa (demonstrated at 16:08).

 How to recite Thaa, Dhaal, Thaa (demonstrated at 20:30).
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LETTERS OF ASH-
SHAFATAAN (LIPS) AND 
AL-KHAYSHOOM (NASAL 
PASSAGE)
Study the articulation points related to the lips ( مو ب ف  ) and the 
nasal passage (م .and learn the manner of reciting these letters (ن

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/OMQ309g-F5U

https://youtu.be/OMQ309g-F5U


Content Layout

 Study the Makhraj points in relation to the letters emanating from the lips.

 Learn how to recite the letters Faa non-Madd Waaw ,(ف) Meem ,(و) .(ب) Baa ,(م)

 Study the letters using the nasal passage for their articulation.
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Ash-Shafataan – the letters of the lips
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Faa – (ف) how to recite

 Faa  :(ف)

 The sound emanates when the edges of the top two 

incisors touches the inside or interior of the bottom lip.

 Similar to the letter ‘F’ of the English language.

 The sound and breath both continue to run. 

 Always light (Tarqeeq).

 Examples:
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Faa – (ف) important points

 Different forms of Faa  :(ف)

 Important characteristics of Faa  :(ف)

 Running of breath (Hams).

 Running of sound (Rakhaawah).

 Always light (Tarqeeq).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat



 Non-Madd Waaw Waaw :(و) Leen or Waaw Mutaharrik

 It is articulated by forming a circle with the two lips and 
protruding them outwards without joining them completely.

 Natural tendency for the back part of the tongue to be raised 
(different from the concaving of the tongue for heavy letters).

 Sound continues to run. 

 The Non-Madd Waaw can either be Saakin (Leen) or it 
can be Mutaharrik (carry any of the three vowels).

 Always recited light (Tarqeeq).

 Examples:

Non-Madd Waaw – (و) how to recite
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Non-Madd Waaw – (و) important points

 It is a non-connecting letter (does not connect to the letter 

after it, can connect to the letter before it).

 Waaw Leen has a Sukoon sign but the Waaw Madd doesn’t.

 Madd Leen can be elongated.
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 Important characteristics of Non-Madd Waaw  :(و)

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr).

 Running of sound (Rakhaawah).

 Always light (Tarqeeq).

 The Waaw Leen should not be recited with exaggerated pressure but with ease (Leen).

 Different forms of Waaw :(و)

These concepts will be 
covered in detail in the 

chapter on Sifaat



Baa (ب) – how to recite
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 Baa (ب): 

 Closing the lips together.

 The sound and breath both are imprisoned at the point of 

contact.

 The lips are separated immediately after making contact when 

recited with a Sukoon (Qalqalah).

 Recited with Tarqeeq always.

 Examples:



Baa (ب) – important points

 Different forms of Baa (ب): 

 Important characteristics of Baa (ب): 

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr).

 Imprisonment of sound (Shiddah).

 Always light (Tarqeeq).

 Qalqalah (separation of the lips after 

contact) when Saakin.
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat



 Meem – (م) It has two components:

1. Closing the lips together – this is one half of the Makhraj
called the Shafawi (lip) component. 

2. Nasalization from the Khayshum or the nasal passage –
this is the other half of the Makhraj called Ghunnah. This 
nasalization component causes the sound to run slightly 
even though the breath is imprisoned.

 Always in Tarqeeq.

 The Ghunnah can be elongated or extended 
based on certain rules. 

 Examples:

Meem – (م) how to recite
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Meem – (م) important points

 Different forms of Meem  :(م)

 The Ghunnah component of the Saakin Meem may 
be extended/elongated based on conditional rules.

 A Saakin Noon can be recited as Meem based on 
certain conditions (Iqlaab).

 Important characteristics of Meem :(م)

 Imprisonment of breath (Jahr).

 Slight running of the nasalization sound (Bayniyyah).

 Always in Tarqeeq (light).
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These concepts will be covered in 
detail in the chapter on Sifaat



Al-Khayshoom – the letters of the nasal passage
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Meem (م) Noon (ن)



Ghunnah – important points

 It being like a Harf or letter (having its own articulation point) as well 

as being a Sifah (characteristic).

 Ghunnah may be extended.

 Ghunnah associated to Noon Saakin may be heavy or light based 

on the letter that follows it.

 Ghunnah is dropped when the letter is dropped.
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Heavy GhunnahLight Ghunnah

These concepts will be covered 
in detail in the chapter on Sifaat

and subsequent chapters.



Further study

 Video Explanation of this chapter by Br Shadab: https://youtu.be/OMQ309g-F5U

 Arabic video lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن –
https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122703

 How to recite Faa (demonstrated at 23:50).

 How to recite Non-Madd Waaw (demonstrated at 25:45 and 27:08).

 How to recite Baa (demonstrated at 27:46).

 How to recite Meem (demonstrated at 29:45).
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SUMMARY OF ALL 
THE ARTICULATION 
POINTS
Brief summary of Makhaarij Al-Huroof (articulation points) of all 
the Arabic letters

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/jxvmsy2cQMA

https://youtu.be/jxvmsy2cQMA


Summary of Articulation points – Al-Jauf
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Alif Madd Waaw Madd

Yaa Madd



Summary of Articulation points – Al-Halq
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Vocal cords 
partially opened 

when reciting 
haa (ه)

Vocal cords 
closed when 

Hamzah  is (ء)
recited with a 

Sukoon

Vocal cords 
opened when 
Hamzah  is (ء)
recited with a 

Harakah



Summary of Articulation points – Al-Halq
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‘AynHaa



Summary of Articulation points – Al-Halq
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GhaynKhaa



Summary of Articulation points – Al-Lisaan
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Qaaf Kaaf



Summary of Articulation points – Al-Lisaan
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Jeem Sheen

Non-Madd Yaa



Summary of Articulation points – Al-Lisaan
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Daad Laam



Summary of Articulation points – Al-Lisaan
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Noon Raa
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Summary of Articulation points – Al-Lisaan
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Daal & taa Taa



Summary of Articulation points – Al-Lisaan
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Seen & Zaa Saad



Summary of Articulation points – Al-Lisaan
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Dhaal & Thaa Thaa



Summary of Articulation points – Ash-Shafataan
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Faa Non-Madd Waaw

Baa Meem



Summary of Articulation points – Al-Khayshoom
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Meem Noon



What’s next

 Introduction to Sifaat Al-Huroof (characteristics of the letters of the Arabic language).
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جزاكم هللا خیرا

End of Part 2
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Understanding the characteristics (sifaat) of each Arabic letter and how to apply 

those characteristics when reciting the letter

PART 3 - CHARACTERISTICS OF 
LETTERS

1. Introduction to Sifaat Al-Huroof

2. Hams-Jahr and Shiddah-Rakhaawah

3. Bayniyyah and the Effects of

Shiddah-Rakhaawah-Bayniyyah

4. Isti’laa-Istifaal and its effects: Tafkheem-Tarqeeq

5. Itbaaq-Infitaah and the levels of Tafkheem

6. Exceptional letters of Istifaal

7. Sarf based attributes: Idhlaaq & Ismaat

8. Qalqalah

9. Leen, Safeer, Inhiraaf

10. Takreer, Tafashshee, Istitaalah,

Ghunnah

11. Summary of Intrinsic Attributes



INTRODUCTION TO 
SIFAAT AL-HUROOF

Meaning of Sifaat Al-Huroof, its significance and various 
categories

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/UFOdgAdbK3s

https://youtu.be/UFOdgAdbK3s


Sifaat – is it really difficult?

 Many heavy Arabic terms, difficult to 

even pronounce let alone understand 

their meanings.

 Difficult to relate the terms with their 

actual application in pronunciation.
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 The Arabic terms related to Sifaat have 

already been introduced while 

discussing Makhaarij Al-Huroof.

 Important characteristics that impact 

recitation have already been discussed 

explaining  their application.



Content Layout

 Meaning of Sifaat and its application in the science of Tajweed.

 Relevance of applying the Sifaat Al-Huroof.

 Categorization of Sifaat Al-Huroof.
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Sifaat Al-Huroof – meaning and types
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 Linguistic Definition of Sifaat –

 Attribute, property, characteristic.

 Applied definition in Tajweed –

 Those attributes, the absence of which influences 

the sound of the letter. Examples: الجهر/ الهمس

/ االستعالء/االستفال 

 Two basic types of Sifaat –

 Intrinsic characteristics ( فات ةالصِّ اِت�َّ
َّ

ةاألْص /الذ ِل�َّ ).

 Incidental characteristics (ة َعَرِض�َّ
�
فات ال .(الصِّ



As-Sifaat Adh-Dhaatiyyah or Al-Asliyyah – relevance 
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 Distinguishes between letters based on their inherent properties ( فات ةالصِّ اِت�َّ
َّ

الذ ):

 Helps in distinguishing sounds of letters having the same/similar Makhraj. Example: Isti’laa, Itbaaq.

 Makes sounds of letters clearly discernible when needed. Example: Qalqalah, Hams.

 Further clarifies how sound emanates when letters are articulated. Example: Safeer, Inhiraf, Istitaalah.

Front ViewLateral View



As-Sifaat Al-'Aradiyyah– relevance 
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 Clarifies when letters should be dropped/merged or when the sounds of letters need 

to be elongated ( فات ةالصِّ َعَرِض�َّ
�
ال ):

 Conditional rules causing the merging of similar sounding letters or letters with similar 

Makhraj/Sifaat. Example: Idghaam of Laam/Meem/Noon Saakinah. 

 Conditional rules for elongation of the sounds of Madd and Ghunnah. Example:



As-Sifaat Adh-Dhaatiyyah – categorization
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 Those attributes which have opposite 
attributes associated to them:

 Four groups each group having a pair of opposite 
attributes each (with the exception of 
Bayniyyah/Tawassut which is an additional attribute 
in the second group so nine in all).

 Each Arabic letter will unconditionally have only one 
of the two opposite attributes from every group so 
each Arabic letter has at east four attributes.



As-Sifaat Adh-Dhaatiyyah – categorization
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 Those attributes which do not have 

opposite attributes associated:

 Eight attributes in all.

 Not all Arabic letters have these 

attributes, while some letters have 

multiple of these attributes (Ex. Raa).



HAMS-JAHR AND 
SHIDDAH-
RAKHAAWAH
Understand the first two groups of attributes with opposites 
that include Hams-Jahr, Shiddah-Rakhaawah

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/KFE-ijj-0bk

https://youtu.be/KFE-ijj-0bk


Content Layout

 Meaning of Hams, Jahr, Shiddah and Rakhaawah.

 Identifying the letters of Hams, Jahr, Shiddah and Rakhaawah.

 Understanding  the application of Hams, Jahr, Shiddah and Rakhaawah in the letters that 

have those attributes.
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As-Sifaat Adh-Dhaatiyyah – the first group of opposites
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 Hams-Jahr – The first pair that have 

opposite attributes from the perspective of:

 Opening/closing of vocal cords and their 

vibration or lack of it.

 Free flow of breath/air or lack of it.

 Each Arabic letter either has Hams or Jahr, 

never both.

 Ten letters have Hams and the remaining 

letters have Jahr.



Hams (َهْمس)  - definition
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 Linguistic Definition of Hams –

 Whisper, mumble.

 Applied definition in Tajweed –

 The concealment of the sound which occurs as a result of opening of the two vocal cords and lack of 

their vibration, along with a considerable flow of the breath.

 The ten letters of Hams ( الَمهُموَسةالُحُروُف  ت ث ح خ س ش ص ف ك ه :(

ْت 
�
ُه َشْخٌص َسك َحثَّ

َ
ف (phrase for easy remembrance)



Hams (َهْمس) – explained
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 Hams

 Considerable flow of breath.

 Vocal cords remain open hence there is a 
lack of vibration of the vocal cords.

 Resulting sound is concealed similar to a 
whisper which is barely audible.

 The two letters ت and ك will be dealt in 

more detail when discussing the Shadeed
letters (letters of Shiddah).

 The adjoining diagram illustrates Hams in 

the letter Sheen (ش).

Hams in the Sheen (ش)



Jahr - (َجْهر) definition
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 Linguistic Definition of Jahr –

 Clear, apparent.

 Applied definition in Tajweed –

 It is to be clearly heard, the result of the joining together of the two vocal chords along with 
their vibration, and considerable restriction of the flow of breath.

 The letters of Jahr ( َمْجهوَرةالُحروف
�
ال ) are all the remaining 19 letters which are not the 

letters of Hams: ة(ا َّ� ءب ج د ذ ر ز ض ط ظ ع  غ ق ل م ن و ي  ) َمدِّ

ٍب 
�
ضٍّ ذي َطل

َ
ئ� غ ار�

َ
َم َوْزُن ق َجدٍّ َعظ� (phrase for easy remembrance)



Jahr – (َجْهر) explained
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 Jahr:

 Either not accompanied by a flow of breath 

at all, or accompanied by some flow of the 

breath which is so little that it is not taken 

into consideration. 

 Vocal cords remain closed hence there is 

a vibration of the vocal cords.

 Resulting sound is clear and audible.

 The adjoining diagram illustrates Jahr in 

the letter Laam .(ل)
Jahr in the Laam (ل)



As-Sifaat Adh-Dhaatiyyah – the second group of opposites
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 Shiddah-Rakhaawah-Bayniyyah (Tawassut) –

The second pair that have opposite attributes 

from the perspective of:

 Opening/closing of the articulation point.

 Free flow of sound or the lack of it.

 Each Arabic letter can have only one of 

these: Shiddah/Rakhaawah /Bayniyyah.

 Eight letters have Shiddah, five letters have 

Bayniyyah and the remaining letters have 

Rakhaawah.



Shiddah ة) – (ِشدَّ definition
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 Linguistic Definition of Shiddah–

 Strength.

 Applied definition in Tajweed –

 It is the imprisonment of the flow of sound when the letter is pronounced which is the result of the 

complete closing of the articulation point.

 The eight letters of Shiddah ( د�دةالُحروف الشَّ ب ت ج د ط ق كء  :(

ْت 
�
ٍط َب�

َ
ِجُد ق

�
أ (phrase for easy remembrance)



Shiddah ة) – (ِشدَّ explained
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 Shiddah: 

 Strong reliance on the articulation point causing the 

articulation point to close completely (as seen for Jeem here).

 Flow of sound is completely blocked.

 Consists of six letters which have Jahr – With the exception 

of Hamzah, all the other letters in this group are followed by 

Qalqalah (characteristic which we will study soon):

 Consists of two letters which have Hams – both of these 

letters are pronounced as Shadeed (with Shiddah) in the 

beginning immediately followed by Hams (release of breath) 

as we shall soon see:

ْطُب َجدٍّ 
ُ
ق ء +

ك ت
Shiddah in the Jeem (ج)



Shiddah ة) – (ِشدَّ letters having Jahr
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 Shiddah:

 The Hamzah – (ء) there is no need 

for Qalqalah, since it is clearly 
discernible when having Sukoon.

 The other five letters ( ٍّْطُب َجد
ُ
 (ق

are recited with Qalqalah when 
they have a Sukoon:

 First the sound is imprisoned 
behind the articulation point.

 Immediately thereafter it is 
released by the separation of the 
articulation points:

Example: The Jeem recited with Qalqalah (ج)



Shiddah ة) – (ِشدَّ letters having Hams
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 The Kaaf :(ك)

 Collision by which the sound of ك is made and its attribute of ة ِشدَّ is realized. 

 Release of air which was imprisoned behind the tongue when it separated from the articulation point:



Shiddah ة) – (ِشدَّ letters having Hams
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 The taa :(ت)

 Collision by which the sound of ت is made and its attribute of ة ِشدَّ is realized. 

 Release of air which was imprisoned behind the tongue when it separated from the articulation point:



Rakhaawah (َرخاَوة) – meaning
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 Linguistic Definition of Rakhaawah –

 Softness, weakness.

 Applied definition in Tajweed –

 It is the complete flow of the sound of the letter as its sound passes in the articulation point due to 

weakness  in its reliance on the articulation point.

 The letters of Rakhaawah / Rikhwah ( ْخَوةالُحروف الرِّ ) – remaining letters which are not 

having Shiddah nor Bayniyyah: )ة َّ� ح خ ذ ز س ش ص ض ظ غ ف ه و يث ) َمدِّ ا

ساەرمزە خذ غث حظ فض شوص زي  (phrase for easy remembrance)



Rakhaawah (َرخاَوة) – explained 
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 Rakhaawah:

 Weak reliance on the articulation point.

 Articulation point remains open.

 No obstruction for the sound to flow.

 The adjoining diagram illustrates 

Rakhaawah in the letter Sheen (ش).

Rakhaawah in the Sheen (ش)



Further study

 Video Explanation of this chapter by Br Shadab: https://youtu.be/KFE-ijj-0bk

 Arabic video lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن –
https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122705

 The flow of breath and lack of vibration of vocal cords in letters having Hams (demonstrated at 13:33).

 The vibration of vocal cords in letters having Jahr (demonstrated at 19:10 and 20:20).

 Arabic video lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن
https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122707

 Blocking of sound in reciting Jeem (demonstrated at 7:44) and releasing it with Qalqalah (11:10).

 Blocking of sound in reciting Kaaf (demonstrated at 12:17) and releasing the breath (14:17).

 Reciting the ت with Hams and Shiddah (demonstrated at 16:30).
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BAYNIYYAH AND THE 
EFFECTS OF SHIDDAH-
RAKHAAWAH-
BAYNIYYAH
Understanding Bayniyyah and studying the effects of Shiddah-
Rakhaawah-Bayniyyah

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/z6dC-3CVTvg

https://youtu.be/z6dC-3CVTvg


Content Layout

 Meaning of Bayniyyah.

 Identifying the letters of Bayniyyah.

 Understanding the application of Bayniyyah in the letters that have those attributes.

 Effects of Shiddah-Rakhaawah-Bayniyyah in terms of timing of letters.
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As-Sifaat Adh-Dhaatiyyah – the second group of opposites
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 Shiddah-Rakhaawah-Bayniyyah (Tawassut):  
The second pair that have opposite 
attributes from the perspective of:
 Opening/closing of the articulation point.

 Free flow of sound or the lack of it.

 Shiddah – Sound is completely blocked 
from flowing at the point of articulation.

 Rakhaawah – Sound flows easily through 
the point of articulation.

 Bayniyyah/Tawassut – Sound flows partially 
at the point of articulation.



Bayniyyah (ة – (َبْيِن�َّ definition
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 Linguistic Definition of Bayniyyah –

 Intermediateness, being in-between.

 Also called Tawassut ط)  .which also means intermediateness (َتَوسُّ

 Applied definition in Tajweed –

 To be in between Shiddah and Rakhaawah so that the sound is partially imprisoned and also partially 

running while articulating since the articulation point does not completely block the passage.

 The five letters of Bayniyyah ( الَبْين�ةالُحروف ): ر ع ل م ن

ِلن ُعَمر  (phrase for easy remembrance)



Bayniyyah (ة – (َبْيِن�َّ explained
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 Articulation point does not close the passage of sound completely.

 Flow of sound is not blocked completely, there is partial flow and partial blocking of sound.

 The manner of partial flow of sound for the five letters of Bayniyyah:

 Laam (ل) – Partial flow of sound from the sides of the tongue.

 Raa – (ر) Partial flow of sound from the gap in the middle of the tongue.

 Ayn (ع) – Partial flow of sound from the gap between the epiglottis and the wall of the throat.

 Noon (ن) – Lisaani (tongue) component is blocked but sound of Ghunnah flows.

 Meem – (م) Shafawi (lip) component is blocked but sound of Ghunnah flows.



Bayniyyah in Laam (ل)
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 Laam  :(ل)

 The area around the front edge of 

the tongue touches the gums of the 

front teeth causing an obstruction 

for the free flow of sound.

 Instead of being imprisoned behind 

the tongue the sound flows around 

it from its sides and subsequently 

passes out of the mouth (Inhiraaf).
Lateral ViewFront View

Bayniyyah in the Laam (ل)



Bayniyyah in Raa  (ر)
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 Raa :(ر)

 The front tip of the tongue strikes 

the gum line of the top two incisors 

causing an obstruction for the free 

flow of sound but there remains a 

small opening in the middle.

 Instead of being imprisoned behind 

the tongue the sound flows through 

this small gap in the middle 

(Inhiraaf). Lateral ViewFront View

Bayniyyah in the Raa (ر)



Bayniyyah in ‘Ayn (ع)
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 ‘Ayn (ع):

 The epiglottis is pushed backward when 

we pronounce the letter ع causing the 

passage between the epiglottis and the 

wall of the throat to be narrow.

 Instead of being completely imprisoned by 

the epiglottis the sound flows through this 

small narrow passage and can cause the 

sound to stretch/elongate slightly.

Bayniyyah in the ‘Ayn (ع)



Bayniyyah in Noon (ن) and Meem (م)
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 Noon (ن):

 The sound which is generated from the 
Lisaani component is imprisoned behind 
the tongue (Shiddah component).

 The Ghunnah (nasalization) continues its 
path through the nose to its exit 
(Rakhaawah component).

 Meem :(م)

 The sound which is generated from the 
Shafawi component is imprisoned behind 
the tongue (Shiddah component).

 The Ghunnah (nasalization) continues its 
path through the nose to its exit 
(Rakhaawah component).

Bayniyyah in the Meem (م) Bayniyyah in the Noon (ن)



Are attributes realized only in the Saakin state?
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 Are the intrinsic characteristics applicable only when letters have Sukoon?

 Intrinsic attributes are applicable in Saakin and Mutaharrik states.

 The Sukoon makes the attribute more apparent than when the letter is Mutaharrik.

 Only exception being the attribute of Qalqalah which is realized only when the letter has a 

Sukoon.



Effects of Shiddah-Rakhaawah-Bayniyyah
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 The scholars of Tajweed and Qiraa’ah identified three different speeds of recitation of the 
Qur’aan – slow, medium and high:  

 The recitation of the Qur’aan at low speed is called At-Tahqeeq ْحِقيق)   .(التَّ

 The recitation of the Qur’aan at medium speed is called At-Tadweer �ر) ْدو� .(التَّ

 The recitation of the Qur’aan at high speed is called Al-Hadr .(الَحْدر)

 The Qur’aan is to be recited with the correct application of its rules of recitation, elongating 
the Mudood and Ghunnah when needed according to the speeds of recitation.

 Timing of recitation for Mutaharrik letters must be the same for all of them.

 Timing of recitation for Saakin letters differs slightly based on their characteristic of 
Shiddah/Rakhaawah/Bayniyyah.



 Some mistakes:

 Al-Ikhtilaas  Shortening the length of a :(اِالْخِتالس)

vowel compared to the length of other vowels in its 
vicinity.

 Al-Idkhaal or At-tamTeeT (اإلْدخال) مط�ط)  :(التَّ
Inserting a vowel where a vowel should not be 
recited causing it to sound like a Madd letter

Timing of Mutaharrik letters
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ِتَب 
�
ك

ۡت 
�
ل ُسٮ� timing of  ُس = timing of ءِ  = timing of  َل

timing of  ُك = timing of ِت  = timing of  َب

 The time taken to recite any Mutaharrik letter (letter 

having Fathah / Kasrah / Dammah) must be the same:

 timing of Maftooh letter = timing of Madmoom letter = 

timing of Maksoor letter

مُ 
�
مرُ َ�أ

�
� Reduce the timing of Dammah on 

Raa and recite it closer to a Sukoon

مدُ َ�عِ 
�
ك

مُ 
�
مرْ َ�أ

�
�

Reduce the timing of Dammah on 

Daal and recite it closer to a Sukoon مدْ َ�عِ 
�
ك

 
�
نُتۡم ك Extend the Dammah on the Kaaf

and make it sound like Waaw Madd

ِذينَ إِ 
�
نَّ ٱل

 
�
نُتۡم و ك

Extend the Kasrah on the Hamzah

and make it sound like Yaa Madd ِذينَ يإِ 
�
نَّ ٱل



Timing of Saakin letters
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 Effects of Shiddah/Rakhaawah/Bayniyyah for Saakin lettters:

 The letters of Shiddah in the Saakin state require the shortest amount of time to recite since there is an 
imprisonment of the sound without any lengthening.

 The letters of Bayniyyah in the Saakin state allow for the length of time to be a little longer than that of the 
letters of Shiddah since there is a partial lengthening of sound in their case.

 The letters of Rakhaawah in the Saakin state require the maximum amount of time to recite compared to the 
letters of Shiddah and Rakhaawah since there is a free flow of sound in their case.

 Example: 

 Timing of Saakin Seen (Rakhaawah) > timing of Saakin Noon (Bayniyyah) > timing of Saakin Baa (Shiddah)

 There are exceptions to this rule:

 The Madd letters (ا و ي) are elongated based on certain rules (which will be discussed in detail later).

 The Saakin Noon and Saakin Meem (based on rules of Idghaam / Ikhfaa / Iqlaab, which will be discussed later).

و بْ تَ ْس �َ  ُ ِ ْن �ش
Rakhaawah letter

Shiddah letter

Bayniyyah letter



Further study

 Video explanation of this chapter by Br Shadab: https://youtu.be/z6dC-3CVTvg

 Arabic video lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن –

https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122707

 Bayniyyah in ر ,ل and ع (demonstrated at 23:10, 25:25 and 28:45).

 Arabic video lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series القرآنلتالوةاإلتقان –

https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122709

 Blocking of sounds of letters of Shiddah and stretching letters of Rakhaawah (demonstrated at 5:40 and 

11:03).

 Mistakes like Idkhaal/Istikhlaas (demonstrated at 13:00, 15:20, 15:55, 16:50, 17:45, 18:10).

 Recitation of Surah Al-Sharh (23:50).
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ISTI’LAA-ISTIFAAL AND 
THEIR EFFECTS: 
TAFKHEEM-TARQEEQ

Understand the third group of attributes with opposites and the 
resultant effects of those attributes in the form of 
heaviness/lightness of letters

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/TBZ9PrZkOrQ

https://youtu.be/TBZ9PrZkOrQ


Content Layout

 Meaning of Isti’laa and Istifaal.

 Identifying the letters of Isti’laa and Istifaal.

 Understanding how the correct application of Isti’laa leads to Tafkheem (heaviness).

 Understanding how the correct application of Istifaal leads to Tarqeeq (lightness).

 Identify the three exceptional letters of Istifaal which are sometimes recited with 

Tafkheem.
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As-Sifaat Adh-Dhaatiyyah – the third group of opposites
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 Al-Isti’laa & Al-Istifaal – The third pair that 

have opposite attributes from the perspective 

of whether the sound of the letter is elevated 

towards the roof of the mouth or descends 

towards the opening of the mouth.

 Each Arabic letter is either associated to Al-

Isti’laa or to Al-Istifaal, but never both.

 Seven letters are associated to Al-Isti’laa and 

the remaining letters are associated to Al-

Istifaal.



Al-Isti’laa – (اِالسِتْعالء) definition
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 Linguistic Definition of Isti’laa –

 To rise/be elevated or be superior.

 Applied definition in Tajweed –

 Directing the sound of the letter towards the roof of the mouth by making the tongue in the shape of a 

concave and restricting the passage of the throat.

 The seven letters of Isti’laa ( ُمْسَتْعِلَ�ةالُحروف
�
ال خ ص ض ط ظ غ ق :(

ُخصَّ َضْغٍط ِقظ�  (phrase for easy remembrance)



Al-Isti’laa – (اِالسِتْعالء) explained
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 Back part of the tongue is raised and the middle part of 
the tongue is depressed so that the tongue is made into 
the shape of a concave.

 The epiglottis is spontaneously pushed backwards 
narrowing down the passage of the throat.

 The result is that the direction of the sound is focused 
towards the roof of the mouth.

 The effect of this behavior is Tafkheem (heaviness) of 
the sound. 

 The adjoining diagram illustrates the attribute of Isti’laa

in the letter Qaaf .(ق)

Isti’laa in the Qaaf (ق)



Understanding Tafkheem (َتْفخ�م)
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 Linguistic Definition of Tafkheem –

 To be honored/emphasized, raised.

 Applied definition in Tajweed –

 It is the heaviness of sound that is found in reciting 
some of the Arabic letters when the mouth is filled 
by the echo of the sound of those letters when it 
collides with the roof of the mouth.

 Tafkheem occurs in all letters of Isti’laa and in few 
exceptional scenarios of some letters of Istifaal. 

 The adjoining diagram illustrates the Tafkheem in 

the letter Qaaf .(ق)

Tafkheem for Qaaf (ق)



Tafkheem in the other letters of Isti’laa
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 Tafkheem occurs in all the letters of Isti’laa. 

 Sound being focused towards the mouth’s roof 
and the resulting echo filling the mouth.

 Take care not to circle the mouth when reciting 
these letters, concaving the tongue and directing 
the sound towards the roof of the mouth is all that 
is required.

The Daad (ض) The Saad (ص)

The Taa The Thaa(ط) (ظ) The Khaa (خ) The Ghayn (غ)



Al-Istifaal – (اِالْسِتفال) definition
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 Linguistic Definition of Istifaal –

 To descend or to slope down.

 Applied definition in Tajweed –

 Directing the sound of the letter towards the opening of the mouth by neither making it in the shape of a 

concave nor restricting the passage of the throat.

 The letters of Istifaal ( ةالُحروف
�
الُمْسَتِفل ) are all the remaining letters which are not the 

letters of Isti’laa:

ة(ا َّ� ز س ش ع ف ك ل م ن ه و ي ءد ذ ر حجت ث ب )َمدِّ



Al-Istifaal – (اِالْسِتفال) explained
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 The tongue is not made into the shape of a concave.

 The epiglottis retains its regular position not causing the 
passage of the throat to be narrowed down.

 The result is that the direction of the sound is focused 
towards the opening of the mouth and not towards the 
roof of the mouth.

 The effect of this behavior is Tarqeeq (lightness) of the 
sound.

 The adjoining diagram illustrates Istifaal in the letter 

Kaaf .(ك)
Istifaal in the Kaaf (ك)



Understanding Tarqeeq (َتْرقيق)
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 Linguistic Definition of Tarqeeq –

 To be thin or slim.

 Applied definition in Tajweed –

 It is the lightness of sound that is found in reciting 
some of the Arabic letters due to sound directing 
towards the opening of the mouth and not echoing 
from the roof of the mouth.

 Tarqeeq occurs only for letters of Istifaal, not in the 
letters of Isti’laa.

 The adjoining diagram illustrates Tarqeeq in the 

letter Kaaf .(ك)
Tarqeeq in the Kaaf (ك)



Tarqeeq in some of the other letters of Istifaal
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 Few examples of Tarqeeq:

The Daal (د) The Noon (ن)

The Jeem (ش) The Sheen(ج) The Seen (س) The taa (ت)



Exceptional letters of Istifaal
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 There are few letters of Istifaal which are recited with Tafkheem only when certain 

conditions occur upon them (details will be studied soon).

 The Alif Madd:

 Example:

 The Laam of Lafzul-Jalaalah:

 Example: 

 The letter Raa:

 Example:

Each of these 
exceptional letters 

are recited with 
Tafkheem in specific 
situations as we will 

see soon



Further study

 Video explanation of this chapter by Br Shadab: https://youtu.be/TBZ9PrZkOrQ

 Arabic video lecture explaining Isti’laa and Istifaal from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series  

اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن – https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122711

 Arabic video lecture explaining Tafkheem and Tarqeeq from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series 

اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن – https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122737
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ITBAAQ-INFITAAH 
AND THE LEVELS OF 
TAFKHEEM
Understand the fourth group of attributes with opposites and 
explain the different levels of Tafkheem

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/iF31Ip7itEQ

https://youtu.be/iF31Ip7itEQ


Content Layout

 Meaning of Itbaaq and Infitaah.

 Identifying the letters of Itbaaq and Infitaah.

 Understand the relationship/comparison between Isti’laa, Itbaaq, Istifaal and Infitaah.

 Identify the levels of Tafkheem when reciting the letters of Isti’laa with Harakah or 

Sukoon.
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 Al-Itbaaq & Al-Infitaah – The fourth pair that 

have opposite attributes from the perspective 

of whether the sound of the letter is 

encompassed/compressed between the 

tongue and the roof of the mouth.

 Each Arabic letter is either associated to Al-

Itbaaq or to Al-Infitaah, but never both.

 Four letters are associated to Al-Itbaaq and 

the remaining letters are associated to Al-

Infitaah.



Al-Itbaaq – (اِإلْطباق) definition
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 Linguistic Definition of Itbaaq –

 To encompass, surround, enclose.

 Applied definition in Tajweed –

 The compression of sound between the tongue and the roof of the mouth that happens for some of the 

letters of Isti’laa.

 The four letters of Itbaaq ( الُمْطَبَقةالُحروف ): 

ص ض ط ظ



Al-Itbaaq – (اِإلْطباق) explained
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 All letters of Itbaaq are letters of Isti’laa so the 

direction of the sound is focused towards the roof of 

the mouth. 

 There is an additional property that the sound is 

compressed between the tongue and the roof of the 

mouth making the sound heavier than the 

remaining letters of Isti’laa.

 The adjoining diagram illustrates Itbaaq in the letter 

Thaa .(ظ) Itbaaq in the Thaa (ظ)



Al-Itbaaq in the other letters (اِإلْطباق)
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 Itbaaq in ص ض ط – The sound is not only directed towards the roof of the mouth but 

is compressed between the tongue and the roof of the mouth (similar to the letter ظ):

The Daad The Taa(ض) (ط) The Saad (ص)



Al-Infitaah ِفتاح)
ْ
– (اِالن definition
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 Linguistic Definition of Infitaah –

 To be opened.

 Applied definition in Tajweed –

 The absence of compression of sound between the tongue and the roof of the mouth.

 The letters of Infitaah ( الُمْنَفِتَحةالُحروف  ): 

ة(ا َّ� ي ءز س ش ع غ ف ق ك ل م ن ه و د ذ ر ح خجت ث ب )َمدِّ



Al-Infitaah ِفتاح)
ْ
– (اِالن explained
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 The letters if Infitaah include letters from both the below groups:

 All the letters of Istifaal ( ُمْنَفِتٌح ُمْسَتِفلٌ  ) – ز س ش ع ف ك ل م ن ه و يد ذ ر ح جت ث أ ب 

 Three letters of Isti’laa ( ُمْنَفِتٌح ُمْسَتْعٍل  ) – خ غ ق

 Examples:

The Kaaf (ك): 

Mustafil Munfatih

The Qaaf (ق): 

Musta’lin Munfatih



Comparison between Itbaaq, Isti’laa, Istifaal and Infitaah
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 The letters of the Arabic language can be 

categorized into the below three groups:

 Musta’lin-Mutbaq – (ص ض ط ظ) These are the 

heaviest letters with maximum Tafkheem since sound 

is compressed between the tongue and the roof of the 

mouth.

 Musta’lin-Munfatih – (خ غ ق) These are heavy letters 

with Tafkheem but the heaviness is less than the first 

group since sound is only directed towards the roof of 

the mouth but is not compressed between the tongue.

 Mustafilun-Munfatih (remaining letters) – These are all 

light letters recited with Tarqeeq with few exceptions 

which are recited with Tafkheem in some scenarios.

The Thaa :(ظ)
Musta’lin-Mutbaq

The Kaaf (ك): 

Mustafil Munfatih

The Qaaf (ق):

Musta’lin Munfatih



Levels of Tafkheem based on Harakah and Sukoon
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 The teachers of Tajweed differed regarding the levels of Tafkheem for letters of Isti’laa.

 There are two ways identified based on the opinions of the below scholars:

 ( انابن حَّ الطَّ ) Ibn At-Tahhaan (died in 561 Hijri).

 ( ِد  بن� الَجَزريُمَحمَّ ) Muhammad Ibn Al-Jazaree (died in 833 Hijri).

 Imaam Ibn At-Tahhaan ( هللاَرِحَمُه  ) identified three levels of Tafkheem for letters of Isti’laa.

 Imaam Ibn Al-Jazaree ( هللاَرِحَمُه  ) identified five levels of Tafkheem for letters of Isti’laa.



The first opinion regarding three levels of Tafkheem
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 The scholars (like Imaam Ibn At-Tahhaan  who followed the first opinion identified (َرِحَمُه هللا

the below three levels of Tafkheem (from the highest to the lowest):

 Level #1 – Maftooh letter of Isti’laa

 Level #2 – Madmoom letter of Isti’laa

 Level #3 – Maksoor letter of Isti’laa

 The Saakin letter of Isti’laa was considered as having the same level as the Harakah

preceding it: 



 The scholars who followed the second opinion identified the below five levels of 

Tafkheem (from the highest to the lowest):

 Level #1 – Maftooh letter of Isti’laa followed by Alif Madd        

 Level #2 – Maftooh letter of Isti’laa not followed by Alif Madd 

 Level #3 – Madmoom letter of Isti’laa

 Level #4 – Saakin letter of Isti’laa

 Level #5 – Maksoor letter of Isti’laa

The second opinion regarding five levels of Tafkheem
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 Shaykh Ayman Rushdie Suwayd prefers the second opinion (from Imaam Ibn Al-

Jazari :and he explained in great detail the weakness of the first opinion (َرِحَمُه هللا

 Imaam Ibn At-Tahhaan himself identified only the three levels of Tafkheem (َرِحَمُه هللا) for 

Mutaharrik states of letters of Isti’laa without discussing the level of Tafkheem for Saakin

states of letters of Isti’laa.

 It was later scholars who made the correspondence of Tafkheem for Saakin states to the 

Harakah preceding the Saakin letter of Isti’laa.

 This causes the Saakin letter of Isti’laa preceded by a Kasrah as in      to be recited 

as if it is being recited with the lowest level of Tafkheem as in     . But this is never the 

case since the Qaaf in        is clearly of a higher level of Tafkheem compared to the 

Qaaf in          .

The preferred opinion regarding the levels of Tafkheem
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Further study

 Video explanation of this chapter by Br Shadab: https://youtu.be/iF31Ip7itEQ

 Arabic video lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن –

https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122711

 Letters of Itbaaq (demonstrated at 15:40)

 Arabic video lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s video series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن –

https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122743

 Levels of Tafkheem and the difference of opinion among the scholars (26:28)
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EXCEPTIONAL 
LETTERS OF ISTIFAAL
Understand the scenarios wherein the Alif Madd (ا), the Laam (ل), 
and the Raa are recited with Tafkheem (ر)

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/7DRfnmSL-bw

https://youtu.be/7DRfnmSL-bw


Content Layout

 Understand the conditions when the Alif Madd and the letters Laam and Raa are 

recited with Tafkheem.

 Understand the specific instances in the Qur’aan where the letter Raa can be recited 

either with Tafkheem or with Tarqeeq.
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Arabic letters recited with Tafkheem / Tarqeeq
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 All the letters of Isti’laa are recited with

Tafkheem (heaviness) of sound in all cases.

 All letters of Istifaal are recited with Tarqeeq

in all cases with the exception of three:

 The Alif Madd.

 The Laam of Lafzul-Jalaalah.

 The letter Raa.

 The above three letters of Istifaal are

recited with Tafkheem only under certain

conditions.



Conditions for Tafkheem & Tarqeeq of Alif Madd (َ◌ا)
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 The Alif Madd follows the letter preceding it in 
terms of being recited with Tafkheem or 
Tarqeeq:

 It is recited with Tafkheem when it follows a 
letter which is recited with Tafkheem:

 It is recited with Tarqeeq when it follows a 

letter which is recited with Tarqeeq

The Alif Madd in Tafkheem The Alif Madd in Tarqeeq



 The letter Laam is recited with Tafkheem only if 
both the below conditions are satisfied:

 The Laam is a part of the Lafzul-Jalaalah .(هللا)

 It is recited with a Fathah or Dammah before it.

 If a Laam is not part of the Lafzu Al-Jalaalah or if it 
is a part of Lafzul-Jalaalah but recited with a Kasrah
before it, then it will be recited with Tarqeeq: 

Conditions for Tafkheem & Tarqeeq of Laam (ل)
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The Laam in Tafkheem The Laam in Tarqeeq

Laam of Lafzul-Jalaalah

recited with Fathah before it

Laam of Lafzul-Jalaalah

recited with Dammah before it

Laam of Lafzul-Jalaalah

recited with Kasrah before it

None of the Laams here 

are part of Lafzul-Jalaalah



Conditions for Tafkheem & Tarqeeq of Raa (ر)
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 Eight conditions when Raa will be recited with Tafkheem:

 Three conditions due to Fathah.

 Three conditions due to Dammah.

 One condition due to letters of Isti’laa.

 One condition due to Hamzatul-Wasl.

 Four conditions when Raa will be recited with Tarqeeq:

 Three conditions due to Kasrah.

 One condition due to Yaa Leen.

 There are two conditions in which Raa can be recited either with Tafkheem or Tarqeeq:

 Both conditions due to letters of Isti’laa.



Conditions for Raa to be recited with Tafkheem (ر)
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 Conditions due to Fathah:

 #1 - Raa recited with a Fathah/Fathatain.

 #2 - Raa recited with a Sukoon (actual or presented due to 
stopping at the end of the word) with a Fathah preceding it.

 #3 - Raa recited with a presented Sukoon (due to stopping at 
the end of the word) before which is any Saakin letter (other 
than Yaa) with a Fathah preceding it.

 Conditions due to Dammah:

 #4 - Raa recited with a Dammah/Dammatain.

 #5 - Raa recited with a Sukoon (actual or presented due to 
stopping at the end of the word) with a Dammah preceding it.

 #6 - Raa recited with a presented Sukoon (due to stopping at 
the end of a word) before which is a Saakin letter with a 
Dammah preceding it.

Presented Sukoon

due to stopping

Presented Sukoon

due to stopping

Presented Sukoon

due to stopping

Presented Sukoon

due to stopping



Conditions for Raa to be recited with Tafkheem (ر)
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 Condition due to letter of Isti’laa:

 #7 – Saakin Raa (actual Sukoon) with an 

original Kasrah preceding it, but with a 

letter of Isti’laa following it in the same 

word, such that the letter of Isti’laa is not 

recited with a Kasrah.

 Condition due to Hamzatul-Wasl:

 #8 – Saakin Raa (actual Sukoon) having 

an incidental Kasrah (due to the presence 

of Hamzatul-Wasl preceding it), 

irrespective of whether the Hamzah is 

recited or not.

The Raa in Tafkheem



 Conditions due to Kasrah:

 #1 - Raa recited with a Kasrah/Kasratain.

 #2 - Raa recited with a Sukoon (actual or 

presented due to stopping at the end of the 

word), with an original Kasrah preceding it and 

not having a letter of Isti’laa following it.

 #3 - Raa recited with a presented Sukoon (due 

to stopping at the end of the word), before which 

is a Saakin letter (other than a letter of Isti’laa) 

with a Kasrah preceding it.

Conditions for Raa to be recited with Tarqeeq (ر)
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 Condition due to Yaa Leen (Yaa Saakin having a Fathah
preceding it):

 #4 - Raa recited with a presented Sukoon (due to stopping 
at the end of the word), with a Yaa Leen preceding it.

The Raa in Tarqeeq

Presented Sukoon

due to stopping



Conditions for Raa to be recited with either Tafkheem (ر) / Tarqeeq
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 #1 - Saakin Raa preceded by a Kasrah but followed by letter of Isti’laa which is recited with a 

Kasrah:

 There is only one instance in the Qur’aan. The below word when recited in Wasl (continuity and not 

stopping at the end of it) in Surah Shu’ara (26:63) can be recited either in Tafkheem or in Tarqeeq:

 If one stops at the end of  ِفرٍق then the Saakin Raa can only be recited with Tafkheem based on the 

Condition #7 for Tafkheem of Raa (Saakin Raa with an original Kasrah preceding it but with a letter of 

Isti’laa following it in the same word such that the letter of Isti’laa is not recited with a Kasrah).



Conditions for Raa to be recited with either Tafkheem (ر) / Tarqeeq
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 #2 - Raa recited with an incidental Sukoon due to stopping and it is preceded by a Saakin letter 

of Isti’laa which is preceded by a Kasrah:

 The first instance is in Surah Yousuf (12:99). But if one continues to recite without stopping at the end 

of  �َِم then the Raa can only be recited with Tafkheem (Condition #1 for Tafkheem of Raa). 

 The second instance in Surah Saba (34:12). But if one continues to recite without stopping at the end 

of  �الِقطر then the Raa can only be recited with Tarqeeq (Condition #1 for Tarqeeq of Raa).



Tafkheem & Tarqeeq of Mushaddad Raa
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 The Mushaddad Raa follows the same rule as the Mutaharrik Raa:

 Mushaddad Raa recited with Fathah (Tafkheem).

 Mushaddad Raa recited with Dammah (Tafkheem).

 Mushaddad Raa recited with Kasrah (Tarqeeq).

 Mushaddad Raa recited with a presented Sukoon due to stopping at 
the end of the word  (Tafkheem).

 Mushaddad Raa recited with a presented Sukoon due to stopping at 
the end of the word(Tarqeeq).



Further study

 Video explanation of this chapter by Br Shadab: https://youtu.be/7DRfnmSL-bw

 Arabic lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s series القرآنلتالوةاإلتقان - https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122737

 Tafkheem of Alif Madd (demonstrated at 25:06)

 Arabic lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن - https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122743

 Tafkheem of Laam of Lafzul-Jalaalah (demonstrated at 9:05)

 Arabic lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن - https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122741

 Conditions when Raa is recited with Tafkheem & Tarqeeq (14:15 till 43:18)
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SARF BASED 
ATTRIBUTES: IDHLAAQ
AND ISMAAT
Study a pair of opposite attributes based on Sarf rules 

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/-YZMJmcaVTQ

https://youtu.be/-YZMJmcaVTQ


Content Layout

 Brief introduction to the science of Sarf.

 Briefly understand the definitions of Idhlaaq and Ismaat and identify the letters that have 

these attributes.

 Understand how Idhlaaq and Ismaat come into play.
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As-Sifaat Adh-Dhaatiyyah – the fifth group of opposites
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 Most attributes mentioned in the science of 

Tajweed affect the sound of letters. 

 Some books of Tajweed (including Ibn Al 

Jazaree’s Muqaddimah) have discussed a 

fifth group of attributes with opposites.

 These are Sarf based attributes not having 

application in Tajweed:

 Idhlaaq  (ِإذالق)

 Ismaat ( (ِإصمات



Sarf (ف�) – definition
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 Sarf – science of Arabic morphology:

 Literal meaning – to turn/change.

 Applied meaning – the science of Arabic morphology which explains how words are derived from the 

same set of root letters. It basically deals with patterns and endings of verbs and nouns derived 

from them.

 Patterns – what are the meanings conveyed by:

 Extra letters added at the beginning  of a verb.

 Configuration of vowels.

 Endings – what are the meanings conveyed by:

 Extra letters added at the end of the verbs.



او رُ ْغفَ ِاْستَ 

Sarf (ف�) – explained
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 The dictionary meaning of 
‘forgiveness’ is only indicated by the 

three root letters: غ ف ر

(They sought 

forgiveness)

 Meanings from the Pattern:
 Notion of ‘seeking’ is indicated by the 

pattern of letters in the beginning:  ِاْسَت
 Past tense is obvious due to the absence 

of prefixes that must be present for future 

and present tense (س) (ي ت أ ن)

 Active voice comes from the particular 
vowel configuration (the Passive voice 

vowel configuration would be: ْسُتْغِفرُ  واا� )

 Meanings from the Ending:

 Gender (masculine) indicated by the و
 Number (plurality) is indicated by the و
 Person (third person) is also indicated 

by the و

 Lets understand Sarf by studying how meanings are derived from any Arabic verb. The 

below verb ِاْسَتْغَفُروا means ‘They sought forgiveness’:



Idhlaaq and Ismaat – definition and their letters
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 Idhlaaq – (ِإذالق) Literally means the tip of something (ذلق)

 Applied meaning – to emerge easily from the tip and hence any original four or five root letter word of 
Arabic origin must have one of these letters.

 Its letters – رَّ ِمن 
َ
ب ف

�
)نب ر ف ل م (ل (phrase for easy remembrance)

 Ismaat ( – (ِإصمات Literally means to be silent or to hold one’s tongue

 Applied meaning – to prevent a four or five root letter word of Arabic origin to be formed purely from the 
letters of this group.

 The letters of Ismaat are all the remaining letters (letters which are not letters of Idhlaaq) –

ة(ا َّ� ءز س ش ص ض ط ظ ع غ ق ك ه و ي  د ذ ح خجت ث )َمدِّ



Idhlaaq and Ismaat – explained
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 Idhlaaq and Ismaat (إذالق) (  help to clarify whether a word is originally from the (إصمات

Arabic language or whether adopted from another language.

 To counter the difficulty inherent in reciting a four or five root letter word, Arabs mandated 

that it must be composed of at least one letter of Idhlaaq.

 Example of a word made from four root letters but adopted from a foreign language  (not 

having Arabic origin): َعْسَجد

 Example of an original Arabic word made from four root letters: ْهَقَر 
َ
ق



Further study

 Video explanation of this chapter by Br Shadab: https://youtu.be/-YZMJmcaVTQ

 Fundamentals of Classical Arabic Vol 1 – Husain Abdul Sattar.

 Arabic lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن -

https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122711

 Explanation of Idhlaaq and Ismaat (24:00)
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ATTRIBUTES WITHOUT 
OPPOSITES: 
QALQALAH
Study the first attribute that exists without any opposite 
counterpart – Qalqalah

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/JQnZZ5uqaUs

https://youtu.be/JQnZZ5uqaUs


Content Layout

 Linguistic and applied definition of Qalqalah.

 Identifying the letters of Qalqalah and its relationship to the letters of Shiddah.

 Qalqalah vs Harakah vs Sukoon.

 Recitation of Qalqalah letters in Mutaharrik and Mudgham states.

 Levels of Qalqalah.

 Common mistakes in the application of Qalqalah.
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As-Sifaat Adh-Dhaatiyyah Ghayr Mutadaaddah: Al-Qalqalah ة)
�
 (الَقلَقل
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 It discusses how sound flows when the articulation point completely closes for some of the Arabic 
letters when they are recited in the Saakin state.

 Scholars included Qalqalah as an intrinsic characteristic even though it is applied only when the 
Muqalqal letters are in the Saakin state.



Al-Qalqalah ة)
�
- (الَقلَقل definition
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 Linguistic Definition of Qalqalah –

 Vibration or having a turbulent motion.

 Applied definition in Tajweed –

 To pronounce the Qalqalah letter, when it is in the Saakin state by physically separating the two 

parts used to articulate those letters without accompanying it with any trace of any of the three 

vowels (Fathah/Kasrah or Dammah).

 The five letters of Qalqalah ( ةالُحروف
�
ُمَقلَقل

�
ال ق ط ب ج د :(

طُب َجدٍّ 
ُ
ق (phrase for easy remembrance)



Relationship of Shiddah ة) ة) with Qalqalah (ِشدَّ
�
لَقل

َ
 (ق
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 Letters of Shiddah:

ْت 
�
ٍط َب�

َ
أِجُد ق

 Out of the eight letters of Shiddah, five letters are Qalqalah letters.

 Due to the attribute of Shiddah there is a strong reliance on the articulation point causing
the articulation point to close completely.

 Flow of sound is completely blocked when they are recited in the Saakin state.

 It is difficult to distinguish the letters of Qalqalah when recited in the Saakin state (if
Qalqalah is not applied). The attribute of Qalqalah helps to clearly identify/distinguish their
sounds.



How sounds of letters are formed - Mutaharrik state
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 Mutaharrik letters are pronounced by:

 Collision/coming together of two parts to articulate the letter.

 Separation of the parts that are used to articulate the letter.

 Separation of the jaw or circling of the lips to articulate the

Harakah:

 Separation of the jaw for Fathah.

 Circling of the lips for Dammah.

 Lowering of the jaw for Kasrah.

 Same method of articulation for all letters – whether it is a

letter of Qalqalah or not.

ِم مُ َم 

ج� ُج َج 



How sounds of letters are formed – Saakin state
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 How are non-Muqalqal letters (not letters of Qalqalah)

recited in the Saakin state:

 Collision/coming together of two parts to articulate the letter.

 Not accompanied by separation of the articulation points.

 Not accompanied by the separation/movement of the jaws.

 How are letters of Qalqalah recited in the Saakin sate:

 Collision/coming together of two parts to articulate the letter.

 Separation of the parts that are used to articulate the letter.

 Not accompanied by the separation/movement of the jaws.



Al-Qalqalah ة)
�
- (الَقلَقل explained

 Qalqalah letters in the Saakin state are similar to Mutaharrik letters in

one aspect but also different from them in another aspect.

 Qalqalah letters in the Saakin state are similar to other Saakin letters in

one aspect but also different from them in another aspect.

 Definition: To pronounce

the Qalqalah letter, when

it is in the Saakin state

by physically separating

the two parts used to

articulate those letters

without accompanying it

with any trace of any of

the three vowels

(Fathah/Kasrah or

Dammah).
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Qalqalah letter in the Mushaddad state
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 A Shaddah on a letter indicates that the letter is composed of two 

similar letters, first being the Saakin component and the second 

being the Mutaharrik component as shown in these examples:

 We do not recite the Saakin component with Qalqalah, but recite it 

like any other Saakin letter - Collision/coming together of the 

articulation points without separation.

 We recite the Mutaharrik component like any other Mutaharrik letter

– articulating the letter along with the articulation of the harakah.

 However if we stop at the of a word ending with a Mushaddad 

Muqalqal letter, then we recite the Mutaharrik component with an 

incidental Sukoon and hence with Qalqalah.

دُّ  دُ + د  =

دَّ  دَ + د  =

Stopping at the end of the word causes this Fathah

on Daal to change to Sukoon recited with Qalqalah

Stopping at the end of the word causes this Dammah

on Qaaf to change to Sukoon recited with Qalqalah

قُّ  قُ + ق  =



Qalqalah letter in the Mudgham state
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 Thumb rule – if there is no sign on the Muqalqal letter then no Qalqalah in
Wasl (continuing to recite / not stopping at the end of the word).

 Idghaam where one Saakin Muqalqal letter merges into another
Mutaharrik letter across two separate words:

 If we continue to recite the two words (Wasl) then no Qalqalah.

 If we stop at the end of the first word (Waqf) for any reason then stop with
Qalqalah.

 Idghaam where one Saakin Muqalqal letter merges into another
Mutaharrik letter in the same word:

 Waqf or stopping in between the two letters is not an option and hence no
Qalqalah.

In Wasl (continuation) – No Qalqalah

In Waqf (stopping) – Qalqalah

Qalqalah not an option due to merging



Levels of Qalqalah
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 Scholars of Tajweed, including Imam Ibn Al-Jazaree, have
specified two levels of Qalqalah from the perspective of
levels of clarity of Qalqalah.

 The Qalqalah is more apparent and evident when the
Muqalqal letter is recited with Waqf or stopping at the end
of it and no other letter is recited after it. This level is

called Al-Qalqalatul-Kubraa (  
ُ
ىالَقلَقلة َ ْ �ب

�
ال� ).



ُ

When the Muqalqal letter is recited with Wasl or when 

one continues to recite a letter after it, then the Qalqalah 

is less evident/apparent compared to when it is recited in 

the state of Waqf. This level is called Al-Qalqalatus-

Sughraa (ْغَرى  الصُّ
ُ
(الَقلَقلة



 There are some scholars who consider that the level of Qalqalah with Shaddah is stronger /

greater than the Qalqalah without Shaddah. The Qalqalah at the end of these words would be

considered to be the strongest (  
ُ
ىالَقلَقلة َ ْ �ب

�
ال� ) by this group of scholars:

 These scholars consider the Qalqalah at the end of these words (Muqalqal letter without Shaddah)

to be the middle level (  
ُ
الُوْسَ� الَقلَقلة ): 

 Shaykh Ayman Rushdie considers both the above (Muqalqal letter irrespective of Shaddah or not)

to be the same level, explaining that the Qalqalah is only due to the Saakin component:

Levels of Qalqalah – difference of opinion
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Qalqalah when stopping at the end of both these 
group of words is the same level since only the 
saakin component of the mushaddad letter is 

recited with a Sukoon as shown here قُّ  قُ + ق  =



Qalqalah – common mistakes 
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 Reciting the Qalqalah with the sound of one of the three Harakaat (Fathah / Dammah /
Kasrah):

 Extending the sound of Qalqalah beyond its desirable limit:

 Ending the Qalqalah sound with a Saakin Hamzah (closing the vocal cords).

 But in Surah Naml:25 for example, a Hamzah follows a Saakin Baa – if one stops (due to

compelling reasons) after الَخبء then need to close the vocal cords to recite the Saakin Hamzah:

Refer to the 
accompanying 

video for 
explanation of 

these examples



 Reciting the Qalqalah with Sakt (pause) or cutting off the sound of Qalqalah from the letter

that comes after it:

 Reciting a Mushaddad Muqalqal letter with Sakt (pause) between its Saakin and Mutaharrik

components:

Qalqalah – common mistakes 
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Refer to the 
accompanying 

video for 
explanation of 

these examples



Further study

 Video explanation of this chapter by Br Shadab: https://youtu.be/JQnZZ5uqaUs

 Arabic lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s series القرآنلتالوةاإلتقان - https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122713

 Recitation of the letters of Qalqalah (All letters: - 14:19, Qaaf – 23:51, Baa – 24:40, Jeem – 25:18)

 Arabic lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s series القرآنلتالوةاإلتقان - https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122715

 Recitation of Mudgham, Mutaharrik, Muqalqal Baa in ْت  ي َ�َدابَّ ىبِ
�
َهٍب أ

�
ل (9:14)

 Mistakes in recitation of Qalqalah letters (24:48, 26:37, 27:54, 29:56, 33:00, 35:18)

 Arabic lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s series القرآنلتالوةاإلتقان - https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122739

 Levels of Qalqalah (42:20)
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LEEN, SAFEER & 
INHIRAAF
Understand the correct application of the attributes without 
opposites – Leen, Safeer and Inhiraaf

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/84Gg76EQ5jI

https://youtu.be/84Gg76EQ5jI


Content Layout
 Al-Leen:

 Linguistic and applied definition.

 Correct application of Leen and common mistakes in reciting letters of Leen.

 Compare Leen with Madd.

 As-Safeer:

 Linguistic and applied definition.

 Identify the letters of Safeer.

 Understand its correct application and beware of common mistakes in reciting some of the letters of Safeer.

 Al-Inhiraaf:

 Linguistic and applied definition.

 Identify the letters of Inhiraaf.

 Compare and contrast the Inhiraaf that occurs in the letters of Inhiraaf.
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As-Sifaat Adh-Dhaatiyyah Ghayr Mutadaaddah: Al-Leen ن ) ني
�
(الل
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 The attribute of Leen discusses the flow of sound with respect to the ease in reciting
the letters of Leen.

 Similarity and differences with their Madd counterparts.



Al-Leen ن ) ني
�
- (الل definition
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 Linguistic Definition of Leen –

 To be flexible/gentle, easy to mold.

 Applied definition in Tajweed –

 To recite the letters of Leen (Saakin و and ي preceded by a Fathah) with ease without undue difficulty.



Al-Leen ن ) ني
�
- (الل explained
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 Waaw and Yaa can occur with Fathah/Kasrah/Dammah

 As for the Saakin Waaw and the Saakin Yaa, preceded by Fathah/Kasrah/Dammah, out of the six
possibilities only four are allowed while two are not allowed

Fathah preceding a Saakin Waaw – Waaw Leen, easy to recite.

Dammah preceding a Saakin Waaw – Waaw Madd, nothing but an extended Dammah.

Kasrah preceding a Saakin Waaw – does not exist.

Fathah preceding a Saakin Yaa – Yaa Leen, easy to recite.

Dammah preceding a Saakin Yaa – does not exist.

Kasrah preceding a Saakin Yaa – Yaa Madd, nothing but an extended Kasrah.



Al-Leen ن ) ني
�
- (الل explained
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 The below combinations do not occur in the Arabic language due to the inherent difficulty in
pronouncing them:

 Saakin Waaw preceded with a Kasrah - Arabs changed the Saakin Waaw preceded with a Kasrah to a
Yaa:

 Saakin Yaa preceded with a Dammah - Arabs changed the Saakin Yaa preceded with a Dammah to a
Waaw:

 The Saakin Waaw/Yaa preceded with a Fathah was retained in the Arabic language since it has
no difficulty and can be recited with ease:



Madd:

 Madd exists for Saakin Alif, Waaw and Yaa.

 Yaa Madd is an elongated Kasrah, Waaw Madd is an
elongated Dammah.

 Conditions for extension of Madd are many, some are
mandatory conditions and some optional. The Madd
sign indicates the extension of Madd.

 Madd drops when joining between two Saakin letters.

 Absence of Khafeef sign on the Saakin Waaw/Yaa.

 Waaw/Yaa Sagheerah are recited with Madd.

Leen vs Madd – similarities and differences
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Leen:

 Leen exists for Saakin Waaw/Yaa but not Alif.

 Recitation of Leen starts with the recitation of Fathah
and then resembles the Waaw/Yaa Madd.

 Conditions for extension of Leen are restricted to very
few and are optional. There is no Madd sign for the
extension of Leen.

 Recitation of Leen cannot be dropped.

 Khafeef sign on the Saakin Waaw/Yaa.

 Waaw/Yaa Sagheerah are not recited with Leen.



As-Safeer ف�ي ) - (الصَّ definition
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 Linguistic Definition of Safeer – To whistle, to have a high/sharp tone.

 Applied definition in Tajweed – It is the natural sharpness of sound which occurs due to

the narrow passage through which the sound flows at the point of articulation.



As-Safeer ف�ي ) - (الصَّ explained
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 Makhraj of Saad Zaa ,(س) Seen ,(ص) - (ز) These three letters

share a single articulation point and are emitted from between
the tip of the tongue and the plates of the two top incisors at a
point just above the two lower incisors.

 The tongue is positioned in a way that no space for the sound to
pass except for a narrow path between the tongue and the top
and bottom incisors.

 The passage of sound through a narrow path gives it a strong
sharpness and shrillness like the sound of a whistle.

 Note of caution – take care not to circle the lips while articulating
the letter Saad .(ص) Safeer in the Seen (س) and the Zaa (ز)



Al-Inhiraaf (ِحراف
ْ
- (اِالن definition
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 Linguistic Definition of Inhiraaf – To turn, deviate or distort.

 Applied definition in Tajweed – It is the diversion taken by the sound due to its path being

blocked by the tongue.



Al-Inhiraaf in the recitation of Laam
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 Makhraj of Laam (ل) - The front edge of the

tongue making contact with the gums of the front

teeth.

 There is a lack of complete flowing of the sound

since the path of the sound is obstructed in the

middle by the tongue.

 Some of the sound thus deviates outwards to the

right of the tongue while some of it deviates to the

left of the tongue.

 Note of caution - it is a misconception to consider

Inhiraaf to be the turning/sliding of the tongue.

Inhiraaf in Laam (ل)



Al-Inhiraaf in the recitation of Raa
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 Makhraj of Raa - (ر) The front tip of the tongue 

strikes the gum line of the top two incisors with a 

small opening remaining in the middle.

 When Raa is articulated, the flow of sound is not 

blocked at the middle.

 The sound deviates inwards to come close together 

from the two sides of the tongue towards the tip of 

the tongue.

 Note of caution – Takreer and Inhiraaf are closely 

related, for correct application of Takreer it is 

important to correctly apply Inhiraaf and vice versa.
Inhiraaf in Raa (ر)



Inhiraaf in Laam vs Inhiraaf in Raa

Inhiraaf in Raa

 A small gap at the
front edge allows the
flow of sound through
the middle of the
tongue.

 The sound deviates
inwards from the right
and left edge of the
tongue, towards the
middle of the tongue.

 Deviation of sound is
less than in Laam.
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Inhiraaf in Laam

 The front edge of the
tongue blocks out the
flow of sound through
the middle.

 The sound deviates
outwards from the
middle of the tongue,
towards the right and left
of the tongue.

 Deviation of sound is
more than in Raa.

Inhiraaf in Laam (ل) Inhiraaf in Raa (ر)



Further study

 Video explanation of this chapter by Br Shadab: https://youtu.be/84Gg76EQ5jI

 Arabic lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن - https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122713

 Recitation of the letters of Safeer (Seen, Saad, Zaa – 4:58), Mistake in reciting Saad (6:02).

 Arabic lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن - https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122717

 Recitation of Yaa Leen (8:15), Waaw Leen (8:28), Mistakes in Leen (10:39, 11:08).

 Arabic lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن - https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122717

 Inhiraaf of Laam (21:44), Inhiraaf of Raa (24:54).
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TAKREER, TAFASHSHEE, 
ISTITAALAH & GHUNNAH

Understand the correct application of the attributes without 
opposites – Takreer, Tafashshee, Istitaalaah and Ghunnah.

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/0iXmeirgjAc

https://youtu.be/0iXmeirgjAc


Content Layout
 At-Takreer:

 Linguistic and applied definition.

 Comparing Takreer with Inhiraaf and avoiding common mistakes related to Takreer.

 At-Tafashshee:
 Linguistic and applied definition.

 Understanding Tafashshee and avoiding common mistakes in reciting Sheen.

 Al-Istitaalah:
 Linguistic and applied definition.

 Relationship between Istitaalah of Daad and Rakhaawah of Daad.

 Common mistakes related to Daad.

 Ghunnah:
 Linguistic and applied definition.

 Comparing Ghunnah as an articulation point and Ghunnah as an attribute.
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At-Takreer ���ر) – (التَّ definition
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 Linguistic Definition of Takreer/Tikraar – to repeat/reiterate.

 Applied definition in Tajweed – It is the hidden/slight trembling of the tip of the tongue for

the letter Raa due to the narrowness of its Makhraj.



At-Takreer ���ر) – (التَّ explained
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 Takreer is a result of Inhiraaf at the Makhraj of Raa.

 Inhiraaf - The flow of sound is not blocked at the middle but passes
through the small gap at the tip of the tongue by deviating inwards from
the two sides of the tongue.

 Takreer/Tikraar - Due to the narrowness of the gap at the Makhraj point,
there is a slight quivering/shaking of the tip of the tongue.

 Mistakes in Takreer:

 Reducing Takreer to the level of making it non-existent – The tip of the
tongue hardly touches the roof of the mouth, sound easily comes from the
mouth.

 Exaggerating Takreer to give the impression of multiple Raas – Closing and
reopening of the gap, causing multiple vibrations.

The narrow path for sound to pass 

for the Raa causing Takreer (ر)



At-Tafashshee ي )
ِّ َف�ش – (التَّ definition
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 Linguistic Definition of Tafashshee – To spread/disseminate.

 Applied definition in Tajweed – It is the spreading/dispersal of the sound of Sheen from

its Makhraj when it collides with the inner surfaces of the top and bottom teeth.



At-Tafashshee ي )
ِّ َف�ش – (التَّ explained
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 Makhraj of Sheen (ش) - The sound of Sheen emanates from

the middle part of the tongue and then spreads towards the
opening of the mouth.

 Some part of the sound exits the mouth while the remaining
collides with the inner surfaces of the upper and lower
incisors and subsequently returns back into the mouth and
spreads within the mouth. This spreading out of the sound in
the mouth gives a kind of strength and uniqueness to the
sound which the scholars called Tafashshee.

 Note of caution – take care not to circle the lips while

articulating the letter Sheen (ش).

The spreading of sound 

in the Sheen (ش)



Al-Istitaalah – (اِالسِتطالة) definition
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 Linguistic Definition of Istitaalah – to elongate or to lengthen.

 Applied definition in Tajweed – It basically refers to the lengthening of the Makhraj of Daad.

When we recite the letter Daad, the tongue is pushed forward from the back of the mouth to

its front due to the compression of sound on the tongue after it strikes the articulation point.



Al-Istitaalah – (اِالسِتطالة) explained
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 Makhraj of Daad - The edge (one or preferably both) of the 2/3rd posterior
part of the tongue strikes what lies adjacent to it from the inside of the upper
molars. The entire outer edge of the tongue forms a seal not leaving any
chance for the sound or breath to pass through it.

 Istitaalah - Due to the pressure developed at the back of the tongue, the
tongue is pushed towards the front until the front edge touches the gum line
of the top two incisors.

 Rakhaawah of Daad results from Istitaalah of Daad.

 Mistakes in Istitaalah:

 Reciting like Zaa .using the tip of the tongue to strike the edge of top incisors (ظ)

 Reciting a Daal with Takheem (د) using the tip of the tongue to strike the teeth.

 Reciting the Saakin Daad with Qalqalah.

The lengthening of Makhraj in Daad (ض)



Al-Ghunnah ة) – (الُغنَّ definition
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 Linguistic definition of Ghunnah – To nasalize, speak through the nose.

 Applied definition in Tajweed – Ghunnah is studied from two perspectives:
 It being like a Harf (letter with its own articulation point) – Ghunnah acts as a letter since it is an inseparable

component of both letters - Noon and Meem - and it has its own articulation point (Khayshoom).

 It being a Sifah (attribute) – Ghunnah component of Meem/Noon can extend/shorten based on rules.



 Noon/Ghunnah both dropped (complete Idghaam):

 Regular Ghunnah (Izhaar):

 Extended Ghunnah (Ikhfaa/Iqlaab/Mushaddad):

Al-Ghunnah (ة – (الُغنَّ explained
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 Ghunnah as a Harf (Letter) – Ghunnah
(nasalization) is articulated from the Khayshum
or the nasal passage. It is also a letter from the
perspective of being an inseparable component
of both the letters – Meem and Noon:

 Noon – Lisaani (tongue) component + Ghunnah.

 Meem – Shafawi (lip) component + Ghunnah.

 Ghunnah as a Sifah (Attribute) – The
lengthening and shortening of the Ghunnah in
Meem and Noon depends on varying
conditions of Meem and Noon (Izhaar, Ikhfaa,
Idghaam and Iqlaab) making it an attribute:

The Meem (م) The Noon (ن)



Further study

 Video explanation of this chapter by Br Shadab: https://youtu.be/0iXmeirgjAc

 Arabic lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن - https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122717

 Correct way of reciting Raa with Takreer (31:06, 31:43).

 Mistakes in Takreer of Raa (30:42, 30:58, 32:40, 33:16, 33:43).

 Arabic lecture from Dr Ayman Rushdie’s series اإلتقان لتالوة القرآن - https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/122719

 Tafashshee of Sheen (9:00).

 Istitaalah of Daad (13:55, 15:22, 17:31), Reciting Daad like Zaa and heavy Daal (24:15, 24:45).

 Ghunnah in Noon and Meem as Harf (38:00), Ghunnah in Noon and Meem as Sifah (39:45).
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SUMMARY OF 
INTRINSIC 
ATTRIBUTES

Summarizing the attributes for all the letters of the Arabic 
language

Video explanation of this chapter: https://youtu.be/_TZmEJVxP44

https://youtu.be/_TZmEJVxP44


Content Layout

 Short summary of all the attributes (with and without opposites) exhibited by each letter

in the Arabic language
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Attributes that exist in opposites: A Summary of their letters
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Intrinsic Attributes of each Arabic letter: A Summary
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Intrinsic Attributes of each Arabic letter: A Summary
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Intrinsic Attributes of each Arabic letter: A Summary
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Intrinsic Attributes of each Arabic letter: A Summary
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Intrinsic Attributes of each Arabic letter: A Summary
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What’s next

 A brief look at the history of the compilation of the Qur’aan and a high level overview of

the Qiraa’aat.
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جزاكم هللا خیرا

End of Part 3
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PART 4 - INTRODUCTION TO 
QIRAA'AAT

Understand and appreciate the slight variations in rules of Tajweed based on Qiraa’aat

and its effects on recitation and script of the Qur’aan

1. Understanding the Variations in Rules

of Reciting the Qur’aan

2. Preservation of the Qur’aan through

Compilation and Qiraa’aat

3. Comparison of few contemporary Mus-haf scripts



UNDERSTANDING THE 
VARIATIONS IN RULES 
OF RECITING THE 
QUR’AAN
The Seven Ahruf



Recap and what lies ahead
 Till now our focus was on correcting the pronunciation of the Arabic 

letters:

 Makhaarij Al-Huroof (articulation points of the letters of the Arabic 
alphabet).

 Sifaat Al-Huroof (characteristics to be taken care of while articulating the 
Arabic letters).

 Before we move to the next leg of our journey which consists of:

 Idghaam – see how some letters merge into other letters,

 Lengthening of the Mudood – understand why some Mudood get extended 
more than the others,

 How to recite verses beginning with the Hamzatul-Wasl,

 Understanding Waqf / Ibtidaa / Raum / Ishmaam / Imaalah and so on.

…we will briefly discuss the variations in rules of recitation.
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Variations in the rules of Tajweed across Qiraa’aat 
 Qiraa’aat (ِقَراَءات) meaning ‘recitations’ is the plural of the word Qiraa’ah (ِقَراَءة) meaning ‘recitation’.

 It is good to have some basic understanding of the Qiraa’aat (variant recitations of the Qur’aan) so that 
we can appreciate the differences that occur in the rules of Tajweed across these Qiraa’aat. For 
example:

 Some of the Tajweed rules of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim differ slightly from the rules of Warsh an Naafi’.

 There are some Qiraa’aat wherein one would merge certain letters while in other Qiraa’aat they would be recited 
clearly (not merged). 

 Also, there are slight variations in the way Mudood are extended across different Qiraa’aat. 

 It is also good to have some basic understanding of the history of the Mus-haf ) ُمْصَحف ) in order to 

understand and appreciate these variations.

 Let’s first understand the concept of the 7 ahruf which will help to lay the groundwork for this study.
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The Qur’aan was revealed in Seven Ahruf ْحُرف)
�
– (أ Hadeeth #1

 Hadeeth #1

ِ ص� هللا عل�ه وس
نَّ َرُسوَل ا��

�
اس� ـ ر�ن هللا عنهما ـ أ اَل َعن� اْبن� َعبَّ

َ
 َحرْ "لم ق

�
�ُل َع� �

ْ ي ِج�ب ِ
ىن
�
َرأ

ْ
ق
�
ْم أ

�
ل
َ
ٍف، ف

ْحُرٍف 
�
 َسْبَعِة أ

�
َتَ� ِإ�

ْ
�ُدُە َحىتَّ ان � ن

َ ْس�ت
�
َزْل أ

�
اَل اْبُن ِشَهاٍب و)3219صحيح البخاري  ("أ

َ
ي روا�ة ق

 : �ن
�
َك َبل

�
نَّ ِتل

�
ي أ َغىنِ

 َتْخ 
َ

ا � وُن َواِحد�
�
ْمر� َت�

َ ْ
ي األ ِ

َ �ن َما ِ�ي
َّ
ْحُرَف ِإن

َ ْ
 األ

َ
ْبَعة  حَرامالسَّ

َ
ٍل َو�

َ
ي َح� ِ

819)صحيح المسلم (َتِلُف �ن

Ibn 'Abbas    reported Allah's Messenger ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص as saying: “Jibreel recited the Qur’aan to me in one 

Ḥarf (Style). Then I requested him (to increase it), and continued asking him to recite it in a different 

Ḥarf, until he finally recited it in seven different Aḥruf (styles)” [Sahih Al-Bukhari 3219].

Ibn Shihaab said: It has reached me that these seven Aḥruf are essentially one, not differing about 

what is permitted and what is forbidden [Sahih Muslim 819 a, Book 6, Hadith 330].
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 Hadeeth #2

ِ ص� هللا عل�ه وسل
َ َرُسوُل ا�� ي �تِ

�
اَل ل

َ
ْعٍب، ق

�
ِّ ْبن� ك َ ىب

�
َقاَل َعْن أ

َ
�َل ف �

ْ ي ُبعِ "م ِج�ب
�ُل ِإىنِّ �

ْ نَ َ�ا ِج�ب ني يِّ مِّ
�
ٍة أ مَّ

�
 أ

�
ْثُت ِإ�

 َوالرَّ 
ُ
َ�ة َجار�

�
ُغَ�ُم َوال

�
ُ َوال ِب�ي

�
�

�
ْيُخ ال َعُجوُز َوالشَّ

�
طُّ ِمْنُهُم ال

َ
ا ق  ِكَتاب�

�
ْم َ�ْقَرأ

�
ِذي ل

�
اَل ."ُجُل ال

َ
ُقْرآَن "ق

�
ُد ِإنَّ ال َ�ا ُمَحمَّ

ْحُرٍف 
�
 َسْبَعِة أ

�
َل َع� ز�

ْ
ن
�
"أ

Narrated Ubayy bin Ka’b : “The Messenger of Allaah ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص met Jibreel and said: ‘O Jibreel! I  

have been sent to an ummiyy (illiterate) nation among whom are the elderly woman, the old 

man, the boy  and the girl, and the man who cannot read a book at all.’ He said: ‘O Muhammad! 

Indeed the  Qur'aan was revealed in seven Ahruf (styles).’” [Jami` at-Tirmidhi, Vol. 5, Book 43, Hadith 2944].

The Qur’aan was revealed in Seven Ahruf ْحُرف)
�
– (أ Hadeeth #2
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 Literal definition of Ahruf

Definition of ْحُرف
�
أ (Ahruf)
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– it is the plural
of the word Harf which (َحْرف) means:

 A letter or word.

 Border, edge or brink of something.

 Applied meaning: There are different opinions related to  
the applied meaning of Ahruf in relation to the Qur’aan  
revelation. The strongest opinion being that Ahruf refers  
to the seven types or categories of variations that can be  
found in few verses of the Qur’aan.



Types of variations that occur in few verses of the Qur’aan
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 #1: Variations in Noun forms (Singular vs Dual vs Plural) or (Masculine vs Feminine) –

سماِء 
َ
َجْمع� ِاخِتالُف األ

�
ِنَ�ِة و ال

ْ
ث راِد و التَّ

ْ
ي اِإلف

 , �ن
ْ
ن
�
أ � و التَّ ك�ي

ْ
ذ �ِث والتَّ

 #2

• Example: Qur’aan 23:8 – ذيَن ُهم 
�
ماناِتِهمَوال

َ
َوَعهِدِهم راعونَ ِأل

• Here the word ماناِتِهم
َ
ِأل (plural) occurs as ِتِهم

َ
مان

َ
ِأل (singular) in some variations.

 #3:  Variations in grammatical analysis ( ُوجوِە اِإلعراِب ِاخِتالُف  ) –

• Example: Qur’aan 34:19 – قالوا 
َ
نا باِعد ف ناَر�َّ سفار�

�
نَ أ َبني

• Here the phrase نا باِعْد َر�َّ (invocation/command) occurs as نا باَعَد َر�ُّ (past tense) in some variations.

• Example: Qur’aan 2:282 -  
َ

رَّ َو�
�
 َشِه�ٌد ُ�َضا

َ
اِتٌب َو�

�
ك

• Here the phrase is also recited with a Sukoon on ر in some variations.

Variations in Verb forms (Past vs Present vs Command) –
ْمر� 

�
ع� َوأ عاِل ِمْن ماض� َوُمضار�

ْ
ف
َ
ِاخِتالُف َتْ��ِف األ



Types of variations that occur in few verses of the Qur’aan
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 #4: Variations due to addition or subtraction of a letter ( ِاَدة� ْقص� َوال�ِّ – (اِالْخِتالُف ِبالنَّ

 #5: Variations due to switched order of words ( ْقِد�ِم اِالْخِتالُف  � وَ ِبالت� ِخ�ي
�
أ التَّ ) –

• Example: Qur’aan 3:133 – عوا ِإٰ� َمغِفَرٍة وَ  سار�
• Here the verse is also recited without a و in the beginning.

 #6: Variations due to substitution of a letter with another ( اِالْخِتالُف ِباِإلْبداِل) –

• Example: Qur’aan 3:195 – وذوا 
�
ي َسب��ي َوأ

 �ن
ُ
ِتلواَوقاَتلوا َوق

• Here the verse is also recited as – وذوا 
�
ِتلَوأ

ُ
ي َسب��ي َوق

وا َوقاَتلوا�ن

• Example: Qur’aan 2:259 – �َف 
�
 الِعظاِم ك

�
ر ِإ� هاَوانظ� نُ ِ ن�ش

ُ
ن

• Here the word ها نُ ِ ن�ش
ُ
ن is also recited as ها ُ ن�شِ

ُ
ن

 #7: Variations in pronunciations (Tajweed rules) and accents ( الَفتح� َواِإلمالِة وَ 
�
ْهجاِت ك

�
ْوِحِهماِاخِتالُف الل

َ
ن ) –

• Example: Qur’aan 93:1 -  �ٰ َوالضُّ
• Here the Madd at the end of the verse is also recited with an Imaalah in some variations.



 Some variations help to ease the way of recitation and memorization of the Qur’aan
as compared to others.
• The Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص was concerned about making the recitation and memorization of the Qur’aan easy for

his ummah - O Jibreel! I have been sent to an ummiyy (illiterate) nation among whom are the elderly
woman, the old man, the boy and the girl, and the man who cannot read a book at all

Example: Qur’aan 2:4 – لَ  نز�
�
 أ

�
ْ�َك َوَما

�
َل ِإل نز�

�
 أ

�
ِذيَن ُيْؤِمُنوَن ِبَما

�
ْبِلَك َوِ�ٱْلَءاِخَرِة ُهْم ُيوِقنُ َوٱل

َ
ونَ ِمن ق

• When reciting in the Riwaayah of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim, the letter Hamzah (ء) in ُيؤِمنونَ  requires effort to

break the sound and recite the glottal stop. Also, the Madd in  
�
لَ ِبَما نز�

�
أ elongated to 4 or 5 harakaat

(elderly finding it difficult to stretch it).

• In the Riwayah of As-Soosi ‘an Abi ‘Amr, the Hamzah (ء) in ُيؤِمنونَ  is replaced with a و making it 

Waaw Madd which is easier to pronounce. Also, the Madd in َل نز�
�
 أ

�
ِبَما is only two harakaat which is 

more easy since it doesn’t require much elongation of the breath.

Benefits of the revelation of the Qur’aan in Seven Ahruf
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Benefits of the revelation of the Qur’aan in Seven Ahruf
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 Some variations in a verse help to derive detailed rulings from the same verse (for 

example, washing the feet and wiping over khuff can be derived from variant Qiraa'aat 

of the same verse).

Example 5:6 – “O you who have believed, when you rise to [perform] prayer, wash your faces and  your 

forearms to the elbows and wipe over your heads and wash your feet to the ankles…”

وا� وُ 
�
ِسل

ْ
ٱغ

َ
ٰوِة ف

�
ل  ٱلصَّ

�
ْمُتْم ِإ�

ُ
ا ق

َ
ِذيَن َءاَمُنٓوا� ِإذ

�
َها ٱل يُّ

�
أ َمَراِفِق وَ َ�ٰ�ٓ

�
 ٱل

�
ْم ِإ�

�
ْ�ِدَ��

�
ْم َوأ

�
ْم ٱْمَسُحوا� بِ ُجوَه�

�
ُرُءوِسك

ن� 
ْعَبنيْ

�
�

�
 ٱل

�
ْم ِإ�

�
�

�
ْرُجل

�
َوأ

• Riwayah of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim: It is recited as ْم 
�
�

�
ْرُجل

�
َوأ (Fathah on Laam) which connects it to the ْم 

�
ُوُجوَه�

(hands). The meaning being wash your legs to the ankles in ablution like your face.

• Qiraa'ah of Abu Ja'far: It is recited as  ْم
�
ْرُجِل�

�
َوأ (Kasrah on Laam) which connects it to the  ْم

�
ِبُرُءوِسك (head). 

The meaning being wipe over the feet (when wearing khuff) like the wiping of the head.



Benefits of the revelation of the Qur’aan in SevenAhruf
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 Some variations in a verse help to provide deeper meaning and better explanation for

the same verse (for example, deeper meaning of purification – ghusl being required  post

menstruation – before a man can approach his wife for intercourse).

Example 2:222 –“And they ask you about menstruation. Say, "It is harm, so keep away from wives  during 

menstruation. And do not approach them until they are pure…”

 ِ
َء �ن

�
َسا وا� ٱلنِّ

�
ل � ن

َ ٱْع�ت
َ
ى ف

ً
ذ

�
ْل ُهَو أ

ُ
َمِح�ض� ق

�
َك َعن� ٱل

َ
ون

�
ل ٰ َوَ�ْس��  َتْقَ�ُ�وُهنَّ َحىتَّ

َ
َمِح�ض� َو�

�
َ�ْطُهْرنَ  ٱل

• Riwaayah of Hafs an Aasim: It is recited as َ�ْطُهْرنَ  (Sukoon on ط and no Shaddah on (ه which means to

become pure (may imply that stopping of blood flow signalling the end of menstruation is sufficient).

• Riwaayah of Shu’bah ‘an ‘Aasim: It is recited as ْرنَ  هَّ َ�طَّ (Shaddah on ط and (ه which means a more rigorous

purification of oneself (complete ghusl) is required as also explained in various ahaadeeth.
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Summary
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 The seven Ahruf are variations that occurred in words, letters and pronunciations of 

verses of the Qur’aan, such that all these variations made it easier for the 

companions to recite and memorize the Qur’aan, as well as understand it better.

 It is truly a miracle that even though the entire Qur’aan has been revealed in seven 

Ahruf, none of the explanations occurring from variant recitations of the Qur’aan 

contradict. They in fact confirm and explain the Qur’aan in a more detailed manner.



PRESERVATION OF THE 
QUR’AAN THROUGH 
COMPILATION AND 
QIRAA’AAT
Main events that led to the preservation of the Qur’aan in 
its written and oral form



The Qur’aan is protected

 Allaah has guarded the Qur’aan from any form of distortion. He has taken upon Himself to 

preserve His last and final revelation.

Indeed, it is We who sent down the Qur'aan and indeed, We will be its guardian. [15:9]

 As-Sa’di the great scholar of Tafseer ,(َرِحَمُه هللا) explains that Allaah protected the words from 

being changed and from anything being added or taken away, or from its meanings being 

distorted.
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The era of the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص – Qur’aan is memorized and recorded

 Literacy was not widespread – It is He who has sent among the unlettered a Messenger from 

themselves reciting to them His verses and purifying them and teaching them the Book and wisdom -

although they were before in clear error [Qur’aan 62:2]. Knowledge of reading/writing was minimal at the 
time of Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص. But the Arabs of that time were known for their proficiency in memorizing Arabic texts 
and poetry. Many companions memorized the Qur’aan by heart and gained proficiency in its recitation.

 The Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص was concerned about the preservation of the Qur’aan – he (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) appointed scribes, a 
group of trustworthy and knowledgeable companions who would write down the Qur’aan - such as Zayd 
ibn Thaabit , ‘Ubayy ibn Ka’b , Abdullaah Ibn Amr ibn Al-’Aas and others. They used to write down 
verses of the Qur’aan on whatever writing material they would find - animal skins, bones and stones.

 By the time the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص passed away, the entire Qur’aan was memorized by many of the companions 
and existed in written form but was not formally compiled between two covers. It was in the possession 
of the companions, some having vast portions of it, but still scattered and not in a complete book form.
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The era of Abu Bakr – the first ُمْصَحف (compilation of Qur’aan)
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 After the death of the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص, few Arab tribes apostated and Abu Bakr    undertook a series of wars 

called the ‘wars of apostasy’ or the Ridda wars ( ةُحروُب  دَّ الرِّ ). In one such battle (battle of Yamaamah), 

many (some narrations mention 70) Huffaaz (memorizers of the Qur’aan) were martyred. 

 ‘Umar    convinced Abu Bakr    to take up the project of compiling the Qur’aan in book form to preserve 
its verses from getting lost. 

 Zayd bin Thaabit was appointed for this task since he was one of the official scribes of the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص. 
He was meticulous in ensuring the authenticity of the compilation. Even though he himself had 
memorized the entire Qur’aan, he made sure that at least two other memorizers of the same verse also 
testified that they too had heard it from the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص. 

 So just two years after the death of the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص, while all the major companions were still alive, the 
complete Qur’aan had been compiled under the caliphate of Abu Bakr    in book form called Mus-haf

– (ُمْصَحف) a momentous task indeed!



The era of ‘Uthmaan – Islam spreads far and wide
 During the Khilaafah of ‘Umar     and ‘Uthmaan , 

Islam spread till as far as Armenia and Azerbaijan. 

 On various such expeditions, Muslims from different 
counterparts of the ummah, joined forces to fight 
against the enemy. They used to recite the Qur’aan the 

way it was passed down to them from the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص .

 During this time Hudhayfah ibn Al-Yamaan saw 
some Muslims differing among themselves regarding 
the recitation of the Qur’aan. Muslims from Syria 
reciting it differently than the Muslims of Iraq and each 
party claiming that their recitation is better.

 The Quráan was re-compiled in the era of Uthmaan
in order to save the ummah from destruction.
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The History of the Qur’aanic Text from Revelation to compilation (Pg 38) – M. M. Al-Azami



Mus-haf of ‘Uthmaan – standardizing the text of the Qur’aan
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 The recompiled Qur’aan was made into official copies and sent to the major provinces 

along with a teacher, and all other personal copies destroyed, so that the ummah

would have one standard or unified authenticated Qur’aan.

 ‘Uthmaan provided copies of the Qur’aan that would serve as a model for all future 

Mus-hafs. Every Qur’aan written after this time had to conform letter for letter to a copy 

of the Mus-haf compiled by ‘Uthmaan ..

 As per the opinion of the scholars like Ibn-Taymiyyah, Ash-Shaatibee, Ar-Raazaee, Ibn-

Katheer and Ibn-Jazaree (may Allaah have mercy on them all), the script of the 

‘Uthmaanic Masaahif were written to accommodate the various recitations and 

preserve more than one Harf.



The script of the Mus-haf of Uthmaan
 The early copies of the Masaahif (plural of Mus-haf) were devoid of hamzahs, dots (nuqaat) 

and tashkeel (vowel signs). Therefore, for example, a straight line could represent the letter 
baa, taa, thaa and yaa, and each letter could have any of the vowel marks assigned to it. 
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 An example of an early (1st century AH) manuscript:

The History of the Qur’aanic Text from Revelation to compilation (Pg 112) 
– M. M. Al-Azami

The History of the Qur’aanic Text from Revelation to compilation (Pg 96) 
– M. M. Al-Azami



Mus-haf sent along with a proficient reciter (Qaari)
 ‘Uthmaan not only sent a copy of the Mus-haf but also sent a proficient Qaari or 

reciter of the Qur’aan to the different provinces to teach the people the correct way 
of reciting the Qur’aan as how it was taught and passed down to them by the 
Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص.

 The correct way of deciphering the text was dependent on the learning through 
direct contact with the officially authenticated teachers whose transmission channels 
reached the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص and not personal deductions.

 The Qur'aan has thus been preserved in the hearts of men and has been transmitted 
from one generation to another through oral recitation via mutawaatir chains.

 Even for the Qaaris of today, their chains of narrations or their isnaad can be traced 
back to one of the proficient reciters of the Qur'aan and ultimately back to the 
Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص.
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Brief summary of the events
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 There are three main stages in the compilation of the Qur’aan:

 The era of Prophet Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص when the Qur’aan was widely memorized and recorded.

 The era of Abu Bakr      when the first copy of the Qur’aan was compiled in book form (ُمْصَحف Mus-haf).

 The era of 'Uthman       when the Mus-haf was standardized.

 ‘Uthmaan made official copies of the Qur’aan from the Mus-haf that was compiled at the time of 
Abu Bakr     . Subsequently, he sent the official copies of the Qur’aan to various places together with 
qualified reciters in order to teach the people the correct way to recite it.

 Learning the correct way of reciting the Qur'aan required a teacher (Qaari whose chain of narration 
reached the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) who could correct any mistakes that could arise from the lack of dots and 
vowels in the script. This ensured that its recitation was preserved to the way it was revealed.

 There are variations in the script that could be accommodated by the Mus-haf of ‘Uthmaan . These 
remained in use and can be found till today in the multiple recitations or the Qiraa'aat – and Allaah
knows best!



The printed Mus-haf today

 Conventions indicating the dots, vowel signs, Aayah and Surah separators have made the Qur’aan

easy to recite from while also protecting the original skeletal script and meaning from being distorted 
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Mus-haf compiled based on Warsh ‘an Naafi’Mus-haf compiled based on Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim



The Ten Qiraa’aat preserved till today
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 These 10 Qiraa’aat have Mutawaatir

chains going back to the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص.
 Each Qiraa’ah is preserved through two

students (Raawees - narrators) of the Qaaree.

 Sometimes the Qaaree taught different

chains to the Raawees.

 Sometimes there are intermediaries
between Qaarees and their Raawees.
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Compare samples of the printed Qur’aan and 
understanding their effects on recitation and application of 
Tajweed

COMPARISON OF FEW 
CONTEMPORARY 
MUS-HAF SCRIPTS



Content Layout

 Part 1: Compare the Mus-haf of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim with the Mus-haf of Warsh ‘an Naafi’:

 Look at few differences between the scripts.

 Few differences in recitation.

 Part 2: Different scripts available for the Mus-haf of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim

 Understand the differences in script.

 Identify some of the inherent benefits in each script.
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The Mus-haf based on different Qiraa’aat
The less popular Mus-haf compiled based on 

Warsh ‘an Naafi’

337

The more popular Mus-haf compiled based on 
Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim
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How to identify the Riwaayah and Qiraa’aah of the Mus-haf

Mus-haf compiled based on Warsh ‘an Naafi’

338

Mus-haf compiled based on Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim
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Qiraa’ah of ‘Aasim in the Riwaayah of Hafs (Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim)

 More than 95-96% of general Muslim population recite in the way of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim.

 We will study the rules of Tajweed primarily based on this way of recitation.

 The Mus-haf to be used for reference should also be based on this Riwaayah/Qiraa’ah.

 The Masaahif that are printed on the basis of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim today are available in two 

slightly different scripts:

 Script which is widely used for recitation in the Asian subcontinent regions of India and Pakistan.

 Script which is largely available throughout the Arab world.

 No differences in words.

 Hardly any difference in the representation of letters in these two scripts.

 Few minor differences that have implications on Tajweed.
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Script for Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim: Arab world vs Asian sub-continent
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 Alif can directly carry a Fathah/Kasrah/Dammah.

 No indication of Hamzatul-Wasl since Alif directly carries 
vowels.

 Lafzul-Jalaalah represented with Fathah on Laam.

 Alif exists as a Madd letter without any vowels.

 Hamzatul-Wasl has a fixed form. An appropriate vowel must be 
derived to begin reciting from a word that has a Hamzatul-Wasl.

 Lafzul-Jalaalah represented with Fathah on Laam.



Script for Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim: Arab world vs Asian sub-continent
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 Clear indication of As-Sifr Al-Mustadeer.  As-Sifr Al-Mustadeer indicated in some cases, but not all.

 Hamzatul-Qat’ can take Alif, Waaw or Yaa as a chair.  Hamzatul-Qat’ can take Waaw or Yaa as a chair but not 
Alif. Alif can directly carry Fathah/Kasrah/Dammah.

 Clear indication of As-Sifr Al-Mustateel in all its occurrences.  As-Sifr Al-Mustateel indicated in some cases, but not all. 



Script for Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim: Arab world vs Asian sub-continent
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 More signs indicating good stops/permissible 

stop/not so good stops.

 Less signs indicating good stops/permissible 

stop/not so good stops.



Script for Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim: Arab world vs Asian sub-continent
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 Clear indications of Idghaam Kaamil/Naaqis

 Rules of Noon Saakin/Meem Saakin are clearly coded

 Idghaam Kaamil/Naaqis not clearly distinguished

 Rules of Noon Saakin/Meem Saakin are not coded

 5

 Rules of Tanween are clearly coded in the script  Rules of Tanween are not coded in the script



Script for Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim: Arab world vs Asian sub-continent
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 Alif Sagheerah represents Alif Madd, Waaw Sagheerah

represents Waaw Madd and Yaa Sagheerah represents 

Yaa Madd

 Special vowels: Khada Zabar represent Alif Madd, Ulta

Pesh represents Waaw Madd and Khada Zair represents 

Yaa Madd

 Need to derive the Kasrah under the Noon of Tanween due 

to joining between two Sukoons since it is not indicated

 Special Noon called Noon Qutni indicates the Kasrah under 

the Noon of Tanween due to joining between two Sukoons



Tajweed is easy

…but are you ready to put the effort?

 Allaah says in the Qur’aan:

And We have certainly made the Qur'aan easy for remembrance, so is there any who will 

remember? [54:17]

 So do not get overwhelmed, be patient and always keep in mind the above words of Allaah
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Further study

 Study Notes of Sheikh Ashfaq bin Anas As-Seylani (Itqaan Institute).

 Lisaanul Arab by Ibn Mandhoor .(d. 711 AH) (َرِحَمُه هللا)

 An Nashr fil Qiraa aatil Ashr by Imaam Ibn Al-Jazari .(d. 833 AH) (َرِحَمُه هللا)

 Al Itqaan fee Uloomil Qur’aan by As Suyootee (َرِحَمھُ هللا) (d. 911 AH)

 The History of the Qur’aanic Text from Revelation to Compilation – M. M. Al-Azami.
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جزاكم هللا خیرا

End of Part 4
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Before we begin Volume 2

 We have seen the Arabic alphabet in detail and seen how each letter is recited from its 

articulation point along with the characteristics to be taken care of for each of them. 

Each letter must be practiced thoroughly (with and without vowels) and recited to a 

proficient teacher in order to get any mistakes corrected. 

 In Volume 2 we will study the rules of recitation of the Qur’aan. It is recommended to 

have a personal copy of the Mus-haf which aligns to the Qiraa’ah of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim, in 

the way of Shaatibiyyah. The examples in the notes must be reviewed and practiced 

from the Mus-haf. This will help to gain confidence when reciting to the teacher, from 

the Mus-haf and the Qaa’idah Nooraniyah, during the Live classes inShaaAllaah.
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END OF VOLUME 1

جزاكم هللا خیرا



VOLUME 2
Understand the various rules related to merging of letters and elongating of Mudood that 
are applicable when reciting the Qur’aan, the signs and rules for starting / stopping along 

with some other important aspects related to recitation

Part 5 – How letters merge/interact

Part 6 – How to elongate the Mudood

Part 7 – How to start, pause, resume, stop

Part 8 – Some special & important rules



PART 5 - HOW LETTERS MERGE / 
INTERACT

Understanding Idghaam and the different mechanisms by which Arabic letters interact with 

one another

1. Introducing Idghaam and the

principles of interaction between letters

2. Idghaam between Mutamaathil &

Mutajaanis letters

3. Interaction between Mutaqaarib and

Mutabaa’id letters

4. Laam of definiteness

5. Levels for elongating the Ghunnah

6. Rules of Meem (Mushaddad and

Saakin)

7. Rules of Mushaddad Noon & Saakin

Noon of Izhaar And Idghaam

8. Rules of Saakin Noon of Qalb & Ikhfaa



Understand what are the principles based on which letters 
interact with each other. Introducing the concept of Idghaam 
(merging of letters) and its types.

INTRODUCING IDGHAAM 
AND THE PRINCIPLES 
FOR INTERACTION 
BETWEEN LETTERS



Recap

 Series on Makhaarij – how to recite the letters of the Arabic language

 Series on Sifaat – additional characteristics that we need to pay attention to when reciting 

the Arabic letters

 Series on the introduction to Qiraa’aat – overview of the multiple readings of the Qur’aan

and the scripts of the Mus-haf.
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Roadmap for learning the rules of Tajweed
 Understand how letters interact with one another:

 Rules for Idghaam (complete/partial) merging of one letter into another.

 Rules of Laamut-Ta’reef (the Laam of definiteness).

 Rules related to the Meem Saakin/Mushaddad.

 Rules related to the Noon Saakin/Mushaddad and Tanween.

 Understand the different types of Mudood (plural of Madd) and why each type is elongated differently.

 Understand how to recite when two Saakin letters gather together.

 Understand the special signs occurring in few words of the Mus-haf:
 The Seven Alifs.

 Tas-heel of Hamzah.

 Imaalah and Nabr.

 Raum and Ishmaam.

 Rules for starting (Al-Ibtidaa Sakt/َوقف and pausing/stopping (Waqf (اِإلْبِتَداء ت
�
ْطع ’Qat/َسك

َ
.(ق
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The Asl (basic principle)
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 The Asl (the primary rule) is that every Saakin letter of the Arabic language be 

recited clearly from its own Makhraj with all its Sifaat intact. This is called Izhaar

هار) .(ِإظ�

 Examples:



Idghaam – departure from the basic principle
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 The Arabs left Izhaar in places where they saw that doing Idghaam (merging similar

letters) would be easier for the tongue and lighter for the ears. The principle applied to

the Qur’aan as well since it was revealed in their tongue.

 Examples:



How letters interact with one another – Idghaam/Ikhfaa/Iqlaab
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 Idghaam (merging): Letters can merge into other letters, either 
partially or completely. Scholars identified different types of 
merging:

 Idghaam Kabeer – Idghaam requiring more effort

 Idghaam Sagheer – Idghaam requiring less effort

 Idghaam Kaamil (complete merging)

 Idghaam Naaqis (incomplete merging)

 Idghaam bi ghunnah (merging of Noon but retaining Ghunnah)

 Idghaam bi ghayri ghunnah (merging of Noon without retaining Ghunnah) 

 Ikhfaa (hiding) of a letter, occurs only in case of Noon and Meem.

 Iqlaab (converting a letter into another) occurs only in case of 
Noon.



Idghaam - (ِإْدغام) Definition
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 Literal definition – Entering or inserting of one thing into another as if they become one.

 Applied definition – Merging of one letter into another letter such that they both combine 
to become one emphasized letter (with Shaddah), recited with a single Makhraj of the 
second letter.
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Al-Idghaam As-Sagheer ( ُ غ�ي (اِإلْدغاُم الصَّ
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 For Idghaam Sagheer to occur between two letters, the following two conditions must be 

satisfied:

 The first letter must be Saakin, and the second letter must be Mutaharrik

 The two letters must be either same or similar (from the perspective of Makhraj and/or Sifaat)

 This Idghaam is called  ُ غ�ي اِإلْدغاُم الصَّ (Al-Idghaam As-Sagheer or the small Idghaam) since 

the effort required to do the merging is much less.

 Most of our discussion on Idghaam throughout this course will be around Idghaam Sagheer.
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Al-Idghaam Al-Kabeer ( ُ ب�ي
�
(اِإلْدغاُم ال�
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 In the Qiraa’ah of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim, there are few rare cases where two Mutaharrik

letters merge (Al-Idghaam Al-Kabeer) with one another:

 This is called  ُ ب�ي
�
اِإلْدغاُم ال� (Al-Idghaam Al-Kabeer or the big Idghaam) since the effort for 

merging is more than that required for Idghaam Sagheer.

 Even in case of Idghaam Kabeer, the merging happens only after converting the first 

Mutaharrik letter to a Saakin letter and then merging it with the following Mutaharrik letter.

 Idghaam Kabeer is rare in the Qiraa’ah of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim but more common in other 

Qiraa’aat like the Qiraa’ah of Abu ‘Amr ibn A’laa Al-Basree. 



Al-Idghaam Al-Kabeer ( ُ ب�ي
�
(اإلْدغاُم ال�

 In the Mus-haf that is most commonly used across the world today the merging due to Idghaam
Kabeer is not discernible since both the Mutaharrik letters are merged into a Mushaddad letter. 

 There is only one word       that is recited differently and identified with a special sign (to be 
discussed in a later session):

�َ + أَتَمُن 
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ِين + َمكََّن 
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12:11

18:95



Al-Idghaam Al-Kabeer ( ُ ب�ي
�
(اإلْدغاُم ال�
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39:64 ِين + أَتُمروَن 

27:21ِين + لََيْأِتَنيَّ 

6:80 ِين +ُحتاجُّوَن 



Idghaam Sagheer vs Idghaam Kabeer
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Idghaam Sagheer

 The merged letter/first letter is Saakin, second 

letter is Mutaharrik.

 The merged letter is visible and distinguishable in 

the script. Ex:

 There are clear indications in the script to identify 

Idghaam Sagheer (complete and incomplete).

 In the Qiraa’ah of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim its occurrence 

is common. Ex

Idghaam Kabeer

 The merged letter and the one merged into, both 

are Mutaharrik.

 The merged letter is not distinguishable, it is 

dropped in the script. Ex: 

 There is no indication to identify Idghaam Kabeer

except for one instance which is recited differently.

 In the Qiraa’ah of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim there are rare 

occurrences. Ex:



Categorizing the relationship between letters
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 We have seen earlier that for Idghaam Sagheer to occur between two letters :

 They must be either same or similar (from perspective of Makhraj and/or Sifaat).

 In order to understand this concept of similarity/difference between letters, scholars of 

Tajweed have categorized the relationship between letters as follows:

 Al-Harfaani Al-Mutamaathilaani ( َحْرفاِن 
�
الُمَتماِثالِن ال ) – the two same letters.

 Al-Harfaani Al-Mutajaanisaani الُمَتجاِ�ساِن ) َحْرفاِن 
�
– (ال the two similar/related letters.

 Al-Harfaani Al-Mutaqaaribaani �اِن ) الُمَتقار� َحْرفاِن 
�
– (ال the two near letters.

 Al-Harfaani Al-Mutabaa’idaani الُمَتباِعداِن ) َحْرفاِن 
�
– (ال the two far letters.



Understanding how letters interact when they are identical to 
each other or when they have similar articulation points

IDGHAAM BETWEEN 
MUTAMAATHIL AND 
MUTAJAANIS LETTERS



Content layout

 Understand how merging takes place between letters that fall in the below categories:

 Al-Harfaani Al-Mutamaathilaani ( َحْرفاِن 
�
الُمَتماِثالِن ال ) – the two which are the same.

 Al-Harfaani Al-Mutajaanisaani الُمَتجاِ�ساِن ) َحْرفاِن 
�
– (ال the two which are from the same 

class.

 Understand how to identify Idghaam Kaamil and Idghaam Naaqis in the Mus-haf.
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Al-Harfaani Al-Mutamaathilaani َحْرفاِن الُمَتماِثالِن )
�
– (ال Definition

 Meaning of ل
ُ
َتَماث – to be alike, match.

 Meaning of  َحْرفاِن الُمَتماِثالِن
�
ال – the two alike, matching. These are those letters which 

are the same hence there is exact correspondence in Makhraj and Sifaat between the 

two

 If two letters which are the same meet such that the first is Saakin, not being a Madd 

letter, and the second is Mutaharrik then Idghaam is mandated between the two. 

Examples:
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Al-Harfaani Al-Mutamaathilaani َحْرفاِن الُمَتماِثالِن )
�
- (ال Examples

 Examples of Idghaam between Al-Harfaani Al-
Mutamaathilaani (all conditions satisfied):
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5:61

89:17

4:78

2:61

90:14

3:200

 Examples where Idghaam is not done since the 

Al-Harfaani Al-Mutamaathilaani are Madd letters:

6:43

114:5



Al-Harfaani Al-Mutajaanisaani الُمَتجاِ�ساِن ) َحْرفاِن 
�
– (ال Definition

 Linguistic meaning of س
ُ
َجا�

َ
ت – to be akin, related, of the same kind or nature

 Applied meaning of  َحْرفاِن الُمَتجاِ�ساِن
�
ال – the two related, of the same class or nature. These are those 

letters which have the same Makhraj or articulation point but differ in some of their Sifaat.

 If two Mutajaanis letters (specific letters as explained below) meet such that the first is Saakin, and the 
second is Mutaharrik then the first merges into the second. 

 Idghaam between Mutajaanis letters occurs only between specific letters identified by the Qurr’aa. In the 
recitation of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim, Idghaam Sagheer occurs between seven pairs of Mutajaanis letters:
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 Idghaam of ذ into the ظ

 Idghaam of د into the ت

 Idghaam of ت into the د

 Idghaam of ت into the ط

 Idghaam of ب into the م

 Idghaam of ث into the ذ

 Idghaam (Naaqis) of ط into the ت



Al-Harfaani Al-Mutajaanisaani الُمَتجاِ�ساِن ) َحْرفاِن 
�
– (ال Agreed upon

 For the below 4 pairs, scholars agree that the 1st letter merges completely into the 2nd:

 The merging of ذ into the ظ:

 The merging of د into the ت and merging of ت into the د:

 The merging of ت into the ط:
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43:39

2:256

7:189

61:14

Recollect the Makhraj/Sifaat of both the letters: The front tip of the tongue touches the 

bottom edges of the top two incisors. Both letters have Jahr and Rakhaawah but differ 

in other attributes.

Recollect the Makhraj/Sifaat of both the letters: The front tip of the tongue strikes the 

roots/gums of the front top two incisors. Both letters have Shiddah, Istifaal and Infitaah

but differ in other attributes.

Recollect the Makhraj/Sifaat of both the letters: The front tip of the tongue strikes 

the roots/gums of the front top two incisors. Both letters have Shiddah but differ in 

other attributes.



 There are 2 pairs for which there is some difference of opinion among scholars of Tajweed:

 The merging of ب into the م: The Qurraa disagreed whether the ب will merge into the م. Some of 

them merged it while the others did not. The recitation of Hafs ‘an Aasim in the way of Shaatibiyyah

mandates complete Idghaam of ب into the م.

Al-Harfaani Al-Mutajaanisaani الُمَتجاِ�ساِن ) َحْرفاِن 
�
– (ال Diff of opinion

 The merging of ث into the ذ: The Qurraa disagreed whether the ث will merge into the ذ. Some of 
them merged it while the others did not. The recitation of Hafs ‘an Aasim in the way of Shaatibiyyah

mandates complete Idghaam of ث into the ذ.
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7:176

11:42

Recollect the Makhraj/Sifaat of both the letters: Both are recited by closing the lips. 

Meem has an additional Ghunnah component which is absent in Baa. Both letters 

have Jahr, Istifaal and Infitaah but differ in other attributes

Recollect the Makhraj/Sifaat of both the letters: The front tip of the tongue touches the 

bottom edges of the top two incisors. Both letters have Rakhaawah but differ in other 

attributes.



Al-Harfaani Al-Mutajaanisaani الُمَتجاِ�ساِن ) َحْرفاِن 
�
with Idghaam (ال Naaqis

 There is one pair of Mutajaanis letters for which there is incomplete merging – the first 
letter does not completely merge into the second:

 The incomplete merging of ط into the ت : This is a specific case which is called Al-

Idghaam An-Naaqis ( اِقُص اِإلْدغامُ  النَّ ) or incomplete merging.  The strong letter (ط) does 

not completely merge into a weaker letter (ت). The Arabs merged the Saakin Taa  (ط)

into the Mutaharrik taa  while retaining its characteristic of Itbaaq. The reciter needs (ت)

to articulate the characteristic of Itbaaq with the tongue (entrapping the sound between 

the tongue and the roof of the mouth) for the Saakin Taa  while not articulating the (ط)

Qalqalah and then proceed towards articulating the taa .Mutaharrik (ت)
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27:225:2839:5612:80



Identifying Idghaam Kaamil and Idghaam Naaqis in the Mus-haf

 Identifying Idghaam Kaamil (complete merging) from the Mus-haf:

 It is the stripping off of any sign from the top of the first Saakin letter along with giving a 

Shaddah on the Mutaharrik letter following it:

 Examples: 

 Identifying Idghaam Naaqis (incomplete merging) from the Mus-haf:

 It is the stripping off of any sign from the top of the first Saakin letter along with absence 

of a Shaddah on the Mutaharrik letter following it:

 Examples: 
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Understanding how letters interact when their Makhaarij are 
close to each other and when they are distant from each other. 
Also study the application of these concepts in the rules of 
Laamut-Ta’reef.

INTERACTION BETWEEN 
MUTAQAARIB AND 
MUTABAA’ID LETTERS



Content layout

 Discuss how merging takes place between letters that fall in the below categories:

 Al-Harfaani Al-Mutaqaaribaani �اِن ) ُمَتقار�
�
ال َحْرفاِن 

�
– (ال the two which are near.

 Al-Harfaani Al-Mutabaa’idaani ُمَتباِعداِن )
�
ال َحْرفاِن 

�
– (ال the two which are far.

 Discuss the rules of Laamut-Ta’reef (Laam of definiteness).
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Al-Harfaani Al-Mutaqaaribaani �اِن ) ُمَتقار�
�
َحْرفاِن ال

�
– (ال Definition

 Meaning of قاُرب
َ
ت – to come near/get close, approach

 Meaning of  َحْرفاِن
�
�اِن ال ُمَتقار�

�
ال – the two that are near/close. These are those letters which are 

near/close to each other from the perspective of their Makhraj and Sifaat. 

 Just like Mutajaanis letters, Idghaam between Mutaqaarib letters occurs between specific letters 
identified by the scholars of Tajweed. 

 In the Qiraa’ah of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim, Idghaam occurs between specific pairs of Mutaqaarib letters:
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 Idghaam of ل (part of verb or particle) into ر.

 Idghaam of ق into ك.

 Idghaam of الم التع��ف (Laam of definiteness) with the Sun letters.

 Idghaam of ن with ل م ي ر .و



Al-Harfaani Al-Mutaqaaribaani – Idghaam in Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim
 The merging of ل into the ر:

 This occurs when the Laam is at the end of a verb (ِفْعل) or a particle (َحْرف) and is different from

the Laam of definiteness (Laamut-Ta’reef).

 Scholars agree that merging of the ل into the ر is mandated, however they differed whether it is

due to them being Mutajaanis or Mutaqaarib (which we will soon see). 

 Scholars like Seebawayhi and Imaam (َرِحَمُه هللا) Ibn Al-Jazari considered their Makhaarij (َرِحَمُه هللا)

to be near (Mutaqaarib) while Al-Farraa ( هللاَرِحَمهُ  ) considered both letters to be of the same 
Makhraj (Mutajaanis).

 The merging is complete (Idghaam Kaamil) as can be seen from the indication in the Mus-haf
(absence of Sukoon sign on the Laam and presence of Shaddah on the Raa).
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23:93

4:158Makhraj of Laam: The front edge of the tongue touching the gums of the upper teeth. 

Makhraj of Raa: The front tip of the tongue strikes the gum line of the top two incisors.

All attributes of Laam are found in Raa except that Raa has Takreer as an extra attribute.



Al-Harfaani Al-Mutaqaaribaani – Idghaam in Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim

 Merging of Qaaf ق within Kaaf ك: 

 The Qurraa’ are in agreement that Qaaf will merge into the Kaaf, however they differed whether it 
will be Idghaam Kaamil (complete merging) or Idghaam Naaqis (merging with retention of some 
characteristics). 

 As per the majority, it is Idghaam Kaamil resulting in complete loss of all characteristics of the 
Qaaf giving Shaddah to the Kaaf. While as per a minority, it is Idghaam Naaqis resulting in 
retaining the characteristic of Isti’laa without Qalqalah.

 In the way of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim min Tareeqati Ash-Shaatibiyyah, Idghaam Kaamil is mandated as 
can be seen from the indication in the Mus-haf (absence of Sukoon sign on the Qaaf and 
presence of Shaddah on the Kaaf).
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77:20

Makhraj of Qaaf: Deepest part of the tongue touches the soft part of the top palate. 

Makhraj of Kaaf: Deepest part of the tongue touches the hard part of the top palate.

Both letters have Shiddah and Infitaah but differ in the other attributes.



 Merging of Laamut-Ta’reef (the Laam of definiteness):

 Examples:

 There are 13 letters (out of the 14 Sun letters), if they occur after the Laam of definiteness, 
then we do Idghaam Kaamil. Sun and Moon letters are further discussed in detail in this 
session.

 Merging of the the Noon Saakin and Tanween in the letters م و ي ل :ر

 Examples:

 The detailed rules for Idghaam of Noon Saakin/Tanween will be covered in a separate 
session.

Al-Harfaani Al-Mutaqaaribaani – Idghaam in Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim
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Al-Harfaani Al-Mutaqaaribaani – other Qiraa’aat

 In the science of Qiraa’aat, we find detailed discussions of few more letters that are 

included in Idghaam of Mutaqaaribaan letters:

 Idghaam of د into ض (Warsh):

 Idghaam of ت into ث (Al-Kisaa’ee, Abu ‘Amr, Hamzah):

 Idghaam of ذ into ز (Abu ‘Amr, Hishaam):

 In the recitation of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim, these are not recited with Idghaam, only with Izhaar.
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52:49

3:8

37:18

37:142

Al-Harfaani Al-Mutaqaaribaani – Idghaam not done 

 Imaam Ibn Al-Jazari  has explained some scenarios where Mutaqaarib letters (َرِحَمُه هللا)

(having near Makhraj) come together but Idghaam is not done:
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ح into ه

غ into لق into ن

ل into ت



 Meaning of َتباُعد – to be distant, separated, apart.

 Meaning of  ُمَتباِعداِن
�
َحْرفاِن ال

�
ال – the two that are separated/distant. These are those letters 

which are distant from each other from the perspective of their Makhraj and Sifaat. 

 If two Mutabaa’id letters meet such that the first is Saakin and the second is Mutaharrik

then Izhaar is mandated between the two.

 Izhaar of a letter is indicated by the presence of the Sukoon sign (  ) on top of the Saakin

letter:

Al-Harfaani Al-Mutabaa’idaani ُمَتباِعداِن )
�
َحْرفاِن ال

�
– (ال Definition
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LAAM OF DEFINITENESS ( التـَّْعريفالمُ  )



What is the Laam of definiteness?

 It is a Saakin Laam which the Arabs fixed before 

an Ism (noun) while preceding it with a Maftooh

Hamzatul-Wasl (Hamzatul-Wasl read with an 

assumed Fathah) in order to make that noun 

definite.

 Depending on which letter of the Arabic 

alphabet comes after it, the Laamut-Ta’reef can 

be situated in either of the two ways:

 Al-Laamul-Qamariyyah (The Moon Laam).

 Al-Laamush-Shamsiyyah (The Sun Laam).
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Kitaabun (a book)

Naarun (a fire)

Baytun (a house)

Al-Kitaabu (the book)

An-Naaru (the fire)

Al-Baytu (the house)

(Saakin Laam)

Hamzatul-Wasl

read with an 

assumed Fathah



Al-Laamu Al-Qamariyyah ة) َّ� (الالُم الَقَم��

 Al-Laamu Al-Qamariyyah (The Moon Laam) – There are 14 letters of the Arabic 
alphabet, if they occur after the Laamut-Ta’reef, then we do Izhaar (clearly pronounce) 
the Laamut-Ta’reef.

 The reason why we do Izhaar in this case is because the Makhraj of Laam is far 
(Mutabaa’id) from the Makhraj of all these letters.

 The 14 letters (also called Moon letters) are:

 These letters are encompassed in the phrase: 

 Examples:
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ب ج ح خ ع غ ف ق ك م ه و ي ء

َك َو ِخْف   َعِق�َمهُ ِإْبغ� َحجَّ



Al-Laamu Ash-Shamsiyyah ة) ْمِس�َّ (الالم الشَّ
 Al-Laamush-Shamsiyyah (The Sun Laam) – There are 14 letters of the Arabic alphabet, 

if they occur after the Laamut-Ta’reef, then we do Idghaam Kaamil (complete merging) of 
the Laamut-Ta’reef.

 The reason why we do Idghaam in this case is because the Makhraj of Laam is close 
(Mutaqaarib) to the Makhraj of 13 out of these letters. As for the letter Laam it is Idghaam 
due to both letters being the same (Mutamaathil).

 The 14 letters (also called Sun letters) are: 

 Note: The Moon letters are all the remaining letters of the alphabet which are not Sun 
letters. 

 Examples:
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ت ث د ذ ر ز س ش ص ض ط ظ ن ل



Understand the levels for elongating the Ghunnah in Meem
and Noon and study the rules related to Meem in detail

LEVELS FOR 
ELONGATING THE 
GHUNNAH



Content layout

 Understand the specifics of Qur’aan recitation.

 Discuss the levels  of elongating the Ghunnah.

 Study the rules associated to Meem:

 Mushaddad Meem.

 Idghaam of Meem Saakin.

 Ikhfaa of Meem Saakin.

 Izhaar of Meem Saakin.

 Similarities and differences between Idghaam and Izhaar.
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The specifics of Qur’aan recitation

 The Qur’aan is special in that it has a specific way of recitation from two important 

aspects. These aspects do not apply to regular speech or non-Qur’aanic texts:

 Extension/elongation of the Ghunnah component of Meem and Noon.

 Extension/elongation of the Madd and Leen (Waaw, Yaa and Alif).

 In the next few sessions we will cover the rules related to Meem and Noon and the 

elongation of their Ghunnah components.

 Once we cover the topic of Ghunnah we will move on to the rules for elongating the 

Madd and Leen.
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Ghunnah – intrinsic vs elongated
 The Ghunnah of Noon and Meem is elongated 

under special circumstances. It is important to 
identify all the scenarios that cause the 
Ghunnah to be elongated.

 Scholars identified that in some situations the 
elongation of Ghunnah would be slightly more 
compared to the elongation in other situations
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 The Ghunnah is an intrinsic Sifah of the two 
letters – the Noon and the Meem. By default 
whenever these letters are recited, the 
Ghunnah accompanies it.

 Scholars identified that the intrinsic Ghunnah
in the state of Sukoon has a slightly more 
elongated sound compared to the Ghunnah
when vowelled.

Intrinsic  Ghunnah

-higher level

Intrinsic Ghunnah

- lower level

Elongated Ghunnah

- higher level

Elongated Ghunnah

– lower level



Levels of elongating the Ghunnah
 Akmal (َمل�

�
Akmal literally means more complete, in terms of Ghunnah  :(أ it means most 

elongated. We will soon study the scenarios (Mushaddad, Idghaam bi Ghunnah) where the 
Ghunnah is most elongated.

 Kaamilah ة)
�
Kaamilah :(كاِمل literally means complete, in terms of Ghunnah it means complete 

elongation but slightly less compared to the first level. The details of such scenarios (Ikhfaa, 
Qalb) will soon be explained.

 Naaqisah No effort is made to elongate the Ghunnah, the sound of Ghunnah :(ناِقَصة) is 

automatically slightly more in this scenario (Izhaar) than the next lower level (Anqas).

 Anqas َقص)
ْ
ن
�
This is the intrinsic Ghunnah :(أ of Meem and Noon in the Mutaharrik state. The 

Ghunnah in this case is automatically slightly less elongated than the previous (Naaqisah level)
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Elongated

Intrinsic / 

Default
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RULES OF MEEM (MUSHADDAD AND 
SAAKIN)



Meem Mushaddad (Meem with a Shaddah)
 The Mushaddad Meem (  ) is to be recited with the most complete elongation of its Ghunnah (Akmal). 

 The length of elongation depends on the speed of recitation (Hadr, Tadweer, Tahqeeq – studied earlier) 
and is mastered by listening and reciting to a proficient teacher.

 The elongation of Ghunnah is applicable not only in the state of Wasl (connecting with letters after it) 
but even if one stops on a Mushaddad Meem.

 The Ghunnah is elongated if the Shaddah on Meem is original or acquired (Idghaam of Saakin Baa, 
Meem and Noon into a Mutaharrik Meem):
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Rules for Meem Saakin

 We have studied earlier how letters in the Saakin state can be merged into Mutaharrik

letters coming after them based on their closeness in terms of Makhraj and Sifaat. This 

is called Idghaam

 Meem Saakin is special that it can also experience Ikhfaa (a special kind of partial 

merging which is something between Idghaam and Izhaar)

 Rules for Meem Saakin:

 Idghaam – occurs only with the letter Meem and also called Idghaam Shafawi.

 Ikhfaa – occurs only with the letter Baa and also called Ikhfaa Shafawi.

 Izhaar – occurs with all the other letters (besides Meem and Baa).
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Idghaam of Meem (ِإْدغام) Saakin – Idghaam Shafawi

 Idghaam of Saakin Meem takes place only with one letter of the Arabic alphabet – the 

letter Meem. When a Saakin Meem is followed by a Mutaharrik Meem, it completely 

merges into the Mutaharrik Meem (Ighaam due to Mutamaathilaani). 

 The Mutaharrik Meem gets a Shaddah and is to be recited with the most complete 

elongation of its Ghunnah (Akmal).

 Identification: The Saakin Meem is devoid of any sign while the Mutaharrik Meem

takes a Shaddah.
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Ikhfaa (ِإْخفاء) of Meem Saakin – Ikhfaa Shafawi

 Literal definition of Ikhfaa – to hide/conceal/cover.

 Applied definition of Ikhfaa – reciting the Saakin Meem (or Noon as we will see) with 

something between Izhaar and Idghaam, such that only the Ghunnah of the Meem (or Noon) is 

retained and elongated while the Mutaharrik letter following it is devoid of Shaddah.

 Ikhfaa of Meem Saakin takes place only when it is followed by the letter Baa.

 The Ghunnah of Meem Saakin in Ikhfaa is elongated with a complete elongation (Kaamil).

 Identification: The Saakin Meem is devoid of any sign while the Mutaharrik Baa does not take a 

Shaddah.
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Izhaar هار) of Meem (ِإظ� Saakin

 Literal definition of Izhaar – to manifest, reveal, display.

 Applied definition of Izhaar – reciting the Saakin Meem (or Noon) from its Makhraj

without elongating its Ghunnah.

 Izhaar of Meem Saakin takes place when it is followed by all the other letters of the 

Arabic alphabet except Meem and Baa.

 The Ghunnah of Meem Saakin in Izhaar is intrinsic and not elongated (Naaqis).

 Identification: The Izhaar of Saakin Meem is indicated by the sign (   ) on top of it.
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Ikhfaa of Meem is between Idghaam and Izhaar
 Ikhfaa is between Izhaar and Idghaam, resembling both in one way and being slightly different from both in another way.

 Ikhfaa of Meem resembles Izhaar in that the sound of   is distinct from the sound of    . It differs from Izhaar in that

both   and      are recited with a single articulation point.

 Ikhfaa of Meem resembles Idghaam in that both letters (     ) are recited with a single articulation point. It differs from 

Idghaam in that the sound of   is distinct from the sound of , not completely merging into the     , (hence no Shaddah)
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Some reciters do qiyaas (analogy) between

Ikhfaa of Noon (we will see that the Lisaani

component of Noon is not recited in Ikhfaa of

Noon) so they keep a gap between the lips

for Ikhfaa of Meem. This is not correct as per

Shaykh Ayman Suwayd. He explains how

Ikhfaa of Meem is between Idghaam and

Izhaar without the need for this Qiyaas.

م ب
م ب ب

م ب
م ب



Understanding some of the rules related to Noon: Mushaddad
Noon, Izhaar and Idghaam of Noon Saakin and Tanween.

RULES OF MUSHADDAD
NOON & SAAKIN NOON OF  
IZHAAR AND IDGHAAM



Content layout

 Reciting the Noon Mushaddad.

 Overview of the rules of Noon Saakin and Tanween.

 Understanding Tanween in more detail.

 Izhaar of Noon Saakin and Tanween and its identification in the Mus-haf.

 Idghaam of Noon Saakin and Tanween –
 Different types. 

 Mechanism for reciting the different types of Idghaam.

 Identification of Idghaam in the Mus-haf.

 Exceptions related to Idghaam of Noon Saakin.
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 The Mushaddad Noon (  ) is to be recited with the most complete elongation of its Ghunnah (Akmal). 

 The length of elongation depends on the speed of recitation (Hadr, Tadweer, Tahqeeq) and is 
mastered by listening and reciting to a proficient teacher:

 The elongation of Ghunnah is applicable not only in the state of Wasl (connecting with letters after it) 
but even if one stops on a Mushaddad Noon:

 The Ghunnah is elongated if the Shaddah on Noon is original or acquired (Idghaam of Saakin letters 
into the Noon):

Noon Mushaddad (Noon with a Shaddah)
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نّ 



Rules for Noon Saakin and Tanween

 Overview of the rules for Noon Saakin and Tanween:

 Izhaar – when followed by the Hurooful-Halqi, the six throat letters (ء ه ع ح غ خ).

 Idghaam – when followed by the six letters (يرملون).

 Qalb or Iqlaab – when followed by the single letter (ب).

 Ikhfaa – when followed by the fifteen letters (ت ث ج د ذ ز س ش ص ض ط ظ ف ق ك).

 Izhaar is the default or the Asl. Any deviation from Izhaar towards either Idghaam, Qalb or 
Ikhfaa is only towards ease.

 The Arabs used to follow the above rules (Idghaam, Ikhfaa and Qalb) even in their regular 
speech. But the elongation of Ghunnah in these case is specific to the Qur’aan.
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Reality of Tanween (َتْن��ن)

 The Noon of Tanween is not written but is indicated by the doubling 
of the Harakah at the end of the Ism. The first Harakah is the actual 
vowel, while the second Harakah indicating the Noon.

 It is recited only when continuing recitation (Wasl) and it is dropped 
when stopping at the end of the Ism (Waqf).

 Since the Tanween is nothing but a Noon Saakin at the end of an 
Ism, all the rules of Noon Saakin automatically apply to the Tanween
as we will soon see.
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ديُرنْ 
َ
ق

نْ 
َ
ْزق ر�

نْ  َرْ�نبِ

 Definition of Tanween: It is from the pattern taf’eel and comes from nawwana – yunawwinu –
tanween (                    ) which means to provide Nunnation or to add a Noon at the end of 
an Ism. The Arabs attached an extra Saakin Noon at the end of Isms.

Actual vowel
Saakin Noon

�لَتْفع
نَ  وَّ

َ
ن – نُ  ُيَنوِّ – َتْن��ن

Saakin Noon

Saakin Noon



Izhaar هار) of Noon Saakin (ِإظ� & Tanween – definition and examples
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 Izhaar of Saakin Meem/Noon means to recite these letters 

from their articulation points without elongating their 

Ghunnah (only the intrinsic Ghunnah).

 Izhaar of Noon Saakin/Tanween takes place when it is 

followed by any of the six Halqi (throat) letters: 

ء ه ع ح غ خ

 The Ghunnah in Izhaar is intrinsic and not elongated 

(Naaqis level).



Izhaar هار) of Noon Saakin (ِإظ� and Tanween – its identification

 Izhaar of Noon Saakin is indicated by the Sukoon sign (   ) on top of it. 
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Tanween followed by Hamzatul-Wasl must be recited 

with Izhaar and joined with a Kasrah. This is clearly 

indicated in the Urdu or the Indo-Pak Mus-haf.

 Izhaar of Tanween is indicated by overlapping Harakatain (Harakah of Noon is exactly 
parallel and above the Harakah indicating the vowel): 

 Izhaar of Tanween must be recited completely even if followed by a Hamzatul-Wasl

18:88
18:88

Tanween followed by 
Hamzatul-Wasl will be 

studied in more detail later 
when we study the rules for 

joining between two Sukoons.



Idghaam of Noon Saakin (ِإْدغام) and Tanween – its types

 Idghaam of Noon Saakin/Tanween is of the following types:

 Idghaam bi Ghunnah ( ةِإْدغام ِبُغنَّ ) - Idghaam with the retention and complete elongation of Ghunnah

(Akmal). This occurs for the letters                     and is further divided into two types:

 Idghaam Naaqis – When Noon Saakin/Tanween merges partially into the letters

 Idghaam Kaamil – When Noon Saakin/Tanween merges completely into the letters
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 The definition of Idghaam - Merging of one letter into another such that they both combine to become 
one emphasized letter (with Shaddah), recited with a single Makhraj of the second letter. Idghaam of 
Noon Saakin/Tanween occurs when it is followed by one of the following six letters:

يومن (ي و م ن)

 Idghaam bi laa Ghunnah ( ةِبالِإْدغام نَّ
ُ
غ ) - Idghaam without retaining the Ghunnah, leaving behind no 

trace of Noon due to complete merging (Idghaam Kaamil). This occurs for the letters: ل or ر

يرملون (ي ر م ل و ن)

ي or و
م  or ن



Idghaam Naaqis bi Ghunnah ة) (ِإْدغام ناِقص ِبُغنَّ – the mechanism
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 Noon Saakin/Tanween followed by:

 Only the Lisaani (tongue) component of Noon converts 

into (Harfaani Mutaqaaribani studied earlier).

 The Ghunnah component of the Noon is retained and 

elongated (most complete elongation or Akmal).

ي or و
 Idghaam Naaqis bi Ghunnah (incomplete merging retaining the Ghunnah):

َ�عملْ يمَ 
1. Lisaani component of Noon changes to a Yaa due to them being 

Mutaqaaribaani.

2. The Ghunnah is retained and elongated to highest level (Akmal).

ءِ  ي
َ َو��لٌ و �ش

1. Lisaani component of Noon changes to a Waaw due to them being 

Mutaqaaribaani.

2. The Ghunnah is retained and elongated to highest level (Akmal). 

Ghunnah of 

Noon Saakin

retained but 

recited as

Ghunnah of 

Tanween

retained but 

recited as



 The Saakin completely merges into the Mutaharrik

(due to Harfaani Mutaqaaribani) giving it a Shaddah.

 The Mushaddad is recited with the most complete 

elongation of Ghunnah (Akmal). 

Idghaam Kaamil bi Ghunnah ( ةكاِملِإْدغام ِبُغنَّ ) – the mechanism
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 Idghaam Kaamil bi Ghunnah (complete merging with   ):

م

م

 The Saakin completely merges into the Mutaharrik

(due to Harfaani Mutamaathilaani) giving it a Shaddah.

 The Mushaddad is recited with the most complete 

elongation of Ghunnah (Akmal).

 Idghaam Kaamil bi Ghunnah (complete merging with   ):

ن

َماٍل م ِم 

1. Noon merges into the Meem

(Mutaqaaribaani) giving it a Shaddah. 

2. The Ghunnah of Mushaddad Meem is 

elongated to the highest level (Akmal).

ءِ  ي
َ ر� ن�ش

�
�

ُ
ن

1. The Noon merges into the Noon 

(Mutamaathilaani) giving it a Shaddah.

2. The Ghunnah of Mushaddad Noon is 

elongated to highest level (Akmal).

ن

م

ن

ن

ن

Recited as

Recited as



Idghaam Kaamil bi laa Ghunnah ة) نَّ
ُ
(ِإْدغام كاِمل ِبال غ – the mechanism

 ِم 
�
هُ ل

ْ
ُدن
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 Noon Saakin/Tanween followed by:

 The Noon completely merges into                 

(Harfaani Mutaqaaribani) giving them a Shaddah.

 Both, the Lisaani and Ghunnah component of the 

Noon, are dropped due to complete merging.

 Idghaam Kaamil bi laa Ghunnah (complete merging without the Ghunnah)

1. The Noon merges into Laam (Harfaani Mutaqaaribani) giving it a Shaddah

2. The Ghunnah is also completely dropped due to complete merging

ُفو 
َ
مح�ُر رَّ غ

1. The Noon of Tanween merges into Raa (Harfaani Mutaqaaribani) giving it a 

Shaddah

2. The Ghunnah is also completely dropped due to complete merging

ل or ر
ل or ر

Recited as

Recited as



Idghaam of Noon Saakin (ِإْدغام) – its indications
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 The Idghaam of Noon Saakin has different indications based on whether it is Kaamil
(complete merging) or Naaqis (incomplete merging).

 The indication of Idghaam Kaamil of Noon Saakin when it merges completely into the 
letters is that the Noon is devoid of any sign and the letter following it gets a 
Shaddah. Examples:

ل م ن or ر

 The indication of Idghaam Naaqis of Noon Saakin when it merges partially into the 
letter is that the Noon is devoid of any sign and the letter following it does not 
get a Shaddah. Examples:

و or ي



Idghaam of Tanween (ِإْدغام) – its indications
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 The Idghaam of Tanween has different indications based on whether it is Kaamil (complete 
merging) or Naaqis (incomplete merging)

 The indication of Idghaam Kaamil of Tanween when it merges completely into                         
is that the Harakah indicating the vowel and the Harakah indicating the Noon Saakin, both 
appear one after the other in sequence/succession and the letter following it gets a Shaddah. 
Examples:

ل م ن or ر

 The indication of Idghaam Naaqis of Tanween when it merges partially into              is that 
the Harakah indicating the vowel and the Harakah indicating the Noon Saakin, both appear 
one after the other in sequence/succession and the letter following it is devoid of Shaddah. 
Examples:

و or ي



 The Noon Saakin occurring at the end of disjointed letters is not merged in the 
recitation of Hafs ‘an ‘Asim from the way of Shaatibiyyah when it is recited without 
stopping:

Idghaam of Noon Saakin (ِإْدغام) – its exceptions
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 Noon Saakin is not merged into             if they gather within the same word. In all the 
below examples the Noon Saakin is recited with Izhaar:

ونْ 
ُ
ِم َو مَ ن

�
َقل

�
Recited asا َ�ْسُطُرونَ َو ال

Recited as

ي or و

نْ َ�ا  ُقْرءَ ِسني
�
َحِك�ِم اِن َو ال

�
ال



Understanding the remaining rules related to Noon Saakin
and Tanween: Qalb and Ikhfaa

RULES OF SAAKIN
NOON OF QALB AND 
IKHFAA



Content layout

 Qalb/Iqlaab of Noon Saakin and Tanween:

 Definition.

 Mechanism.

 Indications.

 Ikhfaa of Noon Saakin and Tanween:

 Definition.

 Mechanism.

 Indications.

 Similarity and differences with Izhaar and Idghaam.
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Qalb لب)
َ
or Iqlaab (ق الب)

ْ
of Noon Saakin/Tanween (ِإق – its definition

 Literal meaning: To change/overturn/invert/transform.

 Applied meaning: To transform the Noon Saakin or Tanween into a Meem when it occurs 
before a Baa Mutaharrik and reciting the Meem with Ikhfaa (Shafawi with elongated 
Ghunnah of Meem).

 Iqlaab of Noon Saakin or Tanween takes place only when it is followed by a Mutaharrik Baa. 

 The Ghunnah in Qalb is recited with complete elongation (Kaamil) and it is the Ghunnah of the 
converted Meem recited with Ikhfaa (just as in case of Ikhfaa Shafawi).

 The Arabs convert the Noon Saakin or Tanween to Meem even in regular speech due to the 
ease of recitation. However, the elongation of the Ghunnah is specific to the Qur’aan.
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Qalb لب)
َ
or Iqlaab (ق الب)

ْ
of Noon Saakin/Tanween (ِإق – its mechanism

 In order to facilitate the joining of these two seemingly 

distant letters the Noon is converted to a Meem (has 

common characteristics to Noon and common 

Makhraj with Baa) and this is called Qalb.

 Once the conversion takes place, Meem Saakin is 

recited with Ikhfaa Shafawi (since preceded by a 

Mutaharrik Baa) and Ghunnah is elongated (Kaamil).
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 The Makhraj of Noon is the tip of the tongue touching the 

gums of the upper teeth and it has a Ghunnah component.

 The Makhraj of Baa is the two lips and there is no Ghunnah.

Qalb of Noon Saakin

to Meem Saakin



Qalb لب)
َ
or Iqlaab (ق الب)

ْ
of Noon Saakin/Tanween (ِإق – its indications
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 The Qalb/Iqlaab of Noon Saakin and Tanween is indicated by a small Meem
(Meem Sagheerah).

 In the case of Noon Saakin the Sukoon sign is replaced by the Meem Sagheerah
as shown below: 

 In the case of Tanween the second Harakah or the Harakah indicating the Saakin
Noon is replaced by the Meem Sagheerah as shown below:

Qalb of Noon Saakin – replace Sukoon with Meem Sagheerah

Qalb of Tanween – replace Harakah of Noon with Meem Sagheerah



Ikhfaa (ِإْخفاء) of Noon Saakin and Tanween – its definition

 Literal definition of Ikhfaa as we have seen before – to hide/conceal/cover.

 Applied definition of Ikhfaa of Noon Saakin/Tanween – reciting the Saakin Noon or 

Tanween with something between Izhaar and Idghaam, such that only the Ghunnah is 

retained and elongated while the Mutaharrik letter following it is devoid of Shaddah.

 The Ghunnah in Ikhfaa is recited with complete elongation (Kaamil).

 Ikhfaa of Noon Saakin/Tanween takes place when it is followed by any of these fifteen 

letters:
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ت ث ج د ذ ز س ش ص ض ط ظ ف ق ك



Ikhfaa (ِإْخفاء) of Noon Saakin and Tanween – the mechanism
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 The mechanism of Ikhfaa (hiding of Noon) varies based on the type of letter that follows it –

whether it is close to the opening of the mouth or away from the opening of the mouth.

 The retained Ghunnah from Ikhfaa will be in Tafkheem if it is followed by an Ikhfaa letter of 

Tafkheem. The Ghunnah will be in Tarqeeq if it is followed by an Ikhfaa letter of Tarqeeq.

 We will study Ikhfaa by gathering the letters of Ikhfaa into the following four groups:

 Letters of Tafkheem having articulation points close to the opening of the mouth:

 Letters of Tafkheem having articulation points away from the opening of the mouth:

ت ث ج د ذ ز س ش ف
ك

 Letters of Tarqeeq having articulation points close to the opening of the mouth:

 Letters of Tarqeeq having articulation points away from the opening of the mouth:

ط ظ ص ض
ق



Ikhfaa (ِإْخفاء) of Noon Saakin and Tanween with the letter ت
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 When we recite                  Ikhfaa of  Saakin occurs with the letter

 Start by bringing the tongue close to the Makhraj of Taa (roots of the gums of top incisors) without 
touching it completely. Maintaining this small gap allows some sound to pass through it. 

 At the same time recite the Ghunnah from the nasal passage and elongate the Ghunnah to its 
complete level (Kaamilah). The sound of this Ghunnah is much more dominant while the sound 
from the small gap between the tongue and the roots of the gum is comparatively much weaker. 

 The elongated Ghunnah is in Tarqeeq due to two reasons:

ت

 The sound emanating from the gap between the tongue and Makhraj point is directed towards 

the opening of the mouth and not raised towards the roof of the mouth.

 Due to the absence of any movement of the epiglottis backward towards the throat, there is 

no compression of the nasal passage.

ن



Ikhfaa (ِإْخفاء) of Noon Saakin and Tanween with the letter ت
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The tongue is close 
to the Makhraj of taa

without touching it 
leaving a narrow gap 
for  some sound to 

pass.

While the tongue is close to the 
Makhraj of taa, the Ghunnah

from the nasal passage is 
elongated to its complete level 

(Kaamilah). 

The sound of Ghunnah is more 
dominant compared to the sound 
coming between the tongue and 

the roots of the gum.

The elongated Ghunnah is in Tarqeeq
for two reasons:

• The sound emanating from the gap 
between the tongue and Makhraj
point is directed towards the opening 
of the mouth and not raised towards 
the roof of the mouth.

• Due to the absence of any movement 
of the epiglottis backward towards 
the throat, there is no compression of 
the nasal passage.



Ikhfaa (ِإْخفاء) of Noon Saakin and Tanween with the letter ك
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 When we recite              Ikhfaa of    Saakin occurs with the letter

 In case of Kaaf, due to its Makhraj being more farther away (back part of the tongue touching 
the back part of the mouth) compared to the Makhraj of Noon (front tip of the tongue touching 
the gums of the upper teeth), the tongue touches the hard area of the palate and completely 
closes the gap thereby blocking any sound to escape from the mouth.

 At the same time recite the Ghunnah from the nasal passage and elongate the Ghunnah to its 
complete level (Kaamilah). 

 The elongated Ghunnah is in Tarqeeq:

ك

 Due to the absence of any movement of the epiglottis backward towards the throat, there is 

no compression of the nasal passage.

ن



Ikhfaa (ِإْخفاء) of Noon Saakin and Tanween with the letter ك
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The tongue touches the 
hard area of the palate 
and completely closes 
the gap, no sound can 

escape from the mouth.

While the tongue touches 
the hard area of the palate 
and completely closes the 
gap, the Ghunnah from the 
nasal passage is elongated 

to its complete level 
(Kaamilah). 

The elongated Ghunnah is in 
Tarqeeq since due to the absence of 
any movement of the epiglottis 
backward towards the throat, there is 
no compression of the nasal 
passage.



Ikhfaa (ِإْخفاء) of Noon Saakin and Tanween with the letter ط
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 When we recite                   Ikhfaa of    Saakin occurs with the letter

 Bring the tongue close to the Makhraj of Taa (roots of the gums of top incisors) without touching it 
completely. This small gap allows some sound to pass through it. The tongue is made into a 
concave causing most of the sound to be compressed between the tongue and the roof of the 
mouth (Itbaaq).

 At the same time recite the Ghunnah from the nasal passage and elongate the Ghunnah to its 
complete level (Kaamilah). The sound of this Ghunnah is much more dominant while the sound 
from the small gap between the tongue and the roots of the gum is comparatively much weaker. 

 The elongated Ghunnah is in Tafkheem due to two reasons:  

ط

 The small portion of sound that escapes from the mouth is mainly directed towards the roof of the mouth.

 The epiglottis is pushed backward towards the throat, thereby causing compression of the nasal passage.

ن



Ikhfaa (ِإْخفاء) of Noon Saakin and Tanween with the letter ط
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The tongue is close to the 
Makhraj of Taa without 

touching it completely. The 
concaving causes sound to be 

entrapped but some of it 
escapes from the gap

While the tongue is close to 
the Makhraj of Taa, the 

Ghunnah from the nasal 
passage is elongated to its 
complete level (Kaamilah). 

The sound of Ghunnah is more 
dominant compared to the 
sound coming between the 
tongue and the roots of the 

gum.

The elongated Ghunnah is in Tafkheem
for two reasons:

• The small portion of sound that 
escapes from the mouth is mainly 
directed towards the roof of the 
mouth.

• The epiglottis is pushed backward 
towards the throat, thereby causing 
compression of the nasal passage.



Ikhfaa (ِإْخفاء) of Noon Saakin and Tanween with the letter ق
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 When we recite                  Ikhfaa of    Saakin occurs with the letter

 In case of Qaaf, due to its Makhraj being more farther away (back part of the tongue touching 
the back part of the mouth) compared to the Makhraj of Noon (front tip of the tongue touching 
the gums of the upper teeth), the tongue touches the soft area of the palate and completely 
closes the gap thereby blocking any sound to escape from the mouth.

 At the same time recite the Ghunnah from the nasal passage and elongate the Ghunnah to its 
complete level (Kaamilah). 

 The elongated Ghunnah is in Tafkheem since:

ق

 The epiglottis is pushed backward towards the throat, thereby causing compression of 

the nasal passage.

ن



Ikhfaa (ِإْخفاء) of Noon Saakin and Tanween with the letter ق
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the tongue touches the soft area 
of the palate and completely 
closes the gap, no sound can 

escape from the mouth.

While the tongue touches 
the soft area of the palate 
and completely closes the 
gap, the Ghunnah from the 
nasal passage is elongated 

to its complete level 
(Kaamilah). 

The elongated Ghunnah is in 
Tafkheem since the epiglottis is 
pushed backward towards the throat, 
thereby causing compression of the 
nasal passage.



Ikhfaa (ِإْخفاء) of Noon Saakin and Tanween – its indications
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 The indication of Ikhfaa of Noon Saakin is that the Noon is devoid of any sign and the letter following it 
(the letters of Ikhfaa:                                   ) does not get a Shaddah. Examples:

 The indication of Ikhfaa of Tanween is similar to Idghaam, so the Harakah indicating the vowel and the 
Harakah indicating the Noon Saakin, both appear one after the other (in contrast to the overlapping 
Tanween of Izhaar). Examples:

ت ث ج د ذ ز س ش ف ق ك ط ظ ص ض 



Ikhfaa of Noon Saakin/Tanween is between Idghaam and Izhaar
 Ikhfaa resembles Izhaar in that the sound of Ghunnah of Noon is distinct from the sound of the Ikhfaa letter. It differs from 

Izhaar in that the Ghunnah is recited keeping the tongue leaning towards (                                                                        )
or touching (         ) the Makhraj of the Ikhfaa letter with a single articulation instead of two separate articulations.

 Ikhfaa resembles Idghaam (Kaamil bi laa Ghunnah) in that both the Ghunnah of Noon and the Ikhfaa letter are recited 
with a single articulation point. It differs from Idghaam (Kaamil bi laa Ghunnah) in that only the Lisaani component of Noon 
is dropped while the Khayshoomi component (Ghunnah) is recited distinctly. The Noon does not completely merge into 
the Ikhfaa letter (absence of Shaddah on it).
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Ikhfaa is between Izhaar and 

Idghaam resembling both of 

them in one way and being 

slightly different from both of 

them in another way.

ق ك
فج د ذ ز س ش ت ث  ط ظ ص ض



What’s next
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 Introducing the Mudood and types of Mudood



جزاكم هللا خیرا

End of Part 5
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PART 6 - HOW TO ELONGATE THE 
MUDOOD

Identify the various types of Mudood (vowel elongations) and understand the rules of 

elongating the different types

1. The Mudood – An Overview

2. Al-Madd At-Tabee’ee, Madd Al-Badal,

Madd Al-‘Iwad

3. Madd As-Silah As-Sughraa & Madd

As-Silah Al-Kubraa

4. Al-Madd Al-Waajib Al-Muttasil & Al-Madd Al-Jaa’iz Al-Munfasil

5. Al-Madd Al’Aarid Lis-Sukoon & Madd

Al-Leen
6. Al-Madd Al-Laazim & Al-Huroof Al-

Muqatta’ah

7. Stronger of the two conditions

applying on the same Madd

8. Proper recitation of the vowels

9. Common errors in reciting the Mudood



Understanding the meaning of Madd and overview of the main 
aspects and different types of Mudood

THE MUDOOD: AN 
OVERVIEW



Recap

 Series on Makhaarij – how to recite the letters of the Arabic language.

 Series on Sifaat – additional characteristics that we need to pay attention to when reciting

the Arabic letters.

 Series on the introduction to Qiraa’aat: multiple readings of the Qur’aan, the different scripts

of the Mus-haf.

 Series on Idghaam (merging of letters), rules of Laam Saakin, Meem Saakin, Noon Saakin.
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Content layout
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 Definition of Madd.

 Main aspects related to the Madd.

 Different types of Mudood.

 Specifics related to the length of Madd elongations.

 Relationship between the Mudood and speed of recitation.



 The letters of Maad & Leen ( �ن ني
�
َمدِّ َو الل

�
are: Alif (ُحُروُف ال Saakin preceded by 

Fathah, Waaw Saakin preceded by Dammah, Yaa Saakin preceded by Kasrah. 

These are called letters of Madd (elongation) and Leen (ease) since their sound is 

capable of being elongated or extended with ease.

Al Madd َمدُّ )
�
– (ال Definition
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 Literal definition – Increase and elongation.

 Applied definition – It is the elongation of sound of the letters of Maad & Leen ن� ) ني
�
َمدِّ َو الل

�
 (ُحُروُف ال

and the two letters of Leen ن� ) ني
�
:(َحْرفا الل

 The two letters of Leen ( ن� َحْرفا ني
�
الل ) are: Waaw Saakin preceded by a Fathah and 

Yaa Saakin preceded by a Fathah. These are called letters of Leen (ease) since 

they are recited with ease as studied earlier in Sifaatul Huroof. These two are 

included in the study of Mudood due to the possibility of extending the Madd Leen.

 
ُ
اَه يِح و ن

فوْ َخ 
ف�ْ َص 



The two main aspects related to Madd letters
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 In the science of Tajweed, the chapter on Mudood basically discusses two matters:

 Why to extend the sound (or understand the type of Madd).

 What is the duration for which the sound should be recited (2 / 4 / 5 / 6 counts).

 It is imperative to understand the type of Madd in order to derive the duration of extension

of that Madd.

 In the above examples, the highlighted Mudood are extended (some for 4 counts and some

for 6 counts based on their types) beyond the extension of the regular Madd (2 counts).



The types of Mudood
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 Al-Madd Al-Asli / At-Tabee’ee (The Original / Natural Madd) – stretched for two counts. It is applied when the
Madd letter is not immediately followed by either a Hamzatul-Qat’ or a Saakin letter:

 Madd Al-Badal (The Exchange Madd).

 Madd Al-‘Iwad (The Substitute Madd).

 Madd As-Silatu As-Sughraa (The Lesser Connecting Madd)

 Al-Madd Al-Far’ee (The Secondary Madd) - stretched for more than two counts. Further breaks down into:

 Bi-Sabab Al-Hamzah (It is applied when the Madd letter is immediately followed by a Hamzatul-Qat’):

 Al-Madd Al-Waajib Al-Muttasil (The Required Attached Madd).

 Al-Madd Al-Jaa’iz Al-Munfasil (The Allowed Separated Madd).

 Madd As-Silatu Al-Kubraa (The Greater Connecting Madd).

 Bi-Sabab As-Sukoon (It is applied when the Madd letter is immediately followed by a Saakin letter):

 Al-Madd Al-‘Aarid Lis-Sukoon (The Madd due to Presented Sukoon).

 Madd Al-Leen (The Madd of Leen).

 Al-Madd Al-Laazim (The Compulsory Madd).



The types of Mudood
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Duration / length of elongation of the Mudood
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 The duration of elongation for any Madd can be explained as follows: Firstly all

durations are measured by the term “Harakaat” ت
�
َحَر�ا (plural of “Harakah” ة

�
(َحَر�

 A Harakah is the time interval which a single Mutaharrik letter takes to recite.

 So the duration of Harakah (reciting a Mutaharrik letter) is the same, irrespective of
whether it may have a Fathah, Kasrah or Dammah since the duration of time to recite a
Maftooh/Maksoor or Madmoom letter is the same.

1 Harakah or 1 count

= the time taken for reciting  َق = the time taken for reciting  ُق = the time taken for reciting  ِق



Duration / length of elongation of the Mudood
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 The duration of one Maftooh or Maksoor or
Madmoom letter is one Harakah. This is referred
to as “one count”.

 Meaning of elongating for two counts: The
duration for reciting two Maftooh or Maksoor or
Madmoom letters would be two Harakahs or
Harakatain or “two counts”.

 In the same way, the duration of three Maftooh
or Maksoor or Madmoom letters would be three
Harakaat or three counts and so on and so forth.

2 Harakah or 2 counts

= time that is taken for reciting  َقَ ق

3 Harakah or 3 counts

= time that is taken for reciting  َق َق قَ 

4 Harakah or 4 counts

= time that is taken for reciting  ََق َق قَ ق



Duration / length of elongation of the Mudood
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 Scholars have measured 5 different levels of duration for the recitation of different types of Madd:

 Al-Qasr ( �ْالَق): It is a Shortened Madd which is elongated for the duration of 2 counts.

 Fuwaiqul-Qasr  ُق��َ
ُ
)الَقْ�� ف ): It is elongated slightly more than the shortened Madd for the 

duration of 3 counts. 

 At-Tawassut ط َوسُّ ) التَّ ): It is the Intermediate Madd which is elongated for the duration of 4

counts.

 Fuwaiqut-Tawassut ��قُ 
ُ
طف َوسُّ )التَّ ): It is elongated slightly more than the Intermediate Madd 

for the duration of 5 counts. 

 At-Toolu ول) .It is the Long Madd which is elongated for the duration of 6 counts :(الطُّ



Length of elongation of Madd vs speed of recitation
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 Just as we saw earlier that the duration of the extension of Ghunnah in various cases of
Meem/Noon Saakin/Mushaddad depends on the speed of recitation, in the same way the duration
of the counts for the Mudood depends on the speed of recitation.

 For example the 4 counts of stretching a Madd while reciting in Tahqeeq (Slow pace) would be
longer than the 4 counts of stretching the same Madd while reciting in Tadweer (Medium pace)
which would again be longer than the 4 counts of stretching the same Madd while reciting in Hadr
(Fast pace). This is because the duration of Harakah (count) would be different based on the
speed of recitation.

Duration of 4 counts in Tahqeeq.

Duration of 4 counts in Tadweer.

Duration of 4 counts in Hadr.



Study the Madd Al-Asli / At-Tabee’ee and few of the Mudood
that follow the same elongation levels as Madd Al-Asli / At-
Tabee’ee.

AL-MADD AT-TABEE’EE, 
MADD AL-BADAL, 
MADD AL-‘IWAD
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Al-Madd Al-Asli / At-Tabee'ee ( صِ�ي 
َ
ِب�ِ�ي / الَمدُّ األ الطَّ ) – definition 
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 Linguistic Definition of Tabee'ee صِ�ي )
َ
ِب��ي /األ – (الطَّ

 Original, natural, normal, standard.

 Applied definition of Madd Tabee'ee – The Original / Natural Madd:

 It is the Madd or lengthening without which the Madd letter ceases to exist and it’s

establishment is not based on reasons like Hamzah or Saakin letter to follow it.

 It is extended for 2 counts and is the foundation for all Mudood.

 
�
وا

�
ال

َ
20:65ُموَ�ٰ َ��ٰ ق



Al-Madd Al-Asli / At-Tabee'ee ( صِ�ي الَمدُّ 
َ
ِب�ِ�ي /األ الطَّ ) – definition explained
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 It is the Madd or lenghthening – which means that it has an Alif Saakin, Waaw Saakin, Yaa Saakin
preceding which is the Harakah or vowel of the same category.

 …without which the Madd letter ceases to exist – for example, when reciting the word ْوا
�
ال

َ
ق if the

Madd is not recited then it means that it is recited like  ُل
َ
ق so the letter of Madd is established by the

existence of the Madd Tabee’ee and if it is not recited then it implies absence of Madd letter.

 …and it’s establishment is not based on reasons like Hamzah or Saakin letter to follow it – which
means that the Madd Tabee’ee does not depend on external conditions like existence of Hamzah
contrary to Madd Laazim or for example Madd Jaa’iz Munfasil which we will soon see.

 Madd Tabee’ee is extended for 2 counts: Need to be consistent with the length. We do not extend one
Madd Tabee’ee over another, in the same way we do not shorten one over the other but need to keep
the elongation consistent throughout the recitation:



Al-Madd Al-Asli / At-Tabee'ee ( صِ�ي 
َ
ِب�ِ�ي / الَمدُّ األ الطَّ ) – examples
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 Few examples where Madd Tabee’ee occurs in complete words:

 Madd Tabee’ee can also occur in the disjointed letters that appear in the beginning of some Surahs:

 For the above highlighted disjointed letters that appear in the Qur’aan, the names of these letters
consists of 2 letters and the 2nd letter is a madd letter: 

ا ر ا   ها   طا   �ا   ح

ِل �َسبِ  هِ �فِ ِجَد اَمَس ِك لِ امَ  لٌ و َرُس 

ن َ�ا  ِسني  اَطا  هَ 
�
مْ ِلفأ

َ
َرا� ِم�مَحا 

 ٌ طهر�ي
More details 

about the 
disjointed letters 

to come later 



Madd Al-Badal – (َمدُّ الَبَدِل ) definition 
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 Linguistic Definition of Badal – (َبَدل)

 Exchange, replace.

 Applied definition of Madd Al-Badal – The Madd of Exchange or The Replaced Madd:

 It is any Madd Tabee’ee that is preceded by a Hamzatul Qat’ (ء). Hence it is an exceptional

case of Madd Tabee’ee.

 It is extended for 2 counts in the recitation of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim:

 
�
 و أ

ُ
وا� ت ەُ اَرءَ  ءُ �ْسَتْه َدمَ اءَ  َن و ز� َمٰ�ن� �إِ  In the Qiraa’ah of 

Warsh, Madd 
Badal can be 

elongated to 2 / 4 
/ 6 counts



Madd Al-Badal – (َمدُّ الَبَدِل ) explained 
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 Why is it called Madd Al-Badal? This is based on a linguistic principle of the Arabs which

states that if there are two Hamzahs one after the other, the second one being Saakin, then

the second one is changed to a Madd letter corresponding the vowel sign on the first

Hamzah. Hence the name Madd Badal since the second Hamzah changed into a Madd letter

Second Hamzah converts into Madd 
Letter (Yaa Madd) corresponding to 

Kasrah on the first Hamzah

In the original words, 
Second hamzah is saakin

Second Hamzah converts into Madd 
Letter (Alif Madd) corresponding to 

Fathah on the first Hamzah

Second Hamzah converts into Madd 
Letter (Waaw Madd) corresponding to 

Dammah on the first Hamzah



Madd Al-Badal – (َمدُّ الَبَدِل ) without actual conversion
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 Note that even though the actual conversion of Hamzah into a Madd letter happens in few cases of

Madd Badal, all the instances of this combination (Hamzatul-Qat’ followed by any Madd letter) will be

termed as Madd Badal even though there was no conversion in those words.

 For example, in the word او َجاءُ  the Waaw Madd has not resulted from any conversion of Hamzah, it is 

in the root of the word itself yet the Madd following the Hamzah will still be called Madd Al-Badal. The 

same can be said for all the below words: the Madd letters are part of the original make up of the word 

and have not resulted from any changing or conversion of Saakin Hamzah:



Madd Al-‘Iwad – (َمدُّ الِعَوض� ) definition 
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 Linguistic Definition of ‘Iwad – (ِعَوض)

 Substituted, compensated

 Applied definition of Madd Al-‘Iwad – The Substituted Madd (or Madd of Substitution):

 It is the substitution of the Tanween of Nasab (Fathatain) into Alif Madd in the state of Waqf

(stopping)

 It is extended for or 2 counts (only applicable when stopping at the end of the word).

ْدح� اُصْبح� اح� َضبْ 
َ
ْقع� اق

َ
ءً � زَ َج ان



Madd Al-‘Iwad – (َمدُّ الِعَوض� ) explained
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 Why is it called Madd Al-‘Iwad ? The Madd Al-‘Iwad is also based on a linguistic principle for the

Arabic language regarding rules for stopping:

 When they stopped on a word ending with Dammatain, they stopped with a Sukoon.

 When they stopped on a word ending with Kasratain, they stopped with a Sukoon.

 But when they stopped on a word ending with Fathatain, they substituted the Fathatain with an Alif Madd.

ا�مَ لِ عَ 

ىَد هُ 

 ��ِ وَ 
َ

�

ا�ءَ زَ َج 

ا�م� لِ عَ 

ىًد هُ 

 ��ِ وَ 
ً

�

ءً � زَ َج 

When stopping

When stopping

When stopping

When stopping

The Arabs, when stopping at the end of  ًَماء would recite it as َماَءا
however they would not write the Alif Madd in the script. 

This Madd would come under the category of Madd Al-‘Iwad and not 

Madd Al-Badal since this Alif Madd is recited only when stopping at the 

end of the word and is not a permanent Alif unlike the Madd Badal. 

The same applies to the word ا َشْيئ�



Madd Al-‘Iwad – (َمدُّ الِعَوض� ) exceptions
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 We do not substitute the Tanween of Fathatain on top of “Taa Marbootah” (also known as “Haa of

Ta’neeth”) into Alif Madd.

 The Tanween of Fathatain on top of “Taa Marbootah” is dropped in totality and recited as a Saakin

Haa in the state of Waqf (stopping). This dropping of Tanween (ْه ) and conversion to a Saakin Haa

when stopping at the end of the word is applicable even if the Taa Marbootah has a Tanween of

Kasratain or Dammatain as shown below:

ەْ َشَجرَ 

هْ َجنَّ 

ةً َشَجرَ 

 َجنَّ 
ً
ة

When stopping

When stopping

هْ َراِفعَ 

 َ ِث�ي
�
ەْ ك

 َراِفعَ 
ٌ
ة

 َ ِث�ي
�
ةٍ ك

When stopping

When stopping



Madd ‘Iwad – (َمدُّ الِعَوض� ) examples
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Surah #56 Al-Waaqi’ah (21 to 83)

ثِ 
�
�ماَتا

اَسالم
َئاِإ�َشا
 
�
بك

�
اارَ أ

ْترَ 
�
اَباأ

نْ  ِعني
ودْ َمْخُض 

دْ َمنُضو 
دْ َمْمُدو 

 
�
وْب َمْسك

 َ ِث�ي
�
ەْ ك

هْ َمْمُنوعَ 
 
ُ
وَعهْ َمْرف

Madd ‘Iwad



Overview of the Connecting Madd and its conditions and 
understand the two types of the Connecting Mudood

MADD AS-SILAH AS-SUGHRAA 
& 
MADD AS-SILAH AL-KUBRAA
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Madd As-Silah ( ةِ َمدُّ 
�
ل الصِّ ) – definition 
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 Linguistic Definition of Silah ة)
�
– (ِصل

 Connecting / attaching / linking.

 Applied definition of Madd As-Silah – The Connected Madd or (Madd of Connection):

 It is the attaching of a Waaw Sagheerah or a Yaa Sagheerah to the Haa Pronoun (pronoun used

for Singular Masculine 3rd Person) on the condition that it occurs between two Mutaharrik letters.

If the Haa has a Dammah then a Waaw Sagheerah is attached to it. But if the Haa has a Kasrah

then a Yaa Sagheerah is attached to it.

 Extended for 2 counts (Madd As-Silah As-Sughrah) or 4 counts (Madd As-Silah Al-Kubraa):

هُ 
َّ
ٰ َرْجعِ ۥ ِإن �

َقاِدٌر ۦ هِ َع�
�
ل هُ 

�
ْخ ۥٓ َمال

�
َدەُ أ

�
اۦٓ َبْعِدەِ ل َبد�

�
أ

86:8 33:53 104:3



The Haa pronoun – explanation 
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 It is an extra letter at the end of the word representing the Singular Masculine 3rd Person

pronoun.

 The Haa pronoun can come as an attached pronoun to all three parts of speech in Arabic

(Nouns, Particles and Verbs).

 The Haa pronoun can mean he / his / him based on the type of word (noun / particle / verb)

it is attached to, as can be seen in the below examples:

 هُ ٰ�بَ ِكتَ 
َّ
هُ إن قَ 

�
هُ َخل

ُه +ِكَتٰ�َب  َق 
�
ُه +َخل

مِّ 
�
هِ أ
مِّ 

�
ُه + إنَّ ِه + أ

Indeed He His book Created him His mother



The Haa pronoun – explained
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 Do not confuse the Haa coming at the end of every
word with the Haa pronoun:

 The Haa coming at the end of the word can be part of
the original structure of the word itself, as in:

 The Haa in the following examples, is not from the Haa
pronoun. It is called the Haa of Sakt. The Arabs joined
this Haa at the end of some of the words in order to
clarify/stress upon the Harakah at the end of the word. In
the Riwaayah of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim, it is recited as Saakin
irrespective of whether recited in state of Wasl
(continuation) or Waqf (stopping).

َوْجهِ  ٰ�هِ 
�
ِإل

GodFace

َوا�ِ 
َ
هُ ف

Fruits

َ�ُقوُل 
َ
َرُءوا�  ف

ْ
ُم ٱق

ُ
ؤ

�
هْ ِكَتٰ�ِب�َ َها …

َ�ُقوُل 
َ
وَت كِ ف

�
ْم أ

�
ْيَتىنِ ل

�
ْه َتٰ�ِب�َ َيٰ�ل …

ْم 
�
ْدر� َما َول

�
هْ ِحَساِب�َ أ

 
�
ٰ َعىنِّ َماِل�َ َما ىنَ

ْ
غ

�
ْه أ

َطٰ�ِن�َ 
�
َك َعىنِّ ُسل

�
هْ َهل

ْدَرٰىَك َما ِه�َ 
�
 أ

�
هْ َوَما

… ٰ�ِئَك 
َ
ول

�
 أ

َ
ُ ۖ ف ِذيَن َهَدى ا��

�
َتِد ِبُهَداُهُم ال

ْ
ەْ اق …

… اِبَك  َ َ ٰ َطَعاِمَك َو�ش ْر ِإ�� ٱنظ�
َ
ْم َيَتَسنَّ ف

�
هْ  ل …

69:19

2:259

6:90

101:10

69:25

69:26

69:28

69:29

Haa of Sakt



Madd As-Silah ةِ )
�
ل – (َمدُّ الصِّ explained
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 In order to understand Madd As-Silah (the Connected Madd) let’s see the following example:

ٰ رَ  �
ۥ َع� ُه

َّ
َقادِ ِإن

�
ۦ ل ٌر ْجِعِه

Indeed, He [i.e., Allaah], to bring about his (man’s) return [back to life], is surely able [86:8]

Both instances of the letter Haa

occur as 3rd person singular 

masculine pronouns (the first 

instance means “he” and the 

second instance means “his”).

Both instances of Haa occur 

between Mutaharrik letters.

The first instance of Haa is having a Dammah and 

hence it is attached with a Waaw Sagheerah.

The second instance of Haa is having a Kasrah and 

hence it is attached with a Yaa Sagheerah.



Madd As-Silah ةِ )
�
ل – (َمدُّ الصِّ no Madd since conditions not met
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 Saakin letter before or after the Haa pronoun:

 The Haa pronoun itself being in the Saakin state:

مَ هُ اْسمُ 
�
ِسيُح ال مْ 

�
ُ هُ َ�ْعل ٱ�� ًدىهُ هِ ِف�

Saakin Laam after the 

Haa pronoun.

Saakin Meem before and Saakin

Laam after the Haa pronoun.

Saakin Yaa before the 

Haa pronoun.

قِ 
�
ل
�
أ
َ
يْ هْ ف

�
ِهْم ِإل ْرِج 

�
َخاەُ وَ هْ أ

�
أ

27:28 26:36

5:462:1973:45



Madd As-Silah ةِ )
�
ل – (َمدُّ الصِّ exceptions
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 In the Riwaayah of Hafs, there is 1 exceptional instance where all pre-conditions for Madd Al-Silah

are not satisfied and yet it is applied:

 In the Riwaayah of Hafs, there is 1 exceptional instance where all pre-conditions for Madd Al-Silah

are satisfied and yet it is not applied:

ِقيَ 
�
اُب َيْوَم ٱل

َ
َعذ

�
ُه ٱل

�
ْد ِف�هِ ُ�َضٰ�َعْف ل

�
امُ ۦ ٰ�َمِة َوَ�ْخل َهان�

In the above verse, there is a Saakin Yaa (Yaa Madd) before the Haa pronoun and yet Madd Al-Silah is applied.

25:69

 
�
ُروا

�
 َوِ�ن َ�ْشك

�
ْم َيْرَضُه ل

�
�

In the above verse, the Haa pronoun is between 2 Mutaharrik letters satisfying all the pre-conditions and yet 

Madd Al-Silah is not applied.

39:7



Madd As-Silah As-Sughrah غَرى) ِة الصُّ
�
ل – (َمدُّ الصِّ explained 
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 It does not have Hamzatul-Qat’ coming after it.

 It is identified by the presence of small Waaw or small Yaa after the Haa pronoun:

 It is recited with 2 counts and as such comes under the category of Madd Tabee’ee when
satisfying all of its pre-conditions:

ُه 
َّ
ٰ وِإن

�
َع�

 يَرْجِعهِ 
�
َقاِدٌر ل

هُ 
َّ
ٰ ۥِإن

�
َع�

َقاِدٌر ۦ َرْجِعهِ 
�
ل

Recited as

هُ 
�
َسَب ۥ َمال

�
َوَما ك هِ  مِّ

�
ِب�هِ ۦَوأ

�
َوأ

Recited as 86:8

86:8

80:35111:2



Madd As-Silah Al-Kubraa ( ِة 
�
ل ىَمدُّ الصِّ َ ْ �ب

�
ال� ) – explained
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 It has a Hamzatul-Qat’ coming after it.

 It is identified by the placement of the Madd sign above the Waaw or Yaa Sagheerah as shown below:

 It is recited with elongation of 4 or 5 counts in the recitation of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim (way of Shatibiyyah) and

it comes under the category of Al-Madd Al-Jaa’iz Al-Munfasil:

ُه 
�
ْخ ۤو َمال

�
َدەُ أ

�
ل

 يۤ َبْعِدەِ 
�
اأ َبد�

هُ 
�
َدەُ ۥٓ َمال

�
ْخل

�
أ

اۦٓ َبْعِدەِ  َبد�
�
أ

Recited as

اۦٓ َبْعِدەِ  َبد�
�
أ هُ 

�
 ۥٓ َمال

�
َد أ

�
ەُ ْخل

Recited as

ۦٓ ۥٓ

More details 
about Al-Madd

Al-Jaa’iz Al-
Munfasil coming 

soon

33:53 104:3



Madd As-Silah ةِ )
�
ل – (َمدُّ الصِّ dropped on stopping
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 Madd Al-Silah is recited only when recited with Wasl (continuing to recite the word having Haa

pronoun with the word coming after it).

 If we stop on the word having Haa pronoun, we stop with presented Sukoon on the Haa as

shown in the below examples:

When stopping

When stopping

When stopping

When stopping

�َس�ٰ  ِ
ْ

ر� ٱإل
َينظ�

�
ل
َ
ٰ ف ٰ َطَعاِم ۦٓهِ َطَعاِم ُن ِإ�� �َسٰ�ُن ِإ�� ِ

ْ
ر� ٱإل

َينظ�
�
ل
َ
هْ ف 80:24

ْو َ�َش 
�
ْطِعُم َمن ل

ُ
ن
�
ُ أ ُء ٱ��

�
ْطعَ ا

�
 ۥَٓمهُ أ

�
ْو َ�َشا

�
ْطِعُم َمن ل

ُ
ن
�
ُ أ ْطَعمَ ُء ٱ��

�
هْ أ 36:47

 ُ نُ ٱ�� ِلَك ُيَبنيِّ ٰ ذَ
�
ْم َءاَيٰ�تِ ك

�
�

�
ُ ۦهِ  ل نُ ٱ�� ِلَك ُيَبنيِّ ٰ ذَ

�
ْم  ك

�
�

�
هْ ٰ�تِ َءايَ  ل 5:89

�َمٰ�ن�  ِ
ْ

ُفْر ِبٱإل
�
 َوَمن َ��

�
َقْد َحِبَط َعَمل

َ
 ۥهُ ف

َ
�َمٰ�ن� ف ِ

ْ
ُفْر ِبٱإل

�
 َقْد َحِبَط َوَمن َ��

�
هْ َعَمل 5:5



Madd As-Silah ةِ )
�
ل – (َمدُّ الصِّ also applied after  َِهٰ�ِذە
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 The Arabs applied the same rules of Haa pronoun to establish Madd Al-Silah on the Haa of the

Demonstrative pronoun  َِهِذە, which means “this (referring to a female object)”

 So even though the Haa in  َِهِذە is not 3rd person masculine pronoun the Madd Silah will be applied

after it if it is followed by a Mutaharrik letter in the word coming after it.

 It can only be followed by Yaa Sagheerah and never by Waaw Sagheerah, as can be seen in the
below examples:

مَّ ۦٓ َهٰ�ِذەِ َوِ�نَّ 
�
ْم أ

�
23:52ُت�

ۭ َ�قُ 
ٌ
َئة وا� َهٰ�ِذەِ َوِ�ن ُتِصْبُهْم َسيِّ

�
4:78َك ِمْن ِعنِد ۦ ول

َما َتْق�نِ َهٰ�ِذەِ 
َّ
 ِإن

ْ
ن َحَيٰوَة ٱلدُّ

�
ٱل

�
20:72َ�ا

ِ َهٰ�ِذ 
ْتَبْعَنٰ�ُهْم �ن

�
َۭوأ

ً
ْعَنة

�
َ�ا ل

ْ
ن 28:42ِە ٱلدُّ

Madd Silah Kubraa

Madd Silah Sughraa
No Madd Silah since 

followed by Saakin Laam



Waaw & Yaa Sagheerah not occurring as Madd Silah
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 Waaw Sagheerah and Yaa Sagheerah can occur in the middle of words (or at the end) and not

be a Madd Silah. In this case they would be from those special words in the Qur’aan which have

letters that are not written but are still to be pronounced.

 The scholars of the Qur’aanic script placed small letters in the script to indicate such letters

which should be pronounced but were originally not part of the script. The Waaw and Yaa

Sagheerah, in all such cases will follow the same rules of recitation as a regular Madd:

ااُوۥَد َزُ�و َوَءاَتْيَنا دَ  4:163ًرۭ

 تَ 
َ

 ُتْصِعُدوَن َو�
ْ
 ِإذ

�
ٰٓ أ �
ُوۥَن َع�

�
3:153َحٍدۢ ل

اِخَرةِ  ��
�
َء َوْعُد ٱل

�
ا َجا

َ
ِإذ

َ
وا� ف �� ۥٓ ْم ُوُجوهَ ِلَ�ُسـ

�
�17:7

 
�
ا� أ ۥٓ ُو

�
ُض َوِ�ن َتل 4:135وا� ْو ُتْعر�

ْت 
�
َمْوُءۥَدُة ُسِئل

�
ا ٱل

َ
81:8َوِ�ذ

ِهۧ�ُم  اَل ِإْبَرٰ
َ
 ق

ْ
2:126َوِ�ذ  ۭ

ً
�َب َمَث�

ن َ��نْ
�
ۦٓ أ  َ�ْسَتْ��

َ
� َ 2:26ِإنَّ ٱ��

ْ�ِف  ِء َوٱلصَّ
�
َتا  ٱلشِّ

َ
ة

�
ْحل ٰ�ِفِهْم ر�

�
106:2ِإۦل



Study in detail the two types of Far’ee Mudood (Secondary 
elongations) elongated due to the letter Hamzah coming after 
any Madd letter

AL-MADD AL-WAAJIB AL-
MUTTASIL &
AL-MADD AL-JAA’IZ AL-
MUNFASIL



Content layout
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Al-Madd Al-Waajib Al-Muttasil ِصلُ ) – (الَمدُّ الَواِجُب الُمتَّ definition 
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 Linguistic Definition of Waajib Muttasil ِصل) – (َواِجب ُمتَّ

 َواِجُب  – Required.

 ِصل ُمتَّ – Attached / connected / joined.

 Applied definition of Madd Waajib Muttasil – The Required Attached Madd:

 Every Harf Madd following which there is a Hamzah in the same word is called Madd

Waajib Muttasil.

 It is extended for 4 or 5 counts. Extending for 4 counts is preferred:

ونَ آ َعمَّ  َيَتَس 
�
َءل  

نَك ٌءۭ ىٓ َبر� ِإىنِّ ُل مِّ نَّ َ  َت�ن
�
َمل

�
 �ٰۤ ٱل

ُ
ة

�
ك ى� � ُس 

ْ �ي
َ
ءٍۢ وٓ ِمْن غ

59:16 27:1278:1 97:4



Al-Madd Al-Waajib Al-Muttasil ِصلُ ) – (الَمدُّ الَواِجُب الُمتَّ explained
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 Madd Waajib Muttasil occurs when a Madd letter is followed by a Hamzatul-Qat’ in the

same word. It is called Muttasil (attached) because the Madd letter and the Hamzatul-Qat’

are in the same word.

 It is called Waajib (mandatory) because all the Qurraa (teachers/imams of recitation)

agreed upon lengthening this Madd for more than two counts of Madd Asli. No Qaari/reciter

recited this Madd with 2 Harakahs and hence there is consensus for its elongation.

 In the recitation that we are studying (Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim from Shaatibiyyah) this Madd is

extended for 4 or 5 counts (4 counts being preferred). Example:

ُل  نَّ َ  َت�ن
�
َمل

�
 �ٰۤ ٱل

ُ
ة

�
ك 97:4ى�



Al-Madd Al-Jaa’iz Al-Munfasil – (الَمدُّ الَجاِئُز الُمنَفِصلُ ) Definition 
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 Linguistic Definition of Jaa’iz Munfasil – (َجاِئز ُمنَفِصل)

 َجاِئز – Allowed / permitted.

 ُمنَفِصل – Separated.

 Applied definition of Madd Jaa’iz Munfasil – The Allowed Separated Madd:

 Every Harf Madd occurring at the end of a word following which there is a Hamzatul-Qat’

as the first letter in the following word is called Madd Jaa’iz Munfasil.

 It is extended for either 4 or 5 counts in Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim (way of Shaatibiyyah).

Extending for 4 counts is preferred:

ٓ وَ 
َ

نُتْم �
�
 وَن مَ َعٰ�ِبُد أ

�
ْعُبُد ا

�
أ مِ آ َومَ 

�
ِذ ُروا� أ

�
ْرَسلَ ىٓ ُهَو ٱل

�
أ

In the way of Hafs 
‘an ‘Aasim

(Tayyibatun Nashr) 
it is shortened to 2 

counts

48:28 98:5109:3



Al-Madd Al-Jaa’iz Al-Munfasil – (الَمدُّ الَجاِئُز الُمنَفِصلُ ) explained
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 Madd Jaa’iz Munfasil occurs when a Madd is at the end of a word and Hamzah is the first

letter of the next word. It is called Munfasil (separate) because the Madd letter and the

Hamzah are in separate words.

 It is called Jaa’iz (permitted) because not all the Qurraa (teachers/imams of recitation)

agreed upon lengthening this Madd more than two counts:

 So in the recitation of Tayyibatu Al-Nashr this Madd is recited like any other Madd Tabee’ee with

Qasr (2 counts).

 But in the recitation that we are studying (Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim from Shaatibiyyah) this Madd is

extended for 4 or 5 counts (4 counts being preferred). Example:

ِذ 
�
ْطَعَمُهمىٓ ٱل

�
106:4أ



Al-Madd Al-Jaa’iz Al-Munfasil – words appearing connected
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 As per the Arabic script of the Mus-haf, the “Yaa” of Nidaa (which is used for calling out or

addressing someone) is written as connected to the word that comes after it, even though they

are separate words. Examples:

َها �ٰٓ يَ  يُّ
�
َ أ ُقوا� ٱ��

َّ
ِذيَن َءاَمُنوا� ٱت

�
ا� �ٰٓ يَ ٱل

َ
ْض َعْن َهٰ�ذ ْعر�

�
ِه�ُم أ ِإْبَرٰ 2:27811:76

 َ ُقوا� ٱ��
َّ
ٱت

َ
۟وِ� �ٰٓ يَ ف

�
َبٰ�ِب أ

�
ل
َ ْ
 �ٰٓ يَ 5:100ٱأل

ُ
ة ُمْطَمِئنَّ

�
ْفُس ٱل ُتَها ٱلنَّ يَّ

�
89:27أ

O

O those who believe! Fear Allaah...

 The Madd in all such cases is Madd Jaa’iz Munfasil and not Madd Waajib Muttasil even though

the Yaa is written as connected to the word following it.

O Abraham, give up this [plea]…

So fear Allaah, O people of reason…O reassured soul,

Yaa of Nidaa

 Note: One should not pause or stop just after reciting Yaa even if it is a word on its own. So

recite them together as “Yaa Ayyuhal” and “Yaa Ibraaheem” and then stop if you have to.



Al-Madd Al-Jaa’iz Al-Munfasil – words appearing connected
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 Just like the “Yaa” of Nidaa, in the Arabic script, the “Haa” of Tanbeeh (the vocative particle used

to draw attention) is written as connected to the word that comes after it, even though they are

separate words. Examples:

ْدَعْوَن ِلُتنِفُقوا� 
ُ
ِٓء ت ُؤ�َ نُتْم َهٰ�ٓ

�
أ ٓ َهٰ�ٓ ِ

ِٓء َبَناىت ُؤ�َ اَل َهٰ�ٓ
َ
ق 47:3815:71

ِٓء  ُؤ�َ اَل ِإنَّ َهٰ�ٓ
َ
ِٓء َحٰ�َجْجُتْم 15:68َضْ��نِ ق ُؤ�َ نُتْم َهٰ�ٓ

�
أ 3:66َهٰ�ٓ

O

Here you are - those invited to spend…

 The Madd in such cases is Madd Jaa’iz Munfasil and not Madd Waajib Muttasil even though the

Haa is written as connected to the word following it.

[Lot] said, "These are my daughters…

[Lot] said, "Indeed, these are my guests…Here you are - those who have argued…

Haa of 

Tanbeeh

 Note: One should not pause or stop just after reciting Haa even if it is a word on its own. So

recite them together as “Haa Antum” and “Haa ‘Ulaa’i” and then stop if you have to.



Al-Madd Al-Jaa’iz Al-Munfasil – rules for stopping
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 If we stop at the end of a Madd Jaa’iz Munfasil for any valid reason, we will not stop with 4

counts for the Madd since the Hamzah coming after it has not be recited. We should stop by

extending only for 2 counts just as we do in case of Madd Asli/Tabee’ee. Examples:

نَزَل 
�
 أ

�
ُهْم َءاِمُنوا� ِبَما

�
ا ِق�َل ل

َ
ُ َوِ�ذ ٱ��

 ٓ
َّ

ٌء ِإْن ِ�َ ِإ�
�
ْسَما

�
مأ

�
�
ُ

ؤ
�
نُتْم َوَءاَبا

�
 أ

�
ْيُتُموَها َسمَّ

2:91

53:23

 
�
ْيِهْم ِفيَها

�
َتْبَنا َعل

�
ْفس� َو� ْفَس ِبٱلنَّ نَّ ٱلنَّ

�
5:45أ

We will not stop with 4 counts for 

the Madd since the Hamzah was 

not yet recited. So it is recited only 

with 2 counts when stopping

ٰٓ َعَبَس 
�

َو�
َ
١َوت

ْعَ�ٰ 
َ ْ
َءُە ٱأل

�
ن َجا

�
٢أ

 
�
َعل

�
�َك ل ٰٓ َوَما ُ�ْدر�

�
� ۥ َيزَّ ٣ُه

تَ 
َ
ُر ف

�
ك

َّ
ْو َ�ذ

�
 أ

�
ك

ِّ
٤َرٰىٓ نَفَعُه ٱلذ

 ٰ ا َمن� ٱْسَتْغىنَ مَّ
�
to 5 ٥80:1أ



The origin of the Madd sign (      )
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 Identification of the Madd Al-Jaa’iz Al-Munfasil and Madd Al-Waajib Al-Muttasil:

 Both the Mudood are identified based on the below sign on top of the respective Madds and

following which there will be a Hamzatul-Qat’ (either in the same word for Muttasil or

beginning of the next word for Munfasil):

 The origin of this sign is the actual change of the word ( َمّد) from its original wording into a

sign as shown below:

 �
ْ �ي
َ
نَك مِّ ٌءۭ ىٓ َبر� ِإىنِّ ءٍۢ وٓ ُس ِمْن غ

ِذ 
�
ْرَسلَ ىٓ ُهَو ٱل

�
أ  آ َس َعمَّ  َيتَ 

�
وَن َءل

59:16 27:12

78:148:28



Maintain consistency in extending the Mudood
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 Maintain consistency in elongating the Al-Madd Al-Waajib Al-Muttasil:

 In a particular sitting or raka’ah if one starts to recite Madd Waajib Muttasil with 4 counts then

he/she is expected to complete that sitting/raka’ah with 4 counts and not extend it for 5 counts.

 And if one had started to recite Madd Waajib Muttasil elongating it for 5 counts then maintain the 5

counts and not reduce it to 4 counts.

 Maintain consistency in elongating the Al-Madd Al-Jaa’iz Al-Munfasil:

 In the same way, in a particular sitting or raka’ah if one starts to recite the Madd Jaa’iz Munfasil

with 4 counts then he/she is expected to complete that sitting/raka’ah with 4 counts and not

extend it for 5 counts.

 And if one had started to recite Madd Jaa’iz Munfasil elongating it for 5 counts then maintain the 5

counts and not reduce it to 4 counts.



Maintain consistency across Madd Muttasil & Madd Munfasil
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 One should not mix between the counts of elongation between Al-Madd Al-Waajib Al-

Muttasil and Al-Madd Al-Jaa’iz Al-Munfasil.

 So one should extend Al-Madd Al-Waajib Al-Muttasil as much as one extends Al-Madd Al-

Jaa’iz Al-Munfasil and vice versa:

 For example, if you start reciting the Madd Waajib Muttasil with 4 counts (in a particular sitting or

raka’ah) then you should recite the Madd Jaa’iz Munfasil also with 4 counts and not extend the

elongation to 5 counts.

 In the same way, if you start reciting the Madd Jaa’iz Munfasil with 5 counts (in a particular sitting

or raka’ah) then you should recite the Madd Waajib Muttasil also with 5 counts and not reduce

the elongation to 4 counts.



Study in detail the Far’ee Madd (secondary elongations) that 
occur due to stopping at the end of words having penultimate 
letters as Madd or Leen.

AL-MADD AL’AARID LIS-
SUKOON & 
MADD AL-LEEN



Content layout
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Al-Madd Al-‘Aarid lis-Sukoon ( و ِن
�
ك ُض ِللسُّ َعار�

�
– (الَمدُّ ال definition 
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 Linguistic Definition of ‘Aarid Lis-Sukoon ( ُض  وِن َعار�
�
ك ِللسُّ ) –

 وِن 
�
ك ُض ِللسُّ َعار� – presented sukoon.

 Applied definition of Al-Madd Al-‘Aarid Lis-Sukoon – The Madd due to Presented Sukoon:

 This Madd occurs when a word has one of the Madd letters as the penultimate letter (second to last
letter) of a word and the last letter, even though Mutaharrik (voweled), is recited with a sukoon due to
stopping at the end of it. This Madd comes into being only when stopping at the end of the word and
reciting the last Mutaharrik letter with a Sukoon (hence the name Madd of Presented Sukoon).

هِ ِف� ِح� ْحَمٰ�ُن ُم ٱلرَّ ٱلرَّ َبنُ ور� َوٱلطُّ 
�
وَن ٱل ن�  ِبني مُّ

هْ ِف� ِح� ْحَمٰ�ْن ْم ٱلرَّ ٱلرَّ َبنُ وْر َوٱلطُّ 
�
وْن ٱل نْ  ِبني مُّ

 It can be extended for either 2, 4 or 6 counts.



Al-Madd Al-‘Aarid lis-Sukoon ( و ِن
�
ك ُض ِللسُّ – (الَمدُّ الَعار� examples 
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Al-Madd Al-‘Aarid lis-Sukoon وِن )
�
ك ُض ِللسُّ َعار�

�
– (الَمدُّ ال important points
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 The Madd recited before a presented or incidental Sukoon can be recited with an extension of

either 2 or 4 or 6 counts:

 It is preferred that the reciter shorten this Madd to 2 counts when reciting in Hadr and that he/she

elongates the recitation to 4 counts in Tadweer and elongate it to 6 counts in Tahqeeq so that the

elongation of Madd corresponds and is appropriate to the speed of recitation.

 Maintain consistency in elongating the Madd Al’Aarid Lis-Sukoon:

 So if one starts reciting the Madd Al’Aarid Lis-Sukoon with a particular length of elongation (2 or 4 or

6) then one should continue with the same length of elongation for all occurrences of this Madd till

the end of recitation.

 Madd ’Aarid Lis-Sukoon is elongated (to 4/6 counts) only when stopping as shown in the examples.

If one continues to recite without stopping it is recited as Madd Tabee’ee (2 counts only).



Madd Al-Leen ن ) ني
�
– (َمدُّ الل definition 
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 Definition of Madd Al-Leen – The Madd (elongation) of Leen:

 This Madd occurs when a word has a Leen letter as the penultimate letter (second to last

letter) of a word and the last letter, even though Mutaharrik (voweled), is recited with a

sukoon due to stopping at the end of it. This Madd is the elongation of the Leen due to

stopping at the end of the word and reciting the last Mutaharrik letter with a Sukoon (hence

the name Madd Leen).

ومٌ 
َ
ن ءٍ  ْ َ �ش َموْ 

�
ٌ ِت ٱل ْ َخ�ي

وْ 
َ
مْ ن  ْ ْ ْ َخ�ي

َ ءْ �ش َموْ 
�
ْت ٱل

 It can be extended for either 2, 4 or 6 counts.



Madd Leen ن ) ني
�
– (َمدُّ الل examples 
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Madd Al-Leen ن ) ني
�
– (َمدُّ الل important points
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 Like the Madd ’Aarid Lis-Sukoon, Madd Leen can be elongated to either 2 or 4 or 6 counts:

 Just like Madd Al’Aarid Lis-Sukoon, it is preferred that the reciter shorten this Madd to 2 counts

when reciting in Hadr and that he/she elongates the recitation to 4 counts in Tadweer and

elongate it to 6 counts in Tahqeeq so that the elongation of Madd corresponds and is

appropriate to the speed of recitation.

 Maintain consistency in elongating the Madd Leen in the same way as Madd ’Aarid Lis-Sukoon:

 So if one starts reciting the Madd Leen with a particular length of elongation (2 or 4 or 6) then

one should continue with the same length of elongation for all occurrences of this Madd till the

end of recitation.

 Madd Leen is elongated (to 4/6 counts) only when stopping as shown in the examples. If one

continues to recite without stopping it is recited as a Leen letter without extended elongation.



Madd Al-Leen & Madd Al-‘Aarid lis-Sukoon in the same sitting
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 Reciting the Madd ‘Aarid Lis-Sukoon and Maddu Al-Leen in the same sitting: During recitation, if

the reciter encounters Madd ‘Aarid Li Al-Sukoon and Maddu Al-Leen in the same sitting, then the

number of counts that he/she elongates the Maddu Al-Leen should either be less than or equal

to the number of counts he/she elongates the Madd ‘Aarid Lis-Sukoon:

 So, if the Madd ‘Aarid Li Al-Sukoon is elongated for 2 counts then the Madd Leen should also be

elongated only for 2 counts.

 If the Madd ‘Aarid Li Al-Sukoon is elongated for 4 counts then the Madd Leen can be elongated either

for 2 or 4 counts.

 If the Madd ‘Aarid Li Al-Sukoon is elongated for 6 counts then the Madd Leen can be elongated either

for 2 or 4 or 6 counts.

َها  يُّ
�
أ ِقَتاِل ۚ إِ َيٰ�ٓ

�
 ٱل

�
نَ َع� ُمْؤِمِنني

�
ض� ٱل

ُّ َحرِّ ىبِ وَن َ�ْغِلُبوا� ٱلنَّ ُ وَن َصٰ��بِ ُ ْ ْم ِع�ش
�
نك ن مِّ

�
ن� ۚن َ��

َتنيْ
َ
ئ
�
21:35 ِما

Madd ‘Aarid Lis-Sukoon

if stopped here
Madd Leen if 

stopped here



Understand the Far’ee Madd that is elongated due to an 
actual/original Sukoon coming after a Madd letter and the rules 
of recitation for disjointed letters.

AL-MADD AL-LAAZIM
& AL-HUROOF AL-
MUQATTA’AH
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Al-Madd Al-Laazim مُ ) ز�
َّ

– (الَمدُّ ال� definition 
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 Linguistic Definition of م) – (الز� Mandatory, compulsory, obligatory.

 Applied definition of Madd Laazim – The Compulsory Madd:

 Madd Laazim is any Madd after which there is a Saakin letter with an actual/original sukoon.

Actual/Original Sukoon means the letter is recited with sukoon irrespective of Waqf or Wasl

(i.e whether one stops reciting at the Saakin letter or continues, one cannot escape reciting

the Sukoon).

 It is extended for 6 counts:

 
�
ل
�
نَ َضا ني َحآةٍ َدآبَّ 

�
 ال

َّ
ةق  

َّ
ف

�
ا
�
 ك

ً
ة

 
�
ل �ٰ َءا� َن �� ٓم 

�
�ٓس ال 10:51طٓسٓم 

69:1

36:1 26:1 2:1

1:7 2:174 2:208



Types of Al-Madd Al-Laazim مُ ) ز�
َّ

(الَمدُّ ال�
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Al-Madd Al-Laazim Al-Kalimee Al-Mukhaffaf ( ِلِ�ي ال
�
ُم ال� ز�

َّ
فالَمدُّ ال� ُمَخفَّ )
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 Al-Madd Al-Laazim Al-Kalimee Al-Mukhaffaf occurs when there is a Madd occurring in a word that

is immediately followed by a letter having Sukoon or Khafeef sign (    ). Example: 

 The meaning of Kalimee Mukhaffaf.

 It is called Mukhaffaf ف) .which means light (not followed by Shaddah) (ُمَخفَّ

 Since it occurs in the same word (Kalimah) it is termed as Kalimee.

 In the recitation of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim there is only one word ( َن�ٰ ��
�
ل which occurs in 2 places of (َءا�

Surah Yunus where we encounter Madd Laazim Kalimee Mukhaffaf:

 
�
ل �ٰ َءا� َن ��

ونَ 
�
ۦ َ�ْسَتْعِجل نُتم ِبِه

�
ْد ك

َ
ٰ�َن َوق ��

�
ل ۦٓ ۚ َءا� َع َءاَمنُتم ِبِه

َ
ا َما َوق

َ
مَّ ِإذ

ُ
ث
�
10:51أ

ُمْفِسِدينَ 
�
نَت ِمَن ٱل

�
ْبُل َو�

َ
ْد َعَصْ�َت ق

َ
ٰ�َن َوق ��

�
ل 10:91َءا�



Al-Madd Al-Laazim Al-Kalimee Al-Muthaqqal ( ُم  ز�
َّ

ِلِ�ي الَمدُّ ال�
�
الُمَثّقلال� )
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 Al-Madd Al-Laazim Al-Kalimee Al-Muthaqqal occurs when there is a Madd occurring in a word that

is immediately followed by a letter having Shaddah (    ). We know that every Mushaddad letter is

composed of a Saakin component and a Mutaharrik component. Example:

 The meaning of Kalimee Muthaqqal:

 It is called Muthaqqal (ُمَثّقل) which means heavy (since followed by Mushaddad or doubled letter).

 Since it occurs in the same word (Kalimah) it is termed as Kalimee.

 In the recitation of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim there are numerous instances of Madd Laazim Kalimee

Muthaqqal:

َحآ
�
 ال

َّ
ةق

 ◌ّ
قَّ 

قَ قْ 
69:1

 َوَح 
�
ُتَح ا

�
اَل أ

َ
ۥ ۚ ق ْوُمُه

َ
ۥ ق ُه ْد َهَدٰىن� ۚٓو جُّ �ٰٓ جَّ

َ
ِ َوق

ِ ٱ��
 �ن

69:1ىنِّ

 ٱلضَّ 
َ

ْيِهْم َو�
�
َمْغُضوِب َعل

�
� ٱل

ْ �ي
َ
 غ

�
نَ ا ني
�
1:7ل

لَّ 
لَ لْ 

نَّ 
نَ نْ 

جَّ 
َج ْج 



Al-Madd Al-Laazim Al-Harfee ي ) ِ
ُم الَحْر�ن ز�

َّ
(الَمدُّ ال�
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 There are some Surahs in the Qur’aan which begin with certain letters of the Arabic alphabet.

 These letters are termed as Al-Huroof Al-Muqatta’ah (  ال
ُ
َعة ُحُروُف الُمَقطَّ ). They are recited in a 

disjointed manner.

 Some of these letters have Madd letters within themselves immediately followed by an original

Sukoon. Since the Madd is followed by an original Sukoon it will fall in the category of Madd 

Laazim and extended for 6 counts. 

�ٓس 
36:1

َحِك�ِم 
�
ِ�َتٰ�ِب ٱل

�
َك َءاَيٰ�ُت ٱل

�
ر ۚ ِتل

�
ال

10:1

ِم َوَما َ�ْسُطُرونَ 
�
َقل

�
ٓن ۚ َوٱل

68:1

ٓم 
�
ال

2:1
ه�ٓعٓص 

�
ك

19:1
ٓمٓص 

�
ال

7:1
طه

20:1

نْ  ِسنيٓ

س

ٓ�مْ 

ل
ْم ِم�ٓ 

م

وٓ 
ُ
نْ ن

ن

 
�
دْ َصا

ص



Al-Madd Al-Laazim Al-Harfee Mukhaffaf ف) الُمَخفَّ مُ الَمدُّ  ز�
َّ

ي الَحْر ال� ِ
�ن )
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 Al-Madd Al-Laazim Al-Harfi Mukhaffaf occurs when the name of a disjointed letter consists of

three letters where the middle letter is a Madd letter and the last letter is a Saakin letter which

does NOT merge into the letter that comes after it (not resulting in a Shaddah). Example: 

 The meaning of Harfee Mukhaffaf:

 It is called Mukhaffaf ف) which means light (not followed by a Mushaddad (ُمَخفَّ letter).

 Since it occurs within a disjointed letter (Harf) it is termed as Harfee.

10:1

نْ  ِسنيٓ
�ٓس  36:1

َك  
�
ر ۚ ِتل

�
َحِك�ِم َءاَيٰ�ت ال

�
ِ�َتٰ�ِب ٱل

�
ٱل

ِم َوَما َ�ْسُطُرونَ 
�
َقل

�
68:1ٓن ۚ َوٱل

�ا

َمِج�ِد 
�
ُقْرَءاِن ٱل

�
50:1ٓق ۚ َوٱل

ْف 
�
ا
َ
وٓ ق

ُ
نْ ن

َرآ�مْ  ِلْف 
�
أ



Al-Madd Al-Laazim Al-Harfee Muthaqqal (الُمَثّقل مُ الَمدُّ  ز�
َّ

ي الَح ال� ِ
ْر�ن )
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 Madd Laazim Harfee Muthaqqal occurs when the name of a disjointed letter consists of three

letters where the middle letter is a Madd letter and the last letter is a Saakin letter which merges

into the letter that comes after it making it Mushaddad (resulting in a Shaddah). Example: 

 The meaning of Harfee Muthaqqal:

 It is called Muthaqqal (ُمَثّقل) which means heavy (since followed by Mushaddad or doubled letter).

 Since it occurs within a disjointed letter (Harf) it is termed as Harfee.

 Few more examples:

13:1

ٓ�مْ 
ٓم 

�
ال 2:1

ِ�َتٰ�ِب 
�
َك َءاَيٰ�ُت ٱل

�
ٓمر ۚ ِتل

�
ٓمٓص ال

�
7:1ال

 ◌ٓ

26:1طٓسٓم 

ِلْف 
�
�ٓ أ ْم مِّ

نْ  �ٓ طا ِسنيٓ ٓ�مْ ْم مِّ ِلْف 
�
َراأ  ٓ� ٓ�مْ ْم مِّ ِلْف 

�
 أ

�
دْ َصا  ٓ� ْم مِّ
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AL-HUROOF AL-MUQATTA’AH

( 
ُ
َعة (الُحُروُف الُمَقطَّ

THE DISJOINTED LETTERS



Al-Huroof Al-Muqatta’ah ( 
ُ
َعة – (الُحُروُف الُمَقطَّ definition 
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 Linguistic Definition of Al-Huroof al-Muqatta’ah ( 
ُ
َعة (الُحُروُف الُمَقطَّ –

 الُحُروُف  – letters.

  
ُ
َعة الُمَقطَّ – disconnected / interrupted.

 Allaah began 29 Surahs in the Qur’aan with disjointed letters. There are 14 letters from the

Arabic alphabet which appear disjointed and these letters are termed as Al-Huroof al-Muqatta’ah

(  الُحُروُف 
ُ
َعة الُمَقطَّ ). Allaah alone knows their true meanings. It is incumbent upon us: 

 to believe they are from the speech of Allaah.

 to recite them disjointed (not connected) as per the rules of recitation.

 The 14 letters of Al-Huroof al-Muqatta’ah are combined in the following sentence:

 
�
ا  ل ْطع�

َ
صٌّ  حك�ٌم  ق

َ
ُه  ِ�ٌّ ن



 When reciting the disjointed letters – do not break your breath but recite continuously – not Alif
(pause) Laam (pause) Meem (pause) but Alif Laam Meem (continuously).

Al-Huroof Al-Muqatta’ah (  الُحُروُف 
ُ
َعة الُمَقطَّ ) – explanation 
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ٓم 
�
The Saakinال Meem merges into the 

Mutaharrik Meem (Idghaam
Mutamaathilain)

The Saakin Noon merges into the 
Mutaharrik Meem (Idghaam

Mutaqaaribaani)

Ikhfaa between the Saakin Noon into the 
Mutaharrik Saad along with Qalqalah of 

the Daal

ِلْف 
�
ْم �ٓ ْم مِّ �ٓ أ

نْ طٓسٓم  �ٓ طا ِسنيٓ ْم مِّ

ه�عٓ 
�
ْف َها َ�ا عَ ٓص ك

�
ا
�
نْ ك  َص نيٓ

�
دْ ا

 When the Huroof Al-Muqatta’ah are to be recited, we recite the complete name of the letters taking
care of all the considerations and rules of Tajweed (Tafkheem, Tarqeeq, Qalqalah, Idghaam, Ikhfaa
etc) while reciting their names. Few examples highlighting how Tajweed rules are applied when
reciting the disjointed letters:

2:1

26:1

19:1



Al-Huroof Al-Muqatta’ah (  الُحُروُف 
ُ
َعة الُمَقطَّ ) – types
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 The disjointed letters can be divided into 4 groups depending on the category of Madd that

exists in the names of those letters:

 Group 1: Those letters in which there is complete absence of any form of Madd within the

name of the Letter:

 There is only 1 letter that exists in this group, the Letter Alif:

 Group 2: Those letters having names consisting of 2 letters with the second one being Alif

Madd Tabee’ee (Harfee since within the letter/Harf itself) recited for 2 counts only since

none of these have Sukoon or Shaddah following them:

 There are 5 letters that exist in this group: the letters Haa, Yaa, Taa, haa and Raa:

ِلْف (ا
�
)أ

)َرا(ر)َها(ه)َطا(ط)َ�ا(ي)َحا(ح



Al-Huroof Al-Muqatta’ah (  الُحُروُف 
ُ
َعة الُمَقطَّ ) – types
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 Group 3: Those letters having names consisting of 3 letters, the middle one being a Madd letter
and the last letter being a Saakin letter (having Sukoon or merged into the following letter making it
Mushaddad due to Idghaam). The Madd in these letters is elongated for 6 counts (Laazim Harfee):

 There are 7 letters that exist in this group, the letters: Seen, Saad, Qaaf, Kaaf, Laam, Meem, Noon

 This Madd can either occur as Mukhaffaf (if followed by a Saakin letter) or Muthaqqal (if followed by a
Mushaddad letter due to merging). These two differ only in their names but the elongation of the Madd is 6
counts in both cases:

.

نْ (س دْ (ص)ِسنيٓ
�
ْف (ق)َصا

�
ا
َ
ْف (ك)ق

�
ا
�
ٓوْن (ن)ٓ�ْم ِم (م)ٓ�مْ (ل)ك

ُ
)ن

ٓمٓص 
�
7:1ال

ٓ�مْ  ِلْف 
�
 أ

�
دْ َصا  ٓ� ْم مِّ

26:1طٓسٓم 

نْ  �ٓ طا ِسنيٓ ْم مِّ

13:1 ٓمر ۚ
�
ال

َرآ�مْ   ٓ� ْم مِّ ِلْف 
�
أ

50:1ٓق ۚ

ْف 
�
ا
َ
ق

46:1حٓم 

ْم ِم�ٓ َحا
Madd Laazim

Harfee Mukhaffaf
Madd Laazim

Harfee Muthaqqal

Madd Laazim

Harfee Mukhaffaf

Madd Laazim

Harfee Mukhaffaf

Madd Laazim

Harfee Mukhaffaf



Al-Huroof Al-Muqatta’ah (  الُحُروُف 
ُ
َعة الُمَقطَّ ) – types
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 Group 4: Those letters having names consisting of 3 letters, the middle one being a Leen letter

and the last letter being a Saakin letter. The Madd Leen is elongated for either 4 or 6 counts

 There is only 1 letter that exists in this group, the Letter ‘Ayn:

 Note that we have learnt that the Madd Al-Leen is recited with either 2 or 4 or 6 counts as per the

method of Shaatibiyyah but we are allowed to recite the disjointed letter ‘Ayn only for 4 or 6 counts.

The reason for that:

 It resembles Madd Leen from 2 perspectives: since composed of Harf Leen and stopping at the end of the

Leen (like Khauf, Bayt etc).

 It resembles Madd Laazim from 1 perspective: Sukoon Asli (actual Sukoon irrespective of Waqf or Wasl).

 Thus to reconcile between both the similarities it was recited with only 4 or 6 counts.

 It comes in 2 Surahs of the Qur’aan – Surah Maryam (19:1) and Surah Al-Shooraa (42:2).

نْ (ع )َعنيٓ

ه�ٓعٓص 
�
ك ٓعٓسقٓ 



Al-Huroof Al-Muqatta’ah (  الُحُروُف 
ُ
َعة الُمَقطَّ ) – summary
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Understand how to recite a Madd when conditions applicable to 
different types of Madd are gathered on the same Madd

STRONGER OF TWO 
CONDITIONS ON THE 
SAME MADD



Content layout
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 Understand the levels of strength applicable for elongating the 
Mudood.

 Identify the Strong Mudood and the weak Mudood.

 Gathering of the conditions of different Mudood on the same Madd:

 Madd Laazim and Madd Badal.

 Madd Muttasil and Madd Badal.

 Madd Munfasil and Madd Badal.

 Madd Muttasil and Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon.

 Madd Muttasil along with Madd Badal and Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon.

 Madd Badal and Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon.



The Stronger of two causes for elongating a Madd – the criterion
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 Fundamental Rule: When two (or more) reasons for elongating a Madd gather upon a single 
Madd, then the stronger one is implemented and the weaker one is disregarded. And if they 
are both at the same level of strength then both of them are implemented.

 The criteria that defines the strength of a Madd:

 Laazim – it is the type of Madd, about which the reciters are agreed upon its elongation and also 
agreed upon the number of counts of its elongation. Madd Laazim falls in this category.

 Waajib – it is the type of Madd about which, the reciters are agreed upon its elongation however 
they differed regarding the number of counts of its elongation. Madd Waajib Muttasil falls in this 
category.

 Jaa’iz – it is the type of Madd about which, the reciters differed regarding whether it should be 
elongated or shortened and also differed regarding the number of counts of its elongation. Madd 
Jaa’iz Munfasil, Madd Silatu Al-Kubra, Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon, Madd Al-Leen fall in this category.



The Mudood: from the stronger to the weaker
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 The scholars in recitation classified the different types of Mudood starting from the 
strongest towards the weakest as below. There are instances in the Qur’aan where some 
of the conditions of the below Madd will overlap on the same Madd as we shall soon see:

 Madd Laazim – due to the agreement regarding its elongation and the extent of its elongation.

 Madd Waajib Muttasil – due to the agreement regarding its elongation but not regarding the 
extent of its elongation.

 Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon – since it is strongly related to Madd Laazim (presence of an incidental 
Sukoon after the Madd).

 Madd Jaa’iz Munfasil – since it is strongly related to Madd Waajib Muttasil (presence of Hamzah 
after the Madd).

 Madd Badal – it is the weakest of Mudood (extended for 2 counts only in the recitation of Hafs 
‘an ‘Aasim) and hence being a specific condition of the Madd Tabee’ee.



 Gathering of the Madd Laazim and Madd Badal upon the same Madd letter: When

Madd Laazim and Madd Badal gather upon the same Madd letter, the Madd Laazim is

implemented while the Madd Badal is disregarded, based upon the rule (stronger of

the two Mudood).

Madd Laazim and Madd Badal upon the same Madd
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�
ل �ٰ َءا� نَ ��

Madd Badal due to 

preceding Hamzah

Madd Laazim due to 

Saakin letter after it

مِّ  نَ َءا� 5:2ني  
َّ

لذ  َءا�
�
6:14310:51ن� َ��ْ ك

Madd Badal due to 

preceding Hamzah

Madd Laazim due to 

Saakin letter after it
Madd Badal due to 

preceding Hamzah

Madd Laazim due to 

Saakin letter after it

 In all of the above examples the Madd is elongated for 6 counts since it is stronger of the 2

Mudood and hence more worthy of being implemented compared to the Madd Badal.



 Gathering of the Madd Muttasil and Madd Badal upon the same Madd letter:

 When Madd Muttasil and Madd Badal gather upon the same Madd letter, the Madd Muttasil

is implemented while the Madd Badal is disregarded, based upon the rule (stronger of the

two Mudood).

 In the below example, the Madd will be elongated for 4 or 5 counts (depending on the

elongation of Madd Muttasil when recited standalone) since it is stronger of the 2 Mudood

and hence more worthy of being implemented compared to the Madd Badal:

Madd Muttasil and Madd Badal upon the same Madd
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ءَ ر� 
�
ا
َ
اس� ٱئ لنَّ

Madd Badal due to 

Hamzah before it

Madd Muttasil due to 

Hamzah after it

2:264



 Gathering of the Madd Munfasil and Madd Badal upon the same Madd letter:

 When Madd Muttasil and Madd Badal gather upon the same Madd letter, the Madd Muttasil is

implemented (when being elongated for 4 or 5 counts) while the Madd Badal is disregarded,

based upon the rule (stronger of the two Mudood).

 And if they are both made equal in strength (applicable in the Tayyibatun-Nashr way of Hafs ‘an

‘Aasim where Madd Munfasil can be elongated for 2 counts) then both are implemented together

(as shown in the table):

Madd Munfasil and Madd Badal upon the same Madd
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�
 ُءوٓ َجا

�
َباُهْم أ

Madd Badal due to 

Hamzah before it

Madd Muttasil due 

to Hamzah after it

12:16



 Gathering of the Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon and Madd Badal upon the same Madd letter:

 When Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon and Madd Badal gather upon the same Madd letter, the Madd

‘Aarid lis-Sukoon is implemented (when being elongated for 4 or 6 counts) while the Madd Badal 

is disregarded, based upon the rule (stronger of the two Mudood).

 And if they are both made equal in strength (when Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon is being elongated for 

2 counts) then both are implemented together (as shown in the table):

Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon and Madd Badal upon the same Madd
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نَ َخاِس  ِئني
Madd Badal due 

to Hamzah

before it

Madd Aarid lis-

Sukoon if 

stopping at the 

end

2:65

انُ َشنَ  ��5:85

4:142ُءونَ ُيَرا� 



 Gathering of the Madd Muttasil and Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon upon the same Madd letter:

 If Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon is being elongated for 2 counts in the sitting, then the Madd Muttasil (elongated for 

4 or 5 counts) is considered stronger than the other. The Madd would thus be elongated for 4 or 5 counts and 

the weaker one (Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon) will be dropped.

 If they are both being recited with equal elongation (both are elongated for 4 counts) then the Madd would be 

elongated for 4 counts and both would be considered to be implemented.

 If Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon is elongated for 4 counts while Madd Muttasil is elongated for 5 counts, then again 

Madd Muttasil will be considered stronger than the other and the Madd would be elongated for 5 counts.

 If Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon is elongated for 6 counts in the sitting, it means that the Madd is being equated to 

Madd Laazim (the strongest of all Mudood). So in this sitting, the Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon will be considered 

stronger than the Madd Muttasil. Hence the Madd would be recited with 6 counts (Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon 

being stronger) and the Madd Muttasil (4 or 5 counts) would be disregarded (since considered weak in 

comparison to Madd Laazim). See the examples and table on the next page…

Madd Muttasil and Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon upon the same Madd
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Madd Muttasil and Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon upon the same Madd
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مَ  اءِ السَّ

Madd Muttasil

due to Hamzah

after it

Madd Aarid lis-

Sukoon if stopping 

at the end

88:18

27:62وءَ السُّ 

مُ 
�
40:58ءُ ِ�ٓ ٱل



 Gathering of the Madd Muttasil, Madd Badal and Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon upon the same 

Madd letter:

 Madd Badal, being the weakest of the three, would be disregarded.

 The rules of overlapping of Madd Muttasil and Madd ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon will be applied in the 

same manners as covered in the previous scenario.

 The above rules would apply while stopping (due to any reason) on words such as:

Madd Muttasil, Badal and ‘Aarid lis-Sukoon upon the same Madd
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 ر� 
َ
 ئ
�
ءَ ا

Madd Badal due to 

Hamzah before itMadd Muttasil due 

to Hamzah after it

2:264

Madd Aarid lis-Sukoon 

if stopping at the end



Understand that the vowels are nothing but shortened form of 
the corresponding Mudood.

PROPER RECITATION 
OF THE VOWELS



Content layout
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 Reciting the Fathah correctly as a shortened Alif Madd.

 Reciting the Dammah correctly as a shortened Waaw Madd.

 Reciting the Kasrah correctly as a shortened Yaa Madd.



Reciting the Fathah correctly as a shortened Alif Madd
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 The reciter should open his mouth while

reciting a Maftooh letter (letter having Fathah)

in the manner similar to when the letter Alif (Alif

Madd) is recited.

 For example while reciting a Maftooh “Baa”,

after reciting the Baa from its Makhraj take

care to part the jaws – the lower jawbone is

moved down giving the sound of the Fathah,

while keeping the tongue still just like reciting

an Alif Madd but shortening its duration.



Reciting the Dammah correctly as a shortened Waaw Madd
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 The reciter should close/circle his lips while reciting
a Madmoom letter (letter having Dammah) in the
manner similar to when the letter Waaw (Waaw
Madd) is recited.

 For example while reciting Madmoom “Baa” after
reciting the Baa from its Makhraj, take care to circle
the lips while spontaneously raising the back part of
the tongue slightly just like when reciting a Waaw
Madd but shortening its duration (the circling of the
lips is mandatory while the slight raising of the back
part of the tongue is not the goal of the reciter but
happens naturally/spontaneously.



Reciting the Kasrah correctly as a shortened Yaa Madd
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 The reciter should drop his lower jaw slightly and
raise the middle part of the tongue while reciting a
Maksoor letter (letter having Kasrah) in the manner
similar to when the letter Yaa (Yaa Madd) is recited.

 For example while reciting Maksoor “Baa” after
reciting the Baa from its Makhraj, take care to drop
the lower jaw slightly while raising the middle part of
the tongue just like when reciting a Yaa Madd but
shortening its duration. This raising of the middle
part of the tongue is mandatory since it is the
Makhraj of Yaa which should accompany the
recitation of a Maksoor letter.



Identify the types of errors that can be committed in reciting the 
Mudood in order to safeguard from them.

COMMON ERRORS IN 
RECITING THE MUDOOD
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 Errors related to elongating the Madd beyond what is required:

 Tatweel (elongating) the Madd Tabee’ee more than its recommended two counts.

 Tatweel (elongating) the Far’ee Mudood beyond their set limits due to exaggeration.

 Errors related to shortening the Madd where required to elongate:

 Taqseer (shortening) the recitation of Madd Tabee’ee until it sounds as if reciting with one of the three

vowels.

 Ending the sound of Madd with a glottal stop.

 Mixing the sound of Madd with nasalization.

 Tarqees or Tar’eed (trembling) of the Madd.



Tatweel �لُ ) or unwarranted elongation of Madd Tabee’ee (َتْط��
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 Tatweel �لُ ) ْط��
َ
literally means to elongate. The reciter should not elongate the sound of (ت

Madd Tabee’ee beyond the desired two counts and also be consistent in it. So do not extend

the sound of the following Mudood to more than 2 counts:

 Care should especially be taken not to elongate the verses ending with Madd Tabee’ee

beyond their regular two counts when one is about to end their recitation at the end of such

verses. Examples:

93:1 to 3

١َ�ٰ َوٱلضُّ 
ا َس 

َ
ْ�ِل ِإذ

�
ٰ َوٱل َ ٢�ب

َك وَ  َعَك َر�ُّ  َما َودَّ
َ
ٰ َما ق �

�٣

1: 2 to 3
ِ َربِّ 

َحْمُد ِ��
�
عَ ٱل

�
نَ �ٰ ٱل ِمني

�
٢ل

ْحمَ  ِح�ِم �ٰ ٱلرَّ ٣ن� ٱلرَّ

ِه�َم وَ  87:19ُموَ�ٰ ُصُحِف ِإْبَرٰ



Tatweel �لُ ) or unwarranted elongation of Madd Far’ee (َتْط��
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 The reciter should be consistent with the counts of elongation for all the Far’ee Mudood. This

includes the sound of Madd Muttasil, Madd Munfasil, Madd ‘Aarid Lis-Sukoon, Madd Laazim

which are extended to 4, 5 or 6 counts. For example:

 Madd Laazim extended to more than 6 counts in:

 Madd Mutasil extended to more than 4/5 counts in:

 Madd ‘Aarid Lis-Sukoon extended to 4 counts in one verse and 6 counts in another verse:

1:7 ْيهِ 
�
َمْغُضوِب َعل

�
� ٱل

ْ �ي
َ
 ٱلضَّ غ

َ
 ْم َو�

�
نَ ا ني
�
ل

2:5  
�
۟ول

�
ن �ٰٓ أ ى مِّ ٰ ُهًدۭ �

ِهْم ِئَك َع� �ــِّ   ۖرَّ
�
۟ول

�
ُمفْ �ٰٓ  َوأ

�
ِلُحونَ ِئَك ُهُم ٱل

1: 6 to 7
ا 

َ
ُمْسَتقِ ٱْهِدن

�
َط ٱل ٰ َ ٦�َم ٱل�ِّ

 
�
� ٱل

ْ �ي
َ
ْيِهْم غ

�
َعْمَت َعل

ْ
ن
�
ِذيَن أ

�
َط ٱل ٰ َ�ِ 

َ
ْيِهْمَو�

�
 َمْغُضوِب َعل

�
ا نَ ٱلضَّ ني
�
٧ل



Taqseer ( ُ or shortening/dropping of Madd Tabee’ee (َتْقِص�ي
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 Taqseer ( ُ ْقِص�ي
َ
literally means to shorten. Shortening a Madd Tabee’ee (ت would result in

complete dropping of the Madd leaving just the sound of the vowel. Some reciters make the

mistake of completely dropping the Madd Tabee’ee in some words.

 Dropping the Madd at the end of words:

 Dropping the Madd in the middle of words:

20:45 ا
َ
 ق

َ
� 

َّ
 ِإن

�
َنا ن �َ َنا  َر�َّ

�
َخاُف أ

َ
ن �َ ن

�
ْو أ

�
 أ

�
ْيَنا

�
ٰ ْفُرَط َعل ْط�نَ

79:10 َمرْ 
�
ا ل

َّ
ِءن

�
وَن أ

�
َح ُدو َ�ُقول

�
ِ ٱل

اِفَرةِ ُدوَن �ن

95:2 نَ نِ ِسيَوُطور�  ني



Ending the sound of Madd with a glottal stop
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 One of the common mistakes is ending the sound of Madd with a glottal stop giving the

impression of a Saakin Hamzatul-Qat’ at the end.

 Examples:
انَ 4:43

�
َ ك ا ِإنَّ ٱ�� فُ َعُفو�

َ
اغ ور�

4:135 
�
ِبُعوا� ٱل  َتتَّ

َ
�

َ
ن ف

�
وا� َتْعِد َهَوٰىٓ أ

�
 ۚل

18:110

When stopping ُفو
َ
َراءْ غ

When stopping وءْ َتْعِد
�
ل

When stopping َْحَداء
�
أ ۦٓ  ِه ْك ِبِعَباَدِة َر�ِّ �

ْ  ُ��ش
َ

اَو� َحَدۢ
�
أ

89:30When stopping ِىت ءْ َجنَّ ىتِ َجنَّ َوٱْدُخِ� 



Mixing the sound of Madd with Ghunnah
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 One should not mix the sound of Madd with the sound of Ghunnah from the nasal passage

(Khayshoom).

 The Ghunnah is specific only to the letters Meem and Noon and one should avoid any form

of nasalization when reciting any of the Mudood.

 For example, incorrectly reciting the below Mudood, that appear before or after a

Noon/Meem, with Ghunnah/nasalization:

ْح  نُ َم�ٰ ٱلرَّ

اٱل س� نَّ
و َتْعمَ 
�
نَ ل

نَ ُنو قِ ُيو 

ْسَتعِ 
َ
نُ � ني

مِ 
�
َعٰ�ل

�
نَ ٱل ني



Tarqees / Tar’eed َتْرِق�ُص ) or trembling of the Madd (َتْرِع�ُد  /
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 Tarqees ْرِق�ُص )
َ
means to swing/tremble while Tar’eed (ت ْرِع�ُد )

َ
.means to shiver/tremor (ت

 The Tarqees or Tar’eed of Madd means to recite the Madd with different levels. It is best for

the reciter to maintain the same level of the Madd from the start to the end and not cause the

sound to tremble/swing higher or lower during the duration of the Madd itself.

 Causing the Madd to tremble during the duration of the Madd gives the impression of

multiple Madd letters one after another. For example, reciting the below Mudood with

trembling:

ِذيَن َءاَمنُ �ٰٓ يَ 
�
َها ٱل يُّ

�
وا� وٓ أ

�
ِسل

ْ
ٱغ

َ
ٰوِة ف

�
ل  ٱلصَّ

�
ْمُتْم ِإ�

ُ
ا ق

َ
ْم ا� ِإذ

�
5:6...ُوُجوَه�



جزاكم هللا خیرا

End of Part 6
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PART 7 - HOW TO START / PAUSE / 
STOP / RESUME RECITATION

Waqf, Ibtidaa, Sakt, Qat’ – Understand the correct way to start, pause, resume and 

stop the recitation of the Qur’aan

1. Al-Waqf (Stopping recitation) & Al-

Ibtidaa (Starting / Resuming recitation)
2. Signs of Acceptable & Unacceptable

stops in the Mus-haf

3. Sakt (Special pause in recitation) and

Qat’ (Ending recitation)

4. Detailed understanding of Ibtidaa

(Starting & Resuming) Recitation
5. Relationship between types of Waqf

and types of Ibtidaa



Understand the principles related to starting / stopping / resuming 
the recitation of the Qur’aan and identify their categories.

AL-WAQF (STOPPING) & 
AL-IBTIDAA (STARTING / 
RESUMING) RECITATION



Content layout
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 Waqf (ف ْ
’Ibtidaa & (َوق (ابِتداء) – definition & benefits.

 Types of Wuqoof َواُع (
ْ
ن
�
وِف أ

ُ
)الُوق

 The Complete Stop ( امُّ ال تَّ ُف 
ْ
– (الَوق explanation and examples.

 The Sufficient Stop ( ي ال ِ
ا�ن

�
� ُف 

ْ
– (الَوق explanation and examples.

 The Good Stop (  
�
َحَسُن ال ُف 

ْ
– (الَوق explanation and examples.

 The Repulsive Stop (  
�
َقِبيُح ال ُف 

ْ
– (الَوق explanation and examples.

 The Repulsive Stop (  
�
َقِبيُح ال ُف 

ْ
(الَوق due to compelling reasons.

 Waqf – important points to summarize.



Waqf ف)
ْ
’Ibtidaa & (َوق (ابِتداء) – definition
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 Linguistic Definition –

 Waqf (ف
ْ
- (َوق Linguistically it means to halt / cut / imprisonment. 

 Ibtidaa’ (ابِتداء) - Linguistically it means to initiate / start / begin.

 Applied definition of Waqf (ف ْ
 :(َوق

 It is the cutting off of the sound upon a word of the Qur’aan for a duration for which one

normally takes a breath with the intention of continuing the recitation.

 Applied definition of Ibtidaa’ :(ابِتداء)

 It is to begin the recitation of the Qur’aan in salaah or in a sitting or to resume the recitation

of the Qur’aan after a Waqf in recitation.



Waqf ف)
ْ
’Ibtidaa & (َوق (ِاْبِتَداء) – benefits
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 The knowledge of Waqf and Ibtidaa’ provides the reciter of the Qur’aan with guidelines

which help in identifying the permissible and impermissible methods of starting and

stopping the recitation of the Qur’aan.

 The benefit of knowing the correct methods of Waqf and Ibtidaa’ is that it:

 Safeguards from incorrect connection of words to sentences so that words are not connected to

sentences that are unrelated to them causing corruption in the meaning or understanding of the

verses.

 Safeguards from incorrect breaking of sentences so that sentences that have complete and

cohesive meanings are disjointed resulting in a corrupted understanding.



Types of Wuqoof فأنواع(
ْ
)الَوق
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يّ  انِتظار�
This is when advanced 

students of Qiraa’aat will 
stop at a word having 
multiple recitations in 

order to resume to recite 
its other variant 

recitations (out of scope 
for our studies)



Types of Wuqoof َواعُ (
ْ
ن
�
وِف أ

ُ
)الُوق
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 Types of Wuqoof –

 The Voluntary stop ( ٌي ِاْخِت�ار� - Ikhtiyaari) – what the reciter intends out of his own choice. Its types:

 Acceptable (َجاِئز – Jaa’iz) – allowed to stop as it results in complete meaning before the stop:

 Complete ( ٌّام
َ
ت - Taammun) – the best of stops: Discussion is complete.

 Sufficient ( كاٍف - Kaafin) – the next best stop: Sentence is complete but discussion continues.

 Good ( ٌَحَسن - Hasanun) – the last of permissible stops: Meaning is complete but sentence is
incomplete and hence intended meaning not fully conveyed.

 Unacceptable (  ُ ْ �ي
َ
َجاِئزغ – Ghayr Jaa’iz) – not allowed to stop. It has only 1 sub-category called

Repulsive ( ِبيٌح
َ
ق - Qabeehun) since it results in an incomplete or a corrupt meaning.

 The Involuntary stop ( ٌي ِاْضِطرار� - Idtiraari) – when the reciter is compelled to stop due to reasons
such as coughing / sneezing / forgetfulness / shortness of breath.

 The Trial stop ( ٌي ِاْخِتبار� - Ikhtibaari) – when a teacher asks a reciter to stop to test his/her
understanding (Example: ‘how will you stop at this particular point of the verse if you had to?’).

 The Waiting stop ( ّي ِانِتظار� - Intizaari) – applicable for advanced students of Tajweed/Qiraa’aat.



Types of Wuqoof َواعُ (
ْ
ن
�
وِف أ

ُ
)الُوق – explanation of the main types
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 The Voluntary stop ( ٌّي ِاْخِت�ار� - Ikhtiyaari) – Most of our discussion will revolve around the voluntary stop
since we need to be careful about where we choose to stop/pause our recitation so that it does not
cause the meaning to be incomplete or be corrupted. of compulsion.

 The Involuntary stop ( ٌّي ِاْضِطرار� - Idtiraari) – This kind of stop is out of control of the reciter. The discussion
will revolve around how best avoid a corrupt/incomplete meaning if the reciter is compelled to stop at a
certain point due to reasons such as coughing / sneezing / forgetfulness / shortness of breath and also
how to resume or do Ibtidaa after it.

 The Trial stop ( ٌّي ِاْخِتبار� - Ikhtibaari) – When a student recites to a teacher, the teacher may ask him/her
– “How will you stop at this particular point of the verse if you had to?” – to test his/her understanding
of the verse. This helps the student to better understand the correct ways of stopping/resuming within
verses, if required out of compulsion, as in the case of the Involuntary Stop.

 The Waiting stop ( ّي انِتظار� - Intizaari) – This is when advanced students of Qiraa’aat will stop at a word
having multiple recitations in order to go back and resume to recite the same word through its other
variant recitations (the teacher waits for the student to go back and complete the other variant
recitations). It is an advanced topic, out of scope for this book.



The Complete Stop ( امُّ ال تَّ ُف 
ْ
– (الَوق explanation 
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 This is the best of stops where the stopping at a word results in the completion of one
discussion and start of a new discussion:

 The portion of the verse recited before a Waqf Taamm is neither related grammatically nor in meaning
to the section after the stop.

 The meaning, sentence and discussion is hence complete at Waqf Taamm.

 The ruling regarding Waqf Taamm:

 Allowed to do Waqf at the end of it.

 Ibtidaa Haqeeqee & Ibtidaa Idaafee, both are allowed after it (Ibtidaa types will be studied later).

 All Surahs, end with Waqf Taamm since the first verse of a Surah is neither related in grammar
nor related/dependent in meaning to the last verse of the Surah coming before it.

 Waqf Taamm can also occur within Surahs at the end of some verses where one discussion
ends and another begins.



The Complete Stop ( امُّ ال تَّ ُف 
ْ
– (الَوق examples 
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َك هُ  ٮ�
ٓ�ٰ
�
ْول

�
ِهۡم ۖ َوأ �ــِّ ن رَّ ى مِّ

۬
ٰ ُهًد �

َك َع� ٮ�
ٓ�ٰ
�
ْول

�
ُمۡفِلُحوَن ُم أ

�
) ٥(ٱل

 
�
ۡم ل

�
ۡرَتُهۡم أ

َ
نذ

�
ۡيِهۡم َءأ

�
ٌء َعل َفُروا� َسَوا�

�
ِذيَن ك

�
 ُيۡؤِمُنوَن ِإنَّ ٱل

َ
) ٦( ۡم ُتنِذۡرُهۡم �

2:5 to 6
In Surah Baqarah, Verse #5 ends with the discussion on characteristics of believers 

while Verse #6 resumes a new discussion on characteristics of disbelievers.

�ُز  َع��
�
ُهَو ٱل

�
َك ل ِح�ُم َوِ�نَّ َر�َّ ) ٩( ٱلرَّ

 
ۡ
نَ َوِ�ذ ٰ�ِلِمني َقۡوَم ٱلظ�

�
ِت ٱل

ۡ
ِن ٱئ

�
َك ُموَ�ٰٓ أ اَدٰى َر�ُّ

َ
) ١٠(ن

26: 9 to 10

In Surah Shu’araa Verse #9 ends with the discussion on attributes of Allaah while 

Verse #10 resumes a new discussion related to Prophet Moosa peace be upon him.

These depend on guidance from their Lord. These are 

the successful. (5) 

As for the disbelievers, whether thou 

warn them or thou warn them not it is 

all one for them; they believe not. (6)

And verily, your Lord! He is truly the All-Mighty, the Most Merciful. (9)

And (remember) when your Lord called Mûsa (Moses) 

(saying): "Go to the people who are wrong-doers (10)



The Sufficient Stop ( ي ال ِ
ا�ن

�
� ُف 

ْ
– (الَوق explanation 
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 This is the next best stop where the stopping at a word results in a complete sentence but what

follows after it is a continuation of the same discussion; it might explain some more details of

what was discussed before the stop hence related in meaning but does not require them to be

recited together to make complete grammatical sense:

 The portion recited before a Waqf Kaafin is not related grammatically to the portion that follows after it

but it is related to it in meaning.

 The meaning and sentence is complete but discussion continues after Al-Waqf Al-Kaafi.

 The ruling regarding Waqf Kaafin is that:

 Allowed to do Waqf at the end of it.

 Ibtidaa Haqeeqee is not acceptable but Ibtidaa Idaafee is acceptable after it.

 Al-Waqf Al-Kaafi is mostly found at the end of verses but can occur within the verses themselves.



The Sufficient Stop ( ي ال ِ
ا�ن

�
� ُف 

ْ
– (الَوق examples 
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ا َر  ٰوَة َوِممَّ
�
ل َغۡ�ِب َوُ�ِق�ُموَن ٱلصَّ

�
ِذيَن ُيۡؤِمُنوَن ِبٱل

�
َنٰ�ُهۡم ٱل

ۡ
) ٣( ُينِفُقوَن َزق

ۡبلِ 
َ
َل ِمن ق نز�

�
 أ

�
ۡ�َك َوَما

�
َل ِإل نز�

�
 أ

�
ِذيَن ُيۡؤِمُنوَن ِبَما

�
ِخَرِة ُهۡم ُيوِقُنوَن َوٱل

َ ۡ
) ٤( َك َوِ�ٱأل

2:3 to 4

The discussion on characteristics of believers continues from the end of the Verse #3 into 

the Verse #4 though each verse when recited independently makes complete sense.

ۡم 
�
ۡم ل

�
ۡرَتُهۡم أ

َ
نذ

�
ۡيِهۡم َءأ

�
ٌء َعل َفُروا� َسَوا�

�
ِذيَن ك

�
 ِإنَّ ٱل

َ
) ٦( ُيۡؤِمُنوَن ُتنِذۡرُهۡم �

 َخَتَم 
�
ٰٓ أ �
ٰ َسۡمِعِهۡم ۖ َوَع� �

ِهۡم َوَع� ��ــِ
�
ل
ُ
ٰ ق �

ُ َع�  ٱ��
۬

اٌب َعِظ�ٌم
َ

ُهۡم َعذ
�
 ۖ َول

۬
ِهۡم ِغَشٰ�َوٌة ) ٧( ۡبَصٰ�ر�

2: 6 to 7

The discussion on characteristics of disbelievers continues from the end of the Verse #6 

into the Verse #7 though each verse when recited independently makes complete sense. 

And who believe in that which is 

revealed unto you and that which was 

revealed before you, and are certain of 

the Hereafter. (4)

Those who believe in the Unseen, and 

establish worship, and spend of that We 

have bestowed upon them; (3)

As for the disbelievers, whether you warn 

them or you warn them not, it is all one for 

them; they believe not. (6) 

Allaah has sealed their hearing and their 

hearts, and on their eyes there is a 

covering. Theirs will be an awful doom (7)



The Good Stop (  
�
َحَسنُ ال ُف 

ْ
– (الَوق explanation 
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 This is the last of the permissible stops where stopping at a word results in conveying a complete 
meaning but it is not the completion of a sentence since that which follows it is the continuation of 
the same sentence; so it is not only related to it in meaning but also grammatically depends upon it 
for making complete sense:

 The portion recited before a Waqf Hasn is related both, grammatically and in meaning, to the portion after it

 The meaning conveyed is complete since the pillars of the sentence have been recited but the sentence 
itself is incomplete and the details of the sentence continue after a Waqf Hasan.

 The ruling regarding Waqf Hasan is that:

 Allowed to do Waqf at the end of it.

 Neither Ibtidaa Haqeeqee nor Ibtidaa Idaafee is acceptable after it. One can resume (Ibtidaa Idaafee) after a 
Waqf Hasan only if it is from the beginning of a verse else one has to go back few words and resume (as 
will be seen in the examples).

 Waqf Hasan is mostly found within verses but can sometimes occur at the end of verses.



The Good Stop (  
�
َحَسنُ ال ُف 

ْ
– (الَوق explanation 
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 The reciter needs to have some understanding of Arabic grammar in order to be able to correctly
identify a Waqf Hasan or a Good Stop.

 In Arabic sentences are of two main types: Nominal sentences & Verbal sentences

 A Nominal sentence will make complete sense when the sentence has both of its pillars: Subject (Mubtada) and
Predicate (Khabar).

 A Verbal sentence will make complete sense when the sentence has both of its pillars: Verb (Fi’l) and Doer of
the verb (Faa’il).

 The other portions of a sentence like Muta’alliq / Haal / Zarf / Tamyeez / ‘Atf / Tawkeed etc could be additional
portions added to the pillars of the sentence for more details.

 So the Mubtada-Khabar, Fi’l-Faa’il which are the pillars of sentences are included before the stop making it
complete sense, but what follows it could be a Muta’alliq / Haal / Zarf / Tamyeez / ‘Atf / Tawkeed etc which make
sense only when recited with the previous portion.

 Stopping at the end of verses is a Sunnah even if there is a grammatical dependency across verses
(we will soon see some examples).



The Good Stop (  
�
َحَسنُ ال ُف 

ْ
– (الَوق examples within verses 
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1:2
َحۡمُد 

�
ِ ٱل نَ ِ�� ِمني

�
َعٰ�ل

�
)  ٢( َربِّ ٱل

If one stops at  ِ ��ِ then it would be permissible since the meaning conveyed is complete (Waqf Hasan). But what follows it

( نَ َربِّ  ِمني
�
َعٰ�ل

�
ٱل - Lord of ‘Alaameen) cannot be recited on its own since they are adjectives for the Lafzul-Jalaalah and must be

recited together by going back in order to make complete sense.

All the praises and thanks be to Allaah, the Lord of  mankind, jinn and all that exists) (2)

ا 
�
ن ٰ ْرَء

ُ
َنٰ�ُه ق

�
نَزل

�
 أ

�
ا
َّ
اِإن وَن َعَ�ِ���

�
ْم َتْعِقل

�
�

�
َعل

�
)٢(ل

if one stops at ا َعَ�ِ��� then it would be permissible since the meaning is complete (Waqf Hasan). But what follows it ( ْم
�
�

�
َعل

�
ل - so

that you) gives the reason for the earlier statement. It cannot be recited on its own and must be recited together by going 

back in order to make complete sense.

Indeed, We have sent it down as an Arabic Qur’aan so that 

you might understand (2)

12:2



The Good Stop (  
�
َحَسنُ ال ُف 

ْ
– (الَوق examples across verses 
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ْم 
�
�

�
َعل

�
اَيٰ�ِت ل ��

�
ُم ٱل

�
�

�
ُ ل نُ ٱ�� ِلَك ُيَبنيِّ ٰ ذَ

�
ُروَن َتتَ ك

�
٢١٩َف�

َ�ا 
ْ
ن ِ ٱلدُّ

اِخَرةِ �ن ��
�
…َوٱل

if one stops at the end of the Verse #219 then it is permissible since the meaning is complete. What follows it in the 

beginning of Verse #220 is a Muta’alliq to the verb tatafakkaroon and hence should be recited together. However since it 

is the beginning of another verse, it can be recited on its own.

Thus Allaah makes clear to you His Laws in order that you 

may give thought." (219)

In this worldly life and in the Hereafter… (220)

2:219 to 220

ۡيِہم 
�
وَن َعل َتُمرُّ

�
ۡم ل

�
�

َّ
نَ َوِ�ن ۡصِبِحني ) ١٣٧( مُّ

وَن 
�
 َتۡعِقل

َ
�

َ
ف
�
ۡ�ِل ۗ أ

�
)  ١٣٨( َوِ�ٱل

if one stops at the end of Verse #137 then it is permissible since meaning is complete. What follows it in Verse #138 is a 

conjunction (‘Atf) that relates to the previous verse and hence should be recited together. However since it is the beginning of 

another verse, it can be recited on its own.

Verily, you pass by them in the morning. (137) 

And at night; will you not then reflect? (138) 
37: 137 to 138

٢١٩

۲۲۰



The Repulsive Stop (  
�
َقِبيُح ال ُف 

ْ
(الَوق – explanation 
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 This is when the reciter is not permitted to voluntarily choose to stop his recitation at the end of a word
since it results in either an incomplete or a corrupt meaning. This is because the word has a strong
grammatical dependence upon what follows it and forms a coherent meaning only when recited along
with what follows it:

 The portion recited before a Waqf Qabeeh is related both, grammatically and in meaning, to the portion after it.

 So either the meaning conveyed is incomplete since the pillars of the sentence are missing.

 Or the meaning is complete but it conveys a corrupt or unintended meaning.

 The ruling regarding Waqf Qabeeh is that:

 The reciter should not intentionally choose to do Waqf or stop at such places.

 If the reciter is compelled to stop at such a place due to reasons like coughing/sneezing or the like thereof, then
he/she should recite from few words before it such that the recitation will not result in incomplete/corrupt
meaning.

 The Waqf Qabeeh generally occurs when stopping at a word within an ayah.



The Repulsive Stop (  
�
َقِبيُح ال ُف 

ْ
(الَوق – explanation
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 Just like Waqf Hasan, the reciter needs to have some understanding of Arabic grammar and the 
formation of sentences in the Arabic language.

 Sometimes pillars that make complete sense for a sentence are not included before the stop 
giving an incomplete meaning.

 In case of a Nominal sentence, for example, it could be where stopping at the Mubtada (subject) while 
the Khabar (predicate) follows it.

 In case of a Verbal sentence, for example, it could be where stopping at a Verb (Fi’l) while the doer of the 
verb (Faa’il) follows it.

 Sometimes the pillars are included and the sentence is complete but the meaning conveyed by 
stopping at the word is incorrect. This happens because the correct meaning of what is intended 
only comes by reciting that which comes after the stop. Some stops are more repulsive than 
others as we shall see from the examples.



The Repulsive Stop (  
�
َقِبيُح ال ُف 

ْ
– (الَوق examples
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ِح�ِم ِ�ۡسِم  ۡحَمٰ�ن� ٱلرَّ 1:1) ١( ٱِ� ٱلرَّ

If one stops at  ۡسِم�ِ then it would be impermissible, since the recited phrase would have no meaning. If one stops out of some 

compelling reason then he/she cannot just continue from after that phrase but needs to repeat it and then continue after it.

1:2

In the name of Allaah, the Beneficent, the Merciful (1)

َحۡمُد 
�
نَ ٱل ِمني

�
َعٰ�ل

�
ِ َربِّ ٱل

��ِ )٢  (
If one stops at  َحۡمُد

�
ٱل then it would be impermissible since the meaning is complete. If one stops out of some compelling 

reason then he/she cannot just continue from after it but needs to repeat it and then continue after it.

All the praises and thanks be to Allaah, the Lord of  mankind, jinn and all that exists) (2)

ْس 
َ
َهْبَنا �

َ
ا ذ

َّ
ا ِإن

َ
َبان

�
وا َ�ا أ

�
ال

َ
َنا ُيو ق

�
ُسَف ِعنَد َتِبُق َوَتَر�

هُ َمَتاِعَنا 
�
ل
�
�
�
أ
َ
ُب ف

ْ
ئ

ِّ
�الذ � َ

if one stops at ُله
�
 then he stopped before reciting the doer of the verb ‘ate’ (the wolf). Theفأ �

meaning conveyed would be corrupt [then he (Yoosuf) ate the possessions]. If one stops out of 

some compelling reason then he/she needs to go back 2/3 words and then continue after it.

They said, "O our father, indeed we went racing each other 

and left Joseph with our possessions, and a wolf ate him 12:17

 Stopping on a phrase leaving no meaning

 Stopping on a word signifying a meaning other than what Allaah wants to convey



The Repulsive Stop (  
�
َقِبيُح ال ُف 

ْ
– (الَوق examples
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َ

ِذيَن َءاَمُنوا� �
�
َها ٱل يُّ

�
أ ٰوةَ  َتْقَ�ُ�وا� َيٰ�ٓ

�
ل ٰ�َرىٰ ٱلصَّ

�
نُتْم ُسك

�
َوأ

4:43

If one stops at  َٰوة
�
ل ٱلصَّ then it would mean: ‘O you who believe do not approach Salaah (prayers)’ – conveying an 

unintended/corrupt meaning. If one stops out of some compelling reason then he/she cannot just continue from after it but 

needs to go back 2/3 words and then continue after it to convey correct meaning.

O you who have believed, do not approach prayer

while you are intoxicated.

 
َ

� َ َ َ�ْغِفرُ ِإنَّ ٱ�� ْ ن ُ��ش
�
َك ِبِهۦأ

if one stops at  ْغِفُر�َ then it means – Allaah does not forgive – conveying an unintended/corrupt meaning. If one was 

compelled to stop due to reasons like going out of breath then it is incumbent to recite from few words back and then 

continue from thereafter to convey correct meaning.

Indeed, Allaah does not forgive association with Him. 4:48

 Stopping on a word signifying a meaning opposite of what Allaah wants to convey

 Stopping on a word signifying a description that does not suit the Majesty of Allaah



The Repulsive Stop (  
�
َقِبيُح ال ُف 

ْ
(الَوق due to compelling reasons
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 There can be times when a reciter who is reciting the Qur’aan may unintentionally stop in the

middle of a verse resulting in Waqf Qabeeh.

 A reciter who does not understand Arabic grammar / meanings might sometimes unintentionally

stop at a point which results in a Waqf Qabeeh due to various reasons (shortness of breath being

most common or coughing or sneezing etc) not realizing that the stop is repulsive. Or a reciter

who memorized few verses, momentarily forgets from a point which results in an unintentional

Waqf Qabeeh, or any such reason.

 In such cases:

 Since it happened unintentionally there is no blame upon the reciter.

 The reciter should go back two/three words and then do Ibtidaa in order to restore the connection with

what was recited earlier and thereby avoid giving an incomplete/incorrect understanding of the verse.



Guidelines to avoid Repulsive Stop based on I’raab
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 From the discussion so far we realize the importance of knowing I’raab (Arabic grammar) since its
knowledge protects the reciter from voluntary stopping at places where it can lead to repulsive
meanings. General guidelines which can be used by students who understand Arabic grammar:

 Avoid stopping at a verb (Fi’l)) without its doer (Faa’il).

 Avoid stopping at a doer of the verb (Faa’il)) without the object of the verb (Maf’ool).

 Avoid stopping at a preposition (Harf Jarr) without the object of preposition (Ism Majroor).

 Avoid stopping at a possessed object (Mudaaf) without the possessor (Mudaaf Ilayhi).

 Avoid stopping at a subject (Mubtada) without the predicate (Khabar).

 Avoid stopping at a described object (Mawsoof) without the adjective (Sifah).

 Avoid stopping at a word before a conjunction (Ma’toof ‘Alayhi) without the one after the conjunction (Ma’toof) –
applicable for Mufradaat (single words) and not for ‘Atf on complete sentences.

 Avoid stopping at a subject/object (Dhul-Haal) without the circumstantial adverb (Haal).

 Avoid stopping at the count (‘Adad) without the thing counted (Ma’dood).

 Avoid stopping at the emphatic (Mu’akkad) without the one being emphasized upon (Ta’keed).



Waqf – important points to summarize
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 Two fundamental principles of Waqf:

 It is Sunnah to stop at the end of every verse.

 There is no Waqf in the Qur’aan which is Waajb (mandatory) or Haraam (forbidden) except that which
corrupts the meaning or leads to incomplete meaning.

 It is not permitted for a reciter who understands Arabic grammar and who understands that stopping
at a particular point within a verse will result in incomplete or corrupt meaning, to do so intentionally.

 Scholars of the Mus-haf (Qur’aan script) placed certain signs (which we will learn shortly) to identify
Permissible / Impermissible stops within verses. The reciter of the Qur’aan must make use of these
signs for Waqf and Ibtidaa just as signposts are used to guide a traveler during the way.

 If a reciter of the Qur’aan is compelled to stop within verses and is not able to identify if it resulted in
an Acceptable / Unacceptable stop, then he/she should return back two/three words in order to
restore the connection with what was recited earlier and thereby avoid the possibility of conveying an
incomplete/incorrect understanding of the verse.



Understand the different types of signs that indicate acceptable / 
unacceptable stops in the Mus-haf

SIGNS RELATED TO 
STOPPING (WAQF) IN 
THE MUS-HAF



Content layout
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 The signs of stopping in the Mus-haf – categories

 Al-Waqf Al-Laazim (   )

 Al-Waqf Al-Jaa’iz ( ج(

 Al-Waqf Al-Awlaa (  )

 Al-Wasl Al-Awlaa (   )

 Al-Waqf Al-Muta’aaniq (      )

 Al-Waqf Al-Mamnoo’ (ال)

 Important points to summarize



The signs of stopping in the Mus-haf – introduction 
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 In the last chapter we studied the details of Voluntary stops (Waqf Ikhtiyaari) and the different

ways in which a reciter can choose to stop his/her recitation and resume from stopping.

 It is Sunnah to stop at the end of every verse. But for long verses, non-Arabs (who do not

undertsand Arabic grammar) will find it challenging to identify points of permissible stops within a

verse.

 Scholars of the Mus-haf have added certain signs/letters that act as sign-posts to indicate points

of permissible stops within verses in order to make long verses easier to recite for a non-Arab.

 Points where it is mandatory to stop.

 Points where stopping should be avoided.

 Points where allowed to stop and continue to recite from after it.



The signs of stopping in the Mus-haf – categories 
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 All of the below signs fall in the category of Waqf Kaafi (Sufficient Stop) which means that one is
allowed to stop at that sign and resume from directly after it:

 Al-Waqf Al-Laazim indicated by a small Meem (     ).

 Al-Waqf Al-Jaa’iz indicated by a small Jeem ج ) ).

 Al-Waqf Al-Awlaa indicated by the Qilaa sign (    ).

 Al-Wasl Al-Awlaa indicated by the Silaa sign (    ).

 Al-Waqf Al-Muta’aaniq / Al-Waqf Al-Muraaqabah indicated by (  ).

 The indication of Waqf Qabeeh (Repulsive stop) or Waqf Hasan (Good Stop) which means that
one should not stop here due to either the meaning being incomplete or to indicate that what
comes after it must be recited in continuation with what comes before it, is as follows:

 Al-Waqf Al-Mamnoo’ indicated by Laa ال) ) – one should avoid stopping here. If one stops due to

unavoidable reasons then one cannot continue directly after it but must go back 2 or 3 words to resume.

Though all these signs 
indicate a Sufficient stop 

there are differences in the 
way they are implemented 
based on whether Waqf is 

preferred or Wasl is 
preferred, as we will see in 

detail for each of them.



*If the Qaari understands
the meanings and recites
to himself or in his own 
Salaah, being aware of 
the meanings, then it is 

not binding for him to stop

Beautified for those who disbelieve is the life of this world, and they ridicule those who believe. And those who fear Allaah

are above them on the Day of Resurrection…

 Al-Waqf Al-Laazim is indicated by a small Meem (     ):

Al-Waqf Al-Laazim – explanation 
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 The Meem signifies the last letter (     ) from the word م الز� (mandatory). This sign indicates that the reciter

must stop at this point since it signifies the end of a sentence. If one continues to recite with the portion

coming after it, then there is a possibility that someone listening to the recitation might confuse it to be part

of the earlier sentence thereby understanding a different meaning to what was intended.

 Waqf is required and one must resume reciting after this point.

 Wasl not allowed.

2:212

 Waqf Laazim is mandatory by convention and not legally binding when reciting to
oneself*. However, if one is reciting to a crowd or in congregation then one must take
extra care to prevent those who listen from getting confused.



In the above verse we see the small Meem sign after  ْسَمُعوَن�َ – this indicates that we must stop since the sentence ends here. 

Since if we do not stop, one can mistakenly understand it as - Only those who hear and the dead will respond - this is not the 

intended meaning of the Ayah since a new sentence starts from  ٰ َمْوىتَ
�
َوٱل

Al-Waqf Al-Laazim – examples
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4:118

Allaah cursed him. And he (Satan) said: "I will take an 

appointed portion of your slaves; 

In the above verse we see the small Meem sign after  ُ ٱ�� – this indicates that we must stop signifying the end of the sentence. 

Since if we do not stop, the pronoun ‘he’ in  َال
َ
ق (which means - he said) can be mistaken to mean that it is a continuation of 

the previous sentence and that what follows was said by Allaah. But in fact it is a new sentence and what follows after  َال
َ
ق is 

the statement of.Shaitaan.

6:36

Only those who hear will respond. And (as for) the 

dead - Allaah will resurrect them; then to Him they 

will be returned



Al-Waqf Al-Laazim vs Sagheerah Meem of Iqlaab
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 The Meem of Waqf Laazim does not have a tail. It is different in appearance from the Sagheerah
Meem that indicates Iqlaab (as shown below):

 In case of Qalb of Noon Saakin, the Sukoon sign is replaced by the Meem Sagheerah with a tail:

 In case of Qalb of Tanween, the Harakah indicating Saakin Noon is replaced by Meem Sagheerah
with a tail:

Qalb of Noon Saakin – replace Sukoon with Meem Sagheerah having a tail

Qalb of Tanween – replace Harakah of Noon with Meem Sagheerah having a tail



Al-Waqf Al-Jaa’iz – explanation 
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 Al-Waqf Al-Jaa’iz is indicated by a small Jeem ج ) ):

 This sign indicates that it is allowed to stop or continue at this point. So whether a reciter stops or

continues reciting at this point, the meaning of the verse will not be spoilt. The Jeem signifies the

first letter (ج) from the word َجاِئز (which means permissible).

 Even if the reciter stops at this point and resumes reciting from directly after it without going back,

the meaning does not get corrupted/distorted:

 Waqf & Wasl both allowed.

 Also allowed to continue directly after Waqf.

2:145



In the above verse both the sentences (before the Jeem and after the Jeem) are complete in meaning. Stopping/continuing or 

resuming directly after stopping at the Jeem does not spoil the meaning of the verse.

Al-Waqf Al-Jaa’iz – examples
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67:2

[He] who created death and life to test which of you is best in deed - and He is the Exalted in Might, the Forgiving.

In the above verse, the sentence after the Jeem - and He is the Exalted in Might, the Forgiving – can be considered as 

Jumlah Haaliyah (circumstantial to the sentence before it) and hence can be recited together with the previous sentence. If 

one stops before the Jeem and resumes reciting after it, then the remaining sentence is complete on its own and the meaning 

of the verse does not get distorted.

2:286

On no soul does Allaah place a burden greater than it can bear. It gets every good that it earns, and it suffers every ill that it earns



 Al-Waqf Al-Awlaa is indicated by the Qilaa sign (    ):

 This sign indicates to the reciter that it is allowed to stop or continue at this point, but stopping is
preferred for better understanding of the meaning:

 Waqf preferred.

 Wasl avoided.

 Also allowed to continue directly after Waqf.

Al-Waqf Al-Awlaa – explanation 
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10:55

Indeed, to Allaah belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth. Indeed, the promise of Allaah is truth, but most of 

them do not know.



In the above verse, though one has a choice to to do Waqf or Wasl, it is preferred to do Waqf since these are complete 

sentences on their own and not tightly related.

Al-Waqf Al-Awlaa – examples
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In the above verse, sections before and after the Qilaa are both complete sentences. One has a choice to do Waqf or Wasl. 

But Waqf is preferred over continuing. 

We do not abrogate a verse or cause it to be forgotten except that We bring forth [one] 

better than it or similar to it. Do you not know that Allaah is over all things competent? 2:106

3:108

These are the verses of Allaah. We recite them to you, [O Muḥammad], in truth. And Allaah wants no injustice to the worlds 

[i.e., His creatures]. 



 Al-Wasl Al-Awlaa is indicated by the Silaa sign (    ):

 This sign indicates to the reciter that it is allowed to stop or continue at this point, but continuing
to recite is preferred:

 Waqf avoided.

 Wasl preferred.

 Also allowed to continue directly after Waqf.

Al-Wasl Al-Awlaa – explanation 
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67:3

He who created seven heavens in layers. You do not see in the creation of the Most Merciful any inconsistency. So return [your] 

vision [to the sky]; do you see any breaks?



In the above verse, we can see how the meanings of the sentences are related hence Wasl is preferred.

Al-Wasl Al-Awlaa – examples
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In the above verse, sections before and after the Silaa are both complete sentences. One has a choice to do Waqf or Wasl. 

But we can see how the meanings of the two sentences are related hence Wasl is preferred.

Indeed, those who disbelieve - never will their wealth or their children avail them 

against Allaah at all. And it is they who are fuel for the Fire. 3:10

3:59

Indeed, the example of Jesus to Allaah is like that of Adam. He created him from dust; then He said to him, "Be," and he was



This is the Book of Allaah, there is no doubt in

it; is a guidance for the pious

 Al-Waqf Al-Muta’aaniq is indicated by a pair of three dots (      ) enclosing a word/group of words:

 Muta’aaniq literally means to enclose/embrace. The pair of three dots enclose / wrap / embrace around

a word or group of words.

 When a reciter encounters this pair of three dots, then he/she has the following options:

 Waqf at the 1st set of dots and Wasl at the 2nd set of dots (Stopping after  َرْ�َب and continuing from  ِِف�ه till نَ  ِقني ُمتَّ
�
ل
�
.(ل

 Wasl at the 1st set of dots and Waqf at the 2nd set of dots (Stopping after  ِِف�ه and continuing from ى ُهًدۭ till  َن ِقني ُمتَّ
�
ل
�
.(ل

 Wasl at both the points i.e Not stopping at any of the two sets (Starting from  ِلَك ٰ ذَ and stopping only at  َن ِقني ُمتَّ
�
ل
�
.(ل

 The following option is not allowed:

 Waqf at both the points (Stopping after  َرْ�َب and then stopping again after  ِِف�ه and then continuing till  َن ِقني ُمتَّ
�
ل
�
.(ل

Al-Waqf Al-Muta’aaniq – explanation 
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2:2



Al-Waqf Al-Muta’aaniq – examples
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There are three ways in which the above verse can be recited:

• Starting from  َال
َ
ْيِهْم  stopping after ,ق

�
َعل and continuing from  َن ْرَ�ِعني

�
أ till the Waqf Jaa’iz

or end of verse.

• Starting from  َال
َ
  stopping after ,ق

ً
ة

َ
َسن and continuing from  

َ
َيِتيُهون till the Waqf Jaa’iz

or end of verse.

• Not stopping at any of the points and reciting from  َال
َ
ق till the Waqf Jaa’iz or end of 

verse.

One must not stop after both the points (after  ْيِهْم
�
َعل and after  

ً
ة

َ
 since then (َسن

the meaning would be incomplete.

[Allaah] said, "Then indeed, it is forbidden to them for forty years [in which] they will wander 

throughout the land. So do not grieve over the defiantly disobedient people."

5:26

Waqf Muta’aaniq is also 
called Waqf 

Muraaqabah (stopping 
with surveillance) since 

the reciter needs to 
survey the placement of 

the three dots; if one 
stops at the first then do 

not stop at the other 
and if one doesn’t stop 
at the first then he may 

stop at the other.



Al-Waqf Al-Mamnoo’ – explanation 
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 Al-Waqf Al-Mamnoo’ is indicated by Laa ال ) ):

 This sign indicates to the reciter that what follows after this point is a continuation from the previous
sentence and strongly related in meaning to the sentence before it. If one stops at that point due to
compelling reasons (shortness of breath etc), one should not continue directly after it but go back few
words before the sign and then continue so that the meaning of the verse is complete and as intended
by Allaah.

 In Arabic Laa means “No” or “Don’t”.  Waqf Mamnoo’ like the Waqf Laazim (ال) is mandatory as a
convention and not legally binding as explained previously:

 Waqf not allowed in some cases while permissible in some cases.

 Wasl required.

 For Waqf due to unavoidable reasons, go back few words and then resume recitation.

8:31



In the above verse we see the small Laa sign after  ِم
�
ِعل

�
ٱل – this indicates that we must avoid stopping, since the meaning of

the verse is not complete. The portion before the Laa is the first half of the condition while the portion after the Laa is the 

second half of the condition (if … then …). So if we stop before the Laa and start directly after Laa it will give an incorrect 

meaning. If a reciter stopped at  ِم
�
ِعل

�
ٱل he should not continue directly after it but go back few words in order to continue.

Al-Waqf Al-Mamnoo’ – examples
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39:33

And he who brings the Truth and he who 

confirms (and supports) it - such are the men 

who do right

In the above verse we see the Laa sign after  ٓۦ ِبِه – this indicates that we must avoid stopping since the meaning of the verse

is not complete. The portion before the Laa is the subject of the sentence while the portion after the Laa is the predicate and 

both should be recited together for the meaning to be complete. Even if a reciter stopped at  ٓۦ ِبِه he should not continue

directly after it but go back few words in order to continue.

2:145

So if you were to follow their desires after what has come to you of knowledge, then indeed you would be among the wrongdoers



Signs of stopping – important points to summarize
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 We see the scholars have taken great care to understand the relationships between sentences
occurring within verses of the Qur’aan and placed certain signs within verses. So even if we do
Waqf or stop at all of these signs (     ج ) and continue immediately thereafter,
there is no harm since stopping at them is either preferred or permitted in the least.

 In case of Laa one should avoid stopping at it unless compelled. If one does stop at it due to (ال)
compelling reasons then go back few words and then resume in order to convey complete and
correct meaning (or at least a sense of continuity if one does not understand the meanings).

 It is Sunnah to stop at the end of every verse but if one stops at any point between the verse that
does not have the signs of permissible stops, it could lead to either incomplete/incorrect
understanding of the verse due to strong relationship (grammatical or meaning) with what follows
thereafter. The reciter should then go back few words and then resume in order to convey
complete and correct meaning (or at least a sense of continuity), and Allaah knows best.



Identifying and understanding Sakt (special pause) and the right 
method of doing Qat’ (ending recitation).

SAKT (SPECIAL PAUSE IN 
RECITATION) &
QAT’ (ENDING RECITATION) 



Content layout
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 Sakt – definition and identification.

 Mandatory points of Sakt.

 Optional points of Sakt.

 Qat’ – definition.

 Waqf vs Sakt vs Qat’ – comparison.



Sakt – definition and identification
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 Linguistic Definition of Sakt (سكت) – To be silent or quiet.

 Applied definition Sakt in Tajweed – It is the cutting off of the sound (pausing the recitation) upon a

letter of the Qur’aan for a short duration (not sufficient to even take a breath) with the intention of continuing
the recitation.

 Identification of Sakt in the Mus-haf – Sakt is identified in the Mus-haf by the placement of a Seen

Sagheerah (small Seen – :on top of a particular letter as shown below (س

 Sakt in the Qiraa’ah of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim in the Tareeqah of Shaatibiyyah – All points of Sakt
(mandatory/optional) appear at the end of a word as we shall soon see. But in the Tareeqah of Tayyibatun-
Nashr as well as in other Qiraa’aat it is possible for Sakt to appear in between a word (out of scope of
our discussion).



 18:1 – Here, Sakt is just before the end of the ayah. Hence there are two permissible options:

 Waqf is permitted (since Sunnah to do Waqf at the end of an ayah).

 Sakt is permitted (presence of Seen Sagheerah).

 Wasl is not permitted – only Waqf or Sakt are valid options.

 The method for pausing at the end of a word having Sakt on its last letter, is the same as the
method for stopping at the end of a word upon which Waqf is done.

 For example, when stopping with Waqf, Fathatain changes to Madd ‘Iwad. In the same way, for

the above verse, pausing with Sakt at the end of the verse, the word originally being ِعَوجًا, the

Fathatain changes to Madd ‘Iwad: ِعَوجَا

Mandatory points of Sakt – Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim, way of Shaatibiyyah
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 36:52 – Here, Sakt is just before Qilaa. Again there are two permissible options:

 Waqf is permitted (since Waqf is preferred before Qilaa).

 Sakt is permitted (presence of Seen Sagheerah).

 Wasl is not permitted – only Waqf or Sakt are valid options.

 75:27 – Sakt is the only option here. Note there is no Idghaam of Noon Saakin with following Raa.

Mandatory points of Sakt – Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim, way of Shaatibiyyah
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 83:14 – Sakt is the only option here. Note there is no Idghaam of Laam Saakin with following Raa.



 69:28 – Here, Optional Sakt is before the end of the ayah:

 At the end of Surah Al-Anfaal (Surah 8) and beginning of Surah Tawbah (Surah 9). This Sakt has
no indication by way of Seen Sagheerah but it is assumed.

 For both the above scenarios:

 Waqf is permitted (Sunnah to do Waqf at end of ayah and especially at the end of a Surah in the 2nd scenario).

 Sakt is permitted (presence of Seen Sagheerah in the 1st scenario and assumed in the 2nd scenario).

 Wasl is permitted since Sakt is optional:

 In Wasl, 1st scenario will be recited with Idghaam of Haa into the Haa (Harfaani Mutamaathilaani).

 In Wasl, 2nd scenario will be recited with Iqlaab of Noon Saakin of Dammatain into the Baa Mutaharrik.

Optional points of Sakt – Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim, way of Shaatibiyyah
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Qat’ – definition
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 Linguistic Definition of Qat’un ْطعٌ )
َ
– (ق

 To cut off or put an end to something.

 Applied definition of Qat’ in Tajweed –

 It is the cutting off of the sound (stopping the recitation) upon a word of the Qur’aan with the

intention of discontinuing the recitation, can be done only at the end of verses and conveying

complete meaning.

 The two important conditions for Qat’:

 Must be done at the end of a verse. It cannot be done in between a verse even if the meaning is

complete and it is a point of acceptable / good stop  (Meem / Jeem / Qilaa / Silaa).

 Qat’ should be done at a point which delivers complete meaning.



Qat’ – example
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Has there reached you the story of Moses? (15) When his 

Lord called to him in the sacred valley of Ṭuwā (16) "Go to 

Pharaoh. Indeed, he has transgressed. (17) And say to him, 

'Would you [be willing to] purify yourself (18) And let me 

guide you to your Lord so you would fear [Him]?'“ (19) And 

he showed him the greatest sign, (20) But he [i.e., Pharaoh] 

denied and disobeyed (21) Then he turned his back, striving 

[i.e., plotting] (22) And he gathered [his people] and called 

out.(23) And said, "I am your most exalted lord.“ (24) So 

Allaah seized him in exemplary punishment for the last and 

the first [transgression] (25) Verily, in this is an instructive 

admonition for whosoever fears Allâh. (26)
79:15 to 26

If one starts to recite the above passage of Surah Naazi’aat from verse 15 and then did Qat’ at the end of verse #23, it delivers an 

incomplete meaning - And he gathered [his people] and called out – since what Fir’awn announced after gathering the people follows 

in the next verse. The best way to do Qat’ would be to stop at the end of Verse #26 as it conveys complete and correct meaning.



 Waqf –

 It is the cutting off of the sound upon a word of the Qur’aan for a duration for which one

normally takes a breath with the intention of continuing the recitation.

 Sakt –

 It is the cutting off of the sound (pausing the recitation) upon a letter of the Qur’aan for a

short duration (not sufficient to even take a breath) with the intention of continuing the

recitation.

 Qat’ –

 It is the cutting off of the sound (stopping the recitation) upon a word of the Qur’aan with the

intention of discontinuing the recitation.

Waqf vs Sakt vs Qat’
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DETAILED 
UNDERSTANDING OF 
IBTIDAA (STARTING & 
RESUMING RECITATION)
Understand the detailed rules related to starting/resuming the 
recitation of the Qur’aan.



Content layout
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 Types of Ibtidaa )اِالْبِتداءِ أنواع( .

 The Acceptable Complete Start ( َتامّ َجاِئز ّ ِاْبِتداء ي َحِق��تِ ).

 The Unacceptable Start ( ّ ِاْبِتداء ي ُ َحِق��تِ ْ �ي
َ
َجاِئزغ ).

 The Complete Resumption ( ٌّتام  ٌّ ي ِ
ِإضا�ن .(ِاْبِتداءٌ 

 The Sufficient Resumption ( اٍف
�
ك ٌّ ِاْبِتداءٌ  ي ِ

ِإضا�ن ).

 The Good Resumption ( َحَسٌن ٌّ ِاْبِتداءٌ  ي ِ
ِإضا�ن ) across verses and within verses.

 The Repulsive Resumption ( ِبيٌح
َ
ق ٌّ ِاْبِتداءٌ  ي ِ

ِإضا�ن ).

 Relationship between types of Waqf and types of Ibtidaa.



Types of Ibtidaa )اِالْبِتداءِ أنواع(
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Types of Ibtidaa ) َُواع
ْ
ن
�
)اِالْبِتداءِ أ
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 Types of Ibtidaa: there are only two as we don’t have the Idtiraari (compelling) start, since one cannot be compelled to
start reciting the Qur’aan:

 Voluntary Start ( ّي ِاْخِت�ار� – Ikhtiyaari) – what the reciter intends to start reciting out of his own choice:

 Ibtidaa Haqeeqee ( ّ ي ِ
َحِق��ق – (ِاْبِتداء when one begins or starts to recite the Qur’aan (after a preceding Qat’ not Waqf):

 Acceptable Complete ( امّ َجاِئز
َ
ت – Jaa’iz Taamm): Appropriate to start only from a verse that is not related (in meaning or

grammar) to what is before it and conveys a complete meaning to the listener (like start of a new discussion).

 Unacceptable (  ُ ْ �ي
َ
َجاِئزغ – Ghayr Jaa’iz): Avoid starting from a verse which is in the middle of a discussion.

 Ibtidaa Idaafee ( ّ ِاْبِتداء ي ِ
ِإضا�ض ) – when one resumes to recite (after a preceding Waqf not Qat’):

 Acceptable (َجاِئز – Jaa’iz): acceptable options to start reciting after a preceding Waqf:

 Complete ( ّام تَ - Taamm) – resuming from a point that is unrelated in meaning/grammar to what is before it.

 Sufficient ( كاٍف - Kaafin) – resuming from a point that is related in meaning but not in grammar to what is before it.

 Good (َحَسن - Hasan) – resuming from a point that is related in grammar and meaning to what is before it.

 Unacceptable (  ُ ْ �ي
َ
َجاِئزغ – Ghayr Jaa’iz): It has only 1 sub-category called Repulsive ( ِبيٌح

َ
ق - Qabeeh) when one resumes 

from a point which results in an incomplete/corrupt meaning since related in grammar and meaning to what is before.

 Trial Start ( ّي ِاْخِتبار� - Ikhtibaari) – when a teacher asks a reciter to start/resume from a specific point for testing purposes.



 Ibtidaa Haqeeqee ( ّ ي – (َحِق��قِ this is when the reciter first begins to recite the Qur’aan (either in Salaah
or outside of it). Few important points:

 It comes after a state of Qat’ (not Waqf).

 One must always begin his recitation with the Isti’aadhah. If one then chooses to start with the beginning of a 
Surah then he should start with the Basmalah (except Surah Taubah). 

 If one chooses to start from other than the beginning of a Surah then one has the option of reciting the 
Basmalah or to omit it.

 The two types of Ibtidaa Haqeeqee:

 Acceptable & Complete ( امّ َجاِئز
َ
ت  ّ ي The only appropriate way to start reciting the Qur’aan :(ِاْبِتداء َحِق��قِ is to start 

from a verse that is not related to what is before that verse, either in meaning or in grammar. One must give 
the listener a complete and correct understanding and not from a point in the middle of a discussion.

 Unacceptable (َجاِئز ُ ْ �ي
َ
ّ غ ي When beginning to recite the Qur’aan :(ِاْبِتداء َحِق��قِ it would not be appropriate to start 

from a verse which is linked in meaning and grammar to the verses before it such that the listener might not 
fully comprehend the complete/correct meaning.

Beginning to recite the Qur’aan ( ّ ي َحِق��قِ ِاْبِتداء – Ibtidaa Haqeeqee)
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The Acceptable Complete Start ( َتامّ َجاِئز ّ ِاْبِتداء ي َحِق��تِ ) – examples 
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And We advanced thereto the others [i.e., the 

pursuers] (64) And We saved Moses and those 

with him, all together.(65) Then We drowned the 

others (66) Indeed in that is a sign, but most of 

them were not to be believers (67) And indeed, 

your Lord - He is the Exalted in Might, the 

Merciful (68) And recite to them the news of 

Abraham (69) When he said to his father and 

his people, "What do you worship?“ (70)

In Surah Ash-Shu’ara (26), Verse #68 ends with the discussion on the story of Prophet Moosa and the Verse #69 resumes a 

new discussion on the story of Prophet Ibraaheem (as highlighted above). Starting to recite from here in the beginning of a 

raka’ah or outside of salaah would be a Permissible complete start.

26: 64 to 70

Note: Every Surah starts a new discussion hence starting to recite the Qur’aan with a new Surah would be a 

perfectly permissible & complete actual start.



The Unacceptable Start ( ّ ِاْبِتداء ي ُ َحِق��تِ ْ �ي
َ
َجاِئزغ ) – examples 
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And recite to them the news of Abraham (69) 

When he said to his father and his people, 

"What do you worship?“ (70) They said, "We 

worship idols and remain to them devoted.“ (71) 

He said, "Do they hear you when you 

supplicate? (72) Or do they benefit you, or do 

they harm?" (73) They said, "But we found our 

fathers doing thus." (74)

In Surah Ash-Shu’ara (26), Verse #69 starts a new discussion on the story of Prophet Ibraaheem and would be a good place 

to start reciting as shown earlier. However, starting to recite from any of the other verses (70 / 71 / 72 / 73 / 74) would not be 

a good place to start recitation in salaah or outside of salaah since it would lack the context of the discussion.

26: 69 to 74



The Unacceptable Start ( ّ ِاْبِتداء ي ُ َحِق��تِ ْ �ي
َ
َجاِئزغ ) – examples 
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 Sometimes reciters may begin to recite Qur’aan (in Salaah or outside of it) from the beginning of a Juz 

or a particular page or Hizb (portion). Note that the beginning of a Juz or a page or Hizb may 

sometimes be closely related to what precedes it. Care should be taken that whenever recitation of the 

Qur’aan is initiated it begins with a verse that will convey complete and correct meaning to the listener. 
And married women except those that your right

hands possess [are also prohibited to you]. [This is]

the decree of Allaah upon you. And lawful to you are

[others] beyond these, [provided] you seek them [in

marriage] with [gifts from] your property, desiring

chastity, not unlawful sexual intercourse…(4:24)

Juz 5 and Pg #82 of the Mus-haf begins with the above Verse #24 of Surah Nisa. This is strongly connected to the previous 

verse #23 before it. The previous verse lists the type of women who are forbidden in marriage for men [Prohibited to you [for 

marriage] are your mothers, your daughters, your sisters…(4:23)]. Hence you see most translations will mention this in 

parentheses [are also prohibited to you] for clarifying the beginning of Verse #24.



 Ibtidaa Idaafee ( ٌّ ي ِ
– (ِإضا�ض when a reciter resumes to recite after a Waqf (not Qat’) in recitation.

 The types of Ibtidaa Idaafee are closely related to the types of Voluntary Stops ( ٌّي ِاْخِت�ار� ٌف 
ْ
:(َوق

 Acceptable (َجاِئز – Jaa’iz): acceptable ways of resumption after a Waqf are:

 Complete ( ٌّام
َ
ت - Taammun) – Resumption from a word in the Qur’aan that is neither related grammatically nor in 

meaning, to what is before it (example: start of a new discussion/event).

 Sufficient ( كاٍف - Kaafin) – Resumption from a word in the Qur’aan that is related in meaning to what is before it, 

but not related grammatically (example: start of a new sentence).

 Good ( َحَسٌن - Hasanun) – Resumption from a word in the Qur’aan that is related in both, grammar and 

meaning, to what is before it (example: continuation of a sentence). Such a resumption is allowed directly after 
the Waqf only if it is from the beginning of a verse. If it is not the beginning of the verse then the reciter must go 
back and repeat few words to resume from a point that will convey complete and intended meaning.

 Unacceptable (  ُ ْ �ي
َ
َجاِئزغ – Ghayr Jaa’iz) – It has only 1 sub-category called Repulsive ( ِبيٌح

َ
ق - Qabeeh): 

Resumption from a word in the Qur’aan that is related in both, grammar and meaning, to what is before it and 
conveys either an incomplete or a corrupt/unintended meaning unless it is from the beginning of a verse.

Resuming After Waqf ( ّ ي ِ
ِإضا�ض ِاْبِتداء – Ibtidaa Idaafee)
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The Complete Resumption ( ٌّتام  ٌّ ي ِ
ِإضا�ن – (ِاْبِتداءٌ  examples 
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ِهۡم ۖ �ــِّ ن رَّ ى مِّ
۬

ٰ ُهًد �
َك َع� ٮ�

ٓ�ٰ
�
ْول

�
ُمۡفِلُحوَن أ

�
َك ُهُم ٱل ٮ�

ٓ�ٰ
�
ْول

�
) ٥(َوأ

َفُروا� 
�
ِذيَن ك

�
ءٌ ِإنَّ ٱل ۡيِهۡم ءَ َسَوا�

�
ۡم ُتنِذۡرهُ َعل

�
ۡم ل

�
ۡرَتُهۡم أ

َ
نذ

�
 ُيۡؤِمُنوَن أ

َ
) ٦( ۡم �

2:5 to 6

In Surah Baqarah, Verse #5 ends the discussion on characteristics of believers (stopping here is Waqf Taammun). Verse #6 

starts a new discussion on characteristics of disbelievers hence resuming from Verse #6 is Ibtidaa Idaafee Taammun.

�ُز ٱلرَّ  َع��
�
ُهَو ٱل

�
َك ل ) ٩( ِح�ُم َوِ�نَّ َر�َّ

َك ُموَ�ٰٓ  اَدٰى َر�ُّ
َ
 ن

ۡ
ِن ٱَوِ�ذ

�
ٰ�ِلِم أ َقۡوَم ٱلظ�

�
ِت ٱل

ۡ
نَ ئ ) ١٠( ني

26: 9 to 10

In Surah Shu’araa Verse #9 ends the discussion on attributes of Allaah (stopping here is Waqf Taammun) while Verse #10 

resumes a new discussion related to Prophet Moosa peace be upon him hence resuming here is Ibtidaa Idaafee Taammun.

These depend on guidance from their

Lord. These are the successful. (5) 
As for the disbelievers, whether thou

warn them or thou warn them not it is 

all one for them; they believe not. (6)

And verily, your Lord! He is truly the All-Mighty, 

the Most Merciful. (9)
And (remember) when your Lord called Mûsa (Moses) 

(saying): "Go to the people who are wrong-doers (10)

 Ibtidaa Idaafee Taammun: Resumption from a word in the Qur’aan that is neither related grammatically nor

in meaning, to what is before it (example: start of a new discussion/event). Examples:



The Sufficient Resumption ( اٍف
�
ك ٌّ ِاْبِتداءٌ  ي ِ

ِإضا�ن ) – examples 
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َغۡ�ِب َوُ�ِق�مُ 
�
ِذيَن ُيۡؤِمُنوَن ِبٱل

�
َن�ٰ ٱل

ۡ
ا َرَزق ٰوَة َوِممَّ

�
ل ) ٣( ُهۡم ُينِفُقونَ وَن ٱلصَّ

ِذينَ 
�
ۡ�َك ُيۡؤِمُنونَ َوٱل

�
َل ِإل نز�

�
 أ

�
َل ِمن ِبَما نز�

�
 أ

�
ۡبِلَك َوَما

َ
…ق

2:3 to 4

The discussion on characteristics of believers continues from the end of the Verse #3 into the Verse #4 even though both 

sentences are complete. Waqf after Verse #3 is Waqf Kaafin while resuming form Verse #4 is Ibtidaa Idaafee Kaafin.

 
�
ۡيِهۡم َءأ

�
ٌء َعل َفُروا� َسَوا�

�
ِذيَن ك

�
 ِإنَّ ٱل

َ
ۡم ُتنِذۡرُهۡم �

�
ۡم ل

�
ۡرَتُهۡم أ

َ
) ٦(  ُيۡؤِمُنوَن نذ

ِهۡم  ��ــِ
�
ل
ُ
ٰ ق �

ُ َع� ٰ َسمۡ َخَتَم ٱ�� �
ِهۡم َوَع� ۡبَصٰ�ر�

�
ٰٓ أ �
ۖ  ِعِهۡم ۖ َوَع�

۬
…ِغَشٰ�َوٌة

2: 6 to 7

The discussion on characteristics of disbelievers continues from the end of the Verse #6 into the Verse #7 though both sentences 

are complete. Waqf after Verse #6 is Waqf Kaafin while resuming form Verse #7 is Ibtidaa Idaafee Kaafin.

Those who believe in the Unseen, and establish 

worship, and spend of that We have bestowed upon 

them; (3) And who believe in that which is revealed 

unto you and that which was revealed before you…

As for the disbelievers, whether you warn them or 

you warn them not, it is all one for them; they 

believe not. (6) Allaah has sealed their hearing and 

their hearts, and on their eyes there is a covering…

 Ibtidaa Idaafee Kaafin: Resumption from a word in the Qur’aan that is related in meaning to what is before it,

but not related grammatically (example: start of a new sentence). Examples:



The Good Resumption ( ٌَحَسن ٌّ ِاْبِتداءٌ  ي ِ
ِإضا�ن ) – beginning of a verse
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َخاُە َه�ٰ 
�
َنا ُموَ�ٰ َوأ

�
ْرَسل

�
مَّ أ

ُ
َط ث

�
اَيٰ�ِتَنا َوُسل ن� ُروَن ِب�� ِبني ۢ مُّ

 ٤٥Then We sent Moses and his brother Aaron with Ourٰ�ن�

signs and a clear authority (45) To Pharaoh and his 

establishment, but they were arrogant and were a 

haughty people (46)

 Ibtidaa Idaafee Hasanun: Resumption from a word in the Qur’aan that is related in both, grammar and

meaning, to what is before it (example: continuation of a sentence). Few examples where this kind of

resumption is acceptable since it is from the beginning of verses:

ۦ  ۟�ِه ِ
َ

ٰ ِفْرَعْوَن َوَمإل ٱْس ِإ��
َ
وْ ف

َ
وا� ق

ُ
ان

�
وا� َو� ُ َ �ب

�
نَ َت� ا َعاِلني ٤٦م�

هُ  ِمدُّ
ُ
َما ن

َّ
ن
�
َ�ْحَسُبوَن أ

�
اٍلۢ َو�َ أ ۦ ِمن مَّ نَ م ِبِه  ٥٥Do they think that what We extend to them of wealthِنني

and children (55). Is [because] We hasten for them 

good things? Rather, they do not perceive. (56)  
ُ
� ٰ َ ْ َخ�ي

�
ِ ٱل

ُهْم �ن
�
ُع ل  َ�ْشُعرُ ِت َۚسار�

َّ
٥٦وَن  َبل �

ُم 
�
�

�
ُ ل نُ ٱ�� ِلَك ُيَبنيِّ ٰ ذَ

�
ْم تَ ك

�
�

�
َعل

�
اَيٰ�ِت ل ��

�
ُروَن ٱل

�
٢١٩Thus Allaahَتَف� makes clear to you His Laws in order that 

you may give thought." (219) In this worldly life and in 

the Hereafter… (220) اِخَرةِ  ��
�
َ�ا َوٱل

ْ
ن ِ ٱلدُّ

…�ن

َ�ْ�ٌل 
َ
نَ ف ني

�
ُمَصل

�
ل
�
ِذيَن ٤ل

�
تِ ٱل

َ
 ٥So woe to those who pray (4) [But] who are heedlessِهْم َساُهوَن ُهْم َعن َص�

of their prayer

23: 45 to 46

23: 55 to 56

2: 219 to 220

107: 4 to 5



The Good Resumption ( ٌَحَسن ٌّ ِاْبِتداءٌ  ي ِ
ِإضا�ن ) – within a verse
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�
ُهم ِبٱل

�
ل ْمَوٰ

�
ِذيَن ُينِفُقوَن أ

�
َهار� ٱل ا وَ ْ�ِل َوٱلنَّ ��ِ 

ً
ِنَ�ة

َ
ُهْم َع�

�
ل
َ
ف

ْجُرُهْم 
�
 َخْوٌف أ

َ
ِهْم َو�  ُهْم ِعنَد َر�ــِّ

َ
ْيِهْم َو�

�
وَن �َ  َعل

ُ
ْحَزن

Those who spend their wealth [in Allah's way] by night 

and by day, secretly and publicly - they will have their 

reward with their Lord. And no fear will there be 

concerning them, nor will they grieve.

 Ibtidaa Idaafee Hasanun: We will now see how to resume when stopping within a verse at a word that is

related in both, grammar and meaning, to what is before it. It applies to both Waqf Hasan (Good Stop) and

Waqf Qabeeh Idtiraaree (Compelling Repulsive Stop).

 Recollect that Waqf Hasan occurs when the reciter stops within a verse conveying a complete meaning but

cannot resume immediately thereafter since it would convey incomplete meaning. The reciter should hence

go back and resume from where the remaining structure makes complete sense.

2:274

If one stops at  ْجُرُهْم
�
أ (their reward) – the meaning is complete and it is Waqf Hasan. But resuming after this Waqf with عند

ر�ــهم (with their Lord) is not correct since does not convey proper meaning. One must go back and resume from  ُهْم
�
ل
َ
ْجُرُهْم ف

�
أ

(their reward is with their Lord) and this would be Ibtidaa Idaafee Hasan.



The Good Resumption ( ٌَحَسن ٌّ ِاْبِتداءٌ  ي ِ
ِإضا�ن ) – within a verse
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ِذيَن َءاَمُنوا� 
�
َها ٱل يُّ

�
أ  َتقْ َيٰ�ٓ

َ
ٰوَة �

�
ل نُتْم َ�ُ�وا� ٱلصَّ

�
ٰ�َرىٰ ُس َوأ

�
ٰ ك َحىتَّ

ونَ 
�
ُموا� َما َتُقول

�
َتْعل

O you who have believed, do not approach 

prayer while you are intoxicated until you know 

what you are saying …

 Below example illustrates how to resume after Waqf Qabeeh Idtiraare within a verse.

 Waqf Qabeeh Idtiraaree occurs when the reciter is compelled to stop between a verse due to compelling

reasons like shortness of breath / coughing / sneezing. In this case, just as in case of Waqf Hasan, one

should go back and resume from where the remaining structure makes complete sense.

4:43

if one is compelled to stop after  َٰوة
�
ل ٱلصَّ due to reasons like sneezing / coughing etc (Waqf Qabeeh Idtiraaree) then it means 

– O you who believe do not approach Salaah (prayers) – conveying an incorrect/unintended meaning. It is then incumbent

to resume recitation from few words back (from  
َ

ٰوةَ َتْقَ�ُ�وا� �
�
ل ٱلصَّ ) and then continue to recite  نُتْم

�
ٰ�َرىٰ َوأ

�
ُسك in order to convey

correct and complete meaning and this would then be Ibtidaa Idaafee Hasan.



The Repulsive Resumption ( ِبيٌح
َ
ق ٌّ ِاْبِتداءٌ  ي ِ

ِإضا�ن ) – examples
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 Ibtidaa Idaafee Qabeeh after Waqf Hasan

 Ibtidaa Idaafee Qabeeh after Waqf Qabeeh

2:142 ىٰ 
�
اس� َما َول ُء ِمَن ٱلنَّ

�
َفَها ِتِهُم َسَ�ُقوُل ٱلسُّ

�
 ُهْم َعن ِقْبل

�
ىتِ ك

�
ْيَهاٱل

�
وا� َعل

ُ
 ۚان

The stop after  ِتِهُم
�
ِقْبل is a good stop (Waqf Hasan) conveying complete meaning but directly resuming after it, from - ىتِ 

�
ٱل - is 

repulsive (Ibtidaa Idaafee Qabeeh) since the phrase   ِىت
�
ْيَهاٱل

�
وا� َعل

ُ
ان

�
ك (that which they used to face) describes the ة

�
ِقْبل (direction) 

and must be recited in connection with it. Repeating few words and reciting from ٰىُهْم َما
�
َول would be better (Ibtidaa Hasan).

The foolish among the people will say, "What has turned them away from their qiblah, which they used to face?

4:43 وٰ 
�
ل  َتْقَ�ُ�وا� ٱلصَّ

َ
ِذيَن َءاَمُنوا� �

�
َها ٱل يُّ

�
أ ٰ�َرىٰ َة َيٰ�ٓ

�
نُتْم ُسك

�
ُموا� َوأ

�
ٰ َتْعل َّ وَن َحىت

�
 َما َتُقول

if one is compelled to stop after  َٰوة
�
ل ٱلصَّ due to some reason then it means – O you who believe do not approach Salaah –

conveying an incorrect/unintended meaning (Waqf Qabeeh Idtiraaree). But directly resuming after this stop is repulsive 

(Ibtidaa Idaafee Qabeeh) since the portion after نُتْم 
�
ٰ�َرٰى َوأ

�
ُسك describes the condition in which approaching salaah is being 

prohibited. Repeating few words and reciting from  �ْقَ�ُ�وا  تَ
َ

ٰوةَ �
�
ل ٱلصَّ would be better (Ibtidaa Hasan) as seen earlier.

O you who have believed, do not approach prayer while you are intoxicated until you know what you are saying …



Ibtidaa – important points to summarize
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 The one intending to begin reciting the Qur’aan should take care to recite from a verse that

will convey complete meaning.

 Sometimes stopping in between  a verse can convey correct meaning but resuming from

directly after it might not convey correct / complete meaning. The reciter of the Qur’aan must

go back and repeat few words to convey complete meaning or to convey a sense of

continuity with that which is before it.

 The different ways of resuming (Ibtidaa Idaafee) are related to different ways of stopping

(Waqf). Identifying these different types, safeguards the reciter of the Qur’aan from

conveying incorrect / incomplete meanings.



Understand the relationship between the different types of Waqf 
and different types of Ibtidaa.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
TYPES OF WAQF AND 
TYPES OF IBTIDAA



Relationship between types of Waqf and types of Ibtidaa
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Complete Stop 
(Waqf Taamm -

امٌّ 
َّ
ت ٌف 

ْ
(َوق

Complete Start / Beginning 
(Ibtidaa  Haqeeqee Taamm -

امٌّ 
َ
ت ٌّ ِاْبِتداءٌ  ي َحِق��تِ )

Sufficient Stop 
(Waqf Kaafin -

اٍف 
�
ك ٌف 

ْ
(َوق

Sufficient Resumption 
(Ibtidaa Idaafee Kaafin -

اٍف 
�
ك ٌّ ِاْبِتداءٌ  ي ِ

ِإضا�ن )

Complete Resumption 
(Ibtidaa Idaafee Taamm -

تامٌّ   ٌّ ي ِ
ِإضا�ن (ِاْبِتداءٌ 

No Preceding 
Recitation 

(Qat’ - ْطع
َ
(ق

The only acceptable way to start reciting Qur’aan (after Qat’) 

would be a Complete Start which is from the beginning of a 

verse which is not related in meaning to verses before it (a 

new discussion and not in the middle of a 

discussion/story/event).

Complete Stop completes a discussion/event/story and 

resuming thereafter starts a new discussion/event/story 

which would hence be a Complete Resumption.

Sufficient Stop completes a sentence and what follows it is a 

new sentence related to the same discussion/event/story. 

Resuming thereafter would hence be a Sufficient 

Resumption.



Relationship between types of Waqf and types of Ibtidaa
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Good Stop 
(Waqf Hasan -
َحَسٌن  ٌف 

ْ
(َوق

Compelling Repulsive 
Stop 

(Waqf Qabeeh 
Idtiraaree -

ِبيٌح اِ 
َ
ٌف ق

ْ
يٌ َوق ْضِطرار� )

Good Resumption 
(Ibtidaa Idaafee Hasan -

َحَسٌن  ٌّ ِاْبِتداءٌ  ي ِ
ِإضا�ن )

Repulsive Resumption
(Ibtidaa Idaafee Qabeeh -

ِبيٌح 
َ
ق ٌّ ِاْبِتداءٌ  ي ِ

ِإضا�ن )

Good Stop conveys a complete meaning and is not necessarily at the 

end of a verse. If it is at the end of a verse then one can stop and 

directly resume from the next verse resulting in a Good Resumption.

Repulsive Stop conveys an incomplete/corrupt meaning due to 

stopping in between a verse where the sentence is not complete. 

One must go back few words and resume to give a complete 

meaning or sense of continuity resulting in a Good Resumption.

If a Good Stop is between a verse then one must go back few words 

and resume to give a complete meaning or sense of continuity 

resulting in a Good Resumption.

If a Good Stop is between a verse and if one resumes directly after 

it then it results in an incomplete meaning leading to a Repulsive 

Resumption.

Resuming directly after a Repulsive Stop also results in an 

incomplete/corrupt meaning and would be a Repulsive Resumption.



جزاكم هللا خیرا

End of Part 7
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PART 8 - IMPORTANT DISCUSSIONS

Additional rules, special words and important discussions related to recitation

1. Hamzatul-Wasl: Rules related to

Ibtidaa / Dropping / Conversion

2. Sifr Mustateel & Sifr Mustadeer

3. Gathering of Two Saakin Letters

4. Tas-heel, Imaalah & Nabr

5. Some Special Words

6. Raum and Ishmaam



Understanding the rules for determining the vowel sign when 
starting with a word that begins with a Hamzatul-Wasl and rules 
related to dropping and conversion of Hamzatul-Wasl. 

HAMZATUL-WASL: RULES 
RELATED TO IBTIDAA / 
DROPPING / CONVERSION



Content layout
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 Identification of Hamzatul-Wasl.

 Main aspects related to Hamzatul-Wasl.

 Scenarios where Hamzatul-Wasl will be recited with a Fathah in Ibtidaa.

 Scenarios where Hamzatul-Wasl will be recited with a Dammah in Ibtidaa.

 Scenarios where Hamzatul-Wasl will be recited with a Kasrah in Ibtidaa.

 Scenarios where Hamzatul-Wasl will be converted to a Madd letter.

 Scenarios where Hamzatul-Wasl will be dropped.

 Scenarios where Hamzatul-Wasl will be converted to a Madd Badal or recited with Tas-heel.

 Hamzatul-Wasl – A summary.



Hamzatul-Wasl
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 A fundamental rule of the Arabic language is that one must start any reading with a voweled letter. The
recitation of the Qur’aan as well must hence be started with a voweled letter and not a sukoon.

 The Hamzatul-Wasl is the Hamzah which is brought out in order to enable the reciter to start reciting
from a letter having a sukoon. It is recited with an appropriate harakah (fathah / kasrah / dammah) only
when starting to recite (Ibtidaa’) and omitted in case of continuing from the previous word (Wasl).

 It is indicated by the head of a small Saad (for Silah which means connection) on top of the Alif.

 In the above example, the first instance of Hamzatul-Wasl will be recited with a Fathah due to Ibtidaa
while the second instance will not be recited in case of Wasl.

ِ رَ 
َحْمُد ِ��

�
 ٱل

�
َعٰ�ل

�
نَ بِّ ٱل ِمني 1:2ِصلة

َحمْ 
�
 ُد ٱل

َ
اٱْهِدن ٱدْعُ 

recited with a Fathah

in Ibtidaa

recited with a Kasrah

in Ibtidaa

recited with a Dammah

in Ibtidaa



Hamzatul-Wasl – the challenge of vowelizing
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 Hamzatul-Wasl can enter upon all three grammatical structures (verbs / nouns / particles) of the
Arabic language. It is imperative to correctly identify grammatical structures in order to accurately
identify the vowel to be given to the Hamzatul-Wasl.

 Non-Arabs who have no exposure to Arabic grammar will hence find it challenging to identify the
correct vowel (fathah / kasrah / dammah) to be given to the Hamzatul-Wasl when recited in Ibtidaa.

 Few guidelines can help non-Arabs to arrive at the correct vowel for Hamzatul-Wasl. These
guidelines cover majority of the cases of Ibtidaa where Hamzatul-Wasl occurs at the beginning of
verses or after good/permissible stops within verses.

 The guidelines cannot be termed as foolproof to cover every instance of Hamzatul-Wasl. Tajweed
students are encouraged to learn basic Arabic grammar. This will immensely help in identifying the
grammatical structures and accurately identify the vowel to be given to every Hamzatul-Wasl.



Hamzatul-Wasl followed by Laamut-Ta’reef
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 The Laam of definiteness (Laamut-Ta’reef) is always preceded by a Hamzatul-Wasl as shown

below:

 The Hamzatul-Wasl that precedes the Laamut-Ta’reef is always recited with a Fathah in Ibtidaa

as shown in the following examples:

َحمْ 
�
ُد ٱل ْح  َمٰ�ن� ٱلرَّ َقار� 

�
 ٱل

ُ
َعة

ِ َربِّ 
َحْمُد ِ��

�
نَ ٱل ِمني

�
َعٰ�ل

�
ٱل

ِ ُزَجاَجٍة ۖ ٱلزُّ ۖ◌ 
ِمْصَباُح �ن

�
َها  ٱل

َّ
ن
�
أ
�
 ك

ُ
وْ َجاَجة

�
ٌب ك

�
�

َقار� 
�
 ٱل

ُ
101:1َعة

24:35

1:2

recited with a Fathah

in Ibtidaa

 
َّ
ق

�
َحا

�
 ٱل

ُ
69:1ة



Hamzatul-Wasl of Lafzul-Jalaalah
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 The Hamzatul-Wasl of Lafzul-Jalaalah will always be recited with a Fathah in Ibtidaa as shown

in the below examples:

 
َّ

ٰ�َه ِإ�
�
ٓ ِإل

َ
� ُ  ٱ��

�
َ�ُّ ٱل

�
ومُ  ُهَو ٱل َقيُّ

ُ ٱل مَ ٱ�� ُد صَّ

ِت  َمٰ�َوٰ وُر ٱلسَّ
ُ
ُ ن ْرض� ٱ��

َ ْ
 َوٱأل

112:2

24:35

2:255

recited with a Fathah

in Ibtidaa ُم ِبَما
�
ْعل

�
ُ أ نُفِسهِ ۖ◌ ٱ��

�
ٓ أ ِ

11:31ْم ۖ�ن

ُ َوِ�ُّ ٱ ِذيَن َءامَ ٱ��
�
2:257ُنوا� ل



Hamzatul-Wasl of  ِذي
�
ِذيَن ٱل

�
ىتِ ٱل

�
ٰ�ىتِ ٱل

�
ٱل
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 The Hamzatul-Wasl of the demonstrative pronouns ( ىتِ 
�
ِذيَن ٱل

�
ِذي ٱل

�
ٰ�ىتِ ٱل

�
ٱل ) will always be 

recited with a Fathah in Ibtidaa as shown in the below examples:

ِلعُ  طَّ
َ
ىتِ ت

�
 ٱل

ْ
ف
َ ْ
 ٱأل

�
َدةِ  َع� ِ�ٔ

ْق 
�
ْم ُ�ْخل

�
ىتِ ل

�
 ٱل

�
ِ ٱل

َها �ن
�
ٰ�ِد ِمْثل

�
ِبل

ِذيَن ُهْم يُ 
�
ُءوَن ٱل َرا�

89:8

107:6

104:7
recited with a Fathah

in Ibtidaa

 ِ
ُس �ن ِذى ُيَوْسو�

�
اس�ٱل 114:5ُصُدور� ٱلنَّ

تِ 
َ

ِذيَن ُهْم َعن َص�
�
107:5ِهْم َساُهوَن ٱل



Hamzatul-Wasl – words having Dammah on third letter 
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 The Hamzatul-Wasl is recited with a Dammah in Ibtidaa if the third letter of the word has a

Dammah (original and not converted due to Sarf rules) as shown in the below examples:

ٰ َسِب�ِل رَ   ٱدُْع ِإ��
�
ِحك

�
َك ِبٱل َمةِ �ِّ

نُ  َبنيِّ
ُ
ْ�َف ن

�
ْر ك ايَ ۗ◌ ٱنظ� ��

�
ُهُم ٱل

�
ٰ�ِت  ل

 ْ�
�
وِ�َ ِإل

�
 أ

�
ُل َما

ْ
ِ�تَ ٱت

�
29:45ٰ�ِب َك ِمَن ٱل

5:75

16:125

recited with a Dammah

in Ibtidaa

ْج  ْض ِبر�
�
38:42ِلَك ۖٱْر�

All of these instances 
are command verbs. 
The cases of Ibtidaa 
with a Dammah after 

good/permissible 
stops or beginning of 
verses in the Qur’aan
are mostly applicable 
for command verbs.

We go on to check 
the third letter of the 
word only if it does 
not fall in any of the 
previous categories 

(not before a 
Laamut_ta’reef etc).



Hamzatul-Wasl – exceptions for Dammah on third letter 
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 There are instances where Isms (Nouns and not command verbs) can have a Dammah on the third

letter. The Hamzatul-Wasl would be recited with Kasrah in Ibtidaa but it is dropped due to Wasl as

they do not occur at the beginning of verses nor after good/permissible stops in the Mus-haf.

َيُهوُد ُع�َ 
�
ِت ٱل

�
ال

َ
ِ َوق ْ�ٌر ٱْبُن ٱ��

9:30

نُ ِٱبْ 
ِلَك ِع�َ� ٱبْ  ٰ

َ
ُن َمْ�َ�َم ذ

19:34

ِلمَ 
�
ِك ِبك ُ ِّ َ ُيَب�ش َمِسيُح ِإنَّ ٱ��

�
ْنُه ٱْسُمُه ٱل ٍة مِّ

3:45

ِٱْسُمهُ 

In all of these instances 
the Hamzatul-Wasl will 

be dropped in Wasl. 
They do not occur at 
the beginning of the 

verses nor after 
good/permissible stops. ْنُ ِٱب

Imaam Ibn Al-Jazari ( هللاَرِحَمهُ  ) identified 7 such nouns in 

the Qur’aan which begin with Hamzatul-Wasl:

ن ; امرأة ; امرؤ ; ابنة ; اسم ; ابن  ن ; اثنني اثنتني

Example of ابنة َّ هَ ٱِإْحَدى  [28:27] ي
ن� ْبَنىتَ

...اَتنيْ …

Example of امرؤ لِّ  [24:11]
�
ْنُه ٱِل� ئ� مِّ ...مْمر� …

Example of امرأة و�  [4:12]
�
ةٌ ٱأ

�
...ْمَرأ …

Example of  ن اثنني 16:51  
َ

َه �
�
وا ِإل

ُ
ِخذ ن� ٱَتتَّ

ن� نيْ
َننيْ

ْ
...ث …

Example of  ن اثنتني 40:11 وا� 
�
ال

َ
مَ ق

�
 أ

�
َنا َنا َر�َّ ن� تَّ

ۡ َنَتني
ۡ
...ٱث ...



Hamzatul-Wasl – words having Fathah on third letter 
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 The Hamzatul-Wasl is recited with a Kasrah in Ibtidaa in all other cases (third letter being Fathah

or Kasrah). Examples where the third letter has a Fathah are as below:

recited with a Kasrah

in Ibtidaa

ىتِ ِ�َ 
�
ْع ِبٱل

َ
يِّ ٱْدف ْحَسُن ٱلسَّ

�
 أ

َ
َئة

وْ 
�
ُهْم أ

�
 َ�ْسَتْغفِ ٱْسَتْغِفْر ل

َ
ُهْم  �

�
ْر ل

� ۚ◌ ٱنَتُهوا�  ْ  ا َخ�ي
�
�

�
4:171ْم ۚل

9:80

23:96

 
�
ٰ َما ك  ٱنَطِلُقٓوا� ِإ��

ِّ
ذ

�
�

ُ
ۦ ت 77:29ُبوَن نُتم ِبِه

ا َب ِللنَّ َ �تَ
ْ
21:1ْم س� ِحَساُبُه ٱق

All of these 
instances are 

command verbs. 



Hamzatul-Wasl – words having Kasrah on third letter 
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 The Hamzatul-Wasl is recited with a Kasrah in Ibtidaa in all other cases (third letter being Fathah

or Kasrah). Examples where the third letter has a Kasrah are as below:

َط  ٰ َ ا ٱل�ِّ
َ
ُمْسَتقِ ٱْهِدن

�
�َم ٱل

ِك  ٰ َر�ِّ رْ ٱْرِجِ�ٓ ِإ��  مَّ
ً
 َراِضَ�ة

ً
ة ِض�َّ

ا  َبار�
�
رْ ٱْسِتك

َ ْ
ِ ٱأل

ئ��ن
ِّ ىي َر ٱلسَّ

�
35:43 ۚض� َوَم�

89:28

1:6

recited with a Kasrah

in Ibtidaa

ٰ مَ  �
ْ َع� وَن ٱْص�بِ

�
38:17ا َ�ُقول

 ٰٓ
�

بِ ٱْرِجُعٓوا� ِإ�
�
ْم  أ

�
12:81�ك

All of these instances 
are command verbs 

except the 4th

example َبار� 
�
اٱْسِتك

which is a verbal 
noun but it aligns with 

the same rule. 



Hamzatul-Wasl – third letter having converted Dammah
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 The Hamzatul-Wasl is recited with a Kasrah in Ibtidaa when the third letter has a converted

Dammah (due to Waaw pronoun attached to it causing the Kasrah to convert to a Dammaah):

recited with a Kasrah in Ibtidaa 

due to 3rd letter having Kasrah

 ِ
ُتوىن

ْ
ن ۖ◌ ٱئ ْبِل ِبِكَتٰ�ٍب مِّ

َ
ْو ق

�
ا� أ

َ
ٰ�َرٍة َهٰ�ذ

َ
ث
�
ٍم مِّ أ

�
46:4ْن ِعل

ِت 
ْ
ي + و+ ِٱئ ِ

ىن
The word ُتو

ْ
ٱئ is a command verb  ِت

ْ
ِٱئ having 

a و pronoun attached to it. The third letter ت
after Hamzatul-Wasl appears to have a 

Dammah but originally it has a Kasrah which

converts to a Dammah when the و (3rd person 

masculine plural pronoun) is attached to it.

The Hamzatul-Qat’ ultimately 

converts to a Yaa Madd due to a 

linguistic rule of the Arabic 

language which we will study 

shortly.

ي  ِ
ِاْيُتوىن

The above example 
from Surah Al-Ahqaaf

comes after a 
good/permissible stop 

and hence noteworthy.



Hamzatul-Wasl – third letter having converted Dammah
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 Some more instances where words have a presented Dammah on the 3rd letter since it is

attached to a Waaw pronoun:

ِن ٱْمُشوا� وَ 
�
 ِمْنُهْم أ

ُ َ
َمأل

�
َق ٱل

�
ٰٓ َءاِلَهتِ َوٱنَطل �

وا� َع� ُ ْم ۖٱْص�بِ
�
38:6ك

و+ ِٱْمش� 
 َّ

�
ُضٓوا� ِإ�

ْ
مَّ ٱق

ُ
نِظ ث

ُ
 ت

َ
10:71ُروِن  َو�

وا� ٱْبُنوا� عَ 
�
َقال

َ
ْيِهم ُبْنيَ ۖ◌ ف

�
ا ۖل 18:21ٰ�ًنۭ

ض� 
ْ
و+ِٱق

و+ِٱْبن� 

In these instances the 
Hamzatul-Wasl will be 
dropped in Wasl. They 

do not occur at the 
beginning of the verses 

nor after 
good/permissible 

stops.



ُتِمن   
ْ
ُتِمنٱئ

ْ
ئ
�
وُتِمنٱ ا�

ِت    
ْ
ِت    ِٱئ

ْ
ِاْيُتو= و +ِاْ�ِت ٱئ

 ِ
ُتوىن

ْ
ن ۖ◌ ٱئ ْبِل هَ ِبِكَتٰ�ٍب مِّ

َ
ْو ق

�
ا� أ

َ
ٰ�َرٍة ٰ�ذ

َ
ث
�
نْ أ ٍم مِّ

�
ِعل

Hamzatul-Wasl following which is a Saakin Hamzatul-Qat’
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 Whenever we start or resume recitation (condition of Ibtidaa’) with a Hamzatul-Wasl following which

there is a Saakin Hamzatul-Qat’, we convert the Saakin Hamzatul-Qat’ into a Harf Madd which

corresponds to the harakah/vowel sign given to the Hamzatul-Wasl. We have already seen the example

from Surah #46 Al-Ahqaaf, Verse# 4:

ِذ 
�
ُيَؤدِّ ٱل

�
ل
َ
ا ف

۬
م َبۡعًض

�
ِمَن َبۡعُضك

�
ِإۡن أ

َ
َمٰ�َنَتهُ ف

�
ُتِمَن أ

ۡ
ِق ى ٱؤ َيتَّ

�
هُ ۥ َول َ َر�َّ 2:283ٱ��

الَ 
َ
ِت ِبقُ ق

ۡ
ا ٱئ

َ
َءن

�
 َيۡرُجوَن ِلَقا

َ
ِذيَن �

�
هُ ٱل

�
ل ۡو َبدِّ

�
ا� أ

َ
� َهٰ�ذ

ۡ �ي
َ
10:15 ۚۡرَءاٍن غ

 
�

ن �
َ

ذ
ۡ
ن َ�ُقوُل ٱئ  َتۡفتِ ِمۡنُهم مَّ

َ
ٓ ۚ َو� 9:49ىنِّ

ِت    اِ 
ْ
ِت    ِٱئ

ْ
ْ�ِت ٱئ

ن    اِ 
َ

ذ
ۡ
ن    ِٱئ

َ
ذ

ۡ
ن ٱئ

َ
�ذ

 The circled examples below indicate how one would start from the circled words (Ibtidaa Ikhtibaari –

Trial Start)

The Hamzatul-Qat’ converts 

to a Waaw Madd or Yaa Madd 

corresponding to the vowel 

(Dammah/Kasrah) given to 

the Hamzatul-Wasl



 
�
َع + أ

�
ل عَ =ِٱطَّ

�
ل طَّ

�
أ

 
�
ى + أ َ �تَ

ْ
َ =ِٱف َ �ت

ْ
ف
�
ِ ىأ  ٱ��

�
ٰى َع� َ �تَ

ۡ
ف
�
ۦ أ م ِبِه

�
ا أ ِذب�

�
 ِج ك

ٌ
ة نَّ

Verb starting with Hamzatul-Wasl coming after Hamzatul-Istifhaam
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 When a verb starting with Hamzatul-Wasl comes after a Hamzatul-Istifhaam (which is a form of

Hamzatul-Qat’ used for questioning), the Hamzatul-Wasl is dropped in both, script and recitation:

 
َ

َخذ ِم ٱتَّ
�
َغۡ�َب أ

�
َع ٱل

�
ل طَّ

�
ۡحَمٰ�ن� أ اعَ  ِعنَد ٱلرَّ 19:78ۡهد�

ن
�
ۡم ك

�
َت أ ۡ َ �ب

�
ۡسَت�

�
نَ أ َعاِلني

�
38:75َت ِمَن ٱل

 
�

َبَناِت َع�
�
ۡصَط�نَ ٱل

�
نَ أ َبِنني

�
37:153ٱل

 
�
َت + أ ْ َ �ب

�
ْ = ِٱْسَت� �بَ

�
ْسَت�

�
َت أ

 
�
 = ْصَط�نَ ٱِ +  أ

�
ْصَط�نَ أ

34:8

Has he (Muhammad ) هللا علیھ وسلمصلى  ) invented a lie against Allaah, or is there a madness in him?

Has he known the Unseen or has he taken a covenant from the Most Gracious (Allaah)?

Are you too proud (to fall prostrate to Adam) or are you one of the high exalted?

Has He (then) chosen daughters rather than sons? 

There are only three 
more such instances in 

the Mus-haf:

ُتْم 
ْ

َخذ تَّ
�
ِ ْنَد ِع أ ا��

اُهْم 
َ
ن

ْ
َخذ تَّ

�
اأ �� ِسْخ��

ْسَتْغَفْرَت 
�
ُهْم أ

�
ل

2:80

38:63

63:6



Hamzatul-Wasl of ال coming after Hamzatul-Istifhaam – Ibdaal
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 When the Hamzatul-Wasl of Laamut-Ta’reef comes after a Hamzatul-Istifhaam, the (ال)

combination can be recited in two possible ways: either with Ibdaal or with Tas-heel.

 Ibdaal – the Hamzatul-Wasl is converted to Alif Madd (Madd Laazim Kalimee Mukhaffaf/Muthaqqal):

) 
�
ٰ�ن+ أ ��

�
ل
�
ٰ�نَ َءا� (= ) ٱ ��

�
نتُ )ل

�
ۡد ك

َ
ٰ�َن َوق ��

�
ل ۦ َ�ۡسَتعۡ َءا� ونَ م ِبِه

�
10:51ِجل

What! Now (you believe)? And you used (aforetime) to hasten it on!

) 
�
َ�ْ�ن� + أ

�
ك

َّ
لذ

�
َ�ۡ�ن� َءا� (= ) ٱ ڪ�

َّ
ِم ٱ)لذ

�
َم أ َ�ۡ�ن� َحرَّ ڪ�

َّ
لذ ۡل َءا�

ُ
ن� ق

ۡ َيني
َ
نث

ُ ۡ
6:143أل

Now? And you had disobeyed [Him] before and were of the corrupters? 

) 
�
ُ + أ � ��

�
ُ (= ) ٱ �� ۡم ۖ)َءا�

�
�

�
ِذَن ل

�
ُ أ �� ۡل َءا�

ُ
ِ َتفۡ ق

 ٱ��
�

ۡم َع�
�
ونَ أ ُ 10:59�تَ

Say, "Has Allaah permitted you [to do so], or do you invent [something] about Allaah?

Similar instance of  َن�ٰ ��
�
ل َءا�

occurs in verse 10:91 

Similar instance of ڪ� 
َّ

لذ َ�ۡ�ن� َءا�
occurs in verse 6:144

Similar instance of  ُ �� َءا�
occurs in verse 27:59



Hamzatul-Wasl of ال coming after Hamzatul-Istifhaam – Tas-heel
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 When the Hamzatul-Wasl of Laamut-Ta’reef comes after a Hamzatul-Istifhaam, one (ال)

option is to recite with Ibdaal as seen earlier while the other option is to recite with Tas-heel. 

 Tas-heel (listen to the recording) is an eased recitation of the Hamzah, which is between the

sound of an actual Hamzah and the sound of the Madd that corresponds to its Harakah (vowel on

the eased Hamzah):



Hamzatul-Wasl – Summary
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 Hamzatul-Wasl will be recited with a Fathah in Ibtidaa if:

 Followed by Laamut-Ta’reef َحْمُد )
�
.(ٱل

 It is part of Lafzul-Jalaalah (  ُ .(ٱ��

 It is part of the demonstrative pronouns ( ِىت�ٰ
�
ىتِ ٱل

�
ِذيَن ٱل

�
ِذي ٱل

�
.(ٱل

 Hamzatul-Wasl will be recited with a Dammah in Ibtidaa if:

 The third letter of the word has an original Dammah .(ٱدْعُ )

 Hamzatul-Wasl will be recited with a Kasrah in Ibtidaa in all other cases such as:

 The third letter of the word has a Fathah عْ )
َ
.(ٱْدف

 The third letter of the word has a Kasrah ا)
َ
.(ٱْهِدن

 The third letter of the word has a presented Dammah from conversion due to Sarf rules ( ِ
ُتوىن

ْ
.(ٱئ

 We studied different scenarios in which Hamzatul-Wasl gets converted or dropped when preceded by Hamzatul-Qat’.



Understanding the relevance of the hollow signs (oblong and 
circular) that appear sometimes on Alif / Waaw and Yaa

SIFR MUSTATEEL, THE 
SEVEN ALIFS AND
SIFR MUSTADEER
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 Sifr Mustateel – (ِصْفر ُمْسَتِط�ل) definition.

 The Seven Alifs ( ِلَفاُت 
َ
 األ

ُ
َبَعة السَّ ).

 Sifr Mustadeer – (ِصْفر ُمْسَتِدير) definition.

 Sifr Mustadeer examples.



 Linguistic Definition of Sifr Mustateel ( ُمْسَتِط�لِصْفر ) –

 Sifr (ِصْفر) – Empty / void / hollow.

 Mustateel (ُمْسَتِط�ل) – Oblong.

 Application in Tajweed –

 In the recitation of Hafs from ‘Aasim, there are seven special words in the Qur’aan. These words end

with an Alif, but the Alif is recited only when stopping at the end of the word (Waqf) and it is dropped

when continuing (Wasl). These special Alifs are commonly referred to as the Seven Alifs ( ِلَفاُت 
َ
 األ

ُ
َبَعة السَّ ).

 In order to indicate such Alifs, the scholars of Qur’aanic script placed a hollow oblong (zero - 0) sign

above such Alifs:

Sifr Mustateel – (ِصْفر ُمْسَتِط�ل) definition 
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18:38



 All occurrences in the Qur’aan for the word  
�
ا
َ
ن
�
:Few examples highlighted below .أ

 The Sifr Mustateel indicates that the Alif in 
�
ا
َ
ن
�
should be dropped in Wasl (reciting in continuation). For أ

those instances where the Alif is going to be automatically dropped in Wasl due to joining with a Saakin 

letter coming after it, the Sifr Mustateel is irrelevant and hence dropped, as shown below:

The Seven Alifs ( ِلَفاُت 
َ
 األ

ُ
َبَعة السَّ )
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18:39

67:2679:24

20:12

20:14

Sifr Mustateel is 
relevant and 
present

Sifr Mustateel is 
irrelevant hence 
dropped

Sifr Mustateel is 
irrelevant hence 
dropped



 The Alif at the end of  
�
ا ٰ�ِكنَّ

�
ل in 18:38:

 The Alif at the end of  
�
ا
َ
ُنون ٱلظ� in 33:10:

 The Alif at the end of  ۠
َ

ُسو� ٱلرَّ in 33:66:

 The Alif at the end of  ۠
َ

ِب�� ٱلسَّ in 33:67:

The Seven Alifs ( ِلَفاُت 
َ
 األ

ُ
َبَعة السَّ )
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33:10

33:66

33:67

18:38



 The Alif at the end of  �َرا� َوار�
َ
ق in 76:15:

The Seven Alifs ( ِلَفاُت 
َ
 األ

ُ
َبَعة السَّ )
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 The same word �َرا�  َوار�
َ
ق is repeated in the verse immediately following it (76:16). However in that

particular instance, the Alif at the end has a hollow circle (like an ‘O’) above it and not like a hollow

oblong (like a ‘0’) as in the previous verse (76:15)  �َرا� َوار�
َ
ق

 The hollow rounded circle (like an ‘O’) at the end of  �َرا� َوار�
َ
ق in verse 76:16 (called Sifr Mustadeer as

we will soon see) indicates that the Alif must be dropped in both the states: whether Waqf or Wasl.



 The Alif at the end of  ۟
َ

ٰ�ِس�
�
َسل in 76:4:

The Seven Alifs ( ِلَفاُت 
َ
 األ

ُ
َبَعة السَّ )
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76:4

 In the Mus-haf,  ۟
َ

ٰ�ِس�
�
َسل has a Sifr Mustadeer (like an ‘O’) above the Alif and not a Sifr Mustateel (like a ‘0’). This 

is because both the indications cannot be placed on the Alif at the same time. However both the above options 

are valid, and this is generally indicated in the notes at the end of the Mus-haf.

 As for Wasl – the only way to recite it is to drop the Alif completely ( َِسل�ٰ
�
َسل - salaasila).

 For this particular word, there are two options for performing Waqf:

 Recite the Alif Madd ( 
َ

ٰ�ِس�
�
َسل - salaasilaa). This should have been indicated by Sifr Mustateel (0) on the Alif.

 Drop the Alif completely and recite the Laam as Saakin as (ِسل�ٰ
�
َسل - salaasil) as indicated by the Sifr Mustadeer.



 Linguistic Definition –

 Mustadeer – (ُمْسَتِدير) Round / Circular.

 Application in Tajweed –

 The scholars of Qur’aanic script placed the Sifr Mustadeer indicated by a hollow circle (like an ‘O’) on

top of a letter in order to indicate that the letter, even though part of the script, should not be recited;

neither in Waqf nor in Wasl.

 Differences between Sifr Mustadeer and Sifr Mustateel –

 The Sifr Mustadeer can appear on top of any of the weak letters (Alif, Waaw and Yaa) unlike the Sifr

Mustateel which appears only on top of Alif.

 The occurrences of Sifr Mustadeer in the Mus-haf (especially on top of Alif) are much more common

compared to the Sifr Mustateel (appears only on 7 words as seen previously).

Sifr Mustadeer – (ِصْفر ُمْسَتِدير) definition
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 Sifr Mustadeer on Waaw, few examples:

 Sifr Mustadeer on Yaa, few examples:

Sifr Mustadeer ( ُمْسَتِديرِصْفر  ) – examples 
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18:23

47:23

6:34

18:25

 Sifr Mustadeer on Alif, few examples:

2:16

51:47



Understanding the method of connecting a Saakin letter to another 
Saakin letter following it

GATHERING OF TWO 
SAAKIN LETTERS
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 Gathering of two Saakin letters ( ن� ِالِتقاءُ  اِ�َنني السَّ ). 

 Gathering of two Saakin letters in a single word.

 Gathering of two Saakin letters across two words.



 Gathering of two Saakins across two words occurs when one word ends with a Saakin letter and

the next word begins with a Saakin letter. The Arabs dealt with such gathering of Saakin letters by

reciting such occurrences in special ways, as we shall soon see. For example:

Gathering of two Saakin letters ( ن� ِالِتقاءُ  اِ�َنني السَّ ) 
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 الضَّ 
�
نَ ال 1:7ني

 
ُ
 الِل ق

�
مَّ ُه ل

قَ 
�
97:1ر� ْد ال

98:8 3:26

 In the Arabic language, there are two ways in which two Saakin letters can come one after another:

 Two Saakin letters coming one after another in a single word itself.

 One word ending with a Saakin letter and the next word beginning with a Saakin letter –

 Gathering of two Saakin letters (one after another in a single word) in a single word: In this case,

the Arabs recited both the Saakin letters. For example:

 
�
اِت اِلَح صَّ ا الو َوَعِمل



 Gathering of two Saakin letters in a single word: This can occur in the following two ways:

 The 1st Saakin letter being either a Madd letter or Leen letter and the second letter being a Mushaddad

letter (composed of Saakin and Mutaharrik components) or having an Original Sukoon (as in disjointed

letters). The Madd/Leen letter was established in recitation and elongated beyond the normal 2 counts:

 The last letter of the word acquires a Sukoon due to stopping (Waqf causing presented Sukoon) and

the 2nd to last letter being a Saakin letter:

 In both the above scenarios, the two Saakin letters are established in recitation.

Gathering of two Saakin letters in a single word
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 االضَّ 
�
نَ ل ني َح 

ُ
ت
�
ي وجُّ اأ

ىنِّ وەُ آرَ  دُّ  
ُ
ْن و ن نْ یعَ 

ِحَس 
�
ِب اال  

�
ْعَمل

َ
َن و ت  ْ��َ

ُ
ش� ق رِ َواْلعَصْ  َقْد 

�
ر� ال ْح  َت السُّ

1:7 6:80 28:7 68:1 19:1

2:202 2:74 106:4 103:1 97:1 5:62



 Gathering of two Saakins across two words occurs when one word ends with a Saakin letter and the next

word begins with a Saakin letter: This can occur in the following ways:

 If the 1st word ends with a Madd letter and the next word starts with a Mushaddad or a Saakin letter, the

Madd letter is dropped in case of Wasl, recited only in Waqf:

 If the 1st word ends with a Saakin Saheeh letter (non-Madd) or Leen letter and the next word starts with

a Mushaddad or a Saakin letter, the Saakin letter is recited with an appropriate harakah in case of Wasl

and Sukoon in case of Waqf. The harakah (kasrah) needs to be derived only for the Saakin Noon of

tanween. For all other cases the harakah is included in the script itself:

Gathering of two Saakin letters across two words
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ُ
 ِل ق

�
مَّ ُه  الل  

�
��ْ

�
قِ ُم َعل

�
َتالُ ال ِ َن ِم  ا�� َ ا اوُ َدعَ هُ نَ ابْ حٌ ُنو ��

95:6 2:11 96:11 27:15

3:26 2:216 2:61 10:22 11:42

و َعِم 
�
اِلَحاِت الصَّ ا ل ي� 

 �ن
َ ْ
ْرض� األ ا

َ
 ق

َ
َح �

�
ِ ال  عَ ْمُد ِ��

�
� 

�
ُهَدىال



 Many words in the Arabic language (few examples below: ِمنْ  لْ  /
ُ
ق ْم  /

�
��ْ

�
َعل ُهْم  / ْت  /

�
ال

َ
ق /  /َعنْ 

ْم 
�
�

�
َقْد /ل

�
ل ) originally end with a Saakin Saheeh letter. These letters acquire a Harakah (Fathah /

Kasrah / Dammah depending on how we received from the early Arabs) in case of Wasl:

Gathering of two Saakin letters across two words – examples
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قَ 
�
ئَ ُتْه  اْس دِ ل ز�

 
�
��ْ

�
ِقتَ ُم َعل

�
الُ ال

16:12 12:31

5:2763:4 17:110

3:26

2:216

 وح� الرُّ ن� عَ 
�
�

�
�ْ اُم ل

�
لَ لل  

�
ال

َ
ُ�ْج اْخ ِت ق

ُمتَّ نَ مِ 
�
نَ ال  ِقني

ُ
عَ ُم هُ ُعوا� ادْ ِل ق

�
ُدوُّ ال

17:85

7:3214:10  َها َتْحتِ 
َ ْ
َه األ
ْ
 اُر ن

�
ي� أ
ِ �ن ا َشكٌّ ا��

َ
و ق

�
 ل

�
ُهمَّ ا الل 98:8

 Madd letter at the end of the first word dropped in case of Wasl. Will be recited when stopping at

the end of the 1st word due to some reason:



Gathering of two Saakin letters across two words – examples
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�
ْص انقُ و� أ

�َنٍة اهُ نَ ابْ ُنوحٌ  َوا�ِ ِب��
�
�

�
37:6ِب ل 11:42

63:4

 Leen letters (Saakin Waaw or Saakin Yaa preceded by a Fathah) can also acquire a Harakah as

shown below. The words (  �ْوا َتَمنَّ ْو  /
�
أ /  ْ ي

َ َصاِحيب originally end with a Saakin (آَتْوا / Leen letter:

ي� َصاِح 
َ ْج ايب 12:39ن� لسِّ َتَمنَّ 

َ
 وُ ف

�
اةَ ا الزَّ وُ آتَ 2:94َمْوَت ا� ال

�
�2:277

 Saakin Noon of Tanween (Fathatain / Kasratain / Fathatain) acquires a Kasrah for Wasl when

recited with Izhaar. This Noon is clearly brought out in the script in the Indo-Pak Mus-haf but

needs to be derived for other scripts:

 
�
ًء ٱل ٰ َجَزا� ُحْسينَ

Tanween of Izhaar followed by a Saakin

letter is recited with a Kasrah on the 

Noon. This is the only scenario in which 

the Harakah (Kasrah) should be derived 

on a Saaheeh Saakin letter due to 

gathering of two Saakin letters.

18:88



Study some advanced topics related to Tas-heel of Hamzah, the 
unique instance of Imaalah & understand the concept of Nabr.

TAS-HEEL, IMAALAH & 
NABR
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 Tas-heel (ْسِهْ�ل�َ) – definition, explanation and identifying the instances.

 Tas-heel (ْسِهْ�ل�َ) – mandatory & optional points.

 Tas-heel (ْسِهْ�ل�َ) in other recitations.

 Imaalah ة)
�
– (ِإَمال definition and explanation.

 Imaalah ة)
�
– (ِإَمال its types.

 Nabr ( ْ �ب
َ
– (ن definition.

 Nabr ( ْ �ب
َ
– (ن identifying the scenarios.



 Tas-heel (ْسِهْ�ل�َ) literally means to facilitate or to make something easy.

 Applied definition of Tas-heel of Hamzah: In Tajweed it means an eased recitation of the Hamzah, which is

between the sound of an actual Hamzah and the sound of the Madd that corresponds to its Harakah (vowel

on the eased Hamzah).

 In the recitation of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim, there is a single instance where Tas-heel of a Maftooh Hamzah is

mandatory/required whereas there are 6 instances where it is optional:

Tas-heel (ْسِهْ�ل�َ) – definition and identifying the instances
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 Mandatory single instance (Surah #41 Fussilat, Verse #44):
41:44

 Optional 6 instances (3 words occurring twice each):

1st instance:10:51 

2nd instance: 10:91

1st instance:6:143 

2nd instance: 6:144

1st instance:10:59

2nd instance: 27:59

 
�
ٌّ + أ ْعَجِ�ي

�
=أ



 Tas-heel is a mechanism by which the Arabs sought ease in the recitation of back to back occurrences

of the Hamzah. In order to understand Tas-heel, let’s take the example of the instance where it is

mandatory in the recitation of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim:

Tas-heel (ْسِهْ�ل�َ) – explanation
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 Originally the above structure is - ٌّ ْعَجِ�ي
�
أ  

�
أ - the 1st Hamzah is the questioning Hamzah (Hamzatul-

Istifhaam) and the 2nd Hamzah is part of the word  ٌّ ْعَجِ�ي
�
-أ - it is this Hamzah that undergoes Tas-heel.

While reciting with Tas-heel we don’t recite this Hamzah from its original Makhraj (re-opening of the 

vocal cords) but we continue reciting the Fathah on this Hamzah with the same Makhraj of the 1st

Hamzah. So recite it as ‘aa’jamiyyun and not as ‘a-‘a’jamiyyun separately (listen to the recording).

41:44

Hamzah that is recited with 
Tas-heel is indicated by a 

small black circle.

Is it a foreign [recitation] and an Arab [messenger]?"

=  
�
ْعَج + أ

�
ٌّ أ ِ�ي



Tas-heel (ْسِهْ�ل�َ) – optional points
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 These are commonly recited with Ibdaal (conversion of the Hamzah to a Madd Badal) and the Mus-haf

commonly indicates upon the Madd but reciting these instances with Tas-heel is a completely valid option:

نتُ 
�
ۡد ك

َ
ٰ�َن َوق ��

�
ل ۦ َ�ۡسَتعۡ َءا� ونَ م ِبِه

�
10:51ِجل

ۡد عَ 
َ
ٰ�َن َوق ��

�
ل  َصۡ�َت َءا�

َ
10:91ۡبلُ ق

 Note that in the recitation of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim, there are few words where Tas-heel of Hamzah is optional

(as seen earlier).

َ�ۡ�ن� َح  ڪ�
َّ

لذ ۡل َءا�
ُ
 ق

َ
نث

ُ ۡ
ِم ٱأل

�
َم أ ن� رَّ

ۡ 6:143َيني

َ�ۡ�ن� َح  ڪ�
َّ

لذ ۡل َءا�
ُ
يَ ق

َ
نث

ُ ۡ
ِم ٱأل

�
َم أ ن� رَّ

ۡ 6:144ني

ۡم ۖ
�
�

�
ِذَن ل

�
ُ أ �� ۡل َءا�

ُ
ِ َتفۡ ق

 ٱ��
�

ۡم َع�
�
ونَ أ ُ 10:59�تَ

 ٌ ۡ ُ َخ�ي �� � َءا�
ۡ ا ُ��ش مَّ

�
ونَ أ

�
27:59ك



 As for Surah #41 Fussilat, Verse #44, we see there is a Hamzah followed by 

another Hamzah followed by an ‘Ayn – all three being very close in their Makhaarij and coming one 

after the other. And it appears that this is the reason why Tas-heel was done in the recitation of Hafs in 

order to ease the recitation but not in other cases. And Allaah knows best.

Tas-heel (ْسِهْ�ل�َ) in other recitations
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 Surah Baqarah verse 6: Recited as ‘aandhartahum’ from a single Makhraj of Hamzah in few other recitations:

 Surah Saad verse 8: Recited as ‘aunzila’ from a single Makhraj of Hamzah in few other recitations:

 Surah Al-Israa verse 49:Recited as ‘aidhaa’ from a single Makhraj of Hamzah in few other recitations:

ۡم 
�
ۡم ل

�
ُهۡم أ

َ
ۡرت

َ
نذ

�
 يُ َءأ

َ
نِذۡرُهۡم �

ُ
2:6ۡؤِمُنوَن ت

ۡ�هِ 
�
َل َعل ُءنز�

�
ُر ِمۢن أ

�
ك

ِّ
38:8َبۡيِنَنا ٱلذ

 
�
ا ك

َ
ِءذ

�
ٓوا� أ

�
ال

َ
ٰ�مً۬ َوق ا ِعظ� انَّ ٰ�ت�

َ
17:49ا َوُرف

 Note that in other recitations (other than Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim), there are multiple instances in the Mus-haf
where the Hamzah could be recited with Tas-heel:



 The applied definition of Imaalah in Tajweed means to bring the recitation of Fathah close to the recitation of

Kasrah or to bring the recitation of Alif Madd close to the recitation of Yaa Madd without changing it completely

or exaggerating the sound of Kasrah or Yaa. It can also be said that Imaalah is the recitation of Alif as

something between the correct recitation of Alif and Yaa occurs only in one place (Surah #11 Hood Verse #41):

Imaalah ة)
�
– (ِإَمال definition and explanation
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 The recitation of the Qur’aan that has reached us through different reciters – some recited with more

instances of Imaalah and some with less. In the way of recitation of Hafs (which we are studying) there is just

a single instance where Imaalah takes place as shown above.

 During the time of the Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) there were some tribes which read the Alif/Fathah with Imaalah, even today

there are tribes which do that from some of the tribes of Lebanon. So they did not open up the mouth by

lowering the jaw to the extent that it should be done – Yahyae, Moosae, Eesae.

 Imaalah ة)
�
.literally means to bend/incline (ِإَمال

Originally اَهارَ َمْج  but recited as majRAYha and ر
is recited in Tarqeeq instead of Tafkheem



 In the recitation of Hafs, the Imaalah that is given to the Fathah on Raa in                is Imaalah Kubraa. There

is no word recited with Imaalah Sughraa in the recitaton of Hafs, but in other recitations (e.g Warsh) there are

words which are recited with both Imaalah Sughraa and Imaalah Kubraa.

Imaalah ة)
�
– (ِإَمال its types
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 Al-Imaalah Al-Kubra (The greater Imaalah) - The sound of Alif is made to sound as if exactly between an Alif

and a Yaa (50%-50%).

 Al-Imaalah As-Sughraa (The lesser Imaalah) – The sound of Alif is made to sound between Alif and Yaa

but leaning more towards the sound of Alif (75%-25%).

 There are two types of Imaalah:

 The below diagrams make clear the position of the tongue for Alif, Imaalah Sughraa, Imaalah Kubraa & Yaa.
ِلف

َ
األ

Tongue in 
state of rest

اإلمالة الصغرى
Slight raising of 
the middle part 
of the tongue

الكبرىاإلمالة 
Greater raising of 
the middle part 
of the tongue

الیاء
Complete raising 
of the middle 
part of tongue



 In the science of sounds it means to apply pressure on a syllable or a specific letter of a word, so that its

sound is slightly more accentuated/emphasized compared to the other letters or syllables adjoining it.

Nabr ( ْ �ب
َ
– (ن definition and identifying the scenarios
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 Nabr while reciting the Mushaddad letter after a Madd letter.

 Based on the study of Nabr and what has been received from the scholars renowned in this field, we can

identify 5 cases in which Nabr occurs in the recitation of the Qur’aan:

 Nabr – linguistically it means to stress/to emphasize.

 Nabr while reciting a Mushaddad Waaw or Mushaddad Yaa.

 Nabr while stopping on a letter that has a Shaddah.

 Nabr while stopping on Hamzah before which there is a Madd or Leen letter.

 Nabr when a verb ending with the Alif of duality or Waaw of plurality is being dropped (due to Wasl with the

following word which starts with a Saakin letter) on the condition that it causes confusion with the singular verb.



Nabr ( ْ �ب
َ
– (ن identifying the scenarios
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 There are two exceptions to this rule:

 Mushaddad Noon / Meem - There is no need for Nabr since when stopping at a Mushaddad

Noon / Meem the Ghunnah component of both letters will still be elongated to the Akmal level

and this clearly indicates to the listener the presence of Shaddah on the Noon / Meem.

 Mushaddad Muqalqal (having Qalalah) letter - There is no need for Nabr since Saakin and

Mutaharrik components are clearly evident. Both components are recited with a single Makhraj.

The Mutaharrik component acquires a Sukoon and is recited with a Qalqalah.

Nabr while stopping on a letter that has a Shaddah

 A Mushaddad letter consists of a Saakin and Mutaharrik component. So when stopping on such a letter, Nabr needs

to be applied in order to emphasize the presence of a Mushaddad (doubled) letter. In absence of Nabr it will sound

as if it is a single letter. Nabr is done by not reciting the Harakah on the Mutaharrik component but reciting it with

emphasis giving the impression of two  Saakin letters and not allowing the Mutaharrik component to be dropped:

ۡسَتِقرٌّ  َطلٌّ مُّ
َ
َوَ�ثَّ ف 2:265 54:32:164 َّ َ�ِّ 20:123َعُدوٌّ 14:22ِبُمۡ���نِ

�
30:19ٱل

َ�مِّ 
�
ِ ٱل

20:39�ن

نٌّ 
�
55:74َجا

111:1َوَتبَّ 

َحقُّ 
�
78:39ٱل



Nabr ( ْ �ب
َ
– (ن identifying the scenarios
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Nabr while reciting a Mushaddad Waaw or Mushaddad Yaa

 Nabr is required when reciting a Mushaddad Waaw or a Mushaddad Yaa since reciting without Nabr will give

the impression of either a Madd or a Leen:

ةِ  ُقوَّ
�
وَّ ٱل

َ
نَ اق ةٍ ِمني ِق�َّ ۡ َ �ش 5:8 اَرةِ 28:7624:35 َّ� 12:10ٱلسَّ

Nabr while reciting the Mushaddad letter after a Madd letter

 Nabr is required when reciting a Mushaddad letter after a Madd letter since if we don not recite it with

Nabr/stress, the indication of the Saakin component is lost:

ةٍ  بَّ نَ َدا� ني
�
ل
�
ا 1:7ٱلضَّ 29:60 

ُ
ة

َّ
ق

�
َحا

�
 69:1ٱل

ً
ة

َّ
ف

�
ا 2:208ڪ�

Nabr while stopping on Hamzah before which there is a Madd or Leen letter

 Nabr is required when stopping at the end words which end with a  Hamzah and have a Leen or Madd letter

before it since lack of doing so will give the impression that the word is ending with a Madd, as if the Hamzah

is dropped: ءِ 
�
َما ٓوءَ ٱلسَّ 12:24ٱلسُّ ءٍ 3:5 ۡ َ ٓىءَ 6:52�ش

�
39:69َوِجا



Nabr ( ْ �ب
َ
– (ن identifying the scenarios
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 In the above scenarios, the Alif of dualty is dropped in Wasl due to joining between two Saakins (Alif Madd and the

Saakin letter of the next word). As per Arabic grammar the pronunciation after dropping the Alif of duality would cause

the listener to confuse the verb to be the singular conjugation ( َاق
َ
ذ الَ  /

َ
ق instead of the dual conjugation (ٱۡسَتَبقَ  /

ا)
َ
اق

َ
  /ذ

َ
ا�

َ
.(ٱۡسَتَبَقا /ق It is for this reason, the letter before the Alif of duality is recited with Nabr (stress).

 As for the clause - on the condition that it causes confusion with the singular verb - consider the below example from Suratul-

A’raf, where Nabr is not done on the Waaw preceding the Alif of duality in َدَعَوا since the dual conjugation in this case has no

scope of causing confusion with the singular conjugation - َدَعا

Nabr when a verb ending with Alif of duality or Waaw of plurality is dropped in Wasl

 Nabr when a verb ending with the Alif of duality or Waaw of plurality is being dropped due to reciting in continuation

with the following word which starts with a Saakin letter on the condition that it causes confusion with the singular verb.

 
َ
اق

َ
َجَرَة ذ ِ ا ٱلشَّ َحۡمُد ِ��

�
 ٱل

َ
ا�

َ
27:15َوق َباَب 7:22

�
12:25َوٱۡسَتَبَقا ٱل

 
�
ا مَّ

�
ل
َ
ت دَّ ف

�
َقل

ۡ
ث
�
َ َر�ــَّ أ 7:189ُهَماَعَوا ٱ��



Look at some words in the Qur’aan which have a unique way of 
reciting them.

SOME SPECIAL WORDS
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 Ruling of Saad in the words (ص) َ�َسَط  & َسْ�َطَر  and words similar to it/derived from it.

 Ruling of Sagheerah Noon (ن) in ۨ��بِ 
ُ
ن and the commonly occurring Sagheerah Alif, Waaw & Yaa.

 Ruling of ۤم 
�
ُ ) 1(ال ا�� in the beginning of Surah Aal-e-’Imraan.

 Ruling of ا نَّ
َ
۫م
�
َتأ in Surah Yusuf.

 Ruling of َءاتَانِيَ فََما in Surah Naml.

 Ruling of  َضْعٍف and ا َضْعف� in Surah Al-Room.

 Ruling of  َن ۡ ِاۡل َ�اِسني in Surah As-Saaffaat.



 In the Arabic language there are two special verbs  َسَط�َ and  َسْ�َطَر –They are special since there were some

Arab tribes who recited the Seen with Tafkheem َبَصَط ) and  َصْ�َطَر) due to its proximity with the letter Taa that

has the characteristics of Isti’laa and Itbaaq and being the heaviest letter of the language.

Some special words
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 Based on the dialect of these tribes, four words in the Mus-haf were written with the letter Saad. Some of the

reciters recited it as Seen with Tarqeeq based on its original form while others recited it as Saad following the

format of the Mus-haf and based on the dialect of those tribes which recited it with Tafkheem.

Ruling of Saad in the words (ص) َ�َسَط  & َسْ�َطَر  and words similar to it/derived from it

 In the recitation of Hafs from ‘Aasim from the way of Shaatibiyyah these words are recited sometimes as Seen

and sometimes as Saad as shown below.

ۡ�ِطُرونَ  ُمۣصَ
�
 ر� ۡ�ِط ِبُمَص ٱل

ً
َطة

ۡ
َبۜص 88:22 ُط 52:377:69

ُ
2:245َيۡبۜص

Recited only as Seen

س) on top of ص):

Recited only as Saad

(Seen not an option):

Recited as Saad or Seen but recitation with 

Saad is more popular (س below ص):



 There are words in the Qur’aan which have letters that are not part of the written script but need to be recited.

The scholars of the Qur’aanic script placed small (Sagheerah) letters in the script in order to indicate letters

which should be recited/pronounced but were originally not part of the script. In the above verse, the

Sagheerah Noon in  ِب��ۨ
ُ
ن should be recited just like a Saakin Noon in ـ

ُ
�بِ نْ ن

Some special words
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 In the same way, the Sagheerah Alif was placed where Alif was dropped in script, the Sagheerah Waaw was

placed where the Waaw was dropped in script, and the Sagheerah Yaa was placed where Yaa was dropped in

script. But all of these need to be recited like regular Alif/Waaw/Yaa. The Madd Silah falls in the same category.

Ruling of Sagheerah Noon (ن) in ِب��ۨ
ُ
ن and the commonly occurring Sagheerah Alif, Waaw & Yaa

 
�
ۡيَنٰ�ُه ِمَن ٱل جَّ

َ
ۥ َون ُه 

�
ٱۡسَتَجۡبَنا ل

َ
ٲِلَك ف

َ
ذ

�
ۨ��بِ َغمِّ ۚ َو�

ُ
ُمؤۡ ن

�
نَ ٱل ِمِنني Surah #21 Al-Anbiya, Verse #88:

َمٰ�ِلِك  ۡحمَ  ٰ�ن� ٱلرَّ  
�
َعٰ�ل

�
نَ ٱل ِمني

1:21:4

Alif Sagheerah

1:3

َداُوۥدَ  ىَ  ُوۥر�
7:1217:55

Waaw Sagheerah

7:20

ٰ�فِ 
�
ِهْم ِإۦل ۧ�َم هِ اِإۡبرَ  ۦَرۡجِعهِ 

86:8106:2

Yaa Sagheerah

2:130

ۡقتَ 
�
ُهۥَخل



 When continuing the recitation of these two words - ۤم 
�
ُ ) 1(ال ا�� - in the beginning of Surah Aale ‘Imraan, there

is joining between 2 Saakin letters – the 1st Saakin being the Saakin Meem within the letter Meem ) ِمْ�ْم  ) and 

the 2nd Saakin being the first Laam of Lafzul-Jalaalah ( ُ ا�� ).

Some special words
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 The combination would then appear as: �ْم هللاُ  م مِّ
َ

ِلْف آل
�
أ

Ruling of  ۤم
�
ُ ) 1(ال ا�� in the beginning of Surah Aal-e-’Imraan

�َم هللاُ  م مِّ
َ

ِلْف آل
�
أ

6 counts

Option1: Extend the Yaa Madd for 6 counts: The incidental 

Harakah (Fathah) on the Meem Saakin is not considered and 

Yaa Madd is extended to 6 counts based on original Sukoon

following Madd (Madd Laazim Harfee Mukhaffaf).

 If we join between the Saakin letters, we recite the Meem Saakin with a Fathah as: ِلْف 
�
�َم هللاُ أ م مِّ

َ
آل

 As a result of this joining, the Yaa Madd preceding the Maftooh Meem can be recited in the following 2 ways:

�َم هللاُ  م مِّ
َ

ِلْف آل
�
أ

2 counts

Option 2: Extend the Yaa Madd for 2 counts: In this 

case the incidental Harakah (Fathah) on the Meem Saakin

is considered and Yaa Madd is extended to 2 counts 

(Madd Tabee’ee).



أَمنُ )
َ
ت – you do not trust + ا

َ
ن – us). As we can see, the original formation has a succession of 3 Mutaharrik

letters having Ghunnah. The Arabs found it heavy to recite and made it simple by resorting to either Raum or 

Ishmaam (details on both will come soon). In some Masaahif, the word may appear with a dark circle as:      

Some special words
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 Ar-Raum ْوم) – (الرَّ the word is recited as َمُنَنا
�
أ
َ
ت so the Dammah on the first Noon is retained, however the

duration of the Dammah is decreased. It is recited with more speed compared to the other letters adjoining it

(approx. 1/3rd of its actual duration is retained).

Ruling of ا نَّ
َ
۫م
�
َتأ in Surah Yusuf

 
َ

َك �
�
ا َما ل

َ
َبان

�
أ وا� َيٰ�ٓ

�
ال

َ
ا ق نَّ

َ
۫م
�
أ
َ
هُ عَ ت

�
ا ل

َّ
ٰ ُيوُسَف َوِ�ن �

َن�ٰ �
�
ِصُحوَنۥ ل Surah #12 Yusuf, Verse #11:

 Al-Ishmaam – (اِإلْشَمام) the word is recited as ا َمنَّ
�
َتأ so the first Noon is made Saakin and it is merged into the

second Noon. As soon as we start reciting this merged Noon from its Makhraj, we circle the lips without 

reciting the Dammah and elongate the Ghunnah as we do for any Mushaddad Noon.

 The original form of the word: ا نَّ
َ
۫م
�
َتأ is: َمُننا

�
َتأ (you do not trust us) i.e 2nd Person Present Tense verb + object



Some special words
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Ruling of َءاتَانِيَ فََما in Surah Naml

 When continuing the recitation of the above highlighted portion, Hafs has recited the Yaa Sagheerah with a 

Fathah.

ن� 
َ
ون ُتِمدُّ

�
اَل أ

َ
ۡ�َمٰ�َن ق

�
َء ُسل

�
ا َجا مَّ

�
ل
َ
ُ فََمآ َءاتَٰىِنۦَِبَماٍل ف ٌ ٱ�� ۡ نُتم ِبَہِديَّ َخ�ي

�
م َبۡل أ

�
 َءاَتٰٮ�

�
ا مَّ ۡم َتۡفَرُحوَن مِّ

�
ِتك

 Surah #27 An-Naml, Verse #36:

 In case of Waqf (stopping) there are two possible ways to stop at the end of the word (Idtiraaree stop):

 Establishing Sukoon on the Yaa Sagheerah (to recite it as Yaa Madd Tabee’ee) - َما
َ
َءاتَانِيف

 Dropping the Yaa Sagheerah and stopping on Noon either with Sukoon or with Raum – َما
َ
ءاَتاِن ف



Some special words
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Ruling of  َضْعٍف and ا َضْعف� in Surah Al-Room

 However in the Mus-haf these two words are fixed upon Fathah and the Notes at the end of the Mus-haf do

indicate upon the possibility of reciting these words with a Dammah on the Daad.

 ُ ن ٱ�� م مِّ
�
َق�

�
ِذى َخل

�
مَّ َجَعَل ِمۢن َبۡعِد َضۡعٍف ٱل

ُ
 َضۡعٍف ث

ُ
ًة ق مَّ َجَعَل ِمۢن َبۡعِد وَّ

ُ
ٍة ث وَّ

ُ
 اَضۡعف� ق

ً
َوَشۡيَبة

 Surah #30 Ar-Room, Verse #54:

 Hafs has recited the two instances of the word  َضۡعٍف and the word ا َضۡعف� highlighted above, with Fathah on

the letter Daad as shown above and also with a Dammah like show below:

ن  م مِّ
�
َق�

�
ِذى َخل

�
ُ ٱل مَّ َجَعَل ِمۢن َبۡعِد ُضۡعٍف ٱ��

ُ
 ُضۡعٍف ث

ُ
ًة ق مَّ َجَعَل ِمۢن َبۡعِد وَّ

ُ
ٍة ث وَّ

ُ
 ا ُضۡعف� ق

ً
َوَشۡيَبة
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Ruling of  َن ۡ ِاۡل َ�اِسني in Surah As-Saaffaat

 There are some Qiraa’aat in which  ن ِال َ�اِسني is recited as  ن آل َ�اِسني (‘aal Yaaseen - family of Yaaseen) with

various interpretations for the meaning of Yaaseen. In those Qiraa’aat it would be acceptable to stop (due to

compelling reasons) at the end of آل (being a separate word). But in the Qiraa’ah of Hafs, this would not be

acceptable since  ن ِال َ�اِسني is considered as a single word even though it appears disjointed.

ٰٓ �
ٰ�ٌم َع�

�
نَ َسل ِإۡل َ�اِسني Surah #37 As-Saaffaat, Verse #130:

 In the recitation of Hafs, ن ِال َ�اِسني is considered a complete word (Prophet Ilyaas peace be upon him, with 

an extraneous ين at the end) even though it is written disjointed in the Mus-haf as shown above. Hence one

should not stop at the end of ِال (considering it to be a separate word) but stop only at the end of  ن ِال َ�اِسني



Understand some advanced methods (Ar-Raum & Al-Ishmaam) of 
stopping at the end of words

RAUM AND ISHMAAM
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 Different ways of stopping at the end of words.

 Ar-Raum ْوم) – (الرَّ definition & explanation.

 Ar-Raum ْوم) – (الرَّ rulings related to Madd.

 Ar-Raum ْوم) – (الرَّ rulings related to the letter Raa.

 Al-Ishmaam – (اِإلْشَمام) definition and explanation.

 Al-Ishmaam – (اِإلْشَمام) rulings related to Madd.

 Al-Ishmaam – (اِإلْشَمام) rulings related to the letter Raa.

 Exceptions for Raum and Ishmaam.



 Establishing the Saakin non-Madd letter:

Different ways of stopping at the end of words
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َّ

�
�
َ�ٰ ك َوٱلضُّ

ۡث  َحدِّ
َ
ف

93:1 70:39

93:11 
َ

�
َ
93:10َتۡنَہۡر ف

 Establishing the Saakin Madd / Leen letter:

 Dropping the vowels (Fathah / Kasrah / Dammah):

 Dropping the Tanween and vowel for Dammatain and Kasratain:

 Dropping the Madd Silah (Sughraa / Kubraa):

 Conversion of the Fathatain to Alif Madd Tabee’ee:

 Conversion of the Feminine Taa (ة) to a Haa :(ه)

 We will now study two additional ways of stopping at the end of words: Raum & Ishmaam.

ٰ�ُقوا� 
�
ِذى70:42ُ�ل

�
70:44ٱل 19:91َدَعۡوا� 

ِح  نَ �ِم ٱلرَّ ِمني
�
َعٰ�ل

�
1:2ٱل 1:3 نُ  ۡسَتِعني

َ
�1:5

 ٌ 11:2َ�ِش�ي  � 11:1َخِب�ي

ۡوِمِهۦۥٱۡبَنهُ 
َ
11:38ق ۥۤ 11:42 ُە ُ ۡ �ي

َ
ۦ11:50ۤغ ۡوِمِه

َ
11:25ق

ا 19:81ِعز� ا 19:84َعد�

ٰ�ِغ�َ 
�
 ل

ً
 ة

ٌ
اِعَمة

َّ
88:8ن َغٰ�ِش 88:5َءاِنَ�ةٍ 88:11

�
88:1َ�ةِ ٱل

 The Sifr Mustateel on the Seven Alifs. Examples: 33:66ٱلر�سُوالَ۠ 33:10ُنوَنا۠ 

 Reciting with Nabr: ۡسَتِقرٌّ  2:265فَطلٌّ مُّ 20:123َعُدوٌّ 54:3



 Applied definition in Tajweed - It is to recite the vowel (Dammah or Kasrah) at the end of a word while

stopping on it, with a reduced sound of that vowel such that majority portion of the vowel is dropped

while a minority portion is recited (approx. 1/3rd of the vowel is retained while 2/3rd is dropped):

Ar-Raum ْوم) – (الرَّ definition 
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 The basic rule with the Arabs is that they don’t start with Sukoon nor do they stop/end with a Harakah:

 If a word started with Sukoon, then Hamzatul-Wasl was brought out and recited with an appropriate Harakah.

 If a word ended with a Harakah it was recited with Sukoon and the Harakah was dropped.

 This rule was followed by most of the Arab tribes in the time of the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص. However, there were some

tribes which had two other specific way of stopping at the end of Mutaharrik letters. These two ways are

called Ar-Raum and Al-Ishmaam. These are advanced topics meant for expert reciters of the Qur’aan.

 Raum (َرْوم) linguistically means to desire or want.

ْسَتعِ 
َ
نُ � ِح�ُم ني ِف�ِل الرَّ

�
ال 1:3 ين� 1:5105:1 1:4الدِّ

Listen to Shaykh Ayman reciting with 
Ar-Raum here (39:45):

https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/13140

https://ar.islamway.net/lesson/13140


Ar-Raum ْوم) – (الرَّ explanation and rulings related to Madd
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 When stopping at the end of a word on a letter having Dammatain we drop the Tanween and recite a minority

part of Dammah:

 When stopping at the end of a word on a letter having Kasratain we drop the Tanween and recite a minority part

of Kasrah:

ٌم َحِك� 2:209

 Reciting a letter ending in Tanween with Ar-Raum.

 The basic ruling of Al-Raum is that the rulings related to Al-Wasl (continuing/joining) are applied to it instead of

the ruling of Al-Waqf (stopping). This is because the reduced recitation of harakah on the letter following the Madd

indicates absence of Waqf and hence ruling of continuation or joining applies to it and not the ruling of stopping.

 Reciting the Madd before the letter for which Al-Raum is done:

 So if there is a Madd preceding the letter for which Al-Raum is done then it will be considered as Madd Tabee’ee

and not Madd ‘Aarid Lis-Sukoon.
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2:7ُم َعِظ�ٌم َعِظ�ُم َحِك�

َص�ِّ 
�
ٍب ك َص�ِّ 2:19

�
113:5ِد َحاِس ٍد َحاِس ِب ك

ِين َمٰ�ِلِك َيۡوِم  ۡعُبُد َوِ��َّ ) ٤(ٱلدِّ
َ
اَك ن نُ ِإ�َّ ۡسَتِعني

َ
to 5 1:4)٥(اَك �

Stop with 
Raum

Stop with 
Raum

Stop with 
Raum

Stop with 
Raum

Shadab
Stamp



Ar-Raum ْوم) – (الرَّ rulings related to the letter Raa
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 For this example, in case of Waqf (stopping), the letter Raa will be

recited with Tarqeeq. But in case of Wasl (continuing) and for Waqf

(stopping) with Raum, the letter Raa will be recited with Tafkheem.

 For this example, in case of Waqf (stopping), the letter Raa will be

recited with Tafkheem. But in case of Wasl (continuing) and for Waqf 

(stopping) with Raum, the letter Raa will be recited with Tarqeeq.

َ�ۡغِفُر لِ 
َ
ُء َمن َ�َش ف

�
ا 2:284

 Reciting the letter on which Al-Raum is applied with Tafkheem or Tarqeeq:

 Since the basic ruling of Raum is that the rulings related to Al-Wasl (continuing/joining) are applied to it, so if the

letter on which Raum is being applied is recited with Tafkheem on continuing under normal circumstances, then

the same letter will be recited with Tafkheem in the case of applying Raum to it. However if the letter on which

Raum is being applied is recited with Tarqeeq on continuing under normal circumstances, then the same letter

will be recited with Tarqeeq in the case of applying Raum to it.
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 َ�
َ
�َ ْر ۡغفِ ف

َ
�َ ُر ۡغفِ ف

َ
ُر ۡغفِ ف

 
�
ْ�ل

�
ي ل ِ

َقْد �ن
�
ر� ِة ال 97:1

َقْد 
�
َقْد ر� ال

�
َقْد ر� ال

�
ر� ال

Tarqeeq in WaqfTafkheem with Raum

Tafkheem in Wasl

Tafkheem in Waqf

Tarqeeq with Raum

Tarqeq in Wasl



 Applied definition in Tajweed – It is to circle the lips soon after reciting a Madmoom letter (letter having

a Dammah or a Dammatain) with Sukoon in the same way that the lips are circled while reciting a

Dammah but without the sound of Dammah:

Al-Ishmaam – (اِإلْشَمام) definition and explanation
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 When Ishmaam is applied, the lips are circled as if reciting a Dammah but there is no sound of

Dammah – it is just an action made with the lips having no effect on the sound produced. So it is only

apparent to the one who sees it.

 For the one who does not see the person doing Ishmaam, the sound appears as if reciting with a

regular Sukoon since Ishmaam brings about no effect on the sound.

 Al-Ishmaam (اِإلْشَمام) linguistically means to make someone smell the scent of something.

ْسَتعِ 
َ
نُ � ِح�ُم ني َحِك�ٌم الرَّ 1:3 2:7َعِظ�ٌم 1:52:209



Al-Ishmaam – (اِإلْشَمام) rulings related to Madd and the letter Raa
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 The basic ruling of Ishmaam is that the rulings related to Waqf (stopping with Sukoon) are applied to it instead of

the ruling of Wasl (joining/continuing) in contrast to Raum.

 Reciting the Madd before the letter for which Ishmaam is done:

 So if there is a Madd preceding the letter for which Ishmaam is done then it will be considered as Madd ‘Aarid

Lis-Sukoon and not as Madd Tabee’ee:
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اَك  ۡعُبُد َو�ِ ِإ�َّ
َ
اَك ن ۡسَتعِ �َّ

َ
نُ � 5 1)٥(ني

 Reciting the letter on which Ishmaam is applied with Tafkheem or Tarqeeq:
 Since the basic ruling of Ishmaam is that rulings related to

Waqf are applied to it, so if the letter is normally recited with

Tafkheem in Waqf then it will be recited with Tafkheem in

Waqf with Ishmaam. And if the letter is normally recited with

Tarqeeq in Waqf then it will be recited with Tarqeeq in Waqf

with Ishmaam.

َ�ۡغِفُر لِ 
َ
ُء َمن َ�َش ف

�
ا 2:284

 َ�
َ
�َ ْر ۡغفِ ف

َ
�َ ُر ۡغفِ ف

َ
ُر ۡغفِ ف

Tarqeeq in Waqf

Tarqeeq wth Ishmaam

Tafkheem in Wasl



Exceptions for Raum and Ishmaam
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 This is the letter (ة of Ta’neeth or Taa of femininity) attached to the end of nouns to

indicate their femininity. It is recited as ت in Wasl.  It is recited as a Saakin ه in Waqf.

Neither Raum nor Ishmaam can be applied to it.

 Ar-Raum and Al-Ishmaam are advanced Tajweed topics to be practiced only by expert reciters. It is possible

for a reciter to recite the entire Qur’aan in the way of Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim without having the need to practice

Raum or Ishmaam (except in a special word which we have already studied). For those who do practice

Raum and Ishmaam, there are few exceptional cases in which Raum & Ishmaam should not be applied.

َرْحَمةٍ 
3:159

َرْحَمهْ 
 Exception #1: Stopping at the Taa of femininity written in the shape of the letter Haa

 Note: There are some cases where the Taa of femininity is unfolded and written in the

shape of the letter ت and not in the shape of ة. This is based on the dialects of some

of the Arab tribes, who did Waqf at the end of such words with a Saakin ت and not

with a Saakin ت Likewise, Hafs also stopped on such instances with .ه and hence it

does not fall under the exception of Raum and Ishmaam – both can be applied to it.

 
ٌ
ِنْعَمة

26:22
ِنْعَمهْ 

ُت 
�
ٱۡمَرأ

3:35
 
�
ُت ٱۡمَرأ

ِبِنْعَمِت 
16:72

ِت ِبِنْعمَ 

Raum / 
Ishmaam not 

applicable

Raum / 
Ishmaam
applicable

Raum / 
Ishmaam not 

applicable

Raum 
applicable



Exceptions for Raum and Ishmaam
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 When stopping at the end of a word which ends with an incidental Harakah (not original

Harakah but Harakah added to the end of a letter in order to join with a Saakin letter in

the word following it), neither Raum nor Ishmaam are permitted.

 
�
ِل الل

ُ
ُهمَّ ق

3:26
لْ 

ُ
ق

 Exception #2: Stopping at the end of word ending with an incidental Harakah

 There are some recitations in which the Meem of plurality is recited with a Dammah and a Waaw Madd following it

in the state of Wasl. This is based on the dialect of some of the Arab tribes:

 َوِ�ِذ اْبتَ 
�

�
2:124

 
ْ
َوِ�ذ

 Exception #3: Stopping at the Meem of plurality (*not applicable for Hafs ‘an ‘Aasim)

َعۡمَت 
ۡ
ن
�
ِذيَن أ

�
ٲَط ٱل ْيهِ ِ�َ

�
 ُمو َعل

�
� ال

ْ �ي
َ
ْيهِ غ

�
اُمو َمْغُضوِب َعل  الضَّ

َ
نَ َو� ني

�
1:7ل

 This is a valid recitation if recited in continuation when the word ْيِهْم 
�
َعل is connected with the word following it.

However, when stopping at the end of the Meem, the reciter is expected to recite the Meem with a Sukoon and 

neither Raum nor Ishmaam is allowed in this case: ْيِهْم 
�
َعل

Raum not 
applicable

Raum not 
applicable



Exceptions for Raum and Ishmaam
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 Scholars of recitation adopted three ways with respect to applying Raum and Ishmaam to the Haa of Dameer:

 The 1st school of thought: Impermissibility under all circumstances making it like the Taa of Femininity.

 The 2nd school of thought: Permissibility under all circumstances making it similar to a vowel ending like any other letter.

 The 3rd school of thought called Madhabu Al-Tafseel َهُب 
ْ

ْفِص�لَمذ )التَّ ) this is the method adopted by Imaam Ibn Al-

Jazaree. As per this opinion, there are scenarios in which Raum and Ishmaam are prohibited for Haa pronoun. 

Note regarding ways adopted by scholars in reciting the Haa of Dameer (pronoun) with Raum and Ishmaam

 The Haa pronoun is the Haa that comes attached to nouns, verbs or particles to indicate 3rd person masculine 

singular pronoun occurring either with a Kasrah or a Dammah. For example:  
َّ
ٰ هُ ِإن �

َقاِدٌر هِ َرۡجعِ ۥ َع�
�
86:8ۦ ل

 Prohibited scenarios:

 Letter before it is a Yaa Saakin (Yaa Madd/Leen):

 Letter before it is a Waaw Saakin (Waaw Madd/Leen):

 Letter before it has a Kasrah:

 Letter before it has a Dammah:

 Hence Permitted scenarios:

 The letter before it has original Sukoon:

 The letter before it has a Fathah:

 The letter before it is Alif Madd:

هِ ِف�
 
�
َتل

َ
وەُ ق

ْ�هِ 
�
َعل

ْوەُ 
�
َرأ

ِبهِ 

ْمُرەُ 
�
َوأ

هُ 
�
ل
َعْنهُ  ِمْنهُ 

َفهُ 
�
ُتْخل

اْجَتَباەُ  اەُ  َ ُتِبهِ اْش�تَ
�
َو�

ُ�ْخِلُفهُ 



جزاكم هللا خیرا

End of Part 8
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Before we conclude
Dear students, congratulations! If you have completed the book and understood its concepts then you are now 
equipped with the understanding of the rules of reciting the Qur’aan alhamdulillaah!!

But note, this is just the beginning. You know the theory now but without diligent practice, this theoretical knowledge can 
get evaporated very soon. Every aspect of Tajweed needs to be developed as second nature, through constant 
recitation in halaqas of proficient teachers who can correct your mistakes!

Don’t consider this as the end, but in fact a beginning to a life-long journey to learn the Qur’aan. We strongly encourage 
you to pursue the memorization of the Qur’aan. It is through memorization and constant revision, a long-lasting 
relationship will be established with the book of Allaah. We also encourage you to simultaneously pursue the study of 

the Arabic language to be able to grasp the meanings of what you constantly recite in your َصالة and your ِحْفظ revision 

inShaaAllaah.

May Allaah help you to succeed at the highest level!

جزاكم هللا خیرا
www.cqc.co.in askcqc@gmail.com669
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